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ABSTRACT:  
This paper draws an investigation of how urban spatial structure affects economic 
performance of Barcelona Metropolitan Region. In this sense, this paper tries to examine this 
relationship by focusing on the spatial structure by means of analyzing sub-centre influence 
what entails a new perspective of empirical analysis (intra-metropolitan scale) compared to 
the current literature studies based on inter-urban areas or inter-metropolitan scale. 
Hence, the aim of this work is to determine whether urban sub-centres exert an influence on 
the labour productivity, and if so, how it is this relationship in order to define future polices 
that enhance competitiveness. The issue is addressed through using spatial econometric 
techniques that estimate whether agglomeration benefits are dependent on sub-centres by 
taking into account both morphological and functional dimensions to define the urban spatial 
structure. The ultimate aim of this paper is to determine if spatial structure matter for the net 
firms –establishments- formation and urban growth. This point is studied in this case, 
compared to the current other studies, through an analysis of the functional dimension to 
define the way activities are spatially organized. So, this work proposes to determine the 
urban spatial structure by analyzing the residence-to-work flows to estimate the in-commuting 
flow (IF) Entropy Information and the out-commuting flow (OF) Entropy Information for 
each municipality within the metropolitan area. 
The results show that urban sub-centres exert a positive influence on labour productivity (as 
we move away from the sub-centre the labour productivity decreases) as well as human 
capital, local competition, entrepreneurship and manufacture location are also playing a 
considerably role to increase it. Inversely, higher levels of urban sprawl entail lower levels of 
labour productivity.  In addition, we find that the higher IF Entropy Information / higher OF 
Entropy Information in a given municipality the higher / lower labour productivity, net firm 
formation and urban growth respectively. Thus, planning a metropolitan area by taking into 
account urban sub-centres entail a remarkably improvement of its economic performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The urban spatial structure of cities and its relationship to the urban environment has recently 
been the subject of empirical, theoretical and policy research. This interest is a result that 
economic, social and environmental problems have become a worldwide concern for 
economists, as it witnessed by the development of many theories and policies aimed at 
driving the economy towards a sustainable urban development. This it becomes more 
significant even if the object of study and discussion is cities and their spatial configuration. 
In an attempt to give more light about what is the most sustainable spatial organization of 
cities, the literature has suggested the idea that polycentric structures generate important 
economic, environmental and social effects. This it may be explained by the considerably 
interest of urban planners and policy-makers for polycentricity since it has become one of the 
key components of the integrated spatial development strategy promoted by the European 
Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP). In fact, now polycentric spatial structures are 
considered a planning tool to enhance cities’, metropolitan areas’ and mega city-regions’ 
competitiveness, social cohesion and environmental sustainability such as (Krätke, 2001; 
Bailey and Turok, 2001; Davoudi, 2003; Shaw and Sykes, 2004; Governa and Salone, 2005; 
Hoyler et al., 2008; Vandermotten, 2008 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2012) have studied.  
 
In this sense, on the one hand, the urban economics literature suggest that the links between 
urban structure and growth can be understood in this context of endogenous growth theories 
which emphasize the importance of dynamic externalities based on Marshall’s and Jacob’s 
contributions, (Henderson, 1997a) in dense settings that enhance economic efficiency, for 
example productivity. In this case, in general, firms in large cities can enjoy greater 
productivity due to lower production costs and/or more innovative opportunities at the time 
that workers have more chances to learn and acquire skills in large urban agglomerations that 
make higher returns possible (Black and Henderson, 1999; Glaeser, 1998, 1999; Capello and 
Camagni, 2000; Henderson, 2003b and; Rossi-Hansberg and Wright, 2007). However, there 
are also costs associated with externalities of urban size: firms and households in large cities 
encounter negative externalities associated with agglomeration economies, such as pollution, 
congestion and high land prices. Consequently, to the extent that a city is able to change its 
urban spatial structure in order to reduce the negative externalities for a large city, it can 
afford continued economic growth. In this sense, the specialized studies such as the work 
carried out by (Parr, 2002; Henderson, 2003c; Rosenthal and Strange, 2004 and; Puga, 2010) 
has been analyzed the scope and influence of agglomeration economies in order to understand 
in-depth their benefits and costs as regards economic development of cities and metropolitan 
areas. In doing so, these analysis have been conducted on the basis of examine their effects in 
productivity, wages (and income), growth (economic and urban –population-), rents and, plant 
(firms-establishments) births. Related to productivity, the main contributions are the works of 
(Sveikauskas, 1975; Henderson, 1986, 1987; 1997b, 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2011; Fogarty and 
Garofalo, 1988; Rauch, 1991; Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Cervero, 2001; Rosenthal and Strange, 
2001; Ciccone, 2002; Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002; Lucio et al., 2002; Frenken et al., 2007; 
Brülhart and Mathys, 2008; Longhi, 2008; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009; Gorter and Kok, 
2009; Melo and Graham, 2009; Melo et al., 2009; Combes et al., 2009, 2010; Graham et al., 
2010; Meijers and Burger, 2010; Fallah et al., 2011; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011; Henderson 
et al., 2011 and; Abel et al., 2012); as regards wages and growth are (Glaeser et al., 1992, 
1995; Glaeser, 1998; Harris and Ionnides, 2000; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Lucas and Rossi-
Hansberg, 2002; Combes et al., 2008, 2010; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009 and; Goetz et al., 
2010) and (Glaeser et al., 1992, 1995; Henderson et al., 1995; Henderson, 1997a; Combes, 
2000b; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; van Soest et al., 2006; van Oort, 2007; Frenken et al., 
2007; Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011; Burger et al., 2010 and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012) 
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respectively, and finally related to plants births which focused on the industrial organization 
and the transmission of agglomeration economies the main studies are (Rosenthal and 
Strange, 2001, 2003, 2010; van Oort and Atzema, 2004; Arauzo-Carod, 2005; van Soest et al., 
2006; Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009 and; Lee and Gordon, 2011). 
 
On the other hand, from urban economic theories suggest that urban spatial transformation 
from monocentric to polycentric structure could be able a great mechanism of mitigating 
agglomeration diseconomies (Henderson and Slade, 1993; Fujita and Krugman, 1995; Sasaki 
and Mun, 1996; Henderson and Mitra, 1996; Henderson, 1997b; Fujita et al., 1997, 1999 and; 
Henderson et al., 2000). In a city with multiple employment centres, firms in sub-centres can 
avoid the external costs of central location while still benefiting from agglomeration 
economies and consequently, as the negative externalities of city size grow with the size of 
urban agglomeration then, in general, large cities with more congestion tend to have a more 
polycentric structure such as (Fujita and Ogawa, 1982) have pointed out or (Krugman, 1991, 
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1998) have stated from the core-periphery theory on the basis of 
centripetal and centrifugal forces. Consequently, these changes that have characterized 
metropolitan areas have inspired research on agglomeration economies and optimal spatial 
structure, especially with reference to the concepts of size, monocentricity and polycentricity. 
One point of this essential debate is to understand that agglomeration economies are not 
confined to a well-defined single urban core but, instead, are shared among a set of 
functionally linked cities (Phelps and Ozawa, 2003 and; Sassen, 2007). Accordingly, the 
regionalization of agglomeration economies in a polycentric urban structure which cities are 
strongly interconnected may entail sharing the benefits of agglomeration, without incurring 
the diseconomies that characterize (large) monocentric metropolitan areas, such as the 
aforementioned negatives externalities. However, in monocentric metropolitan areas, there is 
a higher physical proximity between economic agents than in dispersed regions; but the 
advantages of agglomeration could be reached on also in polycentric spatial structures such as 
the work carried out by (Alonso, 1973) pointed out.  
 
In fact, centralized deconcentration could be structured through a set of medium-size centres, 
which borrow each others’ size in order to achieve the critical mass needed to generation 
agglomeration economies. This concept, coined by (Alonso, 1973:200) as regards 
regionalization of urbanization externalities: “the concept of a system of cities has many 
facets, but one of particular interest for our topic is the concept of borrowed size, whereby a 
small city or metropolitan area exhibits some of the characteristics of a larger one if it is near 
other population concentrations” has been conceptualized by several studies in the literature 
(Coe and Townsend, 1998) developing concepts such as urban network externalities (Capello, 
2000), spatial externality fields (Phelps et al., 2001) or regional externalities (Parr, 2002). In 
this sense, (Phelps, 2004 and; Phelps and Ozawa, 2003:593) explain: “Alonso was thinking in 
terms of the populations and business of smaller and settlements being able to avoid the 
negative externalities that increasingly were characteristic of larger cities, but at the time 
being able to reap the remaining external economies present there. So for example, 
populations of smaller settlements have access to better amenities of other larger settlements 
such as shopping and entertainment facilities. Businesses and populations of smaller urban 
areas alike avoid the negative externality of congestion and reap the pecuniary or market-
related advantage of access to other centres. He also notes that business in small settlements 
benefit specifically from having access to the wider, more flexible labour markets, and to the 
warehousing and business services present in nearby large urban areas”. However, another 
point of this debate is related to the spatial scale of analysis in which cities (and its more and 
more urban polycentric structure) is studied by the existent studies in the literature. According 
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to (Davoudi, 2003), spatial urban structure and consequently, the concept of polycentricity is 
complex and sometimes confused due mainly to its urban multiscalerity dimension. In this 
sense, the aforementioned studies as regards the scope and influence of agglomeration 
economies in the economic efficiency have been focused on the following urban scales, at 
inter-urban scale the most remarkably works are (Sveikauskas, 1975; Fogarty and Garofalo, 
1988; Rauch, 1991; Glaeser et al., 1992, 1995; Henderson et al., 1995; Ciccone and Hall, 
1996; Combes, 2000b; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Rosenthal and Strange, 2001, 2003, 2010; 
Cervero, 2001; Ciccone, 2002; Lucio et al., 2002; Henderson 2003a; van Oort and Atzema, 
2004; van Oort, 2007; Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008; Combes et 
al., 2008, 2009, 2010; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Goetz et 
al., 2010; Meijers and Burger, 2010; Burger et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2010; Fallah et al., 
2011; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011; Kresl and Singh, 2012 and; Abel et al., 2012), then at 
intra-urban scale are (Glaeser, 1998; Cervero, 2001; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; Arauzo-
Carod, 2005; van Soest et al., 2006; Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009 and; García-
López and Muñiz, 2012) and finally at inter-regional/national scale, the most relevant studies 
are carried out by (Henderson, 1986 1997b, 2002, 2003b, 2011 and; Henderson et al., 2011). 
 
As a result, although dynamic agglomeration economies and the effects of its regionalization 
have been one of the most recurring issues in the literature at inter-urban or inter-metropolitan 
scale; the analysis of their effects on labour productivity, wages, new firms and employment 
growth and what is more, the relationship between this two concepts, dynamic agglomeration 
economies and its externalities arising from urban structure, has not been studied widely in a 
intra-urban or intra-metropolitan scale. The study carried out by (Cervero, 2001) by using data 
on sub-districts of the San Francisco Bay Area analyzes the effects of urban structure on 
labour productivity at intra-metropolitan scale and which its findings reveal that productivity 
increases with size of labour-marketshed and high accessibility between residences and firms. 
However, Cervero’s work does not study properly the agglomeration economies effect related 
to urban structure by means of urbanization and localization economies that arise from the 
proximity to the centers (CBD and/or sub-centres). This is also the case of the research 
conducted by (van Soest et al., 2006) which examine the effects of agglomeration economies 
in employment growth and establishment birth in Dutch province of South Holland. 
Nevertheless, the studies carried out by (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009 and; 
García-López and Muñiz, 2012) takes into account specifically centres’ effect. The former, by 
using REI database  (Spanish Industrial Establishments Register) which provides plant-level 
microdata, focuses on analyzing the effects of agglomeration economies from 1992 to 1996 in 
industrial location at intra-metropolitan scale (in 13 different Spanish metropolitan areas) in 
which one of the determinants is the effect of distance to its central city. The latter, examines 
the influence of agglomeration economies related to urban structure by taking into account 
both proximity to CBD and sub-centres as well as neighbouring agglomeration effects such as 
(Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) have suggested, on the employment growth (total and sectoral) 
in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region during the period from 1986 to 2001. 
 
In this context, the aim of this paper and its main contribution, is to determine urban sub-
centres exert an influence on the labour productivity in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region, 
and if so, how it is this relationship in order to define future polices that enhance a better 
economic performance (economic efficiency) at intra-metropolitan scale. This issue is 
addressed through using spatial econometric techniques that estimate whether agglomeration 
economies benefits are dependent on sub-centres by taking into account both morphological 
and functional dimensions to define the urban spatial structure. The ultimate of this paper is to 
determine if spatial structure matter for the net firms-establishment formation and urban 
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growth. To achieve both objectives, this paper has taken into account the distance to the 
central business district (CBD) and the distance to urban sub-centres as a proxy of 
morphological dimension for the urban structure and then, the in-commuting flow (IF) 
Entropy Information and the out-commuting flow (OF) Entropy Information for each 
municipality within the metropolitan area as proxy for defining the way activities are spatially 
organized as regards the functional dimension of urban spatial structure. In this sense by 
defining the functional dimension of the urban spatial structure through in-commuting and 
out-commuting Entropy, this paper tries to capture the urban centrality of the municipalities, 
related to the central place theory (CPT), issue which has been studied widely in the literature 
such as in the works of (Ullman, 1941; Harris and Ullman, 1945; Beckman, 1958; Berry and 
Garrison, 1958; Berry, 1961, 1964; Davis, 1967; Preston 1971; Barton, 1978; McPherson, 
1981 and; Parr 1987). In addition, apart from urban spatial structure determinants, it has 
assessed the role of other relevant spatial variables such as urbanization and localization 
economies, Jacobs’ externalities, human capital externalities, local competition, firm size in 
order to take into account the different nature and geographical scale of agglomeration 
economies as well as the role of other demographic and geographical variables. 
 
Therefore, starting from previous contributions to this field of research, this paper tries to 
examine these effects by focusing on the urban spatial structure by means of analyzing sub-
centre influence what entails a new perspective of empirical analysis (intra-metropolitan 
scale) compared to the aforementioned current literature studies based on inter-urban or inter-
regional scales. So, although the works of (Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011; Meijers and Burger, 
2010; Fallah et al., 2011 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) analyze what this paper has taken 
into account as a starting point, these works have focused on a inter-urban scale of analysis, 
while the current paper contributes to present the effects of a polycentric spatial structure by 
means of sub-centre influence. The first two studies, analyses across U.S. metropolitan areas 
the relationship between urban structure and economic growth from 1990 to 2000 and their 
effects in urban growth, net new business formation and industrial churn from 2000 to 2006 
respectively. Then, the latter ones examine the influence of urban structure on productivity 
between U.S. metropolitan areas and Italian NUTS-3 regions correspondingly. While, 
Meijers’ study finds that polycentricity is positively associated with labour productivity but its 
effect it is really dependent of the metropolitan size; Veneri’s work reveals a negative impact 
of polycentricity and dispersion as well as a positive impact of size (urbanization economies) 
on Italian’s regions productivity. Lastly, Fallah’s study reaches on clear evidence of labour 
productivity reduction in U.S. metropolitan areas due to urban sprawl. However, all these 
studies have been defined the urban spatial structure at inter-urban scale taking into account 
its morphological dimension rather than the functional one (Kloosterman and Musterd, 2001; 
Parr, 2004; Hall and Pain, 2006; Green, 2007; de Goei et al., 2010; van Oort et al., 2010; 
Burger et al., 2011; Burger and Meijers, 2012; Masip and Roca, 2012 and; Vasanen, 2012). In 
this sense, the work carried out by (Goetz et al., 2010) contribute to the literature to be the 
first study that tries to analyze the effects of urban spatial structure from its functional 
definition in the local economic growth. To do so, Goetz’s study takes into account labour 
market areas (LMAs) across U.S. and analyzes the influence of urban centrality and 
agglomeration economies in the local economic growth on the basis of income per capita and 
earnings per job. Its findings reveal that higher urban centrality in terms of being an economic 
hub and community bedroom are associated with lower per capita income growth, but their 
interaction enhances economic growth in such local labour market. 
 
This leads to the second main contribution of this work. As the spatial scale is the 
municipality level and this paper is testing whether the municipalities identified as urban sub-
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centres exert an influence to foster labour productivity and firm formation as well as if they 
are able to centralize the suburbanization process of population (urban growth), the results of 
this research could be useful in order to define future polices for the Barcelona Metropolitan 
Region that enhance economic competitiveness by means of for example, proposing new 
areas of urban development in these sub-centres or in its neighbour municipalities, so 
promoting polices at local level and metro level oriented to achieve co-operation and cohesion 
between municipalities (CBD, sub-centres and the rest). In addition, that it also could entail a 
revisiting of the compact city concept: if sub-centres at intra-metropolitan scale are virtuous to 
foster a better economic metropolitan performance, then promoting a set of compact cities 
formed by CBD and its surrounding sub-centres makes sense compared to the traditional 
concept of compact city which entails a reinforcement of monocentrism due to its policies are 
highly oriented to the central city or downtown. Finally, this paper contributes to conduct 
research to fill the lack of empirical research in these issues in the Barcelona Metropolitan 
Region. To the best of our knowledge at present, only the study of (García-Lopez and Muñiz, 
2012) in which analyze the relationship between urban spatial structure and employment 
growth from 1986 to 2001 is related to the influence of urban spatial structure on economic 
efficiency on the basis of analyzing sub-centre’s effect. 
 
However, the analysis of intra-metropolitan spatial scale requires a first step that is based on 
identifying the urban sub-centres that are within of this metropolitan area. To do so, is used 
the method to identify sub-centres proposed by the author of this work in (Masip, 2012a). 
This approach is suitable for identifying sub-centers that are within the bid-rent theoretical 
tradition based on the process of employment decentralization from a single and congested 
Central Business District (CBD) and also is suitable for the hierarchical and complex 
European urban systems where centers mostly emerged as a result of the integration or 
coalescence of pre-existing cities. In this way, Masip’s approach takes into account the 
morphological and the functional characteristics of nodes (municipalities) according to the 
different dimensions that polycentricity is based on. In addition, the procedure is able to 
characterize the sub-centres that are “places to work” (employment sub-centers) and sub-
centres that are “places to work and live” (urban sub-centers). That means distinguishing 
between those sub-centers that only attract workers (in-commuting flows) or retain their 
resident workers from those sub-centers that are able to attract flows and retain their resident 
employed population at the same time. In that sense, this brings to the current research more 
in-depth analysis about the influence of sub-centres on the costs of commuting according to 
its formation origin-nature. 
 
The study is divided as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the literature on the 
relationship between urban spatial structure and labour productivity, firm formation and urban 
growth by focusing on a) a briefly explanation of polycentric city formation from an 
economic approach, b) the scope and influence of agglomeration economies and their 
externalities, c) polycentricity and economic efficiency, d) the role of spatial and non-spatial 
characteristics and finally, e) addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration 
economies. Section 3 presents the study case, and defines its urban structure. Section 4 is 
devoted to test empirically the relationships between urban spatial structure by means of sub-
centre influence (according to its different nature) and other spatial and non-spatial 
characteristics with labour productivity in 2001, with firm formation from 1994 to 2002 and 
with urban growth from 2001 to 2009. In addition, in this section the paper studies the effects 
of urban spatial structure on the basis of its functional definition in the previous three 
economic performance indicators. Section 5 sets out the main conclusions. Finally, in the end 
of the paper is presented an appendix with more information related to the empirical work. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section is studied the still uncertainty and opened debate between urban spatial 
structure, especially as regards polycentric structures, and economic efficiency on the basis of 
productivity, firm formation (establishment-plants births) and growth (economic and 
population). Firstly, a) is explained briefly, the process towards the formation of polycentric 
city to contextualize the next points of Section 2; secondly, b) is studied the scope (industrial, 
temporal, geographic and organizational) and influence (on productivity, growth, births of 
new establishments and wages) of agglomeration economies; thirdly, c) this issue is in-depth 
analyzed by focusing on the relationship between polycentricity and economic efficiency by 
means of labour productivity, economic growth, urban growth and firm formation at the time 
that is considered the different spatial scales of polycentricity; then, d) are synthesized the role 
of spatial and non-spatial characteristics that exert a significant influence on the economic 
performance of cities; and finally, e) is revised how the current studies in the literature have 
addressed the endogeneity problem in the estimation of agglomeration economies. 
 
 

2.1. From monocentric city to polycentric city: an economic perspective 
Urban economists suggest that cities form in an economy because there are scale economies 
in industrial production which lead workers and firms to cluster together in large 
agglomerations, rather than dispersing more or less evenly over the geographic area of the 
economy. Greater scale of economic activities in cities enhances productivity a) through 
‘communications’ among firms which enhance the speed of adoption of new technological 
innovations, b) through labor market economies for workers and firms searching respectively 
for specific jobs and specific skill combinations, through greater opportunities for 
specialization in firm (and worker) activities, and c) through scale economies in provision of 
intermediate common inputs. The scale economies are dependent on workers and firms 
working together in close spatial proximity in a Central Business District of a city, according 
to the monocentric city model, (Alonso, 1964; Mills, 1967 and; Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977). In 
this sense, (Alonso, 1964) succeeded in extending Thünen’s central concept of bid rent curves 
to an urban context in which a marketplace is replaced by a Central Business District (CBD). 
Alonso’s study proposes that the only spatial characteristic of a location is its distance from 
the city center, while the land available for raising crops is now used for housing, plants, 
offices, and infrastructure, so the land market is used to serve to allocate both economic 
agents and activities across space. However, at the same time, there is consumption and 
certain production diseconomies connected with people clustering together in urban areas, 
such as commuting cost increases in a monocentric city, and such disamenities as crime, 
pollution and social conflict. In a monocentric city where almost all residents work in a 
Central Business District, as city size expands, residents on average live further and further 
from the city center and have to commute greater and greater distances. The effect of these 
diseconomies, eventually offset production scale benefits as a city’s size increase, limiting 
cities to various equilibrium sizes (Mills, 1967 and Dixit, 1973). Consequently, we can say, 
that the dichotomy of agglomerative forces and congesting forces are defining the city 
equilibrium size as well as the production scale benefits.  
 
As regards agglomeration forces, firms are willing to pay so much and being clustered in the 
CBD according to the monocentric city model due to there is a) increasing returns and the 
costs of moving goods, b) the costs of moving people ant the division of labour that it implies: 
the literature suggests three main advantages related to this point and agglomeration; 1) a 
primary advantage of market size created by producer’s access to many people is the division 
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of labour, 2) a second urban advantage that stems from lower transports costs of people is the 
labor market pooling and a 3) final advantage of eliminating transport costs for workers is that 
when workers have many prospective employers, c) informational spillovers on the basis of 1) 
sharing ideas across firms is accommodated both by the movement of workers across firms, 
2) and the sharing of ideas in both formal and informal settings, so consequently, the 
geographical proximity is created by cities allow ideas to travel more rapidly, which is to say 
that cities, reduce the cost of moving ideas and d) learning cities on the basis of urban density 
speeds up that rate of interaction between people and that when people learn through their 
interactions, human capital accumulation is faster. Then, referring with congestion forces, the 
urban theory suggests that at some point the benefits of agglomeration are overwhelmed by 
the costs of congestion and cities stop growing, because of a) the cost of living and 
commuting: Alonso-Muth’s model describes an equilibrium where prices are higher nearer 
the center of town to offset lower costs of commuting, b) pollution costs which are associated 
with cities because the refuse from human activity can overwhelm the air and water supply, if 
that activity is sufficiently dense and finally c) crime-urban anonymity on the basis that that 
cities will be centers of crime because criminals can also benefit from various agglomeration 
effects: urban crime effect can be attributed to higher returns to crime in cities perhaps due to 
scale economies in stolen goods or a greater market potential victims.  
 
This could leads to the spread of the city and the development of new nodes –subcentres-, 
entailing that a new model is developed of the locational tradeoff between agglomerative 
forces and congestion forces or between centripetal and centrifugal forces on the basis of the 
core-periphery theory developed by Krugman’s works. Consequently, this mentioned new 
urban model based on a multi-centered city, that has emerged of the unstable equilibrium 
between these two pair of forces could be able a great mechanism of mitigating agglomeration 
diseconomies: in a city with multiple employment centres, firms in sub-centres can avoid the 
external costs of central location while still benefiting from agglomeration economies and 
consequently, as the negative externalities of city size grow with the size of urban 
agglomeration then, in general, large cities with more congestion tend to have a more 
polycentric structure such as (Fujita and Ogawa, 1982; Henderson and Slade, 1993; Fujita and 
Krugman, 1995; Sasaki and Mun, 1996; Henderson and Mitra, 1996; and; Fujita et al., 1997, 
1999) have pointed out among other studies. Therefore, polycentricity could be emerged as 
one of the possible equilibrium that, once achieved, should structure the system correctly: for 
example, proximity to subcentres should affect both density and productivity (production 
scale benefits) in the same way that the CBD used to, albeit on a smaller spatial scale. 
 
 

2.2. Scope and influence of agglomeration economies 
In this section, we try to study through an analysis of several empirical works in the literature 
the forces that lead to urban concentration, both of industries in clusters and of aggregate 
activities in cities. These forces are known as agglomeration economies or external economies 
of scale. As regards concentration the main question suggested by theoretical works in the 
literature is answer to the question: what is the nature and what are the sources of the 
increasing returns that produce agglomeration?. According to the main theoretical 
contributions that the studies of (Parr, 2002; Henderson, 2003c; Rosenthal and Strange, 2004 
and; Puga, 2010) have made, the previous first question is related to the scope of 
agglomeration economies: “external economies exist when the scale of the urban environment 
adds to productivity. There are at least three dimensions over which these externalities may 
extend. We refer to the extent of the externality as its scope”, (Rosenthal and Strange, 
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2004:2124). In taking into account the scope of agglomeration economies the theoretical 
studies have considered other questions such as: a) are they local, or do they operate at a 
regional scale?, b) are they restricted to individual industries (specialization) or are their 
effects comprehensive, extending across all activities (diversity)?, c) what is the dynamic 
nature of agglomeration economies? and, d) are the effects of proximity felt immediately or 
does agglomeration have its positive effect on productivity only with a lag?. As regards the 
second meaningful question is the literature have linked its answer to the sources of 
agglomeration economies and Marshall’s theory explained in (Marshall, 1920). Marshall’s 
work, suggests that there three sources: a) the sharing of inputs whose production involves 
internal increasing returns to scale, b) labor market pooling, where agglomeration allows a 
better match between an employer’s needs and a worker’s skills and reduces risk for both and 
finally, c) spillovers in knowledge that take place when an industry is localized, allowing 
workers to learn from other. However, this Marsallian equivalence makes it very difficult to 
distinguish the main causes of the productivity advantages of cities, because they all share the 
prediction that productivity increases with the scale of an activity at a location.  
 
For this reason the studies carried out by (Duranton and Puga, 2004 and; Puga, 2010) suggest 
another Marsallian equivalence: a) sharing facilities: “once the large fixed cost associated 
with a shared facility has been incurred the larger the population that shares the facility the 
lower the cost per user, a clear example is that closer to each other in cities where water 
provision relies on shared public facilities, whereas urban development is more scattered in 
areas which cities aquifers make individual household wells viable” (Puga, 2010:210); b) 
sharing suppliers, based on capture the advantages for final producers of being able to share a 
lager common base of suppliers in larger and more specialized cities; that is supported by 
empirical literature work: “the results indicate that the purchased-inputs intensity of a plant 
increases with the level of employment of neighbouring plants in the same industry” (Puga, 
2010:212); c) sharing the gains from individual specialization that are linked with the 
suggestion that perhaps the presence of more workers in a given activity a city increases 
output more than proportionately not just because extra workers can carry new task, but 
because it allows existing workers to specialize on a narrower set of tasks; d) sharing a labor 
pool which although (Marshall, 1920) suggest that a localized industry gains a great 
advantage from the fact that it offers a constant market for skill, the revision of the literature 
suggest according to (Puga, 2010:213) that: “agglomeration arises because large 
concentrations of employment iron out idiosyncratic shocks and facilitate the transfers of 
labor from low to high productivity establishments”. However, labor pooling could work 
across sectors if these use workers with similar tasks. Indeed, the study carried out by (Ellison 
et al., 2010) and its previous works (Ellison and Glaeser, 1997, 1999 and; Dumais et al., 
2002) find that industries, with similar labour mixes tend to co-agglomerate which is 
indicative of labour pooling mattering also for bringing sectors together; e) better matching on 
the basis of matching between employees and employers, matching between buyers and 
suppliers or between partners. In this sense (Helsley and Strange, 1990) formalize this 
argument by considering firms with heterogeneous skill requirements represented by equally-
sized points on a circumference with the hypothesis that: “a larger city allows for the skill 
space to be more densely covered by firms, and thus reduces the average cost of mismatches”, 
(Puga, 2010:214), and finally f) learning, by means of the evidence that, young workers 
migrate to big cities because interaction with experienced workers, helps them acquire 
valuable skills and experienced workers remain in cities to share the rents of this learning 
process, so in addition to facilitating the transmission of knowledge (Glaeser, 1999; Glaeser 
and Maré, 2001 and; Rosenthal and Strange, 2003), cities are also seen as promoting the 
creating of new knowledge; (Duranton and Puga, 2000) develop a microeconomic foundation 
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model in which reveals that the young firms located in a more diverse urban environment (due 
to a diverse city provides many alternatives to try without having relocate and this creates 
dynamic advantages to urban diversity) and, when their products mature, relocate to more 
specialized cities, or (Glaeser and Resseger, 2010) that have argued that there are strong 
complementarities between skills and agglomeration, so that skills amplify the benefits of 
agglomeration facilitates the accumulation of skills. 
 
However, in main aim of this section is to review the empirical literature as regards the scope 
and influence of external economies, so the studies that have tried to answer the 
aforementioned questions. Referring with the work of (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) the 
previous questions are related to different scope or nature of agglomeration economies: a) 
geographic scope (i.e. are they local, or do they operate at regional scale), b) industrial scope, 
c) temporal scope (what is the dynamic nature of agglomeration economic), and finally d) 
organizational/competitiveness scope.  
 
As regards the geographic scope, urban economic theory suggests that proximity is 
advantageous to understand cities and that this proximity is on the basis of geographic 
distance in the sense that it is the most important determinant in terms of the attenuation of 
agglomeration economies with distance: if agents are physically closer, then there is more 
potential for interaction (Ciccone and Hall, 1996, Ciccone, 2002 and; Rosenthal and Strange, 
2003). Related to the second nature, the industrial scope, the theoretical and empirical 
literature refers to it as the degree to which agglomeration economies extend across industries 
by making the differentiation between the economies of scale that arise from spatial 
concentration of activity within a given industry being known as localization economies and 
the externalities that arise from concentration of all economic activity, or from city size itself 
which are known as urbanization economies (Sveikauskas, 1975; Henderson, 1986; Glaeser et 
al., 1992; Henderson et al., 1995; Rosenthal and Strange, 2001 and; Henderson, 2003a).  
 
Then, the temporal scope is related to think that one agent’s interaction with another agent at a 
point in the past continues to have an effect on productivity in the present: “learning may take 
place only gradually, and awareness of a location’s supply chain possibilities may take time 
to develop. Of course, such knowledge can decay over time. This means that in addition to the 
fairly well-known static agglomeration economies, there may also be dynamic agglomeration 
economies” (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004:2125). So, two agents who are separated 
temporally continue to affect each other is logically similar to the way that agents who are 
separated in physical or industrial space interact.  In this sense, the literature as regards direct 
dynamic effect of agglomeration economies is most naturally thought of as a knowledge 
spillover, although it could take other forms, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004:2139): “the idea is 
that if knowledge were to take time to accumulate, having a lot of activity a few years ago 
could directly influence today’s productivity. In a sense, urban areas can be thought of as 
schools in which managers and workers can continually add to their skills. As the time spent 
in a local environment increases, knowledge of local business contacts and Marshall’s –
secrets of the trade- would also increase”. Thus, the degree to which these time-separated 
interactions continue to be potent defines the temporal scope of agglomeration (Glaeser et al., 
1992; Henderson et al., 1995; Henderson, 1997a and; Glaeser and Maré, 2001).  
 
Finally, the last agglomeration economies scope suggested in the literature is as regards 
organizational structure or competitiveness on the basis of how the industrial organization and 
business ‘culture’ of the local economy affects the generation and reception of external 
economies of scale: competition (local competition encourages innovation by forcing firms to 
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innovate or fail), small firms generate more (smaller establishment implies a more 
competitive environment and that competition is good for growth or that they are associated 
with a different way of doing business: smaller establishments may be more flexible and open 
to nearby companies, and therefore might make good neighbors) or small firms receive more, 
would be the main issue analyzed by the studies such as (Glaeser et al., 1992; Henderson et 
al., 1995; Combes, 2000a; Henderson, 2003a and; Rosenthal and Strange, 2003, 2010). 
 
Understanding simultaneously the three first aforementioned scopes of agglomeration 
economies, we can measure the scope of agglomeration and its influence. Urban theory 
defines agglomeration economies as shifters of an establishment’s production function. In this 
sense, a general specification of agglomeration economies is that the aggregate urban external 
effect arises as the sum of a large number of individual externalities (between establishment 
also): so, if we consider two establishments (j) and (k), the effect of establishment (k) on 
establishment (j) depends on the scale of activity at both establishment; but also, the impact of 
(k) on (j) depends on the distance between the two establishments, where distance is measured 
over three different dimensions1. Hence, both effects are relevant in order to define the 
benefits of agglomeration for then could estimate the establishment production function in the 
way that a general specification suggested by the literature is based on the concept that 
establishment (j’s) output is a function of (j’s) traditional inputs and the aforementioned 
agglomeration benefits taking into account its geographic, industrial and temporal scope2. 
However, in practice, because of estimating this production function is associated with 
relevant challenges3, many of the studies have attempted to look evidence of agglomeration 
economies by using other indirect manners and empirical approaches. 
 
Consequently, apart from the studies that its aim is to estimate a tricky production function 
such as (Abel et al., 2012; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008; 
Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Ciccone, 2002; Combes et al., 2009, 2010; Fogarty and Garofalo, 

                                                           
1 These three dimensions are: geographic, industrial and temporal distance. Consequently, the total benefit of 
agglomeration enjoyed by establishment (j) is then equal the sum over interaction partners of the agglomerative 
effect as a function of these three distances: �� = ∑ ���� , �	
�(�	� , �	� , �	� )	∈� , where ���� , �	
, reflects the 
benefits from interaction that depend on the scales of j’s and k’s activities, denoted by their input vectors (xj) and 
(xk) respectively: “for example, it is common to suppose that the strength of the interaction is captured by the 
size of establishment k’s workforce, with other characteristics of establishment k having no effect” (Rosenthal 
and Strange, 2004:2126) and where the second expression captures the attenuation of the interaction as 
establishments become more and more distance from each other, so the benefit of an interaction with 
establishment (� ∈ �) at geographic distance (djk

G), industrial distance (djk
I), and temporal distance (djk

T) is 
defined as �(�	� , �	� , �	� ). 
2 The production equation to estimate, if the total benefits of agglomeration (Aj) could be fully specified and 
measured without error is: �� = ����
����
, where (yj) is establishment j’s output, (xj) represents j’s traditional 
inputs and (Aj) is estimated as the previous cite 1 explains. However, the literature has suggested that measure of 
(Aj) must first be constructed that correspond to the three dimensions of the scope of agglomeration economies. 
Thus, for a given geographic distance from establishment (j), measures of (Aj) should ideally include the amount 
of economic activity present in a variety of different industries at different distances in industrial space from (j). 
This leads to determine the industries that benefit from proximity. Including, measures of physical distance entail 
to define how close establishments needs to be in order to benefit from their agglomeration and finally, it would 
also be important to taking into account dynamic externalities and consider the impact of historic activity. 
3 To carry out the estimation of a production function, it is necessary to have measures of various elements of 
(xj), including employment, land, capital, and materials. One of the main problems in doing so, is a) to obtain 
data on materials produced internally, make available measures of land use and information on the stock of 
capital, so finding data on inputs, secondly b) addressing challenging endogeneity problems (this issue is studied 
in this chapter in the following Section 2.5): agglomeration economies enhance plant productivity, but successful 
entrepreneurs also seek out productive locations and; if overachieving entrepreneurs are disproportionately found 
in agglomeration area, this would cause one to overestimate the relationship between agglomeration and output. 
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1988; Frenken et al., 2007; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Gorter and Kok, 2009; Graham et al., 
2010; Henderson, 1986, 2003b; Henderson et al., 2011; Longhi, 2008; Lucio et al., 2002; 
Melo et al., 2009; Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002; Rosenthal and Strange, 2001 and; 
Sveikauskas, 1975), the first of these indirect empirical approaches for measuring the 
influence of agglomeration on productivity is to examine the impact of growth. The idea is 
that agglomeration economies enhance productivity and productivity regions (for example 
metropolitan areas) grow more rapidly as a result. This approach has been used by the studies 
carried out by (Burger et al., 2010; Combes, 2000a, 2000b; Frenken et al., 2007; Glaeser and 
Shapiro, 2003; Glaeser et al., 1992, 1995; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Henderson et al., 1995; 
Henderson, 1997a, 2010; van Oort, 2007; Romer, 1986; Rossi-Hansberg and Wright, 2007 
and; van Soest et al., 2006). However, this first indirect approach has also deal with some 
challenges. The former is that although, data on total employment are often readily available 
and the analysis lends itself to linear regressions, existing employers are constrained by prior 
choices, most importantly the level and kind of capital previously installed: those fixed factors 
affect how the employer values the marginal worker, and consequently how it changes its 
employment level in response to a change in its environment. In the attempt to deal with this 
first challenge, the solution leads to the latter one: the previous difficulty is overcome by 
looking at changes in total employment over a sufficiently long time frame as the literature 
has been suggested in the sense that there no fixed factors and all establishments are 
effectively new; but then, endogeneity problems appear and it is necessary to address it due to 
not only is the growth of total employment in a given area sensitive to the composition of 
employment in the area (agglomeration effect), but also growth affects the level of 
composition of employment (see, the pioneer works carried out by Glaeser et al., 1992, 1995; 
Henderson et al., 1995 and; Henderson, 1997a).  
 
A second and a different perspective to studying the scope and influence of agglomeration on 
productivity have been to focus on births of new establishments (plants-firms) and their 
employment. This approach was taken by (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009; 
Arauzo-Carod, 2005; van Oort and Atzema, 2004; Rosenthal and Strange, 2001, 2003, 2010 
and; van Soest et al., 2006). The idea here is that entrepreneurs seek out profit-maximizing 
locations and are disproportionately drawn to the most productive regions. As with the other 
approaches, focusing on firm births has both advantages and disadvantages. According to 
what (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004:2131) have stated, the advantages are: “data on purchased 
factor inputs (capital stock, labour, materials and land) are not required, new establishments 
are largely unconstrained by previous decisions, and new establishments make their location 
and employment decisions taking the existing economic environment as exogenously given”, 
and the drawbacks are: “many locations do not receive any births in a given period, which can 
lead to technical challenges on the econometric side” and “births are more likely to occur in 
areas where there is already an existing concentration of industrial activity as spinoffs”. 
 
Finally, the third approach4 used to examine the influence of agglomeration, is to study wages 
such as the works carried out by (Combes et al., 2008, 2010; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Glaeser 
et al., 1992, 1995; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Harris and Ionnides, 2000; Lucas and Rossi-
Hansberg, 2002; Melo and Graham, 2009 and; Rauch, 1991) through taking the assumption 
that in competitive markets labour is paid the value of its marginal product. Hence, now in 
this Section 2.2 we present an theoretical review, case by case study the influence of 
agglomeration on productivity, growth (economic and population), plant births and wages. 

                                                           
4 (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004:2131) point out that there is a fourth indirect approach based on rents with the 
idea that stemming from the quality-of-life literature, if firms are paying higher rents in a particular location all 
else equal, then the location must have some compensating productivity differential. 
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Measuring the influence of agglomeration on labour productivity 
One of the pioneer works as regards measuring the influence of agglomeration on labour 
productivity is the study of (Sveikauskas, 1975) in which considers the possibility that 
productivity may be systematically higher in large urban centers. Its study states that the more 
important productivity advantages of cities are probably not the static advantages of 
specialization (in the static sense, a large city permits more specialization and a greater 
division of labor and this brings about an increase in productivity) but rather the dynamics 
benefits of urban concentration: “cities are centers of activity where business is concentrated. 
The new impressions and new ideas that are the heart of technological progress are probably 
most likely to occur in such a setting” (Sveikauskas, 1975:394). To do so, Sveikauskas’ study 
estimate two main production functions across each studied two-digit manufacturing 
industries5 which basically depend on learning impressions of a city together with the degree 
to which the static advantages of specialization may work by means of SMSA (Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Area) population in 19676. 
 
The results that Sveikauskas’ study reaches on are: a) the coefficient b which is related to city 
size effect, is significantly greater than zero, at the 95 percent level, in eleven of the fourteen 
industries that its study has considered (only the industries 22, 33 and 34 are not statistically 
significant): “the implied effect of city size on productivity is very great; the average 
unweighted value of b in the fourteen industries is 0,0639, which means that productivity 
increases 6,39 percent each time a city doubles in size” (Sveikauskas, 1975:397) b) education 
influence is also significant on productivity but in this case in only six industries (20, 25, 27, 
34, 35 and 37) but its gradient is positive in all of them; then when its study controls for 
output prices that vary in different regions of the country the results are c) the coefficient of 
population is still significantly positive but now in eleven industries and the implied 

                                                           
5 Sveikauskas’ study takes into account 14 different manufacture industries: (20) food and kindred products, (22) 
textile mill products, (23) apparel and related products, (24) lumber and wood products, (25) furniture and 
fixtures, (26) pulp and paper products, (27) printing and publishing, (28) chemicals and allied products, (29) 
petroleum and coal products, (30) rubber and plastics products, (31) leather and leather products, (32) stone, clay 
and glass products, (33) primary metal industries, (34) primary metal industries, (35) machinery, expect 
electrical, (36) electrical machinery, (37) transportation equipment, and; (38) instruments and related products. 
6 Firstly, Sveikauskas’ work consider a particular two-digit industry in which each city face a production 

function of the form: �� = ��(���� + (1 − ) ���)
!"

#$%&", where (Q) is output, (K) is capital input, and (L) is 
labor input; (d) is the distribution parameter and 1/(1+t)=s, the elasticity of substitution. (g) is Hicks-neutral 
productivity, (i) runs from 1 to n, where (n) is the number of cities, as the subscripts imply, (d) and (t) are 
assumed to be the same for all cities in the industry, but (gi) differs from city to city; and finally (eu01) is the 
random element in the production function. Secondly, as productivity increases with city size, (Sveikauskas, 
1975) reformulated the previous production function as: '(��� = � + ) ∗ '(�+(,� + -.�, where (Popi) is the 
population of the SMSA, (u1i) is a random term, and (b) is hypothesized to be significantly greater than zero. 
Thirdly, due to the information on capital in the various cities is not available and it is difficult to estimate the 
production function through the previous two equations; Sveikauskas’ work by equating the marginal product of 
labor to the wage rate, and then substituting the second equation this equalized equation achieves the following 
equation:log 234

5 6� = 7 ∗ log(1 − ) + (7 − 1)� + (7 − 1)) ∗ '(�+(,� + (1 − 7)'(�8� + 9�:(;<=9;. Then, 
due the estimation of the elasticity of substitution from previous equations depends on the assumption that (gi) is 
independent of (wi) what entails that estimates the elasticity of substitution from the log (V/L) versus log(w) 
relationship ignore the connection between (g) and (w), so serious bias arises. Finally, as a consequence, 
(Sveikauskas, 1975) estimate the following two final production functions: (1) '(�(>/ )� = � + ) ∗ '(�+(,� +@ ∗ '(�A-@� + 9�:(;<=9;, in which (Educ) is the median years of education completed by persons aged 
twenty-five or over within each metropolitan area and is included as an index of labour quality; the coefficient of 
central interest is (b) which is hypothesized to be significantly greater than zero due to this coefficient express 
the percentage increase in labour productivity that is associated with a doubling of city size and; (2) '(�(>/ )� = � + ) ∗ '(�+(,� + @ ∗ '(�A-@� + BC� + =BDE� + �BE�, where (DE) is a dummy representing the east, 
(DMW) is a western dummy and southern productivity is included in the constant term. 
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productivity effect of a doubling of city size only decreases slightly from 6,39 percent to 5,98 
percent and finally, d) on its turn the education coefficient is really more affected by the 
regional dummies than the population effect: education is significant in only three (20, 27 and 
37) of fourteen industries compared to six previously meanwhile regional dummy factors are 
statistically significant in the most of industries. 
 
Consequently, Sveikauskas’ study presents the main conclusion that large cities entail high 
productivity levels: in the average industry the level of labour productivity is 5,98 percent 
higher with each doubling of city size; due to Hicks-neutral productivity is substantially 
higher in large cities. In addition, its work contribution to the literature in the way to be one of 
the pioneer works that investigate the recursive (direction) causality between agglomeration 
and productivity: “the observed relationship between city size and productivity could come 
about either because city size itself causes productivity to be high or because individual cities 
systematically growth to large size because they are already more productive” (Sveikauskas, 
1975:407). Its work suggest that in reality, large cities are probably productive both because 
their high initial productivity and because of the productivity benefits derived from the growth 
process. Once, Sveikauskas’ study has investigated the direction of this causality through 
productivity growth from 1958-1967 and population of SMSA7, it study reaches on the 
following conclusion: “evidence suggest that at least part of the productivity of cities comes 
about because large cities have real productivity advantages, rather than solely because 
productive small cities systematically grow to major metropolitan status. However, 
investigation over a much longer time span will be necessary before it is possible to develop 
any conclusive understanding of the direction of causality underlying the high productivity-
city size relationship” (Sveikauskas, 1975:410). 
 
After Sveikauskas’ work, another meaningful study that highly contributes to the literature as 
regards agglomeration and productivity is the work carried out by (Henderson, 1986) in which 
attempts to investigate nature and the extent of agglomeration economies in two-digit 
manufacturing industries8 by using cross-sectional data for the United States and Brazil with 
urban areas as the unit of observation. In this sense, Henderson’s work examines a) if these 
external scale economies are one of localization or of urbanization and b) whether these scale 

                                                           
7 According to (Sveikauskas, 1975) the most way in order to test recursive causality between agglomeration and 
productivity is being able to investigate the record of city growth over a very long time period and determine 
how much of the observed high productivity of large cities is innate and how much is obtained due to the growth 
process. However due to data limitations, Sveikauskas’ study addresses endogeneity through a) examine the 
possibility that cities that are about to grow to large size start out initially already at their high levels of relative 
productivity: the result that its study obtains are that at least some of the high productivity found in large cities 
come about because of the process of urban growth, b) exploring the city size-productivity relationship by 
comparing 1958-1967 productivity changes with 1960-1970 population changes: however as its work has been 
taken into account a short time period the rate of population growth cannot be expected to have much 
productivity impact, for example with the 5,98 percent coefficient that its study has achieved such a population 
increase would increase productivity only 0,598 percent, and finally; c) by focusing the analysis on two different 
groups of SMSA’s (defined as those in which population grew more than 30 percent from 1960 to 1970 and 
those in which population declined): combining information of these two groups Sveikauskas’ study reveal that a 
3,4 percent differential in productivity is associated with a 42 percent differential in population growth and that 
extrapolating this would mean that an 8,1 percent increase in productivity is associated with a 100 percent 
population increase. 
8 The industries that Henderson’s work takes into account are: as regards Brazil, (1) iron and steel, (2) 
nonelectrical machinery, (3) transport equipment, (4) chemicals, (5) textiles, (6) apparel, (7) pulp and paper, (8) 
food processing, (9) nonmetallic minerals, (10) furniture, and finally (11) printing and publishing. In the case of 
United States, (1) primary metals, (2) electrical machinery, (3) machinery, (4) apparel, (5) textiles, (6) leather 
products, (7) wood products, (8) pulp and paper, (9) food products, (10) publishing and printing, (11) furniture, 
(12) fabricated metals, (13) nonmetallic minerals, (14) rubber and finally (15) chemicals. 
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effects are large and persist or if they tend quickly to peter out, so its research questions to be 
answered are: a) are scale economies urbanization or localization ones?, b) does the degree of 
scale effect remain constant, increase, or peter out as the level of scale increases? and, c) do 
industries where scale effects are localization ones tend to be the dominant industries of 
specialization cities?. To do so, (Henderson, 1986) opts for a flexible functional form 
approach in estimating urban productivity9, solving the endogeneity at the time that its study 
also a) addresses the endogeneity issue10 (recursive causality), b) estimates scale effects 
directly11, and c) controls for other arguments affecting productivity12 in contrast to other 
studies, such as (Sveikauskas, 1975) in which is not able to control for variation in factor 
ratios and in labor force qualities across cities. 
 
The results as regards agglomeration economies estimates that Henderson’s work reaches on 
are: taking into account Brazil as study case, a) there is no evidence of the influence that 
urbanization economies on productivity expect in printing and publishing and some weak 
evidence for nonmetallic minerals and furniture, and b) there is a strong evidence of 
localization economies effect in production except for printing, c) the localization effect are 
large: “median employment across urban areas for most industries in the sample is 350-500 

                                                           
9 Henderson’s study estimates different functions of urban productivity depending on the study case: Brazil or 
United Stated. In the case of Brazil, (Henderson, 1986) uses the following two functions due to the lack of data 
in terms of its study could not have a good measure of value of production: (1)log 2F46 = GH + log �(I) +
∑ α�':�� + 1/2∑ ∑ K��(log(��))(log���
)��� , where g(S) is a Hick’s neutral external shift factor whose 
arguments are scale and technology measures specific to an industry in an urban area, L is labor inputs and k the 
vector of ratios of remaining factors to L, (2) log 2F46 = log L(I) + �H + β. ln ,4 + βN- + ∑ O�PB�Q�R. , where 
(pL) are the total wages and salaries divided by a labour proxy, (u) is the distance to the nearest regional market 
center and finally (RDi) are three regional dummy variables to allow for regional market centers. Then in the 
case of United States, Henderson’s study only uses the latter previous equation with the following one: log 2F46 =G. + log �(I) + ∑ ��'(�,�� . 
10 (Henderson, 1986) addresses endogeneity problems through using 2SLS techniques when is possible. For 
example (Henderson, 1986:54) point out as regards Brazil: “there was simply not enough other information on 
cities to provide a list of suitable other instruments to test for proper specification or to do 2SLS work”.  
11 To specify the scale effects directly, Henderson’s work use this specification: �(·) = =T/4UƐW where Ɛ4 =('(�X)/(log  ) = −K/  and according to (Henderson, 1986:53), L is own industry employment in an urban 
area and N is the population of the urban area. The interpretation of the (ƐL) and (ƐN) elasticities is that a 1% 
increase in, respectively, L or N leads to a (ƐL) or (ƐN) % increase in output of any firm in the industry in the 
urban area, holding the firm’s input fixed: “the specification of a declining ƐL is strongly supported by evidence 
presented later. It also has the advantage of reducing collinearity between the scale measures” 
12 Henderson’s study control for the following other effects: (1) its study insert measures of age and educational 
attainment specific to an industry in an urban area (as arguments of g(S)) to control impacts of labor force 
quality, (2) for average firm size and finally, (3) for  scale effects which may not be Hicks’ neutral. So, the 
variables with its description that (Henderson, 1986) uses are: (1) In general, a) Y is the value of production from 
Manufacturing Census, b) L is annual hours of work for production worker plus 2000 hours/year times number 
of nonproduction workers, c) PL is total wages and salaries divided by L, d) %<8 years of schooling which is 
percentage of two-digit industry specific labor with 8 or less years of schooling as calculated from 1970 
Population Census by combining Table 124D of education by 27 manufacturing occupations in each SMSA, e) 
%>55 years of age which is calculated as percentage of two-digit specific labor force which is 55 years of age or 
older from Table 1290 of 1970 Population Census and, f) u which is distance to the nearest regional market 
center; then in particular when Brazil is taken as study case the variables are (2), a) Y which is value added 
calculated as value of production less total material costs less production taxes, b) L which is average monthly 
number of employees less owners and directors, c) pL which is total salaries less payments to owners and 
directors plus firm contributions to Social Security, private insurance, and pension programs, all divided by L, d) 
K which is market value of capital stock, fs which is average firm size calculated L divided by number of firms, 
e) pt which is property tax rate measured as industry property tax payments divided by K, f) % Illiterate which is 
percentage of labor force by two-digit industries with three of less years of schooling, g) age which average age 
of labor force by two-digit industry and finally h) u which is the distance in kilometers to nearest coast port. 
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employees, although for iron and steel and textiles it is nearer 900. The numbers are typically 
over 0,1, meaning that at 500 own industry workers in a city, a 10% increase in own industry 
employment in the city will cause a firm’s output to rise by 1% without the firm increasing its 
own inputs” (Henderson, 1986:58) and finally, d) the estimates of external economies of scale 
based on the dual factor usage equation are very closely without significant differences, so the 
results could be comparable with U.S ones; in this sense as regards United States, e) only 
nonmetallic minerals has significant positive urbanization effects in production and for the 
remaining 14 industries there is an almost equal division between positive and negative 
urbanization effects, f) in contrast, except for textiles, for the top panel of industries 
localization economies are strong and general significant: “the localization elasticities are also 
somewhat larger than Brazilian numbers as evaluated at the same point (500 employees)” 
(Henderson, 1986:60) and finally having a longitudinal reading of the results shows that g) 
similar patterns of strong localization effects hold for the heavy manufacturing industries in 
Brazil and in United States (strong localization effects of petrochemicals industries), h) the 
lighter manufacturing industries which urban areas specialize (leather products, wood 
products, pulp and paper, food products) also demonstrate strong localization effects, 
especially in United States and finally i) in both countries there is a strong general relationship 
between industries which cities specialize and industries having localization economies: “for 
example, for the United States, the top panel of industries are all ones which SMSA’s 
specialize in. In contrast, in the bottom panel, the more ubiquitous consumer industries 
(printing, nonmetallic minerals) or ones found in many cities often mostly servicing local 
manufacturers with intermediate inputs (fabricated metals) exhibit either no localization 
effects or even negative ones” (Henderson, 1986:61). 
 
Consequently, the main conclusion that (Henderson, 1986:66) presents is: “external 
economies of scale are ones of localization, not urbanization. Localization economies are 
strongest for industries in which cities tend to specialize and peter out as city size increases. 
The implication is that resources in manufacturing are general not more productive in larger 
cities –they may even be less productive. Rather, resources in any industry are more 
productive in places where there is more of similar activities. However, the fact that scale 
effects die out means that there is a limit to the benefits of agglomerating similar activity. 
Based on these facts, we expect to find that small and medium size cities are highly 
specialized in production”. 
 
In this sense, the study carried out by (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988) investigates productivity 
growth in the manufacturing sector of 13 large metropolitan areas (SMSAs) from 1957 to 
1977 with special attention to the contribution of urban spatial structure (on the basis of 
agglomeration effects) to the productivity growth of these metropolitan areas. Fogarty and 
Garofalo’s study is important in the way that attempt to overcome several limitations of 
previous research on the link between agglomeration economies and productivity growth: a) 
in its study is possible to use total factor productivity methodology because is developed a 
manufacturing capital stock time series for metropolitan areas from 1957 to 1977, b) its work 
is also able to within the total factor productivity methodology, identifies and tests for the 
contribution of spatial productivity growth through testing the spatial structure hypothesis 
using Mills’s estimates of the manufacture density gradient in order to investigate the 
potential contribution of declining central densities and flattering density gradients to 
productivity growth in the manufacture sector and finally, c) its study uses a variable elasticity 
of substitution (VES) production function model compared to previous empirical research on 
agglomeration economies which use capital stock measures, or proxies for capital that rely on 
Cobb-Douglas production function. Hence, to do so, (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988:64) 
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consider a production functional model of a city’s manufacturing sector in which the sector is 
treated as an industry producing one good which is a composite of all the outputs of all 
producers and a vector of agglomeration economies which includes variables as population 
size, employment density and the age of city13. The hypothesis that Fogarty and Garofalo’s 
study takes are: a) as regards the two variables that measure spatial structure, manufacturing 
central density and the density gradient of manufacturing employment is expected that: 
“density gradient (DG) and its second order term (DGSQ) are expected to capture the 
nonlinear effect of density on manufacturing productivity, so DG should be positive and 
DFSQ should be negative. Central density (CD) is expected to have a positive coefficient”, b) 
metropolitan population size that measure the effect of urbanization economies on 
manufacturing productivity or agglomeration economies which are a function of urban scale: 
“POP is expected to have a positive and POPSQ a negative coefficient” and finally, c) age of 
city such as may capture unmeasured variables, as the older public infrastructure or 
unfavorable shifts in the demand for the products of older metropolitan areas as new product 
cycle favor younger SMSAs is expected to have a depressing effect on manufacturing 
productivity: “age is expected to have a negative coefficient”. 
 
The results that the production function estimated by (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988) through 
OLS techniques reveals are: a) spatial structure of the SMSA, measured by manufacturing 
central density and the density gradient, significantly affects productivity in the 
manufacturing sector at the time that the effect of density appears to be nonlinear and suggests 
the possibility of an optimal spatial structure: “the gradient begins to adversely affect 
productivity beyond a gradient equal to about -0,5”, b) population size also bears a consistent 
nonlinear relationship to productivity: “a positive agglomeration effects exists up to a 
population size equal about 2,9 million, but becomes negative thereafter”, c) the age variable 
supports a life-cycle hypothesis: “age of the city has a strong negative effect on productivity 
in the manufacturing sector” and, d) there are a clear regional productivity patterns which are 
reflected in the coefficients on the regional dummy variables: “the ranking of regions by 
productivity differentials from highest to lowest is West, South, North, Ventral and 
Northeast”. Then, the results of analyze the contribution of agglomeration economies to 
productivity growth14 are: agglomeration variables reduce growth in output by more than 1% 

                                                           
13 Starting from � = ��Y� , <
Z(�,  ), where A(zj,t) is an efficiency parameter reflecting agglomeration 
economies (z) and neutral technical progress (t), as Fogarty and Garofalo’s study tries to identify the contribution 
of A(zj,t) to productivity growth during the period 1957-1997 the function that estimate are: ':� = �H + �. +∑ K�Y� + βH':� + β.': 	':� + βN : � , where, (Q) is real value added in manufacturing in 1972; (t) is a time 
trend, 1957-1977 (hicks-neutral technical change), (K) is the real value of manufacturing capital stock in 1972; 
(L) is production worker hours and (Z) is a vector of agglomeration economies variables that include: 1) CD 
which is central density in manufacturing sector in 1963; 2) DG which is the density gradient in the 
manufacturing sector in 1963; 3) DGSQ which is DG squared, 4) POP which is SMSA population in 1970, 5) 
POPSQ which is POP squared and 6) AGE which is 1977 minus the year in which the central city achieved 
50.000 inhabitants (population). Then, Fogarty and Garofalo’s work include two time dummy variables to test 
for growth rate difference between the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s; so 7) t7377 and t6572 test for the slowdown in 
the productivity growth at the SMSA level (which these dummy variables equal to 1 if the year is 1965-1972 and 
1973-1977 respectively and otherwise, 0). Finally its study also include three regional dummies, 8) REGS, 
REGNC and REGNE what are measured with 1 if the SMSA is in the South, North Central and Northeast 
respectively, otherwise 0. 
14 To do so, (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988) estimate the following equation: \Z+ = ∑ Ϭ^_`

Ϭ^_ab ∗
acd
ab + Ϭ^_`

Ϭ^_� +�
9=7e-�', where is discomposed TFP (total factor productivity) growth into three parts: the contribution of 
agglomeration economies, technical change and a residual. To estimate it, Fogarty and Garofalo’s study uses a 
weighted growth rate in each of the variables, where the weights are relative value added by SMSA, where 
density gradient estimate are not available for the entire period, 1957-1977 and its study assume a growth reate 
in central density and the density gradient based on Mills’ estimate for the period 1958-1963 and in which 
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per year due to the declining in manufacturing central density and flattening in the density 
gradient at the time that population growth is a minor factor affecting output growth; also, 
since age of city is constant and does not influence the output of growth rate (the share are:                  
-0,094; -0,028; and 0,0013 respectively). 
 
Therefore, (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988:68) reaches on the following conclusions: a) the 
estimated production function supports the importance of agglomeration economies to 
productivity at the SMSA level: “all three agglomeration variables are significant and exhibit 
the correct signs”, b) the model supports the existence of increasing returns-to-scale, a result 
which is consistent with the present of localization economies and finally c) the 
decomposition analysis of productivity growth rate in output indicates that declining central 
densities and flattening of density gradients may have reduced productivity growth over the 
period 1957-1977: “one interpretation is that changes in urban spatial structure have reduced 
the benefits of agglomeration economies associated with density, thereby producing a loss 
which subtract more than 1% per year from the growth rate in real manufacturing output 
(reducing the overall growth rate by about one-third)”. 
 
After Henderson’s and, Fogarty and Garofalo’s works which make evidence that productivity 
of firms increases with the size of the industry as measured by industry employment, the big 
step done in the literature is carried out by the work of (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) due to 
following past theoretical and empirical work until Ciccone and Hall’s study there was not 
studies that have focused on examining spatial density directly and Ciccone and Hall’s study 
tries to prove that density rather than size is a more accurate determinant of productivity. So, 
the main purpose of its study is to explain the large difference in labour productivity across 
U.S. states. To do so, (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) develop two different models, one based on 
local geographical externalities and the other on the variety of local intermediate services 
where spatial density results in aggregate increasing returns. Both models lead to a relation 
between county employment density and productivity at the state level. In this sense, it is 
important to stand out the concept of density and employment density that (Ciccone and Hall, 
1996:54) point out: “by density we mean simple the intensity of labour, human and physical 
capital relative to physical space. Density is higher when there is a large amount of labour and 
capital per square foot. Density affects productivity in several ways. a) If technologies have 
constant returns themselves, but the transportation of products from one stage of production to 
the next involves costs that rise with distance, then the technology for the production of all 
goods within a particular geographical area will have increasing returns –the ratio of output to 
input will rise with density, b) if there are externalities associated with the physical proximity 
of production, then density will contribute to productivity for this reason as well and c) a third 
source of density effects is the higher degree of beneficial specialization possible in areas of 
dense activity". In brief, using data on gross state output, Ciccone and Hall’s work find that a 
doubling of employment density increases average labour productivity by around 6 percent 
and that more than half of the variance of output per worker across states can be explained by 
differences in the density of economic activity. 
 
The results across 46 U.S states at county level that (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) reach on 
through estimating a model that relates county employment and productivity15 at the state 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
finally, the value used for the decomposition are: CD= -4115; CD(growth)= -0,0253; DG=0,438; DG(growth)=-
0,0234; POP=1,3519 (in millions) and POP(growth)=0,0108. 
15 (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) uses a production function by describing output produced in an acre of space in 

county (c) by employing (nc) workers and (kc) machines as: �fg(=h:h)β�h.�βiα 2jklk6
(m�.)/m

, where (As) is a 
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level16 by using instrument variables techniques in order to address endogeneity problems17 
are: a) ordinary least square estimation reveals a the elasticity of labour efficiency with 
respect to education (µ) is 0,41 with a standard error of 0,40 and a R2 of the regression around 
55%, meanwhile the elasticity of density (θ) is 1,052 with a standard error of 0,008 and b) the 
instrument variables estimate for θ (density) is 1,06 making joint use of all instruments 
(eastern seaboard, railroad 1860, population in 1850 and population density in 1880): “this 
estimate implies that doubling the employment density in a county increases labour 
productivity by 6 percent” (Ciccone and Hall, 1966:62). Then, by using education level at 
state level, (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) estimate the elasticity of employment density and 
education across U.S states at country level18. The results in this case are: a) a average factor 
density index Ds(θ) evaluated at θ=1,058 estimated using instrument variables what entail that  
doubling the employment density in a state increases labour productivity by 5,8 percent, b) 
the states with the most densest counties are the most productive ones in the United States: 
“our estimated density index for New York county implies, that workers in New York county 
are 22 percent more productive than workers in New York state, the state with the highest 
average productivity in our sample” (Ciccone and Hall, 1996:62) and c) the relationship 
between education and productivity reveals that education is a significant determinant of 
productivity at both level of urban scale, at state level the elasticity of output per worker with 
respect to average education is 1,5 with a standard error of 0,5 (R2=0,09) and at county level 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Hicks-neutral technology multiplier for state (s) and (ec) is a measure of the efficiency of labor at the county 
level. In addition (Ciccone and Hall, 1996:58) state that: a) elasticity α is less than one by the amount of the 
share of land in factor payments and b) the quantities of labor and capital employed in a county, (nc) and (kc) are 
distributed equally among all the acres in the county.  From this point, Ciccone and Hall’s study from a) 
estimating the total output in county (c) and solving for output per acre and b) taking the assumption that the 
rental price of capital (r) is the same everywhere, its study could use the factor demand function to substitute the 
factor price for the factor quantity. Thus according to (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) the county technology becomes: 
jk
lk = n�f3 2ok_klk 6

p
, where (ϕ) is a constant that depends on the interest rate, and the elasticities for the technology 

multiplier for the state, (w), and for labor input for the county, (θ), are: q ≡ Tβ
.�T(.�β) and 8 ≡ p

αβ
 in which its 

study assume that labor efficiency depends log-linearly on workers’ average years of education (hc), (ec=hn
c) 

where (μ) is the elasticity of education. Using this relationship with the previous equation as regards county 
technology and aggregating to the state level, Ciccone and Hall’s study obtain:tuvu = n�f3Bf(q, μ) where, 

Bf(q, μ) = ∑ (_kwkx)ykz{u lk"!y
vu . Finally, (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) achieve the final form to estimate its proposed 

production function by assuming that state productivity (As) is distributed log-normally around an underling 
nationwide level and taking logarithm in the stochastic previous specification: '(� tu

vu = '(�n + logBf(q, μ) +
-f, where (us) is the sum of the measurement error and it is (w) times the deviation of state productivity form the 
underlying level in the nation. 
16 The data that Ciccone and Hall’s study uses comes from a) as regards output at the state level is gross state 
product provided by Less Proprietors’ Income (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis in 1985), b) as regards 
employment by county are provided by Regional Economic Measurement Division (U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, 1991), c) data on education comes from two sources at state level from the Annual Demographic File 
of the Current Population Survey (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1988) and at the county level, Ciccone and Hall’s 
study use data from 1990 Census of Population (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992). 
17 The instrument variables that (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) use in order to address endogeneity issue between 
agglomeration (employment density) and productivity rest on the hypothesis that the original sources of 
agglomeration in the United States have remaining influences only on the preferences of workers about where to 
live, they are not related to modern differences in productivity, so the instrument variables that its study use are: 
1) presence or absence of a railroad in the stat in 1860, 2) population of the state in 1850, 3) population density 
of the state in 1880 and 4) distance from the eastern seaboard of the U.S. 
18 Hence, by using education data at state level, Ciccone and Hall’s study estimate the following production 

function: '(� tu
vu = '(�	n + μ log ℎf + logBf(q), where Ds(θ) is defined as, Bf(q) = ∑ _kylk!(y!")kz{u

vu , where (Ns) 
is the number of workers in the state s, (Cs) is the set of counties covering state s. 
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the elasticity of labor efficiency with respect to education is 1,2 with a standard error of 0,6 
(R2=0,1). Finally, Ciccone and Hall’s study present the results as regards the difference 
between size versus density effects on labour productivity at county level19: a) the nonlinear 
least squares estimate of density (θ) is 1,035 with a standard error of 0,013, the county size 
parameter (σ) is estimated to be 1,029 with a standard error of 0,019 and the R2 of the 
regression is 0,58, b) the nonlinear instrumental variables estimate of the density parameter is 
1,046 with a standard error of 0,023 and the county size parameter is 1,026 with a standard 
error of 0,039 what leads at the end to c) density externalities are more important than size 
externalities at the county level. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions (conclusions) that (Ciccone and Hall, 1996:68) have 
done to the literature are: a) increasing returns to density play a crucial role for explaining the 
large difference in average labour productivity across U.S. states: “we estimate that doubling 
employment density in a county increases average labour productivity by 6 percent and this 
degree of locally increasing returns can explain more than half of the variation in labour 
productivity across U.S. states”, b) finding that increasing returns to density describes the data 
better than increasing returns to size and finally, c) proposes to extend its study in several 
directions, by distinguish differences between economies localization and urbanization 
effects, by taking into account an empirical approach to examine dynamic externalities and to 
replicate to other world urban areas such as Europe. 
 
In this sense, the work carried out by (Ciccone, 2002) extends the aforementioned study in the 
direction that Ciccone’s paper examines agglomeration effects and labour productivity across 
Europe countries. Hence, (Ciccone, 2002) combines spatial data on value added for Germany, 
Italy, France, Spain and the UK with data20 on employment and education in order to estimate 
agglomeration effects in labour productivity on the basis of using two simple models of 
spatial agglomeration –one based on spatial externalities and the other on non-tradable inputs 
produced with increasing returns- which lead to the same reduce-form relationship between 
employment density and productivity at the local geographic level such as (Ciccone and Hall, 
1996) has proposed previously with the difference that now the sample of the estimated model 
consist of 628 so-called NUTS-3 regions across Europe21. To do so, (Ciccone, 2002) has to 
solve the problem that arises between the estimation of agglomeration effects that is the 
difficulty to distinguish between two competing explanations for the positive correlation 
between agglomeration and productivity (endogeneity issue). Ciccone’s work solves it 
compared to (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) by a) using regional fixed effects22 and, b) by taking 
into account also fixed effects but additionally instruments variables23. 

                                                           
19 To do so, Ciccone and Hall’s estimate the following equation:	log tu

vu = 	Ϭ + logBf(q, μ, }) + -f, where 

Ds(θ,µ,σ) is defined as, Bf(q, μ, }) = 	∑ ((_kwkx)ylk!(y!"))~kz{u
vu  and where } = .

.��3. 
20 (Ciccone, 2002) use data on value added at factors costs and salaried employment at the regional level 
provided and assembled by Eurostat (1992). So, the data on valued added and employment is available for few 
years in the late 1980s for each country and years available differ by each of them: 1988 for France, 1986 for 
Germany and Spain and; 1987 for Italy and UK. 
21 Which correspond to Departements in France, to Kreise in Germany, to Provincie in Italy, to Provincias in 
Spain and to Counties in the UK. 
22 Ciccone’s work control for fixed effect at the country level (NUTS-1) and NUTS-2 level. These fixed-effects 
pick up differences in productivity associated with a particular country but also pick up differences in the 
physical capital intensity due to the differences in the rental price of capital. 
23 To carry out with the estimation of agglomeration effects in labour productivity across Europe regions, 
Ciccone’s study takes two different approaches. The former consist of least-squares (LS) estimation; this 
approach yields inconsistent estimate if regional fixed effects do not capture exogenous differences in total factor 
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Once its study has addressed the endogeneity problem, the results that (Ciccone, 2002) 
reaches on by estimating a) the model that captures the agglomeration effect in labour 
productivity24 and b) an extension of it in order to consider the externalities across 
neighboring regions25 are: a) the ordinary least square estimate of agglomeration effects (θ) is 
5,058 percent with a White-adjusted standard error of 0,417 percent, what this estimation is 
close to the 5,2 percent estimated for the U.S using the same approach at the state level in the 
work of (Ciccone and Hall, 1996), b) agglomeration effects, education, and country dummies 
explain almost 64 percent (63,6%) of the variation in productivity across European regions, c) 
the 2SLS-estimate that controls for endogeneity of agglomeration effect (θ) is 4,55 percent 
with a standard error of 0,507 percent what entails that there is a minor endogeneity problem 
due to this estimate is somewhat lower than the LS-estimate suggests, d) there is no evidence 
that agglomeration effects differs significantly between countries both estimating through 
2SLS and least squares (LS): “agglomeration effects in Germany is 4,8 percent. Points 
estimates of the difference in agglomeration effects between France and Germany on the one 
hand and Spain and German on the other are 0,06 percent and 0,3 percent respectively and; 
the point estimate of the difference in agglomeration effects between Germany and the UK, 
and Italy are 3,2 and, -2,5 percent correspondingly” (Ciccone, 2002:223), e) when are 
included NUTS-1 region dummies and NUTS-2 region dummies separately in the model, the 
results reveal that are not significant differences as regards LS and 2SLS estimations, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
productivity across NUTS-3 regions and if NUTS-3 regions with higher exogenous total factor productivity 
attract more workers. The latter, helps to lead a consistent estimates under the previous mentioned conditions 
and it is based on using an instrumental-variables approach.  As (Ciccone, 2002:221) explains: “this requires 
identifying a characteristic of NUTS-3 regions that is unrelated to modern exogenous total factor productivity 
but correlated with employment density”. In this sense, Ciccone’s study uses 1) total land area of NUTS-3 
regions: “total land area is historically predetermined variable and therefore not affected by modern differences 
in exogenous total factor productivity”. To know the quality of this instrument for employment density in the 
late 1980s, its study regress employment density at the NUTS-3 level on dummies for NUTS-2 regions and total 
area at the NUTS-3 level, the R2 of this regression is 80 percent and the coefficient on land area is significantly 
negative at the 0,1 percent level although when dropping land area at the NUTS-3 level as an explanatory 
variables lowers the R2 of this regression to 52 percent. 
24 Starting from the basic production function on an acre of land in region (s) contained in a country or larger 
region (c) defined as: � = }fh�(:�, �; �fh , �fh) where (q) denotes output produced on the acre per land, (n) the 
number of workers employed on the acre, (H) the average level of human capital of workers on the acre, (k) the 
amount of physical capital used on the acre, (σsc) denotes an index of total factor productivity in the region; and 
(Qsc) and (Asc) denote total production and total acreage of the region to capture spatial externalities, (Ciccone, 
2002) by following (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) estimate this final production function: '(��fh − '(�Ufh =@(-:<9�/9=�e(:�'-;;e=7 + q('(�Ufh − '(��fh) + ∑ ϬohZofh + -fhCkoR. , where (usc) captures differences 
between exogenous total factor productivity in region (sc) and the country or larger region that contains region 
(sc); (Fsc) denotes the fraction of workers with level of education (e) in region (s) in country (c); (Ec) denotes the 
number of education levels for which there is data in country (c), (Ϭec) is the effect of education level (e) on 
productivity in country (c). Country/regional dummies denote dummies that will be included to control for 
differences in exogenous total factor productivity and rental prices of capital between different countries as well 
as different regions in the same country. According to (Ciccone, 2002:218) the main difference between this 
equation and the estimating equation in (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) is that: “the estimating equation used here is 
more flexible in two respects. First, it allows for dummies at the country and regional level. Second, it allows for 
different education levels to enter in different ways. This is more flexible approach is possible because European 
data on value added is available at a much finer level of geographical detail than U.S. data”. 
25 To allow for spatial externalities that mean that in each NUTS-3 region its density of production is partly 
driven by neighbouring NUTS-3 regions, Ciccone’s study extend its basic model to assume that total factor 
productivity (σsc) in region (sc) depends on the density of production in neighboring regions: }fh = nfh(tuk�`uk�)�, 
where (ϕsc) denotes exogenous total factor productivity in region (sc), and (Qscn) and (Ascn) denote total 
production and total acreage in neighboring NUTS 3-regions. Combining this equation with the basic models, 
Ciccone’s study estimate the next equation to take consider neighboring spatial externalities: '(��fh − '(�Ufh =@(-:<9�/9=�e(:�'	-;;e=7 + 8μ('(��fh_ − '(��fh_) + q('(�Ufh − '(��fh) + ∑ OohZofh + -fhCkoR.   
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agglomeration effects are 5,07 and 4,445 percent respectively in the former case and 4,97 and 
4,444 percent respectively in the latter (NUTS-2 region dummies), then when Ciccone’s study 
considers neighbouring spatial externalities26, f) agglomeration effects (θ) equal to 4,4 percent 
with a standard error of 1 percent and neighboring effects (wµ) equal to 3,3 percent with a 
standard error of 1,3 percent with using 2SLS using dummies for NUTS-2 regions what entail 
that estimate of agglomeration effects within NUTS-3 regions remains basically unaffected by 
the inclusion of the density of production of neighbors (although, production in neighboring 
regions have a significant effect on regional productivity). 
 
After the empirical work of (Ciccone, 2002) has appeared in the literature, studies that attempt 
to examine not only agglomeration effects by means of employment density in productivity 
but also taking into account the dynamic effects of external economies through considering a) 
its specialization externalities (MAR), b) its urbanization and diversity externalities (Jacob 
type) and the c) externalities as regards competition, and growth (Porter type external effects). 
One of this research studies is the work carried out by (Lucio et al., 2002) which investigates 
the role of externalities in promoting productivity growth in Spanish regions (across 50 
provinces) through using data from the Spanish Industry Survey from 1978 to 1992 for 26 
manufacturing branches. In brief, its study finds a) evidence of dynamic effects due to 
specialization that depend on the level of its level: specialization affect productivity growth 
negatively, but once it reaches a certain level, its effect on growth becomes positive due to 
knowledge sharing and b) there no evidence on strongly presence of diversity and competition 
externalities. 
 
Hence, in doing so, (Lucio et al., 2002) by using data provided by Encuesta Industrial 
(Industry survey) produced by INE (Spanish Statistical Office)27 estimate a production 
function within the framework to study the presence of external effects associated with the 
economic structure of the industry-territory from 1978 to 1992 through using panel 
estimations techniques considering individual fixed effects and instrumental variables to 
address the endogeneity problem28 at the time that its production form29 is flexible in the 

                                                           
26 According to (Ciccone, 2002:224) the instrument used for the density of production in neighboring NUTS-3 
regions is the arithmetic average of the land area of neighboring NUTS-3 regions. 
27 The data set that (Lucio et al., 2002) use contains information on gross value added, production, employment, 
personnel costs and number of establishments by manufacturing sector and by province (50 across Spain) in 
which the time period for the data goes from 1978 through 1992. 
28 By introducing time dummies, (Lucio et al., 2002) controls for the changes that factor prices could have and as 
and as a consequence entailing an endogeneity problem. In addition for controlling the endogeneity as regards 
wages, in this case (Lucio et al., 2002) decide to use instrument variables, which are lagged values of the right 
hand side variables (see its estimated production function, next cite) dated at t-3 to t-5. According to (Lucio et 
al., 2002:253) as the Sargan test does not reject the validity of the t-3 instruments its study concentrate on 
instruments variables to corrects for endogeneity in a specification that controls also for fixed effects. 
29 Starting from a Cobb-Douglas production function which the firm produce (Y), or value added, using labor (L) 
and capital (K) with a technology level given by (A): X�,�,� = ��,�,� �,�,�α ��,�,�β , (Lucio et al., 2002) transform it into 
the following empirical equation in order to estimate the effects of agglomeration economies in productivity 

growth: ln � ��,b,#
��.b,#!"� = βH + β. ln � 4�,b,#

4�,b,#!"� + βN ln � E�,b,#
E�,b,#!"� + βQln	( F�,#�F�,b,#/4�,#�4�,b,#

F�,#!"�F�,b,#!"/4�,#!"�4�,b,#!") + β�A7,,�,�,��. +
β�A7,,N�,�,��. + β�A7,e�,�,��. + β�A7,eN�,�,��. + β�G(;�,�,��. + β�Be��,�,��. + <e;=-;;e=7, where the 
variable (X) stands for productivity, esppi,j,t=Xi,j,t/Xj,t, the within-industry specialization of the industry-region, 
espii,j,t=Xi,j,t/Xi,t, the squared of these specialization measures divided by the number of firms, 
epp2i,j,t=X2

i,j,t/(X2
j,t/Ni,j,t) and espi2

i,j,t=X2
i,j,t/(X2

i,t/Ni,j,t), the firm’s diversity in the territory, e��,� = ∑ ((��,�,�N /∀�U�,�,�)/��,�N ), and the degree of competition the firm face inside the industry, @(;,�,� = ∑ ((��,�,�N /U�,�,�)/��,�N )∀� . 
In this sense (Lucio et al., 2002:247) state that: “the last two elements are equivalent to the Hirschman-
Herfindahl indexes frequently used in the industrial organization literature to measure the diversity of economic 
activity in the territory and the level of competition inside an industry. The measure of diversity is similar to the 
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sense that is able to: a) consider that technology growth is determined not only by the 
distribution in the base year but by the industrial composition of the territories in the previous 
years, and so b) is possible to observe growth process determined by the value of the 
externality indexes in previous years since the production function includes lagged 
externalities index in order to shed light on the dynamic process of externalities (persistence 
of knowledge external effects). 
 
In this context, (Lucio et al., 2002:251) take the following assumptions: a) “according to 
MAR and Porter’s theory, specialization has a positive effect on growth, so we would expect 
positive signs for coefficients, β4 to β7”, b) “a negative β8 coefficient will confirm the presence 
of competition externalities given that the corresponding index measures the lack of 
competition”, c) “if β9 were negative it would mean that the industrial diversity of a territory 
explains productivity growth” and finally d) “under the hypothesis of deceasing returns to 
scale we also expect to obtain a negative β1 explaining productivity growth and a positive 
sign of β3 and a lower than one for β2”. The results that its empirical work reveals are: a) the 
coefficient on employment growth is negative (-0,17) and significant which indicates the 
existence of decreasing returns to scale, b) the coefficient on wages is positive (0,58) and also 
statistically significant, indicating that an increase in this factor is positively correlated with 
productivity growth from 1978 to 1992, c) the industrial productivity growth at the national 
scale is positively (0,30) associated with productivity growth which indicates that shock 
experienced at this level has an effect of the same sign in the region, d) there is no significant 
effect of diversity and competition externalities on productivity growth and only diversity 
externalities have the negative expected sign (-1,41; while the competition externalities effect 
is positive, 1,86), e) as regards, the effects of specialization; e1) on the one hand, industrial 
and regional specialization levels have a negative effect on growth, (-4,09 and -1,51 
respectively) but then, when the term is squared, specialization becomes positive for growth 
(32,33 and 13,36 correspondingly), so low levels of specialization have a negative influence 
of growth and once it reaches a certain level then it turns into positive; and on the other one; 
e2) the results indicate that industrial specialization effects are more relevant than regional 
ones for productivity growth (compare the previous elasticities); finally f) as regards to test 
the persistence of the different external dynamic effects by introducing a set of lagged 
specialization, diversity and competition indexes in the estimating equation due to its 
aforementioned flexibility30 the results indicate that f1) as we go back in time, diversity and 
competition are still not exert a statistically effect on productivity growth (for all 8 analyzed 
past years its coefficients are not significant) and, f2) the coefficients on specialization with 1 
year lag are the largest and the most significant (161,72) and have the same sign as the not 
extended model at the time that their externalities effects is decreasing as time passes (i.e. in 
the case of square industrial specialization from 161.72 to 5,16) and changes its sign, although 
for all the cases the net effect has the same sign as also the previous not extended model. 
 
Consequently, the meaningful conclusions that (Lucio et al., 2002:255) point out are: a) 
dynamic externalities favoring the growth of economic activity as measured by industrial 
productivity and these are related to the specialization within a region and an industry once a 
certain level has been reached; so, b) technological spillovers take place when there is a high 
degree of specialization: “firms belonging to a certain industry and located in a given 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
one used by (Glaeser et al., 1992). The ratio used by Henderson’s works to measure specialization is derived 
endogenously in this model. Finally, the competition measure is not identical to what previously mentioned 
authors have used, but it captures the same concept of competition”.  
30 (Lucio et al., 2002) consider that a period of time from 1 to 8 years keeps the structure of the panel and is 
sufficiently long to analyze the dynamic process of the external effects. 
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territory benefit from deep specialization that promotes knowledge sharing. This however 
does not occur if specialization is not sufficiently strong” and finally c) diversity and 
competition externalities are not statistically associated with productivity growth, although 
there are studies in the literature that have found that these agglomeration externalities plays a 
role on productivity and economic growth. 
 
In this direction it is worth mentioning the work carried out by (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 
2002) in which by using plant-level data from the Longitudinal Research Database of the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, its study shows how productivity levels are influenced by a variety of 
establishment, firm and city factors at the time that it is also devoted to 1) examining the 
influence of different types of agglomeration economies following Marshall’s principles on 
the basis of a) how the spatial concentration of input-output linkages, b) the occupational 
distribution of a city’s labor pool and c) embodied technological spillovers affect metropolitan 
productivity levels in different manufacturing industries and; 2) seeking to remedy three 
shortcoming of previous empirical studies of agglomeration economies: a) reliance on 
aggregate spatial or sectoral data; b) lack of attention to spatial dependence in data and c) 
representation of agglomeration economies with vague proxies such as city-size. 
 
To do so, (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) estimate a two regression models which the 
dependent variable is labour productivity in 199231 and the independent variables32 are related 

                                                           
31 The dependent variable that (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) define is labour productivity measured as: 
 + = �l^�o�	l��o�

�����h���_	w���f	3��	o� where according to the literature value added is the preferred measure of industry 
output avoiding ‘double counting’ the value of shipments and hours worked is also the better measure of labor 
input than employment due to it takes account of changes in the length of the work-year as well as shifts to 
nonstandard work practices such as flex-time and part-time employment. 
32 The determinants and its hypothesis that (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) propose are focused on 
establishment and metropolitan area characteristics. As regards (1) establishment characteristics the factors are: 
a) WBCOL which is the ratio of white-to-blue collar workers and is expected to have a positive impact on labour 
productivity as the value of output from a manufacturing plant depends upon the activities of non-production, b) 
KLRATIO which is capital-labor ratio, is measured as the ratio of gross capital assets to production hours 
workers and is expected to be positively associated with labor productivity, c) AVESIZE which is the average 
size of manufacture plants, is measured as the total value of shipments across all plants within an industry in a 
metropolitan area divided by the number of plants in the industry and city and is anticipated that efficiency will 
rise with the average size of plants, d) CAPAGE which is the age of the capital, measured as the ratio of new 
capital expenditures in 1992 to gross capital assets, and is expected to be also positive, e) AGE which is average 
age of plants within an industry, is calculated from the date of its first appearance in the longitudinal research 
database, and is expected that plants become more efficient with age as they learn more about the intricacies of 
the production process and as they become more adept at dealing with suppliers and customers, f) EXPSHARE 
which is average export share, measured as the proportion of an industry’s shipments within a metropolitan area 
that is exported from the U.S. and is expected to exert a positive effect in productivity, g) SUBCON which is 
sub-contracting, measured as the ratio of a plant’s external labour costs to its internal labor costs and finally h) 
MULTPERC which is the percentage of multi-plant establishments within an industry and metropolitan area, 
measured by dividing the number of multi-plant establishments within a 4-digit industry and metropolitan area 
by the total number of establishments in the same industry and metropolitan area and is expected that 
metropolitan areas with a higher proportion of multi-plant establishments have higher productivity. Then, in 
terms of (2) measures of agglomeration economies, (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) defines: a) LQ which is the 
local input-output relationship between the concentration of suppliers on industry labor productivity within a 

metropolitan area estimated as follows;  ��� = �( ���� ∗  ����), where LQI and LQO are supplier weighted 

and customer weighted location quotients for an industry in a particular metropolitan area,  ���� =
∑ 8��_(�5���/∑ �5�� ���5���/∑ �5�� ��

)�  and  ���� = ∑ 8��_(�5���/∑ �5�� ���5���/∑ �5�� ��
)� , where the terms in parentheses are location quotients 

for each industry (i) in metro area (m), (wij) represents the weight of industry (i) as a supplier of industry (j) and 
(wji) represents the weight of industry (i) as a customer of industry (j); and is expected a positive relationship 
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to a) variables to capture the characteristics of the manufacturing establishments that comprise 
and industry within a metropolitan area and b) variables to measure of agglomeration 
economies and they are also constructed in 1992. The former, considers 459 manufacture 
sectors at 4-digit (SIC) and is estimated through ordinary least squares (OLS) techniques 
where pooled and dummies are employed to remove industry specific fixed effects. The latter, 
takes into account 19 manufacture sectors at 2-digit (SIC) and is conducted by two stages. In 
the first stage, are employed OLS methods to identify models parameters for each industry 
(diagnostic checks from these models, including Breush-Pagan and Koenker-Basset for 
heteroskedasticity and Lagrange Multiplier tests for spatial dependence to determine the form 
of the second stage of the analysis). Then, in the second one, corrections for additive 
heteroskedasticity are imposed on all industries based on metropolitan size as well as 
adjustments for spatial dependence, of either a lag or an error form are included when is 
necessary in the sense that in this latter case maximum-likelihood techniques are used in this 
second step to address spatial dependence. 
 
As regards the first model which takes 459 manufacture sectors at 4-digit, (Rigby and 
Essletzbichler, 2002:419) reach on the following results: a) all agglomeration economies 
variables have the expected sign and exert an statistically effect in labour productivity; thus, 
above-average levels of metropolitan labour productivity are strongly associated with the 
density of the local input-output network, with labor pools that the occupational distribution 
of which closely matches that of local industry demands, a greater than average spillovers of 
technology and a positively significant association with metropolitan size and productivity, b) 
as regards establishments measures, most of these variables exert the expected influence; ratio 
of white-to-blue collars workers, average establishment size, the capital-labour ratio, 
proportion of multi-establishment firms and the extent of subcontracting are all strongly and 
positively related to productivity but, the age of the firm and the capital age are not 
statistically significant and c) the results within each 432 individual industries perform poorly 
due to apart from white-to-blue collar ration and the capital-labor ratio, the other variables, 
both establishment and agglomeration variables are overwhelmingly not significant. 
 
Consequently, (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002:427) estimate a second regression model 
which considers 19 manufacture sectors33 at 2-digit (SIC) and which the results that this latter 
model reaches on are: a) the ratio of white-to-blue collar workers and the capital-ratio exert a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
between the concentration of suppliers and customers and industry productivity, b) LABMIX which is labor mix 

for an industry within a metropolitan area defined as;  ������� = −∑ � �� − ∑ Cb�
C��C��  ����� �N  , where (o) 

represents an occupation, (i) and (j) index industries and (m) refers to the metropolitan area. (L) measures the 
proportion of workers in a particular industry and occupation, while (E) measures the number of workers in a 
single industry or in all industries within a metropolitan area; captures the labor pooling effect and is anticipated 
that better matches between the occupational distribution in an industry and the occupational distribution of the 
entire workforce of a  metro area will boost productivity so is expected a negative sign in the regression; c) 
LUP6392 which is a measure of technological spillovers within metropolitan areas, defined as follows;  ¡+6392 = ∑ 8��_( +L�� −  +L�_)� , where (wij) represents the weight of industry (i) as a supplier of industry 
(j), (LPG) represents labour productivity growth between 1963 and 1992 in industries (i) in metropolitan areas 
(m), and in the nation (n), is expected a positive relationship between this measure of embodied technological 
spillovers and productivity, and finally d) METROTVS which is metropolitan area size, measured as the total 
value of shipments originating in the metropolitan area, aggregated over all industries and; is expected  a positive 
relationship between metropolitan size and productivity. 
33 The industry sectors that (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) takes into account at 2-digit of detail are: (1) food, 
(2) textile, (3) apparel, (4) wood, (5) furniture, (6) paper, (7) printing&publishing, (8) chemicals, (9) 
petrol&coal, (10) rubber&plastics, (11) leather, (12) stone,clay&glass, (13) primary metals, (14) fabricated 
metals, (15) non-eletc.machinery, (16) elec.machinery, (17) transport equipment, (18) instruments and (19) misc. 
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significant and positive influence and productivity in most industries (food sector not 
significant in the former variable and, chemicals and primary industry in the latter), b) age of 
capital is significant in 5 of the 19 sectors and in this cases its effect is positive, c) the age of 
establishment is only significant in 3 sectors: food, rubber and plastics industry and positively 
associated with productivity while in non-electrical machinery production older plants are less 
productive, what entails according Rigby and Essletzbichler’s study that: “larger, more 
efficient plants tend to be older than average within this industry. The negative coefficient on 
establishment age in the non-electrical machinery industry might reflect the relatively rapid 
pace of technological change within this sector”, d) subcontracting exerts a significant 
influence on productivity in 8 industries where in 6 of them this influence is positive and in 
the other two (rubber and plastics and, machinery production) is negative, e) average share of 
exports exerts a positive significant impact on productivity in 6 industries, then f) as regards 
significance of agglomeration variables the models present that f1) a positive and significant 
effect of input-output linkages in 16 industries, f2) a positively significant association 
between embodied technological spillovers in 12 of 19 manufacture sectors what “this 
strongly supports the claims that manufacturing plants benefit by locating in metropolitan 
regions where plants in upstream sectors experience relatively rapid productivity gains”, f3) 
labor mix variable is highly significant with the expected negative sign in 5 of 19 industries, 
and finally f4) metropolitan size is positively related to productivity in all industries and is 
statistically significant in seven of them. Therefore, (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002:429) 
conclude that meanwhile at the four-digit (SIC) level of analysis the agglomeration economies 
do not exert a clear impact on metropolitan variations of labour productivity at two-digit this 
impact is clearly strong and significant. 
 
However, one of the most complete and robust studies in the literature which investigates the 
determinants of agglomeration and its effects on productivity (indirectly) is the study carried 
out by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) which examines the microfoundations of agglomeration 
economies for U.S. manufacturing industries (using industries as observations) through 
regressing a measure of spatial concentration on industry characteristics34 that proxy for a) the 
presence of knowledge spillovers, b) labor market pooling, c) input sharing, at zipcode, 
county and state levels of geography in the fourth quarter of 2000. Hence to do so, Rosenthal 
and Strange’s study evaluate the degree to which agglomerative externalities explain inter-
industry differences in spatial concentration through regressing (K=spatial concentration) on 
proxies for three aforementioned key sources of agglomeration spillovers: 1) knowledge 
spillovers35, 2) labor market pooling36 and 3) input sharing37; controlling simultaneously for 
4) natural advantages38 and, 5) product shipping costs39. 

                                                           
34 Rosenthal and Strange’s study uses the concentration index proposed by Ellison and Glaeser’s works that has 

the following form: K = ��(.�∑ ¥�¦)§�
(.�∑ ¥�¦)(.�§)� , where � = ∑ Y�N�  is a Herfindahl index of the (J) plants in the industry, 

with (zj) representing the employment share of the (jth) plant. According to (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001:194) 
for a perfectly competitive industry with a large number of small plants, H approaches zero and (K) approaches L/(1 − ∑ ��N� ), but in this case (G) measures spatial concentration without any contamination associated with 
industrial organization and more generally (K) takes on a value of zero when an industry is as concentrated as 
one would expect from a random location process, while a positive value of (K) indicates excess concentration. 
Hence, to the aim of (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) this indicator of concentration is constructed at the state, 
county and zipcode levels separately for manufacturing industries using three different definitions of industries 
based on 2-, 3- and 4-digit SIC codes. 
35 The variable that captures the importance of knowledge spillovers is INNOVATIONS PER $ PER 
SHIPMENT but in order to control the possibility that innovativeness has different effects on agglomeration 
depending on the size of the firms that innovate this variable has been divided by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) 
into: 1) INNOVATIONS FROM FIRMS WITH FEWER THAN 500 WORKERS PER $ SHIPMENT which is 
calculated as the number of new products in 1982 trade magazines for firms with <500 employees divided by 
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The results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) obtain at three level of geographical analysis 
(zip, county and state) at the time that is considered a set of fixed effects or not in the 
regression models40 are the following ones: a) consistence evidence of a positive and 
significant influence of labor market pooling at all levels of geography for all three proxies, 
and in both the OLS and fixed-effects specifications, b) the variable of shipments net of inputs 
per worker is always positive and significant in all of the models, c) the managerial share of 
workers is positive at the zipcode and county levels in the OLS and 2-digit fixed-effect 
models, but it is significant only for the 2-digit specification, d) among the education 
variables, there is also a consistent pattern, with the Master’s degree variable positive and at 
least marginally significant in all of the specifications; e) these four results leads to the 
conclusion that there is an strong evidence that labor market pooling is associated with 
agglomeration, f) the coefficients on manufactured inputs are positive but insignificant in the 
zipcode and county models, providing at most weak evidence that industries with a propensity 
toward input sharing concentrate at these levels of geography and; although the state-level 
coefficients are all positive and significant in the OLS model, we can balance that there is 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
dollar value of shipments (in $1.000.000) and 2) INNOVATIONS FROM FIRMS WITH MORE THAN 500 
WORKERS PER $ SHIPMENT which is measured as the number of new products in 1982 trade magazines for 
firms with > 500 employees divided by dollar value of shipments (in $1.000.000). 
36 As regards labor market pooling, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) employ the following variables: 1) NET 
PRODUCTIVITY which equal to the value of shipments less the value of purchased inputs; all divided by the 
number of workers in the industry, 2) MANAGERIAL SHARE OF WORKERS which is calculated as the 
differences between total employees and production employees; all divided by total employees and finally, 3) is 
employing variables on worker education, 31) SHARE OF WORKERS WITH PHD OR PROFESSIONAL 
DEGREE, which is share of employed individuals with PHD or professional degree, 32) SHARE OF 
WORKERS WITH MASTER’S DEGREE which is measured as the share of employed individuals with 
master’s degree and finally 33) SHARE OF WORKERS WITH BACHELOR’S DEGREE which is measured as 
the share of employed individuals with bachelor’s degree. 
37 As regards proxies for input sharing, Rosenthal and Strange’s study uses the following two variables: 1) 
MANUFACTURED INPUTS PER $ OF SHIPMENT which is the ratio of the costs of inputs purchased from 
the manufacturing sector-SIC codes 20 to 39-to the value of shipments and as it measure the relative importance 
of manufactured inputs for the industry is expected that exerts a positive influence (among industries for which 
manufactured inputs is large, the gains from sharing inputs are likely to also be large, creating incentives to 
concentrate spatially) and 2) NONMANAUFACTURED INPUTS PER $ OF SHIPMENT which is measured as 
costs of materials other than manufactured inputs, energy, natural resources and water per dollar of shipments 
and is expected that this variable have less impact on agglomeration than the former variable due to a) scale 
economies are likely to be stronger for manufactured inputs and b) manufactured inputs are likely to exhibit 
greater industry specificity. 
38 To control for the importance of natural advantages associated with proximity to inputs, (Rosenthal and 
Strange, 2001) define several variables from the 1992 Bureau of Economic Analysis: 1) ENERGY PER $ 
SHIPMENT which is the cost of energy inputs per dollar of shipments, 2) NATURAL RESOURCES PER $ 
SHIPMENT which is measured as the cost of natural resources inputs per dollar of shipments and finally, 3) 
WATER PER $ SHIPMENT which is the cost of water inputs per dollar of shipments. 
39 To control for the cost of transporting output due to this factor could affect location decisions, (Rosenthal and 
Strange, 2001) defines the following control variable: 4) INVERTORIES PER $ OF SHIPMENT which is 
measured as dollar value of end-of-year inventories per dollar of shipments provided by the data collected by 
Annual Survey of Manufacturers in 1992. 
40 The regression models that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) estimate have the following form: X�,� = β�� +
Ɛ�,�, where (Yj,m) is the localization statistic for the (mth) industry at level of geography (j); (Xm) is the vector of 
industry characteristics with associated coefficient vector (β) and (Ɛj,m) is assumed to be an independent and 
identically distributed error term. This equation is estimated separately for the three geographic specifications 
with (Yj) measured at the state, county and zipcode levels. In addition, the results reveal that the estimate of this 
three models without fixed effects the R2 ranges from 0 (zipcode level) to 7% at (state level) has been included 
fixed effects. Hence, when (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) included 2-digit SIC level fixed effects the adjusted R2 
range from 4 to 21,5% and; when are included 3-digit SIC level fixed effects, then the adjusted R2 varies from 28 
to 40%. Therefore, the inclusion of these fixed effects according to Rosenthal and Strange’s study helps to 
controls for a host of potentially important omitted determinants of agglomeration.  
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support for the idea that input sharing contributes to spatial agglomeration at the state level, g) 
as regards the evidence of knowledge spillovers are mixed and weaker, in this sense g1) at the 
county and state levels, innovations from firms with more than 500 workers is nearly always 
insignificant and in some instances has a negative coefficient, however g2) at the zipcode 
level, large-firm innovation has a positive coefficient in all of the different models with the 
coefficient not significant in the OLS specifications, marginally in the 2-digit fixed effect 
models and significant in the 3-digit fixed effect specification and then g3) small-firm 
innovation has consistently negative coefficient across the models, with the coefficient 
significant at higher levels of geography (state) in the OLS specification; h) natural resources 
variables leads to agglomeration at the state level but are insignificant at the other levels of 
geography and finally i) there is a strong influence of product shipping costs on 
agglomeration on the basis that the variable inventories per $ shipment always has a positive 
and significant impact on state-level agglomeration but always insignificant at lower levels of 
geography, so is supported the idea that industries with output that is costly to transport are 
more likely to locate close to their markets and as a result, exhibit less agglomeration. 
 
Consequently, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001:224) reaches on the following conclusions: a) 
proxies labor market pooling have the most robust effect positively influencing agglomeration 
at all levels of geography (zipcode, county and state), b) proxies for knowledge spillovers, in 
contrast, exert a positively effect on industrial agglomeration only at the zipcode level and 
finally, c) manufactured inputs or natural resources is positively associated with 
agglomeration at the state level but has little effect on agglomeration at lower levels of 
geography (zipcode). These conclusions are useful in order to understand more the 
relationship between agglomeration and productivity in the sense that may be behind the 
positive effect of agglomeration in labour productivity at metropolitan, county or state level is 
considerably driven by labor market pooling as a source of industrial agglomeration compared 
to other agglomeration sources (input sharing or knowledge spillovers), although the latter 
two sources of agglomeration leads to concentration but not in a statistically significant way 
all geographical levels.  
 
Going back and linking with the contributions to the literature made by (Lucio et al., 2002) 
and (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002) respectively, the empirical work carried out by 
(Henderson, 2003a) which by using panel data, its study estimates plant level production 
functions that included variables that allow for scale externalities (localization economies, 
urbanization economies and Jacobs economies) which plants experience in their local 
industrial environments as regards plants in high-tech industries41 and in capital goods or in 
machinery industries42 by using Longitudinal Research Data base (LRD) from 1972 to 1992. 
To do so, Henderson’s work estimates43 the effect of externalities on productivity using panel 

                                                           
41 The high-tech industries that Henderson’s work considers are: computers (357), electronic components (367), 
aircraft (372) and medical instruments (384) 
42 The machinery industries that (Henderson, 2003a) takes into account are: construction (353), metal working 
(354), special industrial (355), general industrial (356), and refrigeration machinery and equipment (358). 
43 (Henderson, 2003a) estimates production functions at the plant level, looking for direct effects on productivity 
of the current and historical local industrial environment. Based on a first-order Taylor series expansion (in logs) 
of a general production function for a plant in a particular subindustry, output of plant (k) in MSA/county j at 
time t, yk(t) is hypothesized to be: ':�	(<) = α':�	(<) + ∑ βf':A�(< − 7) + Ϭ(<) + �	� − Ɛ	�(<)NfRH , where 
lnXk(t) is the vector of plant inputs which are capital, labor, and materials; lnEj(t-s) is a vector of industrial 
environment variables in (t-s) such as the total of number of plants in the same subindustry in the county in time 
(t-s), where industrial environment variables are entered as Henderson’s work explain as having Hicks’ neutral 
effects and which Ϭ(t) is a time fixed effect; fkj is a plant location fixed effect and Ɛkj(t) is the contemporaneous 
error term. Then as regards, LOCALIZATION/MAR EXTERNALITIES, Henderson’s work construct the 
following variables: 1) county and metro level measures of 11) own industry employment, 12) number of own 
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data in order to address the endogeneity issues44 but also to explore of a variety of hypothesis 
about the details of the generation and reception of these externalities: a) whether externalities 
apply to and derive more from single-plant firms than corporate multi-plant firms, b) whether 
plants get greater externalities from existing more mature plants or from an infusion of 
newborns, c) whether the effect of externalities on productivity declines with plant age and, d) 
whether externalities derive only from the current local industrial environment or, does what 
was going on around a plant several years ago also affect productivity today?, so are there 
lagged effects?, with focusing on four different samples: a) corporate high-tech plants, b) 
high-tech non-affiliate plants, c) corporate machinery plants and d) machinery non-affiliate 
plants at the time is also considered only industry-time fixed effect or both industry-time fixed 
effect and plant/location fixed effect  in the estimation of these sets of production models. 
 
The results that (Henderson, 2003a:15) reaches on through OLS estimation considering the 
aforementioned fourth different samples both high-tech and machinery industries are: a) 
significant localization economies exist in small magnitudes in all four samples, with 
elasticities ranging from 0,012 to 0,021, indicating that a 1% increase in the number of own 
subindustry local plants increases plant output by 0,021% or less, b) when plant fixed effects 
are included then, as regards high-tech industries, the magnitudes of localization economies 
rise four-fold, to around 0,08 in both samples: “these are significant localization economies, 
indicating that, for example increasing the number of own industry plants locally from 10 to 
100 increases plant output by over 20% for the same own plant inputs. That is a strong basis 
for clustering of like economic activity. The magnitudes are similar to those in other 
productivity studies such as Henderson (1986) and Sveikauskas (1975) for similar industries. 
Scale industries when they exist typically takes elasticities up to about 0,10”, c) estimation 
with fixed effects suggest that localization economies are strong in high-tech industries and 
non-existent in machinery; then as regards urbanization economies, d) in machinery in the 
corporate sample, overall scale measures such as total employment, manufacturing 
employment, and total plants for either manufacturing or overall effect productively 
significantly and very strongly (scale elasticities exceed 0,10), e) for machinery non-affiliates, 
while coefficients have the same signs as for the corporate plants, the coefficients are smaller 
and statistically insignificant, f) what indicate that urbanization economies matters in the 
corporate of machinery rather than in the non-affiliate machinery sector or in high-tech 
industries; finally as regards dynamic externalities effects, g) there is absolutely no evidence 
of lagged effects in either machinery samples or in any individual machinery sector, for 
localization economies as well as any of level non-diversity measures of urbanization/Jacobs 
economies and then, h) focusing on high-tech industries in local industry scale from 5 (t-1) or 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
industry plants of both multi- and single-plants firms and 13) number of own industry birth.  Related to 
URBANIZATION/JACOBS ECONOMIES, (Henderson, 2003a) starting with lack of diversity measures at 
metro level which describes the degree of specialization of 2) total private employment in the MSA outside the 
won industry, 21) of total manufacturing employment and 22) of employment in related industrial activities 
following the following indicator: I�(<) = ∑ (C�b(�)Cb(�) − C�(�)

C(#) )N� , where Eij(t) is employment in industry (i) in city 

(j); A� ≡ ∑ A��(<)�  is total employment in city (j) summed over the relevant (i), Ei(t) is national employment in 
(i), and A(<) ≡ ∑ A�(<)�  is total national employment over the relevant (i); I�(<) is the sum of squared deviation 
of industry i’s share in city (j) of local relevant employment from industry i’s national share. (Henderson, 
2003a:9) states: “if a city’s share over all industries mimic national share it is perfectly diverse; and Sj(t)=0. As 
city j’s shares start to deviate from national shares Sj(t) starts to rise which the limit is 2; where in city (j) 
industry i’s share is one, while some other industry’s share of national employment approaches to one. In this 
case the city is completely specialized, or has no diversity within the relevant set of activities. A version of the 
Jacobs hypothesis is that as metro specialization, Sj(t), rises, plant productivity declines”. 
44 To address endogeneity issue in the estimated production functions, Henderson’s work uses IV instruments 
variables estimation of a multi-year system of equation by GMM techniques. 
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from 10 (t-2) years ago, the results show that for corporate plants there is no evidence of these 
lagged effects; however for non-affiliates there is a strong evidence of lagged effects for own 
industry activity externalities from 5 years ago, but not from 10 years ago and not also from 
urbanization and Jacobs economies at the time that localization/MAR effect are much large 
for non-affiliates than corporate plants. 
 
Consequently the main conclusions that (Henderson, 2003a:24) points out are: a) 
localization/MAR scale externalities arise from the number of local own industry plants in 
which high-tech industries experience significant localization economies, while machinery 
industries do not, b) externalities are quite localized, within the own county, so that there are 
not external benefits from plants in other counties in the metropolitan statistical areas, c) 
corporate and non-affiliate plants benefits equally from static externalities, even though 
corporate plants can rely on intra-firm networks across sister plants, but d) when dynamic 
externalities are considered then, non-affiliate plants benefit more from external accumulated 
local knowledge than do corporate plants and they generate greater externalities than also 
corporate plants, e) as regards evidence of static Jacobs-diversity economies of any type does 
not exist for any industry and only f) evidence of static urbanization-scale economies appears 
for corporate machinery plants and finally h) there is no evidence also of dynamic Jacobs or 
urbanization economies of any type for any industry (high-tech and machinery industries). 
 
In a similar vein of the work carried out by (Lucio et al., 2002), in terms of productivity 
growth, the study of (Henderson, 2003b) tries to examine: 1) if there is a best degree of urban 
concentration, in terms of maximizing productivity growth, 2) if the best degree varies with 
the level of development and country size and 3) if over or under-concentration can be very 
costly in terms of productivity growth. To do so, Henderson’s work estimates in a cross-
country panel context (across 70 countries from 1960 to 1990 with intervals of 5 years), the 
effects of urbanization and urban concentration on productivity growth and in short, its study 
reaches on the findings that productivity growth is not strongly affected by urbanization per 
se, but is strongly affected by the degree of urban concentration. Hence, as their research 
questions, (Henderson, 2003b) the effect of urban concentration45 (or primacy) on 
productivity growth, its study estimate a set of regressions models on the basis of the effect of 
urbanization processes on growth focusing on the effect on growth and level of real GDP per 
worker46. So, the dependent variable of these set of regression models is the productivity 

                                                           
45 To measure urban concentration or primacy, (Henderson, 2003b) point out three different ways: 1) using the 
standard Hirschman-Herfindahl index of concentration which in an urban context is the sum of squares shares of 
every city in a country in national urban population, 2) using the Pareto parameter looking at the distribution of 
city sizes within a country, which measures how quickly size declines as we move from top to bottom in the size 
distribution, or the overall degree of disparity in the size distribution and finally 3) is the measured known as 
urban primacy which is typically calculated as the share of the largest metro are in national urban population. 
46 Starting on the basis that output in an economy is produced according to aggregate Cobb-Douglas function of 
the form: X�(<) = ��(<)α���(<)U�(<)
.�α, where Ki(t) is capital in country (i) in time (t) and Ni(t) is 
employment; (Henderson, 2003b:51) by taking logarithms in both sides, and differencing its study has: 
': 2F�(�)v�(�)6 − ': 2F�(��.)v�(��.)6 = α ¨': 2��(�)

v�(�)6 − ': 2��(��.)
v�(��.)6© + (1 − α)ª':��(<) − ':��(< − 1)«which is stated that 

productivity growth is a function of changes in capital per worker and in technology [(l:��(<) − ':��(< − 1)]; 
the latter are modeled, as a function of base period characteristics such as (i) education of the labor force, which 
affects the ability to adopt new technologies but also as a function of urban concentration. Hence, (Henderson, 
2003b) determine productivity growth as function of the following determinants, a) PRIMACY, b) NATIONAL 
SCALE VARIABLES, c) EDUCATION and, d) BASE PERIOD OUTPUT PER WORKER: l:��(<) −
':��(< − 1) = f primacyµ(t − 1), nationalscaleµ(t − 1), ': 2F�(��.)v�(��.)6 , =-@�<e(:�(< − 1)¹ + Ϭ� + μ� + Ɛ�� , 
where the error structure consist of (Ϭt) common shocks across all nations, (µi) is a country fixed effect where 
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growth from 1960 to 1990; the independent variables are related to a) primacy, b) national 
scale variables, c) education and d) initial conditions of output per worker; and which its 
estimation process are relied on OLS techniques, fixed effects and IV estimation through 
2SLS (using two periods of lagged covariates as instruments), 3SLS (with considering for 
serial correlation across equations years) and GMM (which improves 3SLS estimates to 
account for within year heteroskedasticity in coefficient estimation) methods47. 
 
The results that (Henderson, 2003b:57) reaches on are: a) OLS estimation tends to give lower 
best primacy value with less curvature compared to IV estimations: “under OLS the best 
primacy value is 0,20, while under instrumental variables estimation (GMM) the best degree 
primacy has a high point estimate of 0,46 with strong and significant coefficients. From the 
best level of primacy, a one-standard deviation (0,13) increase in primacy leads productivity 
growth to be 0,12 less over five years, a huge effect, albeit for a large change in primacy”, b) 
capital labor and education are positively and significant associated with productivity growth 
but the effects of the form decreases if we consider IV estimations meanwhile the impact of 
the latter increases: OLS estimation present elasticities of 0,563 and 0,022 for capital and 
education respectively compared to 0,493; 0,447, 0,454 and 0,081; 0,049; 0,047 for 2SLS, 
3SLS and GMM respectively for capital/labour and education, c) best primacy declines 
linearly with output per worker: “at low output per worker of $1.100, best primacy is 0,48; 
while at middle ($8.1000) and high ($36.000) output per worker it is respectively 0,32 and 
0.21. High concentration seems very important to growth at early stages when economic 
infrastructure is scare and domestic knowledge accumulation is low. But then, its importance 
declines as growth progresses”, d) deviations from best primacy are very negative and costly: 
“0,071 growth points over 5 years or about 1,41 percent a year, for one standard deviation 
(0,15) increase (decrease) in primacy above (below) its best value. In this linear formulation 
of best primacy, this growth loss amount does not change with output per worker, and it 
seems to be a not implausible value for such a large deviation in primacy” and, as a result e) 
that indicate that urban concentration is an important issue in the growth process. 
 
Then, related to how to assess if particular countries have too little or too much primacy, the 
results that (Henderson, 2003b:59-60) presents after its estimated models have control for 
country scale (both land area and population) are: a) best primacy declines with output per 
worker and with national scale: “at  a national urban population of 22 m (=10 in natural 
logarithm, for population in thousands) in an average land area country (12,9), optimal 
primacy declines from 0,41 at output per worker of $1.1000 to 0.19 at an output per worker of 
$36.300” and b) as national urban population rises,  best primacy changes very little, but the 
effect of land area is very large: “for the same national urban population, the intercept at an 
output per worker of $1.100, shifts down from 0,41 to 0,17 as country sizes increases from the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
geography, culture and institutions affect productivity growth, and (Ɛit) is a contemporaneous error term. 
However, as (Henderson, 2003b:53) points out: “the key is to establish that primacy affects productivity growth, 
and that, in any context, there is a best degree of primacy and deviations from that degree significantly reduce 
productivity growth”, so according to (Henderson, 2003b) for the previous growth formulation, the best degree 
of primacy will be defined as one that maximizes productivity growth. To do so, in the previous third equation, 
Henderson’s work point out that it will be specified as a quadratic in primacy as the follows expression presents: 
2αH + α. ln(:�<e(:�'	7@�'=) + αN ln 2Fv66 ,9e;�@� + βH,9e;�@�N + β.=-�<e(:, where education is 
measured as average years of secondary and above schooling in the adult population 
47 Because of the productivity model, the data is from 1960 to 1990 in five year intervals, Henderson’s study 
state that in instrumental variables estimation, there are four equation years, with 1960 value needed as 
instrument. Then, (Henderson, 2003b:56) for IV estimation the dependent variable is changed by: ºln ¨F(�)v(�)© −
': ¨F(��.)v(��.)©» − º': ¨F(��.)v(��.)© − ': ¨F(��N)v(��N)©» 
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average land area (12.9) to 1 standard deviation above the average (15.2)”. Finally, as 
regards the effects of urbanization (not urban concentration) on growth, (Henderson, 
2003b:64) reaches on the following results48: a) the instrumental variable results suggest that 
country size is not a factor in determining an optimal degree of urbanization and that there is 
potentially an optimal degree of urbanization  but, b) when are estimated both considering 
urbanization and primacy in the same equations the results are deteriorated: “while the basic 
best primacy patterns persist, the notion that there is a degree of urbanization evaporates” so 
consequently, Henderson’s study empathize that c) “the results suggest that urbanization per 
se, at least as measured across countries, does not directly affect productivity growth”. 
 
As a result, the main contributions of (Henderson, 2003b) are that its study helps to know that 
a) urbanization represents sectoral shifts within an economy at country level as development 
proceeds, but is not a growth stimulus per se, b) the form that urbanization takes, or the 
degree of urban concentration, strongly affects productivity growth and c) for any country 
size and level of development, there is a best degree of urban concentration, which balances 
the gains from enhanced concentration such as local knowledge accumulation against the 
losses such as resources diverted to shoring up the quality of life in crowded mega-cities and 
that this best degree of concentration declines with country size and level of development. 
 
Then, the work carried out by (Frenken et al., 2007) examines the relationship between 
variety and economic development on the basis of a) economic growth, b) productivity 
growth, c) unemployment growth and, d) inactivity growth from 1996 to 2002 considering as 
a spatial unit under observation Dutch regions at NUTS-3 level and on the basis of under 
three hypothesis: 1) Jacobs externalities are positively related to employment growth, 2) 
localization economies are positively related to productivity growth and, 3) unrelated variety 
is negatively related to regional unemployment growth. However in this part of the current 
Section 2.2, we only examine Frenken’s et al., research as regards productivity growth from 
1996 to 2002 and, as regards employment growth and variety will be analyzed later, also in 
this current Section 2.2, when we attempt to examine the influence of agglomeration on 
employment growth. Hence, to do so, (Frenken et al., 2007) estimate a set of regression 
models in which, its dependent variable is the percentage growth of productivity from 1996 to 
2001, the independent determinants are related to a) variety, b) localization economies, c) 
urbanization economies and c) control variables49, all constructed in 1996, the initial year of 

                                                           
48 To explore the relationship between growth and urbanization, (Henderson, 2003b) use the following function 
form: 2αH + α. ln 2Fv6 + αN ln(:�<e(:�'	7@�'=)6 7ℎ�9=	-9)�: + βH7ℎ�9=	-9)�:N, compared to the functional 
form that its study uses when tries to explore the relationship between urban concentration and productivity 
growth: 2αH + α. ln(:�<e(:�'	7@�'=) + αN ln 2Fv66 ,9e;�@� + βH,9e;�@�N + β.=-�<e(: and estimated 
through OLS and instrument variable (GMM). 
49 The independent variables that (Frenken et al., 2007) define are: as regards, Jacobs’ externalities, 1) 
UNRELATED VARIETY in 1996 calculated as the entropy index at two-digit level of disaggregation: ¡> =
∑ +¼'(�N( .

½¾)�¼R.  where +� = ∑ ,��¿�¾  and 2) RELATED VARIETY in 1996 measured as the weighted sum of 

entropy within each two-digit sector: P> = ∑ +¼�¼�¼R.  where �� = ∑ ��
½¾ '(�N( .

��/½¾)�¿�¾  which according to 

(Frenken et al., 2007:689): a) “related variety is an indicator for Jacobs externalities because it measures the 
variety within each two-digit classes” and “it is expected that the economies arising from variety are especially 
strong between sub-sectors, as knowledge spills over primarily between firms selling related products” and b) 
“as unrelated variety measures the extent to which a region is diversified in very different types of activity. This 
type of variety is expect to be instrumental in avoiding unemployment”; then as regards localization economies, 
3) LOS-INDEX is measured due to captures the technological relatedness between industrial sectors by 
computing the similarity between two sectors’ input mix from input-output tables, so is calculated as follows: 
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period, due to deal with endogeneity issues that may arise and, in which is estimated through 
using OLS (ordinary least squares) and SLM (spatial lag model) techniques. 
 
The results that (Frenken et al., 2007:694) reach on as regards productivity growth are: as 
regards OLS base model, a) investment, R&D and C-L growth are significant and positively 
associated with productivity growth, b) related variety is significant, but negatively related to 
productivity growth while unrelated variety is not statistically significant and also negative, c) 
localization economies by means of LOS-index is statistically insignificant, so the hypothesis 
that localization economies enhancing productivity growth is rejected; and, d) the same 
impact as localization economies, the urbanization economies do: negative and not 
statistically effect on productivity growth; then as regards OLS models on the basis of 
dividing productivity growth period into two more periods: 1997-2001 and 1996-2000, e) 
localization economies are still not statistically significant in both models, f) R&D investment 
and capital-labour ratio growth do not experiment changes, so they are foster productivity 
growth since 1996 or 1997, but investment and related variety are only statistically significant 
in one of the models not in both ones, finally; as regards spatial lag model, the results show 
that g) the spatial lag of productivity growth is negative and significant, so there is an inverse 
relationship between productivity growth in a region and its neighbouring regions: “regions 
surrounded by low productivity growth tend to have high productivity growth and viceversa”. 
Consequently, (Frenken et al., 2007) conclude that productivity growth is driven by 
investment, R&D, capital-labour capital growth contrary to Jacobs’s externalities that is 
negatively associated and localization and urbanization economies do not exert influence.  
 
In a different vein, extending the work carried out by (Ciccone, 2002), the studies of (Brülhart 
and Mathys, 2008 and; Longhi, 2008) emerge has two standing out works in the literature to 
measure the influence of agglomeration effects in productivity. In this sense, the research 
conducted by (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008) extend the analysis of (Ciccone, 2002) in two main 
ways: a) its study uses dynamic panel estimation techniques (system GMM) to offer an 
alternative method to address endogeneity problem and, b) its work allows for a disaggregated 
estimation due to the sector dimension of its data. In brief, its study contribute to confirm a) 
the presence of significant agglomeration effect at the aggregate level, with an estimated long-
run elasticity of 13 %, b) the strength of agglomeration effect has increased over time and c) 
at the sector level, the dominant pattern is of cross-sector urbanization economies and own-
sector congestion diseconomies with the notable exception of financial services sector for 
which there is a strong positive productivity effect from own-sector density. 
 
Hence, to do so (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008) estimate a production function50 where the 
dependent variables is labour productivity in 200351 with a) aggregated effects of productivity 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

 �I	 = ∑ ∑ (f�À∗fbÀ∗l�b)�bÁ"��Á"
∑ ∑ (f�À∗fbÀ)�bÁ"��Á" , where (Sik) and (Sjk) are the number of jobs in sectors (i) and (j) respectively; (Aij) is 

the technological similarity value between sectors (i) and (k) and ranges from the minimum value (1/n) to its 
maximum value of 1: “a value of 1 indicates the presence of one ideal type of cluster of either industry or a set of 
technologically equivalent industries, in which the amount of localization economies in a region is fully 
maximized” (Frenken et al., 2007:691); next to localization economies, urbanization economies on the basis of 
4) POPULATION DENSITY (logarithm form in 1996) and finally a set of control variables 5) WAGE LEVELS, 
6) INVESTMENT LEVEL per full-time equivalent (logarithm form), 7) CAPITAL-LABOUR RATIO 
GROWTH, 8) R&D EXPENDITURES (in logarithm form) all constructed in 1996. 
50 From the production function proposed by (Ciccone, 2002): +�h = qB�h + ∑ ϬfhZ�h + Ɛh + ¡�h�fR. , where 
(Ddc) represents logarithm of employment density, (Fsdc) is the fraction of workers with education level (S), (Ɛc) 
is a country-specific constant term and (Udc) is a stochastic residual capturing unexplained intra-country 
differences in labour productivity, and (θ) and (Ϭsc) are coefficient to be estimated in which the former 
represents the net agglomeration effect (agglomeration minus congestion). At this point, and in order to address 
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and b) sector-level (manufacture, financial service and others industries) effects of regional 
productivity considering 1) regional employment density as the primary metric for 
agglomeration and 2) neigbourhood and market potential effects52 across 245 NUTS-2 regions 
of 20 European countries at the time that these production functions are estimated through 
using OLS, FE (fixed effects) and, GMM (DIFF-GMM and SYS-GMM) techniques in order 
to address endogeneity53 problems that arise from this type of functions. 
 
Firstly, the results as regards dynamic panel estimation considering aggregate effects of 
regional productivity that (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:355) reach on are: a) regional 
productivity is a highly persistent variable with estimated coefficient α lying between 0,73 
(fixed effect model) and 0,97 (OLS model), b) these two estimators imply diametrically 
opposite long-run effects of density: “while the estimated elasticity is 11% with OLS, it turns 
strongly negative, to -57% once fixed effects are included”; as regards DIFF-GMM estimates 
c) density has a very large and negative long-run effect on regional labour productivity being -
80,00 % but not statistically significant; then as related to SYS-GMM specification d) 
regional productivity is highly persistent variable with estimated coefficient α of 0,754 so, 
lying between the fixed-effects and the OLS estimates, e) log-run density effect is statistically 
significant and positive with an elasticity of 13% and finally; when is controlled for regions’ 
aggregate employment, so for the proximity effects determined by both the size of the region 
and its average density, e) the main result is not affected, regional density retains a 
statistically significant positive effect with an elasticity of 13%. 
 
Secondly, the results as regards sector-level effects on the basis of manufacturing and 
financial services, (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:353) point out the following results: as regards 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
endogeneity, (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:351) adds a Cobb-Douglas capital accumulation function to the supply 
side of the model, combined with an infinitely-lived representative consumer with a constant inter-temporal 
elasticity of substitution, what leads to a dynamic productivity equation in which the intuition of the process is as 
follows: “labour productivity depends, among other things, on the contemporaneously available stock of capital. 
The capital stock, in turn, adjusts sluggishly over time, as investment takes time. Hence, capital today is a 
function of capital yesterday”. So, according (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008) productivity depends on lagged 
productivity, present and lagged density and other control variables. This implies a first-order autoregressive 
distributed lag ADL (1,1) panel model as follows: +�h = α+�,��. + βHB�� + β.B�,��. + KH′ ��� + K.′��,��. +
Ɛ� + �� + ��� , where (Xdt) is a column vector of �ÂÃ1…�Å control variables; α,β and K are coefficient to be 
estimated (K’ being a vector of dimension 1xK); Ɛd is a regio-specific effect; qt is a period-specific effect; and vdt 
is a stochastic error terms. Then, Xdt could contain variables representing the availability of human and physical 
capital in region (d), or variables reflecting the time-varying component of the regional business climate or of the 
political environment. 
51 According to (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:353) data from productivity come from a panel of European regional 
data provided by Cambridge Econometrics (CE) which covers the period 1980-2003 and which productivity is 
measured as gross value added (GVA). 
52 (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:357) define 1) NEIGHBOOUR EMPLOYMENT DENSITY as the average output 
density of all contiguous neighbouring regions and 2) MARKET POTENTIAL as follows: ��∗ = ∑ (LB+�/�B�I\�∗Æ), where GDP is 1998 regional GDP in purchasing-power-parity terms, and DISTd*d stands for the 
economic distance between regions d* and d. 
53 The first solution that (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:351) present to address endogeneity issue is 1) using 
“DIFF-GMM”. This estimator is based on first-differenced variables, thus eliminating the region-specific effects 
on its proposed production function (Ɛd), and instrumenting all potentially endogenous variables (Pd,t-1; Ddt; Dd.t-1; 
Xdt

k and; Xd,t-1
k) with their own suitably lagged levels. However, according to (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:352): 

“the DIFF-GMM estimator has been found to behave poorly in small samples when α approaches unit and/or 
when the variance of Ɛd is large compared to the variance of vdt” and consequently Brülhart and Mathys’ study 
tries to find a second solution 2) based on GMM DYMAMIC PANEL ESTIMTOR “SYS-GMM” which is based 
on a system composed of first-differences instrumented on lagged levels and of levels instrumented on lagged 
first-differences and its validity is confirmed if the following assumption is corroborated:Aª∆+�NƐ�« =Aª∆B��Ɛ�« = Ag∆���	 Ɛ�i = 0 
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manufacturing, a) own-sector density affects manufacturing productivity negatively, with an 
implied long-run elasticity of -20% but this impact is not statistically significant, b) the effects 
of other-sector density and of region size are both estimated to be positive with elasticities of 
17% and 11% correspondingly and only the former is statistically significant when is 
controlled for regions’ aggregate employment what entails as a resume that c) manufacturing 
exhibit negative net localization effects and positive net urbanization effects; then as regards 
financial services, d) own-sector density has significantly positive effects, with an elasticity of 
up to 170% (but not statistically significant) and a more reasonable range around of 23 to 26% 
(both statistically significant), e) other-sector density and region size both  reduce 
productivity, with elasticities of up to -155% (but not significant) and -0,17% (statistically 
significant) respectively, so f) financial services therefore appear to benefit from substantial 
localization economies but from urbanization economies and finally; h) “the story implied by 
these results is that manufacturing activities, while subject to internal dispersion forces, 
benefit from proximity to large markets; whereas financial services exhibit strong 
agglomeration forces while being less reliant on proximity to large markets in general”. Next 
to, sector-level effects on the basis of manufacturing and financial services, Brülhart and 
Mathys’ study analyses also other sectors54 effects. In this case, the results that, (Brülhart and 
Mathys, 2008:357) reach on are: a) only wholesale and retail, hotel and restaurant sectors 
produce satisfactory diagnostics although for these sectors, there is no statistically significant 
evidence of long-run effects from density or region size, b) where own-sector density effect is 
statistically significant (construction, transport and communication and, other market 
services), then this impact is negative, c) conversely in the two cases of statistically 
significant cross-sector density effects (transportation and communication and; other market 
services) these are positively associated with productivity growth and finally d) these result 
could entail that urbanization economies dominate localization economies due to the results 
suggest that agglomeration effects tend to be stronger across sectors than within. 
 
Then, when (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:357) consider neighbourhood and market potential 
effects on the one hand; and reducing lag lengths on the other, the results are: a) the effects of 
neighbour-region density are generally statistically insignificant (expect for fixed-effect 
estimation which elasticity is 51%) and the estimated coefficients on own-region density and 
size remain qualitatively unchanged, with long-run SYS-GMM elasticities estimated as 16%, 
b) the effects of market potential are negatively associated with productivity growth and its 
impact is not statistically significant, then as regards relevance of lag lengths55; c) the results 
point out that are highly similar as previously so, a long-run effect of employment density 
lying in the elasticities range between 0,12% and 0,15% and; previously 0,13%.  
 
Finally, (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:359) present the results of estimating the relationship 
between regional density and regional productivity from 1980-2003 in cross sections of time-
average data with country fixed effects in order to assess the change over time of 
agglomeration effects on a basis of 4 time periods (1980-82; 1986-88; 1992-94 and; 2001-03) 
and through using OLS and two-stage least squares (2SLS) with regional land area as 
instrument for density, replicating the study carried out by (Ciccone, 2002): a) agglomeration 
effects are increasing over time: “the coefficient on employment density rises over, both in the 
OLS and in the 2SLS regressions. If, for comparability, we consider only the results based on 
Western European regions, we find the following point estimates. With OLS, the estimated 

                                                           
54 The other sectors that the study carry out by (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008) takes into account are: 1) 
construction, 2) wholesale, retail, 3) hotel, restaurant, 4) transport, communication, 5) other market services. 
55 To do so, (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008:358) restrict its basic model which now features no lagged regressors 
bar the lagged dependent variable. 
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elasticity rises from 3,2% in 1980-82 to 5,7% in 2001-03; and with 2SLS, the elasticity rises 
from 0,9% to 4,5%”, b) instrumenting for employment density always lowers the 
corresponding point estimate which is consistent with the hypothesizes that OLS estimates are 
biases upwards due to simultaneity problems, c) inclusion of Eastern European regions 
systematically raises the estimated density coefficient which entail that agglomeration effects 
are more prominent in the EU’s new member states and finally d) the results are similar with 
the results that Ciccone’s work reaches: “In 1986-88, Ciccone’s time period for which, 
however, we have no human-capital data, our estimate density effect is some 4%. In 1992-94, 
when we control for education attainment, we find estimates ranging from 1,0% to 5,6%. 
When we exactly replicate Ciccone’s specification by estimating country-specific coefficients 
on the human-capital variables, our estimated agglomeration effects are somewhat lower 
than those in Ciccone. For example, our 2SLS estimated elasticity of 1,0% compares to an 
effect of 4,6% estimated by Ciccone’s study”. 
 
Consequently the work carried out by (Brülhart and Mathys, 2008) contribute to the literature 
in the sense that its study provides improvements as regards estimation methods to address 
endogeneity problem inherent in this type of exercise through employing dynamic panel 
estimation techniques. In addition, its work reveals that there are significant productivity-
boosting effects of aggregate economic density through estimating elasticity of 13% which is 
quite higher than the elasticity estimated in (Ciccone, 2002). Next to this, its study find at 
sector level that cross-sector effects (urbanization economies) are mostly positive, whereas 
own-sector impact (localization economies) are mostly negative, suggesting congestion 
diseconomies with the exception of financial services, for which its study find a strong 
positive productivity effects that arise from own-sector density. Then, Brülhart and Mathys’ 
work reveal that positive agglomeration effects take time to materialize due to its estimation 
suggest that subsequent to an increase in density, congestion diseconomies dominate in the 
short run but that positive productivity effects appear in the long run. 
 
Then, the second aforementioned empirical work which conducts a research across European 
urban areas as regards productivity growth and agglomeration effects is the study carried out 
by (Longhi, 2008). However, in this case, Longhi’s study by using a database of the forty 
main European cities over the period 1975-2000 aims to analyzed the processes of 
convergence in terms of productivity or sectoral similarities at work between the different 
metropolitan areas as well as the evolution of their specialization in terms of value added or 
employment, so in brief, Longhi’s study through employing rates of growth of productivity 
and employment, its study is able to define a dynamic view of this convergence process and to 
map the dynamic comparative advantages of sectors across European metropolitan areas. 
 
Hence, the results as regards convergence issue on the basis of productivity and GDP per 
capita in order to answer the question: “are the regional disparities growing or vanishing in 
the European economy?56 That (Longhi, 2008:67) reaches on are: a) the results are highly 
contrasted with the usual findings of European regional convergence: “the evidences of s-
convergence support decreasing disparities after 1975, when the opposite is usually asserted 
in the empirical literature: decrease before the crises, increase after. The trend increases 
however slightly in the end of the period. The evolution of the dispersion of the regional GDP 
per capita is interesting; the decrease of the metropolitan disparities is an indication that the 
economic process sustains socio-economic improvements in the catching up cities”. Then, the 
results as regards how this general process of convergence between the main European cities 

                                                           
56 To do so, (Longhi, 2008:67) plots the coefficient of variation of the logarithm of productivity and GDP per 
capita against time during the period 1975-2000. 
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is translated in terms of structural change on the basis of specialization process57, the study 
carried out by (Longhi, 2008:69) reveal that: a) clearly, the metropolitan areas are converging 
towards a similar structure in terms of sectoral employment. Nevertheless, the evolution is not 
mirrored in terms of value added, evidencing remaining differences in economic 
performances or different speed of technological progress of the sectors and when is analyzed 
through the construction of a index of dissimilarity58 from 1975-200, b) Kobenhavn is the 
unique city showing an increase of the employment index, but very near to zero, all other 
cities have negative indices, evidencing a general decrease of dissimilarities regarding 
specialization, so c) the process of convergence in terms of GDP per capita or productivity 
evidenced between the European metropolitan areas considered is accompanied by a process 
of sectoral convergence, particularly important in terms of the structure of sectoral 
employment of these areas. Finally, the results as regards considering an analytical 
framework59 on the basis on the real cumulative rates of growth of annual variation of the 
productivity and employment that (Longhi, 2008) present are: a) Madrid, Barcelona and 
Dublin over perform the other metropolitan areas and are located in the ‘virtuous circle’ 
region, b) there is a very concentrated cloud of cities around the ‘origin’ gathering the main 
capitals of the historical European core center, and c) two other concentrated clouds on the 
restructuring and downsizing regimes made of the large industrial metropolitan areas; then 
when are considered aggregate manufacturing and aggregate services of cities. Consequently, 
(Longhi, 2008) reaches on the following main conclusions: a deep process of convergence is 
evidenced since 1975 in the sample of selected large European cities60, which works with a 
process of diversification of the sectoral activities in the metropolitan areas and a process of 
structural convergence between the metropolitan areas. The economic integration process 
seems to have produced a standard model of metropolitan area in Europe; the dynamics at 
work and between these areas shape the whole European landscape. 

                                                           
57 To do so, (Longhi, 2008:69) define the following indicator: 1) ��	(<) = ��	(<)/∑ ��		 (<) where, (vk

i) is the 
share of the sector (k) in the total activity of the metropole (i), on the basis of the analysis of specialization and 
(xk

i(t)) is the employment or the gross value added of the sector (k) in the city (i) at the time (t). Then from this 
indicator Longhi’s study for each city, vk

i(t), the share of the sector k in the total activity of the metropole (i) is 
computed; correspondingly, �É	(<)ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ the share of the same sector in the activity of all other cities of the sample is 
also computed and; the difference between the sectoral structure of the city (i) and all other cities is thus 
measured taking the absolute values of the difference between these two shares, summed over all sectors 
(Longhi, 2008) obtain as follows the K (Krugman) specialization index: ��(<) = ∑ �)7(��	(<) − �É	ÊÊÊ(<))	  with 
�É	ÊÊÊ(<) ≡ ∑ ��	(<) = ��	(<)/∑ ��		 (<)���  
58 This index is defined by (Longhi, 2008) as follows: B��(<) = ∑ �)7(��	(<) − �É	ÊÊÊ(<))	  and B��(<) =∑ ∑ �)7(��	(<) − �É	ÊÊÊ(<))	�  where for each city (i), vk

i(t), the share of the sector (k) in the total activity is 
computed correspondingly, vk

i(t), the share of the same sector in the activity is computed for other cities (j) of 
the sample and the bilateral comparison done each year, a summary index Di, summing up over all the cities (j), 
summarizes the situation of each city (i). 
59 (Longhi, 2008,:73) depicts 6 different situations according to the relationship between productivity and 
employment growth: 1) virtuous circle: “rate of the productivity is higher than the European mean as the 
employment or product growth”, 2) restructuring: “the growth of the productivity is important but the growth of 
employment is lower than the European mean”, 3) downsizing: “the relative growth of productivity is the result 
of a drastic policy on employment, rationalization or restructuring of inefficient production”, 4) vicious circle: 
“the relative decrease of employment is not able to restore relative competitivity; and result in bad performance 
in productivity or product growth, this is the worst one”, 5) conservative restructuring: “the relative low growth 
of productivity is going with a positive growth of employment, which can involve public policies sustaining 
relatively non-competitive activities in the local economy” and 6) economic take-off: “in this pattern, the 
prevalence of employment performance leads to positive effects on the product”. 
60 (Longhi, 2008) select these cities: Amsterdam, Athena Barcelona, Berlin, Birmingham, Bologna, Bordeaux, 
Bruxelles, Cardiff, Den Haag, Dublin, Düsseldorf, Edinburgh, Frankfurt, Geneve, Glasgow, Hamburg, Helsinki, 
Kobenhavn, Koln, Lille, Lisboa, London, Lyon, Madrid, Manchester, Marseille, Milano, Munchen, Oslo, Paris, 
Roma, Rotterdam, Stockholm, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Torino, Utrecht, Wien and finally Zurich. 
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Linking with the aforementioned studies of (Lucio et al., 2002 and; Frenken et al., 2007) the 
work carried out of (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009) investigate the impact of localization, 
urbanization and diversification on regional labour productivity levels and growth across 40 
NUTS-3 Dutch Regions from 1990 to 2001. In brief, Broersma and Oosterhaven’s work (see 
previous attempts to investigate this issue in Oosterhaven and Broersma, 2005 and; Broersma 
and van Dijk, 2005, 2007) finds substantial effects of diversification, urbanization and 
localization economies which are positively associated with productivity levels. To do so, 
Broersma and Oosterhaven’s estimate two regression models: 1) regional productivity61 and 
2) regional productivity growth62 which in the former production function the independent 
variables are related to a) sector structure, b) localization economies, c) capital-labor ratio, d) 
education, e) diversification economies, f) urbanization economies and h) potential labour63 

                                                           
61 Broersma and Oosterhaven’s study takes as a point of departure the same point of the work carried out by 
(Ciccone and Hall, 1996) which present a production function on the basis of f(l,k,y,a) to describe output per 
acre of land by employing (l) workers and (k) machines per acre of land and; in which the acres of land are 
embedded in a larger region (r) with total output (yr) and total acreage (ar). According to that, the basic 

production model that (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009) propose is: Ë^ = Ωm 	
^
T(.�β) ℎÍβT ∗ ^

l
T�.

 which represent 
the effect of multifactor productivity (mfp), of the capital-labor ratio (k/l), of labor diversity and education, and 
of labor density on regional productivity, and focusing on the density effect, the measurable K>1 indicates that 
the agglomeration effect dominates and K<1 indicates that the congestion effect dominates. Then, by taking 
logarithm in both sides, Broersma and Oosterhaven’s study present the following log-linear production function: ªlog	(X�/ �) − log	(X_/ _)« = ÎH + ∑ Î�('(���,� − '(��_,�)	�R. , where (ξj) represents the parameters, of which 
(ξ0) is the intercept, also representing fixed effect dummies, and (k) is the number of explanatory variables. Next 
to that, (Y) is value added, (L) is labour input in labour years of employees in all industries plus self-employed in 
agriculture, and (Xj) represents the explanatory variables considering that (r) and (n) refer to region and nation, 
respectively. Finally the endogeneity problem is solve through fixed effect dummies and by using panel data on 
the basis of cross-section regression model and as regards the dependent variable which labour productivity is 
measured as valued added per labor year is because of GDP per hour worked cannot be fully allocated to each 
regional industry and value added can. 
62 Broersma and Oosterhaven’s study determines the regional differences in growth rates of capital intensity of 
labour diversity and education, and of labour density on differences in productivity growth rates in the following 
way. From its proposed production basic function (see previous cite) its study rewrites the equation into output 

growth by differentiating with respect to time: ÏËÏ� = Ïg^ÐÑ(	/^)Ò("!Ó)wÔ(^/l)Ò!"i
Ï�  , where � = ÕÖK. Then, from this 

equation (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009) transform it into the next equation which is its basic production 
growth function: K − 1 = ×Ω + K(1 − Ö)(� − 1) + Øℎ + (K − 1)' which again the density parameter is 
determined by K, which, indicates whether agglomeration (K>1) or congestion (K<1) prevails. Finally, Broersma 
and Oosterhaven’s work rewrites this last production growth function in a log-linear form, in a so-called 
dynamic, short run part, and an equilibrium, long run, part comprising the error correction term as 

follows:q(L) ÙΔ log �FÛ,#4Û,#� − Δ log �F�,#4�,#�Ü = Ý + Î�(L)�;�,d�,� −;�,d_,�
 + ∑ Î�(L)(Δ'(���,�,�	�R. −
Δ'(��_,�,�) + Þ ßÙlog �FÛ,#!"4Û,#!"� − log �F�,#!"4�,#!"�Ü − ∑ Î�('(���,�,��.	�R. − '(��_,�,��.)à where (µ) is the intercept and 

also represents possible fixed region or fixed period effects, (t) is the time index, (Δ) is the difference 
operator:ΔY� = Y� − Y��., (G) is the lag operator: L¥#� = ���., q(L) = 1 − ∑ q�L� , Î�(L) = ∑ Î�,�_�RH L�_�R. . The 
other terms are defined in the previous cite. 
63 The determinants included in the regional productivity model are: 1) SS which is sector component of 
productivity level, measured from decomposition analysis, see (Oosterhaven and Broersma, 2007); 2) LE which 
is localization economies component of productivity level, measured also from decomposition analysis, see 
(Oosterhaven and Broersma, 2007); 3) K/L which is capital-labor ratio, and defined as the ratio ‘other 
income/labor income’ in nominal terms, corrected for the regional price of labor and the regional rental price of 
capital (PKK/PLL) x (PL/PK)=K/L, so the capital/labor ratio in real terms is constructed by deflating regional 
capital stocks with national investment prices; 4) Ledu/L which is share of employment labour force by education 
(edu=low, medium, high); 5) DI which is diversity index (percent deviation of average Dutch sector structure), 
and defined as follows: B� = (1 − .

N∑ |8��/8� − 8�_/8_|) ∗ 100� , where Wir=labor in sector (i) in region (r); 6) 
JD which is labor density (1.000 fulltime equivalent jobs per km2); and 7) P(JD) which is potential of labour 
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market and in the latter one, to a) sector structure growth, b) growth of localization 
economies, c) R&D expenses, d) capital-labor ratio growth, e) education change, f) growth of 
diversification economies, g) dynamic urbanization economies effect and; h) potential labour 
market growth64, and then; its study reveal the contribution of each of the determinants in the 
variation of both the regional productivity level and the regional productivity growth65. 
 
The results as regards regional productivity that (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009:494) reach 
on are: a) all variables are highly statistically significant, expect of the localization 
economies; b) doubling job density (indicating urbanization economies) raises regional 
productivity with 3,3% at NUTS-3 level, c) variables representing the composition of regional 
industries, sector structure and capital-labour ratio, are highly significant with a positive 
elasticities of 0,710 and 0,490 respectively, d) the negative impact of the share of low 
educated workers on productivity (-0,073) implies that the level of education positively effect 
regional productivity, e) the more the region appears to benefit from spillovers between 
industries the higher the regional productivity (0,272) and, f) hob density potential has a 
negative (-0,009) effect on productivity: “a high job density in surrounding regions obviously 
induces positive externalities to spillovers to neigbouring regions, thus mitigating the effect of 
positive externalities on the labor productivity of the ‘own’ region. On the other hand, a 
relatively low job density in surrounding regions prevents such spillovers,, and thus 
strengthens the effect of externalities on labor productivity in the ‘own region’”. Then, related 
to productivity growth, the results that (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009:498) present are: a) 
R&D expenses is positively significant at 5 percent associated with productivity growth 
(which its elasticity is 0,002), next to that b) all other parameters have the expected signs and 
are all highly significant so, c) sector structure and localization of value added growth are of 
particular importance in explaining regional labor productivity growth (its elasticities are 
0,916 and 0,672 respectively) what entails that: “the positive effect of localization economies 
of value added growth indicates that sector structures of most regions in the Netherlands are 
actually converging to the national structure and the speed at which this happens in 
individuals regions is measured by localization economies (LE) of Y-growth and that has a 
positive effect on labour productivity growth”, and d) this impact of output structure 
convergence is entirely consistent with the positive impact (0,408) of an increase in labor 
diversity, as indicated by the growth rate of diversity index, e) the growth rate of K/L ratio 
also has a highly significant positive effect on productivity growth: “doubling of this growth 
rate in a region adds 9 percent points to regional productivity growth”, e) a negative effect    
(-0,206) of job growth on productivity growth which indicate that congestion effects dominate 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
density of surrounding regions (without ‘own’ region) measured as follows: +(��) = ∑ �fexp	(−Ö ∗ <�,f)f  where 
in the case of Broersma and Oosterhaven’s study is 40x40 (Nuts-3 Dutch regions), (trs) represent the travel time 
between region (r) and region (s) and (β) represent the half-time, time that takes to half the effect of X on the 
potential. 
64 The determinants that (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009) include in the regional productivity 1990-2001 
model are: 1) SS of X-GROWTH which is calculated as the sector structure component of productivity (X=P) 
growth=+sector structure of value added (X=Y) growth – sector structure labor (X=L) growth; 2) LE of X-
GROWTH which is measured as localization economies component of productivity (X=P) growth=+localization 
economies of value added (X=Y) growth – localization economies of labor (X=L) growth; 3) R&D which is 
calculated as R&D expenses as share of value added, 4) K/L GROWTH which is measured as growth of capital-
labor ratio, see previous cite; 5) GROWTH LEDU/L which is change in share of employed labor force by 
education (low, medium, high); 6) DI-GROWTH which is measured as change in diversity index, see previous 
cite to know how is determined; 7) L-GROWTH which is labor volume growth (job density growth –land in 
km2-) and 8) P(L-GROWTH) which is potential of labor volume growth (without ‘own region) see previous cite; 
and finally remarking that all these growth variables are constructed from 1990 to 2001. 
65 To do so, Broersma and Oosterhaven’s study calculate the product of the mean absolute deviation for each 
explanatory variable and the absolute value of the regressions coefficient. 
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the agglomeration effect, so: “agglomeration economies has a positive external effect on the 
level of productivity, but it impedes the further growth of it” and; f) the parameter estimates 
for the potential are significant but very small and, in its turn the share of low educated 
workers has no significant effect although, its positive sign indicates that may foster 
productivity growth from 1990 to 2001. Finally, as regards the relative importance of 
externalities, (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009:500) reveals that: a) regional sector structure 
by means of sector structure and capital-labour ratio takes into account of almost 50 percent 
of the explained variation of regional labour productivity, b) around 15 percent of the 
explained differences in regional productivity stems from job density, c) the contribution of 
density in neighboring regions is around 5 percent, d) overall diversification and 
agglomeration externalities, represented by job density, job density potential, localization 
economies and diversity, accounts for about 45 percent of the explained variance of labour 
productivity, e) the remainder of 5 percent is explained by the effect of education (human 
capital), then; as regards productivity growth from 1990 to 2001, f) sector structure variables 
on the basis of sector structure productivity growth, labour growth and capital-labor ratio 
growth accounts of about 43 percent of the explained variation of labor productivity growth, 
g) overall diversification and agglomeration externalities represented by localization 
economies, growth of diversification, growth of labor and corresponding indicators through 
the error correction effect account for 51 percent of the explained variance of regional labour 
productivity growth and finally, h) the remaining 6 percent comprises contributions of R&D 
and human capital to productivity growth. 
 
Consequently, (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009:505) conclude: a) as far as productivity 
levels are concerned: “we found positive agglomeration economies in terms of job density. A 
high job density in a particular region leads to higher regional productive growth. This 
positive agglomeration effect is however mitigated by the effect of jobs density in neighboring 
regions. If a region is surrounded by dense regions, positive spillover effects of the density of 
the own regions will leak to its neighbors. Hence, the agglomeration effect of the own region 
will be less than without taking account of neighbouring regions” and, b) for productivity 
growth: “we also find an important role for agglomeration, but this time in a negative sense, 
because of decreasing returns to scale, e.g. congestion. And also in this case, the density of 
neighboring regions dampens this negative effect again because of spillovers. This negative 
agglomeration effect on productivity growth may explain why productivity growth slowed 
down in the economic core regions of the Netherlands in the second half of the 1990s, as 
employment surged during this period and so did job density”.  
 
In a similar vein the study carried out by (Gorter and Kok, 2009) investigates the relationship 
between agglomeration economies and regional labour productivity on the basis of 40 Dutch 
COROP regional data. In this case, in brief, Gorter and Kok’s study find evidence for a 
productivity effect of concentration of production with specialization economies, so 
supporting Marshall-Arrow-Romer economies but its study does not find evidence for Jacobs 
economies, nor variants of creative class hypothesis. To do so, Gorter and Kok’s work regress 
regional labour productivity66 as regards 12 1-digit industries for the period 1995 to 2001 on a 

                                                           
66 The production function that Gorter and Kok’s study estimate is: '(� F�Û

4�Û = ÖH� + Ö.G�� + ÖNI� + ÖQ�� +
Ö��� + Ö�A� + ã��, where (Yir) is the production of industry (i) in region (r); (Lir) is the labour input of industry 
(i) in region (r); (Cir) is the concentration index of industry (i) in region (r); (Sr) is the specialization index of 
region (r); (Ar) is the agglomeration index of region (r); (Hr) is the human capital in region (r); (Er) is the 
entrepreneurial spirit in region (r) and, (Ɛir) is the error term. Finally, '(� F�Û

4�Û, is log labour productivity broken 
down by industry and region, where (Yir) is measured as value added, and (Lir) as number of employees. 
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set of agglomeration indices related to a) concentration, b) specialization, c) diversity, d) 
education and e) entrepreneurship67, and using OLS techniques to estimate its proposed 
production function. Hence, the results that (Gorter and Kok, 2009) reach on are: a) density of 
economic activity shows a clear positive effect on labour productivity due to the coefficient 
that is a proxy of MAR economies (Cir) is positive and statistically significant (0,626), b) 
however, evidence for Jacobs externalities and the creative class hypothesizes are absent: the 
coefficient on Sr and Hr have unexpected signs positive and negative respectively, although 
both exert an statistically significant influence, and then, the coefficient on Er which is a 
proxy of entrepreneurial activities is never statistically significant, finally; c) the mean value 
of the coefficient on Ar is 0,26 which implies an elasticity of 0,18 and thus, double production 
in a region and the labour productivity of all industries in that region increases with 18% on 
average the same that the coefficient of Cr which is 0,62 entailing an elasticity of 0,43 and so, 
double the concentration of industry activities in a region the labour productivity of that 
industry increases with 43% on average. Consequently, Gorter and Kok’s work contribute to 
literature revealing that Jacob’s externalities, human capital and entrepreneurial externalities 
do not exert a statistically significant effect on labour productivity what is not clearly 
consistent with other studies in the literature related to the same issue and study case, such as 
the empirical works of (Frenken et al., 2007 and; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009). 
 
To present, through the analysis of the aforementioned empirical studies that have attempted 
to investigate the relationship between the influence of agglomeration economies and labour 
productivity, to a certain point these studies have answered the question: why do cities exist? 
Through understanding why dense areas are so much productive. In this sense, urban 
economist approaches this question as we know, by studying for example, within-country 
variation in incomes, population density and housing prices.  This allows them to treat 
population densities appropriately—as outcomes that are determined jointly with prices and 
wages.  Consequently, the field’s central theoretical tool is the spatial equilibrium, which 
assumes that welfare is equalized across space—at least for marginal migrants.  Hence, the 
spatial equilibrium concept guides urban models of housing prices and industrial 
agglomeration as well as empirical work on city growth and the urban wage premium. In this 
context, one of the main meaningful works is the study of (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) which 

                                                           
67 The independent variables that (Gorter and Kok, 2009) define are: 1) the CONCENTRATION INDEX Cir 
measures the extent of over or underrepresentation of industry (i) in region (r). This indicator according to Gorter 
and Kok’s study is defined as the logarithm difference between the share of region (r) in the production of 

industry (i) and the (k) share of region (r) in the production of all industries as follows: G�� = '(� FÛ�
F� − '(� FÛ

F , 

where MAR economies imply a positive first partial derivative of '(� F�Û
4�Û, with respect to Cir, thus Gorter and 

Kok’s work expect that β1>0; 2) the SPECIALIZATION INDEX Sr which measures the extent to which the 
economic structure of region (r) is biased towards a subset of industries and is defined as a weighted sum of 
differences between the share of industry (i) in the production of all industries in region (r) and the share of 

region (r) in the production of all industries, so the Theil index of industrial variety: I� = ∑ FÛ�
FÛ ('(� FÛ�

FÛ −��R.
'(� FÛ

F ) where Sr decreases when region become less specialized, that is, when the industrial variety increases, 
Jacobs economies imply β2>0; 3) the AGGLOMERATION INDEX Ar which measures the density of economic 
activity of region (r) which (Gorter and Kok, 2009) define as the logarithm difference between the share of 
production of value added of all industries in region (r) and the share of region (r) in the surface of all regions as 
follows: �� = '(� FÛ

F − '(� 	�Û¦
∑ 	�Û¦Û  which according to Gorter and Kok’s considering the many agglomeration 

throughout the world density of economic activity is expected to be of positive influence, β3>0. Finally, the 
variables Hr and Er capture the variants of the creative class hypothesis so, 4) HUMAN CAPITAL is measured 
as the percentage of employees with higher education in the workforce and 5) ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT as 
the percentage of new firms in the total number of firms so for these two last equation is expected according to 
what (Gorter and Kok, 2009) hypothesize a positively association with regional productivity. 
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review the recent research on the economics of cities by presenting a version of the standard 
spatial equilibrium model on the basis of the following three core equilibrium conditions: a) 
workers must be indifferent between locations, b) firms must be indifferent about hiring more 
workers and c) builders must be indifferent about supplying more housing. According to 
Glaeser and Gottlieb’s study these three conditions provide the labour supply curve, housing 
supply curve and labour demand curve that collectively determine area population, wages 
and; the process in which exogenous difference across space in productivity, amenities and 
the construction sector drive differences in density, income and homes prices. Consequently, 
allowing for the possibility of agglomeration economies, which exist when productivity rises 
with population or employment. As we observed previously, the spatial equilibrium model is 
also needed to make sense of the dramatic connection between employment density and 
productivity within the U.S (Ciccone and Hall, 1996) or Europe (Ciccone, 2002 and; Brülhart 
and Mathys, 2008) for example when standard regressions of labour productivity on 
employment or population makes little sense because of employment levels themselves 
endogenously increase with rising productivity and consequently, natural factors or historical 
population levels are widely used for as valid instruments for current employment with the 
difficulty that they only can be used if those instruments operate through shifts in housing 
supply or amenities that affect employment for reasons unrelated to productivity. 
 
In this sense, despite these difficulties involved in estimating agglomeration economies, the 
dramatic concentration of people in high-income urban areas and the absence of obvious 
exogenous sources of productivity heterogeneity have lead most urban economists to believe 
that important agglomeration economies exist. To do so, (Glaeser and Glaeser, 2009) develop 
a set of equations68 as regards its proposed spatial equilibrium model which explain the 
relationship between the endogenous outcomes –population and prices- and the exogenous 
variables –productivity in the traded goods sector, productivity in the non-traded goods sector 
and amenities69. As in this part of Section 2.2 we are analyzing the effects of agglomeration in 

                                                           
68 Starting from a general production function: Ai

tF(K,L) where Ai
t is a time-city specific productivity variable, 

F(…) is a constant returns to scale production function, K is capital and L is labor and its transformation into a 
Cobb-Douglas production function, Ai

tKαL1-α; (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009:13) reach on the following three 
equations to solve for 1) city size, 2) city wages, and 3) the wages of non-traded goods (productivity):  
(1) log�U��
 = Øv + ×v̀ log�����ävlT
 + ×§v log����å̅vçÍ
 + ×pvlog	(q��),  
(2) log�è��
 = ØE + ×È log�����äElT
 + ×§E log����å̅EçÍ
 + ×pElog	(q��) 
(3)	log�+��
 = Ø½ + ×½̀ log�����ä½lT
 + ×§½ log����å̅½çÍ
 + ×p½log	(q��) 
In addition, the previous equations (1), (2), (3) as regards city size, city wages and productivity respectively, 
Glaeser and Gottlieb’s study states that is possible by differencing these equations to analyze the dynamic work 
on urban change as follows: 

(1) log �v#é"�
v#� � = Ø∆v + ×v̀ log �`#é"�

`#� � +×§v log �§#é"�
§#� � +×pvlog	(p#é"�

p#� ),  
(2)	log �E#é"�

E#� � = Ø∆v + ×È log �`#é"�
`#� � +×§E log �§#é"�

§#� � +×pElog	(p#é"�
p#� ) 

(3)	log �½#é"�
½#� � = Ø∆v + ×½̀ log �`#é"�

`#� � +×§½ log �§#é"�
§#� � +×p½ log	(p#é"�

p#� ) 
69 According to (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009:13) “these three static equations tells us that if an exogenous 
variable, denoted Xi

t, influences productivity in the traded non-traded sectors as well as amenities, then the 
relationship between that variable and population, prices and wages can be used to infer the impact it has on 

productivity, amenities and housing supply”. In addition, its study proposes that if we let: 
Ïêëì2`#��äWíÒ6

Ï�#� = î` ; 

Ïêëì2§#�aÊWïð6
Ï�#� = î§; 

Ïêëì2p#�6
Ï�#� = îp be the marginal impact of this variable on traded-sector production, non-traded 

production and amenities; “if the coefficient from regressions of population, wages, and price of this variable” 
Xi

t are bN, bW, bP, respectively, then linear combinations of these parameter estimates provide unbiased estimates 
of ϬA, ϬH and Ϭθ and which the relationship between the exogenous variable and the consumer amenities can be 
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productivity, we only explain Glaeser and Gottlieb’s work from this perspective. As regards, 
the contribution of its work related to city size and wages will be explained later, in other sub-
sections of this Section 2.2. Hence, the main contributions that (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) 
reveal as regards agglomeration and production starting from its spatial equilibrium model is 
that a) rising productivity attracts more people which further increases productivity, b) 
agglomeration economies act as a multiplier that increases the relationship between 
exogenous productivity-enhancing factors and population, wages and housing prices, c) is 
corroborated that bigger metropolitan areas, and denser are more productive, although the 
relationship between density and productivity (through Gross Metropolitan Product across 
metropolitan areas in the case of Glaeser and Gottlieb’s study) is slightly less than the 
correlation between population of the metropolitan area (size) and productivity, but both are 
statistically significant70; what this is not consistent with the study of (Ciccone and Hall, 
1996) which find that employment density foster more than size (employment) labour 
productivity across U.S. states and finally, d) the concentration of industries, the 
concentration of people in cities, and the higher urban income and productivity level all point 
to the existence of these benefits from city size. 
 
After Glaeser and Gottlieb‘s study the work of (Combes et al., 2009) have done a relevant 
contribution in the literature as regards agglomeration economies and productivity. In this 
sense, its study attempts to investigate the hypothesis that firms are more productive on 
average in large cities through the analysis of two explanations: a) agglomeration economies 
(larger cities promote interactions that increase productivity) and/or b) firm selection (larger 
cities toughen competition allowing only the most productive to survive) considering French 
establishment level data from 1994 to 2002 across 364 metropolitan areas and reaching in 
brief on the following findings: a) stronger selection in larger cities left truncates the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
estimated with a linear combination of the price and wage coefficient, specifically (1-β)bP-bW=Ϭθ., so 
consequently: “an exogenous variable that impacts traded goods productivity will increase both city size and 
wages. Both variables must be used to infer the productivity impact of that increase. The impact of an exogenous 
variable on traded good productivity, ϬA will equal the weighted sum of the coefficients on that variable in the 
population and wages equations; specifically,αKbN+(1-α+αK)bW. If non-traded capital is a particularly small 
part of the production process, then wages are most important for measuring the impact of a variable on 
productivity. In that case, even tiny increases in productivity can create large increases in the overall size of 
production, and as a result a city’s size provides little information about productivity levels”.  
70 To adjust in its spatial equilibrium model (see, previous cite) the influence of agglomeration economies, 
(Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) has to assume that productivity is also a function of city size, and consequently this 
can be expressed as follows: ��� = ����U��
3, where (ai

t) is a parameter and (Ni
t) is current population. According 

to (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009:22), its study point out that: “this adjustment is a reduced-form method of 
incorporating the agglomeration economies that are explicitly derived in the models of the New Economic 
Geography (NEG) that follow most of Krugman’s work. In those models, transportation costs are explicitly 
modeled, and as a result some places are more productive than others. Hence, we just assume that a simple 
function capture those agglomeration forces” and as a result with this adjustment its study adds that the previous 
set of equations (see, previous cite) continue to hold but the parameters in those equations need to be interpreted 
somewhat differently and if (.�ñ)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)ñTçóò�çò�(.�ò)Íç > õ, then the system will continue to be stable. The new 
value of parameters after the adjustment that Glaeser and Gottlieb’s study explains as regards the previous set of 
equations (three static and three dynamic) are the following: 
(1)×v̀ = òóç(.�ò)(.�m)

(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö);  (2) ×§v = (.�ñóñT)(.�ò)
(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö);                                                 

(3)×pv = .�ñóñT
(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö);  (4) ×3̀ = çÍ(.�ò)

(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö); 
(5)	×§3 = �(.�ò)(ñT�ö)

(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö); (6) ×p3 = �(ñT�ö)
(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö); 

(7)	×½̀ = çÍ
(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö);  (8) ×§½ = �(ñT�ö)

(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö);                                                      
(9) ×p½ = (.�ñóö)Íç�(.�ç)(ñT�ö)

(.�ñóö)(.�ò)Íçó(çóò�çò)(ñT�ö) 
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productivity distribution whereas stronger agglomeration right shifts and dilates the 
distribution at the time that b) spatial productivity differences in France are mostly explained 
by agglomeration effects and there is no systematic evidence of stronger selection in larger 
cities. To do so, (Combes et al., 2009:1) define an empirical model with the aim to 
parameterize the relative importance of agglomeration and selection in which the main 
prediction is that while selection and agglomeration effects both make average firm 
productivity (logarithm) higher in larger cities, they have different prediction for how the 
shape of the productivity (logarithm) distribution varies with city size. Hence, the main 
hypothesis of Combes’ work is that: “in particular, stronger selection effects in larger cities, 
as the least productive firms exist. Stronger agglomeration effects in larger cities should lead 
instead to a greater rightwards shift of the distribution of firm log productivities in larger 
cities, as agglomeration effects make all firms more productive. To the extent that more 
productive firms are better able to reap the benefits of agglomeration, agglomeration should 
also lead to an increased dilation of the distribution of firm log productivities in larger cities” 
and the structural estimation of its defined model is based on the basis of two steps: 1) 
estimating total factor productivity at the establishment level71, and then 2) developing a new 

                                                           
71 To estimate factor total productivity, (Combes et al., 2009), firstly; assume that (1) the technology to generate 
value added at the firm level (Vt) is Cobb-Douglas in the firm’s capital (kt) and labour (lt) and use (t) to index 
time (years), and (2) allowing for three skilled levels, and use (Is,t) to denote the share of firm’s workers with 
skilled level (s) as follows: >� = Ø�ò"('� ∑ ÷f'f,�)QfR. ò¦ =òQ,� + n� where (β1), (β2) and the three (÷s) are common 
to all firms within a sector (β3,t) varies by detailed subsector of that sector and n� is firm-specific; secondly, 
Combes’ work by taking logs yields reaches on: ln(>�) = Ö. ln(��) + ÖN ln('�) +ÖN ln�∑ ςùIù,ûQùR. 
 + βQ,û + ϕû, 
then in order to linearise it, its study assumes that the share of labour with each skill does not vary much over 
time or across firms within each sector, so that: �f,� ≈ �f and finally; (Combes et al., 2009) is obtaining the 
following total factor productivity (TFP) equation: ln(>�) = ÖH,� + Ö. ln(��) +ÖN ln('�) +ÖN∑ σùIù,ûQùR. + ϕû, 
where ÖH,� ≡ ÖQ,� + ÖNª':(∑ ςùζùQùR. ) − 1«. Hence, Combes’ work obtains log TFP from the previous equation 
and separately for each sector level 2 according to NES (Nomenclature Economique de Synthèse sectoral 
classification), which defines 16 manufacturing and business services. In addition, on the one hand, according to 
(Combes et al., 2009:18) if ÖH,� is the sum of a year-specific component and a sector-specific component at level 
3 of the NES classification (which contains 63 subsectors for out base 16 sectors), denote that Ö�H,�, Ö�., Ö�N and }�f 
the estimates of β0,t , β1, β2 and σs respectively and if n�� = ':(>�) − Ö�H,�Ö�. ln(��) − Ö�N ln('�) − ∑ }�f'f,�QfR. , is 
possible then measure log TFP for each firm by the firm-level average of n�� over the period 1994-2002 as 
follows: n� = .

�∑ n����R.  where (T) denotes the number of years the firm is observed in 1994-2002. On the other 
hand, (Combes et al., 2009) estimate firstly a baseline model through ordinary least squares (OLS) and secondly 
by using three different techniques to account for the potential endogeneity of capital and labour as well as 
simple cost share estimates of TFP: 
The first method (1) that Combes’ study proposes is that considering that the residual ϕt can be decomposed into 
an unobserved factor Þt which is potentially correlated with labour and capital, and an uncorrelated error term Õ� 
such that: n� = Þ� + Õ� which at the same time its study supposes that a) unobserved factor Þ� can be rewritten 
as its projection on its lag and an innovation: Þ� = Ø(Þ��.) + Î� and b) capital investment at time (t) depends on 
the capital stock and the unobserved factor Þ�: �� = e�(�� , Þ�) which can be inverted such as Þ� = ��(�� , ��) and 
so the previous TFP equation estimated through OLS can be rewritten as: ln(>�) = ÖN ln('�) + ∑ }f'f,^ +QfR.Ψ�(�� , ��) + Õ� where the auxiliary function is Ψ�(�� , ��) = ÖH,� + Ö. ln(��) + ��(����) and which the previous 
equation ªln(>�)« can be estimated with OLS after Ψ�(�� , ��) has been replaced with a third-order polynomial 
crossing kt, It, and year dummies. According to (Combes et al., 2009) this allows to recover some estimators of 
the labour and skill share coefficients (Ö�N and }�f) as well as the auxiliary function (Ψ�) and construct the 
following variable: �� = ':(>�) − Ö�N ln('�) − ∑ }�f'f,�QfR. . Finally from the previous auxiliary function, the 
lagged value of the unobserved factor Þ��. can be approximated by Ψ��.(���., ���.) − ÖH,��. + Ö. ln(���.) and 
with using the first equation and the latter one the projection of unobserved factor on its lag, the value-added 
equation then becomes: �� = ÖH,� + Ö. ln(��) + Ø(Ψ��.(���., ���.) − ÖH,��. + Ö. ln(���.)) + 	� where 	� 	is a 
random error and the function k(·) is approximated by a third-order polynomial and the all equation (��) through 
with non-linear least squares. 
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quantile approach to compare the distribution of establishment log productivities for each 
sector across metropolitan areas of different sizes to estimating the extent to which the log 
productivity distribution in large cities is left-truncated (evidence of differences in selection 
effects) or dilated and right-shifted (evidence of differences in agglomeration effects) 
compared to the log productivity distribution in small cities. 
 
The results that (Combes et al., 2009) reach on as regards baseline estimates through OLS 
techniques and considering 16 manufacture and services sectors72 which compare the 
distribution of firm’s log productivities in urban are with over 200.000 people with the 
corresponding distribution in urban areas with less than 200.000 people and rural areas are: a) 
the coefficient (A) which represent the strength of agglomeration economies is always 
positive and significantly different from zero in all cases expect in one (pharmaceuticals, 
perfumes, soap) so, this indicates that the strength of agglomeration increases with city size, 
b) for all sectors it takes a value of 0,11 which implies  a 12 percent productivity increase, c) 
the sector that influence more in productivity is publishing, printing, recorded media with a 
agglomeration coefficient of 0,20 and consultancy, advertising, business services with a 
coefficient of 0.19 respectively, and d) this suggest that agglomeration economies are stronger 
in large cities than in small cities; then as regards the coefficient of selection firms (S) the 
baseline models reveals that e) for 11 sectors out of 16, this coefficient is not statistically 
different from zero, b) it is smaller, negative and significant in 4 sectors and for all sectors 
pooled together with the exception that food, beverages, tobacco is positive and significant, c) 
what suggest that there is not much difference between large and small cities in the strength of 
selection but d) this not imply selection is not important, only that its importance is similar in 
cities of different sizes. 
 
Then as regards the results from the baseline model but including how the distribution of 
firms’ log productivities in large cities is best approximated by shifting (coefficient A), 
dilating (coefficient D) and truncating (coefficient S) the distribution of firms’ log 
productivities in small cities comparing at the same time, large cities (urban areas with over 
200.000 people) and small cities (urban areas with less than 200.000 people and rural areas) 
that (Combes et al., 2009) reach on for 16 manufacturing and business services sectors and all 
together, are73: a) coefficient A is always positive and statistically significant in all cases but 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
The second method (2) is based on remaining a same estimate procedure but with the following difference: the 
quantity of inputs is used to account for the unobservables instead of investment and this unobserved factor is 
then rewritten as Þ� = ��(�� , �@�), where Ict is the consumption of inputs.  
The third method (3) is using cost shares as estimated of the labour and capital coefficients. The costs of labour 
and capital in that sense are evaluated for each cell defined according to (Combes et al., 2009:40) by the 3-digit 
industry, the year, and the number of firm employees (less than 5, 5-20, 20-50, 100, more than 100) and the 
share of capital (resp. labour) in these costs is denoted by Ö�.,�f  (resp. Ö�N,�f ) and which is implicitly is assumed that 
returns to scale equal one as Ö�.,�f + Ö�N,�f = 1, so the predicted value-added based on capital and labour is ':>�� =
Ö�.,�f ln(��) + Ö�N,�f ln	('�), and the empirical specification by using OLS estimated could be write as: ln(>�) −':>�� = ÖH,� +	∑ }f'f,�QfR. + n
�, denoting that Ö�H,�f  and }�f	f the estimated coefficient, the TFP measure is given 
by: n
� = ln(>�) − ':>�� − Ö�H,�f −∑ }�f	f'f,�QfR.  
72 The manufacture and services sectors that Combes’ study considers are: (1) Food, beverages, tobacco, (2) 
apparel, leather, (3) publishing, printing, recorded media, (4) pharmaceuticals, perfumes, soap, (5) domestic 
appliances, furniture, (6) motor vehicles, (7) ships, aircraft, railroad equipment, (8) machinery, (9) electric and 
electronic equipment, (10) building materials, glass products, (11) textiles, (12) wood, paper, (13) chemicals, 
rubber, plastics, (14) basic metals, metal products, (15) electric and electronic components, and finally (16) 
consultancy, advertising, business services. 
73 According to (Combes et al., 2009:26) greater agglomeration in large cities result in the distribution of log 
productivities in large cities being both right shifted and dilated relative to the distribution in small cities, i.e. 
A>0 and D>1 and state: “the value of A corresponds to the average increase in log productivity that would arise 
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one as previously but with the difference that now estimates for shifting coefficient (A) is 
slightly lower: for all sectors now the coefficient of A is 0,09 while previously in the baseline 
model was 0,11; then as regards coefficient D, the models reveals that b) eight sectors D is 
statistically different from unity and for seven of these sectors and for all sectors together, D 
is above unity, c) in the other sectors, the coefficient of D is not statistically different from 
unity although the point estimates are usually above one what entails that d) there is a 
tendency for the distribution of firms’ log productivities to be more dilated in larger cities for 
about half the sectors and for all sectors combines at the time that e) this result with the 
combination that A>0, then; this is indicative that it is  the most productive firms that benefit 
the most from agglomeration and f) for all sectors, A=0,09 and D=1,22 imply that firms are 
on average 9 percent more productive in large cities but that this productivity advantages is 14 
percent for firms at the first quartile and only percent for firms at the bottom quartile; next to 
results as regards coefficient D, when is analyzed the coefficient S the model presents f) there 
is only one case of a sector, domestic appliances and furniture, with a positive and significant 
value for S, although this value is small at 0,01 and, there is also only one case, consultancy, 
advertising, and business services, with a negative and significant different from zero, g) 
adding to this, there are 11 cases out of 17 (including all sectors combined) that the estimated 
value of coefficient S is precisely 0,00; what entail that even stronger evidence than the 
previous baseline results that h) there are no difference between small and large cities in the 
truncation of the distributions of firms’ log productivities and so, market selection appears to 
have a similar intensity across cities in France irrespective of their size and consequently, 
(Combes et al., 2009:28) summarize that i) “firms are more productive in large cities. 
However, this is not because tougher competition makes it more difficult for the least 
productive firms to survive. The productivity advantages of large cities arise because 
agglomeration economies boost the productivity of all firms, and in about half of the sectors 
this increase in productivity is strongest for the most productive firms”.  
 
Finally, when (Combes et al., 2009) controls for the potential endogeneity issue of its TFP 
estimation the results that the models presents are: as regards the first method, a) the estimate 
of A is very similar to its corresponding OLS value, 0,08 instead of 0,09; b) the estimate of S 
are also very close tot 0,00 in both cases, c) a difference is as regards S coefficient which now 
is statistically significant (0,0004) whereas it is insignificant with OLS, and d) there is a small 
difference for the dilation parameter D which is equal to 1,10 and 1,12 with OLS; then as 
related to the second and third procedure to deal with endogeneity problem e) the results are 
really similar again, coefficient A is 0,09 and 0,07 respectively, D parameter is 1,10 and 1,20 
correspondingly and finally S coefficient is 0,00 and it is not statistically significant. 
 
Consequently, the main conclusions that Combes’ work point out to contribute to the 
literature as regards effects agglomeration economies versus firm selection on labour 
productivity are: a) productivity differences across urban areas in France are mostly explained 
by agglomeration: “the distributions of firms’ log productivities in large French cities is 
remarkably well described by taking the distribution of firms’ productivities in small French 
cities, dilating it, and shifting in to the right. This holds for the productivity distributions of 
firms across all sectors as well as most two-digit sectors when considered individually. It also 
holds, when comparing cities with population above and below 200.000 more finely 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
in large cities relative to small cities absent any selection. When A>0 values of D above unity are evidence that 
agglomeration economies in large cities benefit more the more productive firms, whereas values of D below 
unity would indicate that agglomeration economies benefit less the more productive firms. As in the baseline, 
positive values of S correspond to the distributions of firms’ log productivities in large cities being more 
truncated than in small cities, whereas negative values correspond to more truncation in small cities”. 
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subgroups of cities, and even individual cities” (Combes et al., 2009:35-36), b) the 
distribution of firms log productivities in cities with population above 200.000 is shifted to 
the right of 0,09 and dilated by a factor of 1.22, c) firms in large cities are on average about 9 
percent more productive than in small cities, because of dilation, this productivity advantage 
is only of 5 percent for firms at the bottom quartile and 14 percent for firms at the top quartile 
and finally d) there is no difference between small and large cities in terms of left truncation 
of the log productivity distribution. 
 
An extension of this work is carried out by (Combes et al., 2010) which investigate the 
influence of agglomeration economies on productivity and wages across 306 French 
employment areas from 1994 to 2002 and from to 1976 to 1996 respectively. In this part of 
the Section 2.2 we analyze the former part of Combes’ study and the part as regards 
agglomeration effects on wages will be explained later, also in this Section 2.2. In brief, the 
main contribution of Combes’ study is that its study finds that employment density elasticity 
of total factor productivity (TFP) is 0,04 at the time that it is able to solve satisfactory the 
main problems that arise in this kind of studies: a) the simultaneously estimation of density 
and measures of productivity: “this could happen because more productive places tend to 
attract more workers and as a result become denser” (Combes et al., 2010:16) which the 
literature has referred to this issue as endogenous quantity of labor problem and which a 
standard way to tackle this point has been to use instrumental variables (IV) and, b) the 
selection problem on the basis that more productive workers may sort into denser areas: 
“skilled workers may have a stronger preference for high density, perhaps because density 
leads to better cultural amenities; alternatively, the productivity benefits of high density may 
be stronger for skilled workers. The explanations suggest that it is not only density that we 
expect to be simultaneously determined with productivity but also the characteristics of the 
local workforce”.  
 
To do so, (Combes et al. 2010) estimate a total factor productivity function74 addressing the 
issues of endogenous quantity and endogenous quality of labour. The former problem is 

                                                           
74 To start to constructing productivity measures for each French 306 employment areas and year, Combes’ study 
estimate the following TFP (total factor productivity) functions for 114 economic sectors separately: ':���� =�':��� + Ö':'�� + ∑ Ö�� ���� + n� + ã���  where (Kit) is the capital of firm (i), (Lit) is its labor (in hours), (qimt) is 
the share of labor hours in skill group (m), (ϕt) is a year fixed effect and (Ɛit) is an error term measuring firm 
TFP. At this point, problematic issue as regards TFP estimation arises. Firstly, the issue regarding to control for 
labor quality, which Combes’ study solves it by using occupation categories. Secondly, relating to the fact that 
input choices are expected to be endogenous. This issue is solved as the same way that its previous study 
explained in (Combes et al. 2009). That is based on using an approach which allows to recover (rit) an estimator 
of (Ɛit) and averaging it within sectors, areas and years as follows: 9lf� ≡ .

4íu#∑ '�,�9�,��¿(l,f,�)  where  lf� ≡
∑ '�,��¿(l,f,�)   is the total number of hours worked in area (a) sector, (s) and year (t). From this point, (Combes et 
al., 2010) defines three different measures of the local productivity of the average firm in area (a) and year (t) 
denoted by \Z+l�.,N,Q. The first one, is obtained by averaging the previous equation across sectors, within areas 
and years, with weights equal to the number of firms as follows: \Z+l�. ≡ .

ví#∑ Ulf�9lf�f¿(l,�) , where (Nast) and 
(Nat) are the total number of firms for area (a), sector (s), and year (t) and for area (a) and year (t) respectively. 
However this first measure, according to (Combes et al., 2010) does not control for the local sector structure. To 
control for this fact that high productivity sectors may have a propensity to locate in particular areas, its study 
regress (rast) on a full set of sector fixes effects (Ks) as follows 9lf� = Kf + �lf� which is estimated with weighted 
least squares (WLS) where the weights are the number of establishments associated with each observation and 
which the estimated residuals of this equation for each area and year are used to estimate the following second 
measure of TFP as follows: \Z+l�N ≡ .

ví#∑ Ulf��l̂f�f¿(l,�)  where the variable\Z+l�N  is interpreted as a productivity 
index net of sector effects. Finally, the third local productivity index that (Combes et al., 2010) compute is result 
of controlling for variables at the area and sector level, Xast and estimating the following equation: 9lf� =
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addressed through taking an IV method, using both history and geology as sources of 
exogenous variation for population75. The latter, as regards quality of labour is solved by 
using longitudinal dimension of data in order to impose individual fixed effects and local 
time-varying fixes effects in the estimated regression functions to aim to separate local from 
individual effects and to reconstruct some local productivity factor net of individual observed 
and unobserved effects. The results that (Combes et al., 2010:51) reach on estimating its 
proposed total factor production function through different estimation techniques (see cite 
74), considering different measures of TFP (see cite 74) and by using determinants as regards 
agglomeration economies and natural amenities76, are the following ones:  
 
Firstly, when historical instruments are used, Combes’ study finds that: as regards the three 
measures of TFP regressed on employment density controlling for amenities using OLS, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     \Z+l�Q + Kf + �lf�Þ + ãlf� estimated through WLS, where weights are once again the number of establishments 
associated with each observation. Next to that, (Combes et al., 2010) control the aspect of the simultaneity bias 
at the area level in the way that establishments may produce more and grow larger in areas where the local 
productivity is higher by introducing area and year fixed effects (gat) in its basic equation of total factor 
productivity as follows: ':���� = �':��� + Ö':'�� + ∑ Ö�� ���� + n� + �l� + ã���  which in this case, this 
equation is estimated through OLS and; since this equation is estimated for each sector, the area-year fixed 
effects depend on the sector and can be rewritten with a sector subindex, gast and then, defining according to 
(Combes et al., 2010) 9lf��C ≡ �lfË , the fixed effect counterpart to previous set of equations and construct again 
the three measures of local productivity that Combes’ study proposes. 
75 Hence, the first set of instruments that (Combes et al., 2010) uses is regards historical populations from early 
French census calculating a) the POPULATION DENSITY IN 1831 (inhabitants per square kilometer) and 2) 
the POPULATION DENSITY IN 1881 for 306 French employment areas. Then, the second set of instruments 
that Combes’ study composes is related to geological variables, using European Soil Database (EDSB) compiled 
by the European Soil Data Centre. This set is based on 12 variables: 1) SUBSOIL MINERALOGY (2 dummies), 
2) TOPSOIL MINERALOGY (3 dummies), 3) DOMINANT PARENT MATERIAL (5 dummies), 4) 
DOMINANT PARENT MATERIAL (19 dummies), 5) TOPSOIL WATER CAPACITY (2 dummies), 6) 
SUBSOIL WATER CAPACITY (3 dummies), 7)  DEPTH TO ROCK (3 dummies), 8) SOIL 
DIFFERENTIATION (2 dummies), 9) ERODIBILITY (4 dummies), 10) CARBON CONTENT (3 dummies), 
11) HYDROGEOLOGICAL CLASS (4 dummies) and finally 12) RUGGEDNESS. To test, the validity of the 
instruments, (Combes et al., 2010) firstly estimate the following model specification: ':\Z+l = G(:7<�:< +�lÞ��½ + Ýl��½, where µTFP

a is the error term for the TFP equations and, Xa is the vector of the dependent 
variables which contains the three amenity variables, employment density (log) and sometimes market potential 
and in which these last two variables are suspected of being simultaneously determinate with TFP. For that, 
secondly, Combes’ study check that the used variables instruments satisfy two conditions: 1) relevance and 2) 
exogeneity which are expressed as follows respectively: 1) G(�(B=:7e<�l , ål) ≠ 0, G(�(B=:7e<�l , ål) ≠ 0, 
and (2) G(�(μl� , ål) ≠ 0, for � = \Z+ where Z denotes the set of instruments. The main results according to the 
former condition (Combes et al., 2010:31) show that: a) “log urban population densities of 1831 and 1881 are 
good predictors of current employment density and, past market potential computed from 1831 and 1881 urban 
population also predict market potential extremely well” and then as regards is expected that the nature of soils 
and their characteristics to be fundamental drivers of population settlements and the results shows that b) “some 
geological characteristics such as the dominant parent material or the depth to rock have good explanatory 
power. Other soil characteristics such as their mineralogy or their carbon content are less powerful predictors 
of current population patterns” and finally, c) “soil characteristics tend to be better at explaining the variations 
of market potential than employment density. This is not surprising, since most soil characteristics vary 
relatively smoothly over”. Then, as regards exogeneity condition (Combes et al., 2010:35) state that: “our 
instruments affect total factor productivity only through the spatial distribution of population” and “that is, as 
made clear previously, we need put instruments to affect the supply of labor but not directly productivity” and its 
study make evidence that its historical and geological instruments satisfy this exogeneity condition. 
76 The dependent variables that (Combes et al., 2010) define are: as main variables, 1) EMPLOYMENT 
DENSITY (in a logarithm form) and 2) MARKET POTENTIAL (in a logarithm form), then its study also define 
for each area and sector, 3) NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS, 4) SHARE OF WORKERS IN 
PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS, and 4) SHARE OF THE SECTOR IN LOCAL EMPLOYMENT, and 
finally defining a set of three amenities variables which are aggregated at level of employment areas weighting 
each municipality by its population, 5) SEA SHORE, 6) MOUNTAINS, and 7) LAKES which are calculated all 
of them as the share of population located in each of them. 
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results shows that: a) the mean elasticity of TFP with respect to density is at 0,04 for mean 
productivity; b) 0,041 when taking out sector effects and c) 0,047 when also controlling for 
the local sector structure; related to including instrument employment density with 1831 
urban population, d) the TSLS coefficients for employment density are marginally lower than 
previously; 0,031; 0,034 and 0,038 correspondingly, and; regarding to including 1881 
population density to instrument for contemporaneous employment density the results shows 
that e) although the Sargan test of overidentification marginally fails with a p-value of 7 
percent the results are very close to those controlling employment density with 1831 urban 
population (0,033; 0,035 and 0,039 respectively). Secondly, when geological instruments are 
taken into account, (Combes et al., 2010:54) point out that: as regards using subsoil 
mineralogy and ruggedness to instrument for employment density to predict its three 
measures of TFP as dependent variables: a) the coefficient on density are higher than with 
historical instruments (0,054; 0,041 and 0,045 respectively) and when is used LIML 
estimation instead of TSLS the results are also confirmed b) although the elasticities of 
employment densities are quite lower, 0,045; 0,048 and 0,047 correspondingly. Finally, 
thirdly, when market potential is also assumed to be endogenous and are considered historical 
and geological instruments the results according to Combes’ study are: a) the main 
coefficients of employment density and market potential are unchanged, b) the results for 
fixed effects also reflects lower density and market potential elasticities and finally, c) 
employment densities exert more influence on total factor productivity than market potential: 
across all models, density elasticities ranges from 0,028 to 0,035 while market potential ones 
from 0,018 to 0,027. 
 
Consequently, as a conclusion, the work carried out by (Combes et al., 2010) contributes to 
the literature in the following points: a) to deal with the endogenous quantity of labor bias 
(urban agglomeration is a consequence of high local productivity rather than a cause) its study 
takes an instrumental variable approach and introduce a new set of geological instruments in 
addition to standard historical instruments, b) to deal with the endogenous quality of labor 
bias (cities attract skilled workers so that the effects of skills and urban agglomeration are 
confounded), its study takes a worker fixed effect approach, and finally c) its preferred 
estimated for the elasticity of total factor productivity to density is 0,035 and 0,025 for the 
market potential respectively. 
 
This issue, dealing with the endogenous quantity of labor bias that the literature refers to it as 
causality problem between productivity and agglomeration economies has been in-depth 
tested by the study carried out by (Graham et al., 2010). The aim of Graham’s work is, by 
using panel data vector autoregressions estimations, to test the direction of causality between 
productivity and agglomeration economies. As a result, the econometric models of its study, 
are applied to extensive data that allows them to represent variance in productivity for a range 
of different industries at the time that test for bidirectionality for both urbanization and 
localization economies. Hence, Graham’s study provides evidence that helps to address key 
questions as regards endogeneity problem; for example: a) to what extent can we actually 
observe bidirectionality in the data?, b) does it feature more for some industries than for 
others?, c) Is it more prevalent for localization or urbanization economies? and, d) what does 
the empirical evidence on Granger causality imply for the estimation of agglomeration 
economies?. In this sense, the specific contribution of (Graham et al., 2010) is that its study is 
the first one that applies panel data Granger approach causality to test for the causal nature of 
agglomeration economies77.  

                                                           
77 According to (Graham et al., 2010:939) to test for the presence of bidirectionality from using the concept of 
Granger causality, it requires the necessary condition that an effect follows temporally from a cause and that the 
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Hence, by estimating a dynamic panel VAR models, considering a database of 60.263 
individuals firms from 1996 to 200478 in order to test the causality effect of urbanization and 
localization economies79, (Graham et al., 2010) reach on the following results: as regards the 
directionality from agglomeration to productivity a) eight of the eleven industries shows that 
urbanization economies Granger cause labor productivity which IT financial intermediation 
and real estate present the higher elasticities, 0,587; 0,546 and 0,477 respectively, b) these 
three industries for which its urbanization economies are not positively associated with 
productivity are manufacturing, construction and, wholesale and retail, c) localization Granger 
causes labour productivity in the following eight industries: construction, transport storage 
and communications, financial intermediation, real estate, IT, business and management, 
other business services and public services with; the higher positive elasticities are for the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
cause contains some unique information about the effect. This is to say that is possible to seek evidence of 
Granger causality by testing whether past values of one variable improve our ability to predict future values of 
another variable (by using time orderings of the variables within an autoregression framework). Thus, to test for 
Granger-causality between urbanization economies (U) and labor productivity (Y/L), (Graham et al., 2010) set 
up a dynamic panel VAR model as follows: log(X/ )�� = � + ∑ Ö� log(X/ )�,�����R. + ∑ K� log¡�,��� +��R.�� + Õ� + ã�� and log¡�� = � + ∑ n� log¡�,�����R. + ∑ Ψ� log(X/ )�,��� + �� + Î� + �����R. ; where the subscript 
i (i=1,…, N) denotes the cross-sectional unit and t (t=1,…, T) represents time. The terms ã��~��B(0, }N) and ���~��B(0, }N) are white noise errors, fi and ��represent unobserved individual time-invariant heterogeneity, and Õ� and Î� are time specific effects that allow for unobserved shocks that are common across individuals; U is said 
to Granger –cause Y/L if we can reject the joint null hypothesis that the parameters K1=K2…=Kp are equal to zero. 
Similarly, (Graham et al., 2010:940) point out that Y/L is said to Granger-cause U if we can reject the joint null 
hypothesis that the parameters Ψ. = ΨN… = Ψ�are equal to zero; so essentially, the criterion being tested is: 
“whether the lagged independent variable provides statistically significant information that helps to predict 
contemporary values of the dependent variable”. Then, as Graham’s study uses VAR model which includes 
autoregressive terms, which will be correlated with the time-invariant individual effects; its study, has to address 
this source of endogeneity. To do so, (Graham et al., 2010:940) use the Generalized Method of Moments 
(GMM) estimator for dynamic panel models which permits unobserved heterogeneity in the means of the Kit 
series across individuals and also accommodates the use of endogenous or stochastic regressors. According to 
GMM estimator is important to stand out that: 1) GMM consistency relies on the assumption that there is no 
first-order serial autocorrelation in the errors of the level equation and that the instrument matrix is truly 
exogenous and therefore valid to define the moment conditions, 2) the standard test for validity of the instrument 
matrix is the Sargan/Hansen test of overidentifying restrictions, 3) the assumption of exogeneity of the 
instruments implies that is needed to have a set of moment conditions which satisfy that the true value of the 
parameter estimates. If the model is overidentified (i.e. if there are more moment conditions than there are 
parameters to be estimated), the GMM allows to test the validity of the additional moments conditions 
(overidentifying restrictions) in terms of whether they are set close enough to zero at the optimal GMM 
parameter estimates and (Graham et al., 2010:940) states that: “essentially, this is akin to testing for correlation 
between the model residuals and a subset of the instruments used”, and 4) within IV estimation, the performance 
of the GMM estimator also of course depends on the relevance of the instruments. To deal with it, Graham’s 
study test for relevance of the level instruments in the first difference equations as well as the first-difference 
instruments used in level equations by regressing the lagged dependent variable on its corresponding instruments 
and time period dummies. 
78 The empirical work carried out by (Graham et al., 2010) consider the following industrial sectors: 1) 
manufacturing, 2) construction, 3) wholesale and retail, 4) hotels and restaurants, 5) transport, storage and 
communications, 6) financial intermediation, 7) real estate, 8) IT, 9) business and management, 10) other 
business services and 11) public services. 
79 (Graham et al., 2010) to measure URBANIZATION ECONOMIES uses MARKET POTENTIAL which is 
calculated as follows: ¡� = C�

�� +∑ Cb
��b� , where Ei is employment in PCS (postcode sector) (i), dij is the distance 

between PCS (i) and (j), and (di) is an approximation to the internal distance of PCS (i) which is obtained 
through taking the average of the distances between each pair of full postcodes that are contained within that 
PCS. Then, according to Graham’s study to measure LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES is measured using 
DISTANCE BANDS as follows: firstly from the centroid of each industry within a radius of 10 km, and 
secondly for any given industry (o) the measures of the degree of industries concentration (S) (localization) 
experienced in PCS (i) is: I�� = ∑ A���R��  if �� ≤10 km. 
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sectors of real estate, financial intermediation and IT (0,161; 0,154 and 0,122) 
correspondingly, at the time that d) there no evidence of a link running from either 
urbanization or localization to productivity for manufacturing and wholesale and retail; then 
as regards to the evidence for reverse causation, running from productivity to agglomeration, 
e) there is evidence to show that labor productivity Granger causes levels of urbanization for 
four out of eleven of the industries: construction, hotels and restaurants, transport storage and 
communications, and financial intermediation, f) for localization there is stronger evidence of 
bidirectionality in the Granger causality results, due to labor productivity is found to Granger 
cause localization in all but three sectors: wholesale and retail, real estate and information 
technology. 
 
As a result, (Graham et al., 2010:949) reach on the following conclusions or main findings: a) 
“it seems clear that information about the levels of urbanization and localization experienced 
by firms can be useful in helping to predict future levels of productivity. We have evidence to 
show Granger causality between urbanization and productivity, for ten of the eleven industry 
groups modeled. Localization helps to predict productivity for all industry groups” so, these 
results are consistent with the causality proposed by theory: urban and industrial 
agglomeration does give rise to higher efficiency, and it appears to do so across pretty much 
all sectors of the economy and b) causality between agglomeration and productivity is not 
strictly unidirectional: “our results suggest that agglomeration economies are indeed 
endogenous. In particular, we find that lagged values of productivity help to predict 
localization for all but one of our industry groups. Thus, higher productivity does seem to 
induce own industry concentration and vice versa. Generally, we find less evidence of links 
running from productivity to urbanization, with positive Granger causality identified for only 
four sectors: construction, hotels and restaurants, transport storage and communications, 
and financial intermediation”. Hence, Graham’s study is important due to its findings 
confirms the general suspicion that measures of agglomeration economies tend to be 
endogenous, and also raise some additional concerns regarding the treatment of 
agglomeration variables in empirical work, in the way that the its results confirm that for 
many industries there are both localization and urbanization economies which run in the 
direction predicted by theory, from economic mass to productivity; however that is also 
confirms the evidence that endogeneity for each class of externalities is quite different; and 
bidirectionality is more prevalent for intra-industry concentration. 
 
Then, a study that investigates from an innovative point of view the relationship between 
agglomeration and productivity and to certain point economic growth, is the work carried out 
by (Henderson et al., 2011). In this research, is explored the usefulness of night lights data to 
economists studying issues related to economic growth at the national or local level. In 
particular Henderson’s study asks to what extent lights data can augment or entirely replace 
data on gross domestic product. By building a model of GDP growth on light growth80, across 
170 countries from 1992 to 2006 considering a) annual income growth, with country and time 
fixed effects to control for geographic and cultural differences, changes in scaling of satellite 

                                                           
80 (Henderson et al., 2011:196) starts from the following equation: let y be the growth of true GDP, z the growth 
GDP as measured in national income accounts, and x the growth of observed light. The variance of true income 
growth is σ2

y. For country (j), is assumed that there is classical measurement error in GDP growth as recorded in 
national income accounts measured as Y� = �� + ã�,� where the variance of Ɛz is denoted σ2

z, to vary among 
country group. Hence, from this point, Henderson’s work specifies a production relationship between income 
and using lights growth to predict income growth in this way: Y� = ���� + =� where �� is a biased estimate of the 
inverse of the elasticity of lights with respect to income, the fitted values from this regression are best-fit proxies 
for income and which ��, comes from, �� = Ö�� + ã¥,� where the variance of ã¥ is also denoted as σ2

x. 
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sensor readings, b) adding a linear country time trend to focus on growth fluctuations about a 
country’s growth path and c) a long difference to focus on long-term economic growth 
Henderson’s work reaches on the results that: the coefficient of lights/area is almost the same 
across of these previous three formulations and it is positively associated with GDP growth 
with the following elasticities, 0,308; 0,270 and 0,329 respectively. 
 
Until now, the aforementioned studies of urban agglomeration economies demonstrate in 
brief, that the density of economic activity explains much of the productivity differences 
observed across space. Using models derived from aggregate production functions and value-
added from U.S states and European regions, results from these studies suggest that 
productivity increases by 4,5-6 percent when employment density is doubled (Ciccone and 
Hall, 1996; Ciccone, 2002 and, Brülhart and Mathys, 2008 among others). In addition, other 
research has made evidence that potential biases occur when is introduced by sorting-that is 
people (or firms) with more valuable skills and output may locate in denser places. In this 
sense, the aforementioned works of Combes in this Section 2.2 are extremely meaningful in 
the line with that these studies shows that accounting for sorting reduces their estimated 
density elasticity by about 50 percent. Thus, depending on the measure of productivity used, 
their elasticity estimates suggest that productivity increases by 2-3,5 percent when 
employment density id doubled. In this context, one of the gaps that still remain in the 
literature is as regards the role of learning and knowledge spillovers. It is often suggested that 
agglomeration focusing on human capital (learning and knowledge spillovers) in cities 
emphasize the roles of density and human capital in boosting urban productivity. One 
explanation is that from a microeconomic perspective, one of the key benefits of density is 
that it lowers the costs of generating new ideas and exchanging information; in particular, the 
close physical proximity of firms and people in dense urban areas facilitates the flow of 
knowledge by increasing the amount of interaction and face-to-face contact that people 
experience. In this sense, the work carried out by (Abel et al., 2012) is relevant. Abel’s work 
by using a sample of 363 U.S. metropolitan areas over 2001 to 2005 aims to estimates the 
magnitude of agglomeration economies through an estimation of a model of urban 
productivity that explicitly incorporates the complementarity between cities and skills81 which 

                                                           
81 The urban productivity model that (Abel et al., 2012) proposes starts from the assumption that production 
occurs according to a human-capital augmented Cobb-Douglas production function, so output (Y) at any given 
time in metropolitan area (i) contained within a larger region (j) is given by: X�� = ������ñ���ò ��.�ñ�ò where ��� is 
a Hicks-neutral technology parameter, ���  is physical capital, ��� is human capital and,  ��  is the amount of labor 
available at the metropolitan area level; labor (L) is assumed to be homogenous within and across metropolitan 
areas, so differences in knowledge and skills across metropolitan areas are captured in the measure of human 
capital (H); the parameters (α, β, and 1-α-β) represent the elasticity of output with respect to physical capital, 
human capital and labor. From this point, (Abel et al., 2012) using a capital-demand function and doing 
transformation (assumptions, logarithm etc…) proposes these two sets of equations: 1) '(� F�b

4�b = '(�n� +
T"
.�ñ '(�B�� + ò

.�ñ '(� §�b
4�b  which is consistent with (Ciccone and Hall, 1996 and; Ciccone, 2002) and 2) '(� F�b

4�b =
'(�n� + Ï&

.�ñ '(�B�� + Ï"
.�ñ �'(�B��
 �'(� §�b

4�b� + ò
.�ñ '(� §�b

4�b  which is required for their estimation detailed data 

on density, regional stocks of human capital, and output per worker measured at the metropolitan area level at 
time that the latter equation considers the interaction effects between density and human capital. Finally, Abel’s 
study defines the stochastic specifications of these two equations as follows: the former one, is expressed as (1) '(���� = q'(�B�� + Õ'(�ℎ�� + }� + -��, where (yij) is output per worker, (Dij) is a measure of density, (hij) is a 
measure of the regional human capital stock, (θ) is the elasticity of average labour productivity with respect to 
density, (Õ) is the elasticity of average labour productivity with respect to the regional human capital stock, and 
(uij) is an error term that captures differences between total factor productivity (TFP) in metropolitan area (i) and 
the large region (j) in which it is contained and (σj) state-level spatial fixes effects are included in the model to 
control for differences in TFP, rental price of capital and any resulting differences in physical capital intensity 
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shows that the productivity of a metropolitan area is primarily determined by population 
density, the human capital stock, and other factors that vary by region. In addition, to do so, 
(Abel et al., 2012) examine carefully the following complex identification problems pointed 
out previously by the aforementioned studies in this Section 2.2: a) using an improved 
measure of density that accounts for the spatial distribution of population within metropolitan 
areas, b) addressing endogeneity problem by including spatial fixed effects in its empirical 
model and by using an instrument variables approach to estimate the model’s parameters, 
with instruments for population density based on historical measures of population and a 
region’s climate which is an increasingly important consumption amenity and c) 
implementing a two-step estimation approach to account for potential biases related to sorting. 
 
Hence, the results that (Abel et al., 2012:575-576) reach on considering aggregate 
productivity, firstly estimating the production function82 through ordinary least squares (OLS) 
for each measure of urban productivity and then re-estimate these equations with its sector-
adjusted measure of urban productivity using instrumental variables approach to investigate 
the direction and magnitude of potential bias arising from the endogeneity of density83 are: as 
regards the baseline empirical models the results; a) performs good, explaining more than 
50% of the variation in the natural logarithm of output per worker across U.S. metropolitan 
areas, b) there is a positive and statistically significant effect from the interaction of density 
and human capital, consistent with theories emphasing the importance of learning and 
knowledge spillovers in cities which c) interpreting the initial results is found that doubling 
density of population is associated with a 9,7 percent increase in labour productivity and, 
when is considered the coefficient of human capital, d) again is found that a doubling of 
density is associated with a 9,7 percent increase in productivity although, the magnitude of 
this relationship varies by 8,7 percentage points (13,4 percent relative to 4,8 percent) when 
comparing a metropolitan area with capital stock that is one standard deviation above the 
mean to one with a human capital stock that is one standard deviation below the mean (this is 
interpreted as a measure of the strength of the complementarity between density and skill, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
between U.S. states and the latter one is expressed as (2) '(���� = q'(�B�� + q.�'(�B��
�'(�ℎ��
 + �'(�ℎ�� +}� + ã��, where given this specification, the elasticity of average labour productivity with respect to density is 
derived using the mean human capital stock, i.e. q = qH + q.'(�ℎÊ, as this parameter will vary with the 
interaction term. 
82 The dependent variable is urban productivity measured as average output per worker between 2001 and 2005 
constructed using data on metropolitan area GDP and total Employment provided by U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA). The independent variables are 1) POPULATION DENSITY which is measured as the weighted 
average of county sub-divisions in each metropolitan area, and is expressed as people per square mile in 2000 
and 2) HUMAN CAPITAL STOCK which is calculated as the number of people (25+) with a four-year college 
degree scaled by working-age population in each metropolitan area in 2000. 
83 Hence, according to (Abel et al., 2012:573-574) to address this potential identification problem is 
implemented a two-step estimation approach similar to (Combes et al., 2010) to account for potential sorting 
effects by individuals and firms. Consequently, in the first step of the Abel’s model estimation its study regresses 
the measure of average labour productivity, log yij on the share of employment in ten major industry sectors (the 
sectors are: a) agriculture and mining, b) construction, c) farm, d) finance, insurance and real estate, e) 
government, f) manufacturing, g) retail trade, h) services, i) transportation and public utilities and j) wholesale 
trade) and obtain the portion of average labour productivity that is unexplained by the industry structure of the 
metropolitan area, log yij’ and then in the second step, its study uses this adjusted measure to represent the 
amount of homogenous output per worker. In this sense,  the instruments variables that (Abel et al., 2012) define 
are: 1) POPULATION IN 1900 which is based on county-level Census data aggregated according to current 
metropolitan area definitions and 2) CLIMATE which is represented as an index constructed using information 
on heating degree days and precipitation for each metropolitan area for the period 1971-2000. The logic of the 
former variable is that historical sources of agglomeration in the United States have remaining influences only 
on the preferences of where people live, rather than through modern differences in productivity and the latter one 
is that also primarily influences on the preferences of where people choose to live. 
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then as regards when fixed effects are included; e) the empirical model continue to perform 
quite well, with values of R2 exceeding 0,30 f) however, the estimated effect of density on 
urban productivity falls to 1,9 percent on average; next to that,  when instruments variables 
are included; h) on average, a doubling of density increases urban productivity by about 4,1 
percent in models without the interaction term, and by 2,6 percent in models with the 
interaction term at the time that i) the interaction of density and human capital remains 
positive and significant when treating both density and the interaction terms as endogenous 
and j) metropolitan areas with a human capital stock that is one standard deviation below the 
mean realize no productivity gain (i.e., -1,0 percent compared to 2,6 percent), while doubling 
density in metropolitan areas with a human capital stock that is one standard deviation above 
the mean yields productivity benefits that are two times larger than average (i.e. 5,3 percent 
compared to 2,6 percent) and finally related to the magnitude of net agglomeration effect the 
models reveals that k) there is on average a net agglomeration effect of density of 1,3 percent 
which indicate that on average, the (positive) spillover effects of density are more important 
than any (negative) congestion effects and thus, density helps boost economic activity in 
metropolitan areas with a high concentration of highly skilled people. 
 
Then, the results that (Abel et al., 2012:582) reach on taking into account industry-level 
metropolitan area for 17 industry sectors84 are: a) density is significant of urban productivity 
for all the industry sectors, except for agricultural and mining, and transportation and utilities, 
b) professional services, arts and entertainment, information and finance receive a relatively 
large boost in productivity from density and exhibit the strongest complementarities between 
density and skill and by contrast c) sectors such as real estate, management and wholesale 
trade are sectors those density remains an important determinant of urban productivity but the 
density of human capital is less robust, and d) the remaining industry (constructions, 
manufacturing, retail trade, and education and health) sectors which reveal a productivity 
enhancing effect of density and the complementarity between density and skill is relatively 
weak what entails finally, as a result e) that the sectors that appear to benefit most from the 
density of human capital are creative, knowledge-based industries where the exchange of 
information and sharing of ideas are important parts of the production process: “this finding 
suggests that an important source of the aggregate productivity effect we measure arises from 
the benefits that physical proximity provides in the transmission of knowledge and ideas 
among people”. 
 
Finally, to end this part of the Section 2.2 as regards measuring the influence of 
agglomeration economies on labour productivity it is important to mention the work carried 
out by (Melo et al., 2009) in the sense that its study presents an important work focusing on 
meta-analysis of estimates of urban agglomeration economies which can help us to conclude 
and summarize the main issues explained until now. Hence, Melo’s study by using 729 
elasticities from 34 different studies that cover the period between 1965 and 2002, aims to 
make sense a range of values for agglomeration economies and to identify some key 
characteristics that affect the magnitude of the results obtained. In brief, the results reveal 
that: a) country specific effects, the industrial coverage, the specification of agglomeration 
economies and the presence of controls for both unobserved cross-sectional heterogeneity and 
differences in time-variant labour quality can give rise to large differences in the results 
reported in the literature and; in contrast, b) correcting for reverse causality of agglomeration 

                                                           
84 The 17 industrial sectors that Abel’s study considers are: 1) accommodation and food services, 2) 
administrative, 3) agricultural and mining, 4) arts and entertainment, 5) construction, 6) education and health, 7) 
finance, 8) government, 9) information, 10) management, 11) manufacturing, 12) other services, 13) professional 
services, 14) real estate, 15) retail trade, 16) transportation and utilities and finally 17) wholesale trade. 
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does not seem to produce noticeable changes in the size of urban agglomeration estimates. To 
do so, in-depth, (Melo et al., 2009) estimate a meta-regression model through firstly by using 
OLS (ordinary least squares) and then by using a static panel data random-effect (GLS-RE) 
approach85. The results that (Melo et al., 2009:339) reach on both models are: a) the 
coefficients on the time periods imply that the effects of urban agglomeration on productivity 
have generally not significantly changed over time with the exception of the 1970s, for which 
there is some evidence of smaller elasticity value (about 3 and 4 percentage points) in 
comparison to the reference period (1960s): “there are 158 elasticity estimates in our meta-
sample that are based on data from the 1970s; the elasticity values range between -0,37 and 
0,27 and have a mean of 0,03. These estimates are based primarily on US data (100 out of the 
158 estimates); Brazil and Japan account for 20 and 38 estimates each”, b) the coefficients of 
the individual country and continent dummy variables indicate that country/regional 
heterogeneity can explain differences in the magnitude of the returns to urban agglomeration, 
c) the coefficients for the continent dummys suggest higher effect sizes for countries in South 
America (Brazil) and smaller effects for North America (US and Canada), c) the results show 
that services industries tend to derive considerably larger benefits from urban agglomeration: 
“the size of the elasticity of urban agglomeration for service industries is about 8 percentage 
points higher than the size of the elasticity estimates for the aggregate economy”, d) there is 
no noticeable difference between the size of the urbanization economies for manufacturing 
industries and the whole economy: “this result is consistent with our hypothesis that service 
industries tend to be more dependent on proximity to large urban areas, whereas 
manufacturing industries have generally undertaken a process of decentralization to the 
outskirts of big cities or moved to smaller cities”, e) there is some significant evidence 
suggesting that the use of panel data can reduce the size of the elasticity estimates by roughly 
3 percentage points, f) the effect of using different types of geographic units appears not to be 
significant in the sample with single-country estimates, whereas it appears to have a positive 
effect on the size of the elasticity for the sample with cross-country estimates, f) the controls 
for the econometric design suggest that using fixed-effects to control for time-invariant cross-

                                                           
85 The meta-regression model estimated trough OLS techniques present the following form: ã�̂ = ãH +∑ Ö�B�� + Ý���R. , where (Dji) is a dummy variable for the meta-independent variable j (j=1,2,…J) and estimate 
point i (i=1,2,…N), (βj) gives the impact of study attribute (j) on the effect size, and (Ý�) is the error term. On its 
turn, the specification for the static panel data random-effects approach can be written as below: ã�̂¼ = ãH +∑ Ö�B�� + î¼ + Ý�¼��R.  where (i) denotes the elasticity estimate, (g) identifies the group (study), (î¼) is the study 
random-effect that controls for paper-specific effects that are common to all individual estimates from the same 
study, and (Ý�¼) is the normal white noise residual term. Then, the independent variables that (Melo et al., 2009) 
defines are related to the following characteristics: a) time period of the analysis, b) country/continent, c) 
coverage of economy, d) data, e) type of geographic units, f) estimation method, g) definition of urbanization, h) 
specification of agglomeration economies and are: 1) D70-79 which is 1 if study period is between 1970 and 
1979, and 0 otherwise, 2) D80-89 which is calculated as 1 if study period is between 1980 and 1989, and 0 
otherwise, 3) D>90 which is measured as 1 if study period is after 1990, 0 otherwise, 4) DCOUNTRYi which is 
measured as 1 if study is applied to country (i), 5) DCONTINENTi which is calculated as 1 if study is applied to 
continent (i), 6) DSER which is measured as 1 if service industry, 0 otherwise, 7) DMAN which is calculated as 
measured as 1 if manufacturing, 0 otherwise, 8) DPD which is measured as 1 if study uses panel data and 0 
otherwise, 8) DIND which is measured as 1 if firm/worker level data, and 0 otherwise, 9) DGEO which is 
measured as 1 if the study uses economically meaningful boundaries, and 0 otherwise, 10) DHET-CS which is 
measured as 1 if study uses fixed-effects for cross sectional units and 0 otherwise, 11) DIV which is calculated 
as 1 if study uses IV estimators and 0 otherwise, 12) DDENS which is measured as 1 if employment density, and 
0 otherwise, 13) DMP which is measured as 1 if market potential type/distance band, and 0 otherwise, 14) 
DLOC which is measured as 1 if there is a measure of localization economies together with urbanization 
economies and 0 otherwise, DHCAP which is measured as 1 if there are controls for differences in human 
capital. Finally, (Melo et al., 2009) take into account two dependent variables: a) DW which is 1 if wage and 0 
otherwise and b) DLP which is measured as 1 if is labour productivity and, 0 otherwise. 
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sectional unobserved heterogeneity tends to reduce the size of the elasticity of urbanization by 
roughly 2 percentage points, g) to contrary that correcting for reverse causality between 
agglomeration and productivity appears not to produce a statistical difference in the size of 
the elasticities of urban agglomeration, h) the parameters of the controls for the inclusion of 
localization economies and measures of the quality of the labor force suggest that these 
variables constitute an important source of variation across the estimates; their omission tens 
to produce positive upward bias: “including a measures for localization appears to reduce 
urbanization estimates by about 2,5 percentage points, while controlling for differences in the 
level of time-variant human capital reduces the estimates by about 5 o 6 percentage points”, 
i) there is no significant effect on the size of the elasticity estimates from using wages or 
labour productivity as the dependent variable, and finally; when is taken into account for the 
meta-analysis regressions, sample studies that they only contains elasticities from production 
functions, then the results shows that, j) there is a larger elasticity values for services 
industries, positive omitted variables bias resulting from the failure to control for differences 
in human capital level across cross-sectional units and the omission of measures for 
localization economies, k) there is also some evidence suggesting that the use of panel data 
can produce lower estimates of urban agglomeration and l) the effect of the type of spatial 
unit, it appears to be negative for the sample with single countries but positive for the sample 
with both single- and cross-country estimates. 
 
 

Measuring the influence of agglomeration on economic and urban growth 
As regards agglomeration effect and economic growth, one of the pioneer study in the 
literature is the work carried out by (Glaeser et al., 1992) which using a data set on the growth 
of large industries in 170 U.S. cities between 1956 and 1987, its study examines if there is a 
dynamic effect of agglomeration on growth. In brief, Glaeser’s work finds that local 
competition and urban variety but not regional specialization foster employment growth in 
industries and which the evidence suggest that important knowledge spillovers might occur 
between rather than within industries consistent with Jacob’s theory. To test it empirically, 
(Glaeser et al., 1992) employ an empirical model86 which the dependent variable is log 

                                                           
86 (Glaeser et al., 1992) summarize the theories as regards 1) MAR theory of spillovers which focuses on 
spillovers within industry, so knowledge accumulated by one firms tends to help other firms’ technologies, 
without appropriate compensation, 2) Porter theories which are based on that is local competition who 
accelerates imitation and improvement of the innovator’s ideas due to although competition could reduces the 
returns to the innovator, it also increases pressure to innovate: firms that do not advance technologically are 
bankrupted by their innovating competitors, and 3) Jacobs’s theory which is based on industrial variety rather 
specialization is conductive to growth, because in diversified cities there is more interchange of different ideas as 
follows. Firstly, its study supposes that a firm in some industry in a given location has a production function of 
output given by Atf(lt), where At represents the overall level of technology at time (t) measured nominally (so 
changes in A represent changes in technology and changes in price), and (lt) abstracts from capital inputs. 
Unfortunately, (Glaeser et al., 1992) do not have a measure of total productivity that would allow them to 
measure different types of technological progress, so each firm in this industry takes technology, prices, and 
wages, wt, as given and maximizes: Atf(lt)-wtlt, in which equals to Atf’(lt)= wt  which could be rewritten 
according to (Glaeser et al., 1992:1133) in terms of growth rates as: log 2`#é"`# 6 = 	 log 2E#é"

E# 6 − '(� ¨��(^#é")��(^#) ©. 
Secondly, Glaeser’s work assumes that the level of technology At in a city-industry has both national 

components and local ones as follows: A=AlocalAnational and consequently: log 2`#é"`# 6 =∶ 	 log �`��kí�,#é"`��kí�,# � +
	log �`�í#���í�,#é"`�í#���í�,# �. Then, its study takes the assumption that the growth of the national technology could capture 

the changes in the price of the product as well as shifts in nationwide technology in the industry, and the local 
technology could capture the grow at a rate exogenous to the firm but depending on the various technological 
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employment growth in the city-industry between 1956 and 1987 and the independent 
determinants are related to a) specialization, b) local competition, c) diversity and d) initial 
conditions variables87. The results88 that (Glaeser et al, 1992:1144) reach on are: as regards 
control variables, a) high initial employment in an industry in a city leads to slower growth of 
that industry’s employment, b) employment in an industry in a city growth faster when 
employment in that industry in the whole country grows faster, c) southern cities foster 
employment growth, d) initial wages in a city-industry are uncorrelated with employment 
growth; then as regards agglomeration dynamic effects, d) specialization externalities exert a 
negative statistically significant influence on employment growth but qualitatively small: “as 
we raise the measure of specialization by one standard deviation (9,02), cumulative growth of 
employment over 30 years slows by 12 percent total, which is about one-ninth of a standard 
deviation”, e) local competition is positively statistically associated with growth: “more firms 
per worker in a city-industry relative to the national average leads to higher growth of that 
city-industry, consistent with Porter’s and Jacob’s hypothesis. Going from as many to twice 
as many firms per worker as the national average (2,5 standard deviations) raises growth of 
employment in the city-industry by 59 percent over 30 years, which is almost two-thirds of a 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

externalities present in this industry in the city what can be formulated as follows: log �`��kí�,#é"`��kí�,# � =�(7,=@e�'eY�<e(:, '(@�'	;(:(,('�, e�=97e<�, e:e<�'	@(:e<e(:7) + =�ó., where according to (Glaeser et al., 
1992) specialization is a measure of concentration of that industry in that city, which MAR and Porter believe 
raises the rate of technological progress; local monopoly is a measure of appropriability of innovation, which 
raises technological progress according to MAR and reduces it according to Porter; and diversity measures the 
variety of activity that the city pursues, which according to Jacobs speeds up technological progress. Finally, 

(Glaeser et al., 1992) set that f(l)=l1-α, 0<α<1 and achieve: αlog �^#é"^,# � = − log �E#é"
E,# � + log �`�í#���í�,#é"`�í#���í�,# � +�(7,=@e�'eY�<e(:, '(@�'	;(:(,('�, e�=97e<�, e:e<�'	@(:e<e(:7) + =�ó. which is assumed that growth in 

nationwide industry employment capture the changes in nationwide technology and prices and workers are able 
to participate in a nationwide labor market so that wage growth will just be a constant across city-industries 
(Glaeser et al., 1992:1134) but allows Glaeser’s work at the same time to associate the growth of employment in 
an industry in a city with measures of technological externalities. 
87 As regards 1) SPECIALIZATION ECONOMIES, (Glaeser et al., 1992) defines a specialization index which is 
the fraction of the city’s employment that this industry represent in that city, relative to the share of the whole 
industry in national employment as follows: 7,=@e�'eY�<e(: = �_��f��Ë	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	h��Ë/���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	h��Ë

�_��f��Ë	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	��/���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�� , 
Secondly, as regards 2) LOCAL COMPETITION, Glaeser’s study defines that local competition of an industry 
in a city is the number of firms per worker in this industry in this city relative to the number of firms per worker 
in this industry in the U.S. as follows: @(;,=<e<e(: = ����f	�_	h��Ë��_��f��Ë/3��	o�f	�_	h��Ë��_��f��Ë����f	�_	�.�.��_��f��Ë/3��	o�f	�_	�.�.��_��f��Ë  which a value 
greater than one means that this industry has more firms relative to its size in this city than it does in the United 
States. (Glaeser et al., 1992:1142) state that: “one interpretation of the value greater than one is that the industry 
in the city is locally more competitive than it is elsewhere in the United States. Alternatively, a value of the 
competition variable greater than one can mean that firms in that industry in that city are just smaller than they 
are on average in the United States”. Then,  to address 3) JACOBS’S THEORY, (Glaeser et al., 1992) define the 
variety of industries in the city outside the industry in question through using the fraction of the city’s 
employment the largest 5 industries other than the industry in question account for in 1956. The interpretation is 
clear: the lower this ratio, the more diverse the city is and the faster the industry in question should grow 
according to Jacobs’s theory. Finally, next to these three indicators as regards dynamic externalities of 
agglomeration economies on the basis of specialization (MAR), competition (Porter) and diversity (Jacobs), 
Glaeser’s work includes a set of control variables: 4) WAGES in 1956 (logarithm) to control the dynamic of 
firms to move from low-wages areas (or worker move to high-wage areas), 5) EMPLOYMENT IN THE CITY-
INDUSTRY in 1956 (in millions) for control mean reversion, 6) DUMMY VARIABLE which indicates 
southern cities, and finally 7) NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH IN THAT INDUSTRY (in logarithm) 
which is calculated as the ratio between U.S. employment in 1987 and U.S. employment in 1956, in the industry 
outside the city, and it used in order to correct for demand shifts. 
88 In addition, (Glaeser et al., 1992) estimates a wage function from 1956 to 1987. The results of this second 
analysis carried out by Glaeser’s study will be analyzed later, in this Section 2.2, when the main issue would be 
the effects of agglomeration economies on income/wages. 
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standard deviation” and, f) Jacobs’s externalities foster employment growth: “as we reduce 
the share of city employment taken up by the five largest industries other than the one in 
question by 0,1 (a standard deviation), cumulative employment growth in the city-industry 
over 30 years falls by 9 percent (one-tenth of a standard deviation)”.  
 
Consequently, the pioneer work of (Glaeser et al., 1992) point out the following main 
conclusions: at the city-industry level, specialization hurts, competition helps and city 
diversity helps employment growth. In a similar vein, (Glaeser et al., 1995) extend the work 
of (Glaeser et al., 1992) by investigates the relationship between urban characteristics in 1960 
and urban growth (income and population) between 1960 and 1990. In brief, (Glaeser et al., 
1995) find89 that population growth is (1) positively related to initial human capital 
concentration, (2) negatively related to initial unemployment and (3) negatively related to the 
share of employment initially in manufacturing, and that these results are corroborated both at 
city level (smaller political unit) and SMSA (larger unit on the basis of Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area). To do so, its study estimates growth functions90 starting from theoretical and 
empirical framework proposed by (Glaeser et al., 1992) in which the dependent variables are 
different measures of city and SMSA population growth from 1960 to 1990 across 203 U.S 
cities and 133 U.S. SMSA respectively, and the determinants are related to a) location, b) 
initial population, c) initial income, d) past growth, e) education of labour force, f) output 
composition, g) unemployment, h) inequality, i) racial composition, j) segregation and k) size 
of government91. Specifically (Glaeser et al., 1995) estimate 8 different growth models: 1) 
city growth and initial growth conditions (logarithm of population growth rate 1960-1990), 2) 
city growth and manufacturing (logarithm of growth rate 1960-1990), 3) city growth and 
unemployment (logarithm of growth rate from 1960-1990), 4) city growth and education 
(logarithm of growth rate from 1960-1990), 5) city growth and education for two sub-period 
(logarithm of 20 year population growth rate), 6) city growth and inequality (logarithm of 
growth rate 1960-1990), 7) city growth and race (logarithm of growth rate 1960-1990) and 8) 
city growth and government expenditure (logarithm of city growth rate 1960-1990). 

                                                           
89 Moreover, (Glaeser et al., 1995) investigate the relationship between income growth and urban characteristics. 
The results of this second analysis carried out by Glaeser’s study will be analyzed later, in this Section 2.2, when 
the main issue would be the effects of agglomeration economies on income/wages. 
90 The basic growth function that (Glaeser et al., 1995) estimate has the following form: '(� 4�,#é"

4�,# =
.

.óÏ����,�� (Ö + q) + ��,�ó., where Xit is the vector of city characteristics at time (t) which determine the growth 
of city level and  ��,�ó. is the error terms uncorrelated with the urban characteristics. 
91 In-depth, the independent variables that (Glaeser et al., 1995) define are related to 8 groups: 1) 
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION: 11) South, 12) Central and 13) Northeast; 2) STARTING VARIABLES 1960 
on the basis of 21) logarithm of population, 22) per capital income ($1000) and 23) Migrants per capita; 3) 
PAST GROWTH:CHANGES focused on 31) logarithm of growth of population 1960-1990 and 32) logarithm of 
growth of population 1950-1960; 4) RACE which is defined through 41) Segregation Index which is measured 
as the percent of non-whites who would have to move so that the white/non-white distribution is uniform over 
blocks of a city: a value of 0 would correspond to a perfectly integrated city, a value of 100 would correspond to 
a city where no whites live on blocks with any non-whites , 42) Weighted Segregation Index which is measured 
as the segregation index times that percentage of the population that is black (to differentiate between segregated 
cities with a lot of blacks and those with a few) has a positive influence on future growth, and 43) Percent Non-
White; 5) LABOR FORCE which is included by defining 51) unemployment rate and 52) manufacturing share 
of employment; 6) EDUCATION which is measured through 61) median years of schooling on the basis of 62) 
share of population with 16+ years of school, 63) share of population with 12-15 years of school and 64) share of 
population with less than 6 years of school; 7) INCOME INEQUALITY, by using 71) share of population 
earning under $3000 and 72) share of population earning over $10000; and finally 8) GOVERNMENT which is 
defined through 81) per capita revenue (property tax share of revenue and intergovernmental funds share of 
revenue), 82) per capita expenditure (police share of expenditure, highway share of expenditure, sanitation share 
of expenditure) and 83) per capita debt.  
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Hence, the results that (Glaeser et al., 1995) reach on as regards the first set of growth models 
are: a) geographical dummies plays an important role in migration and growth of cities 
indicating that western cities grew the fastest, southern cities grew the second fastest, central 
cities third fastest and northeastern cities, the slowest during 1960 to 1990, b) there is no 
evidence that the population of richer cities grew slower, which is not consistent with the 
basic convergence idea that capital (and with it, labor) should move to regions where wages 
are lower, c) persistence of growth rate exerts an importance role as regards growth in the 
sense that cities which grew faster between 1950 and 1960, also continued to grow faster after 
1960, showing that this variables is highly positively statistically (revealing a elasticity of 
0,251). Next to this, as regards the relationship between city growth and the initial 
manufacturing share of output, (Glaeser et al., 1995:12-13) present the following results: a) 
population of cities significantly involve in manufacturing growth much less (-0,050 of 
elasticity) than that of cities less involved in manufacturing (-0,799 of elasticity), b) high 
initial exposure to manufacturing had an adverse effect on the growth of more manufacturing 
and non-manufacturing employment in a city (the elasticities are -2,482 and -0,670 
correspondingly), and not just its population, c) manufacturing cities’ population relatively 
declined not just because people escaped to the suburbs, but also the population of whole 
SMSAs grow slower as well. Then, referring with the models that examine the relationship 
between unemployment and subsequent population growth, the models present that: a) initial 
unemployment rate reduces subsequent population growth of both the city and its SMSA 
(with elasticities of -0,057 and -0,047 respectively), b) high initial unemployment rate 
adversely affects the growth rate of both employed and unemployed population (with 
elasticities of -0,086 and -0,164 correspondingly), and not just the whole city population: 
“cities with high unemployment rates declined as workers responded to business cycle shocks 
through emigration” and “unemployment is proxying for omitted human capital variables and 
cities with high unemployment lacked the skilled labor forces necessary for success during 
1960-1990”. Finally, as regards on the initial education levels and subsequent population 
growth the models reveals that: a) initial media years of schooling exert a positive and 
significant influence on the subsequent population growth (with a positive elasticity of 0,080 
at city level and 0,059 at SMSA level), using the control variables as well as the initial 
unemployment rate and manufacturing share: “a closer inspection of what it is about 
schooling that matters shows that the percent of the population with 12 to 15 years (high 
school graduates or some college) is more important than the percent of the population with 
over 16 years (college graduates)”, however, b) years of schooling is not statistically 
significant at SMSA population suggesting that schooling may contribute to suburbanization 
and not just city growth and; when the period time is divided into 1950-1970 and 1970-1990, 
the models shows that c) initial unemployment and manufacturing share negatively affect 
employment growth in both subperiods, although the effect of the initial manufacturing share 
is insignificant in the second subperiod, and high unemployment appears to be worse for 
growth after 1970 (the elasticity of the former period is -1,32 and in the latter is -3,512) and, 
d) the effect of median years of schooling on subsequent growth has increased after 1970 (the 
elasticity in the former period of time is 0,032 and in the latter one is 0,064; although this 
result is not statistically significant). 
 
Then, when is examined the effect of several social and political characteristics on the growth 
of US cities and SMSA, 1960-1990, (Glaeser et al., 1995:15-16) reach on the following 
results: on the one hand, as regards city population growth and inequality; a) the percent of 
the population that is rich (income above 10000 in 1960) raises city growth although this 
result disappears if is analyzed SMSA population growth, b) the percent of the population that 
is poor (has income below $3000 in 1960) has no effect on city growth but substantially raises 
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SMSA growth what indicate that from 1960 to 1990 social tensions resulting from substantial 
poverty in a city manifested themselves through suburbanization and, c) a high percentage of 
uneducated people is associated with higher city growth, which suggest that an abundance of 
inexpensive, low human capital labor attracted capital; on the other hand, as regards city 
growth and racial composition, d) percent non-white seems to weakly slow down city growth 
(presents an elasticity of -0,005), although this result is not particularly robust and disappears 
when more controls, such as initial employment, manufacturing share, and median years of 
schooling are added, e) segregation exert a statistically positive influence on future growth 
with a high elasticity of 0,529; and finally, as regards political influence the results suggest 
that f) 1960 per capita revenue and 1960 per capita expenditure significantly influence 
subsequent population growth with elasticities of 0,290 and 0,408 respectively. 
 
Consequently, as regards urban growth at city level and SMSA level, (Glaeser et al., 1995) 
compared to (Glaeser et al., 1992) reveals as a main conclusion that, the connection between 
growth and initial human capital levels across countries have focused on productive 
externalities generated by schooling. Since these externalities should be particularly prevalent 
in cities, finding a connection between growth and initial schooling across urban centers 
supports the view of schooling as a generator (through spillovers) of growth: “the robust 
relationship between schooling and growth for SMSAs and cities provide more evidence 
supporting the positive role of education in economic expansion”. 
 
After these two studies, (Henderson et al., 1995) tries to continue to investigative the 
influence of dynamic agglomeration effects on industrial development. In this sense, 
(Henderson et al., 1995) by using data for eight manufacturing industries in 1970 and 1987 
aim to test for and characterize dynamic production externalities across 224 metropolitan 
areas. In brief, its study finds that a) mature capital goods industries: primary metals, 
machinery, electrical machinery, transport equipment and instruments there is evidence of 
MAR externalities but none of Jacobs externalities but b) for new high-tech industries: 
industries-computers, electronic components and medical equipment, there is evidence of 
Jacobs and MAR externalities which are accorded to what literature has suggested as regards 
urban specialization and product cycles: new industries prosper in large, diverse metropolitan 
areas, but with maturity, production decentralizes to smaller, more specialized cities and so, 
for mature industries, there is also a high degree of persistence in individual employment 
patterns across cities, fostered by both MAR externalities and persistence in regional 
comparative advantage.  
 
Hence, to test for dynamic externalities as regards machinery industries, (Henderson et al., 
1995:1074-1075) model 1987 city employment in each industry as a function of historical 
(1970) and current conditions across 224 SMSA. The results of the first model that 
Henderson’s estimates in which the dependent variable is the logarithm of own industry 
employment in 1987 and the determinants are related to a) initial conditions, b) MAR 
externalities and c) Jacobs externalities92 are: a) the coefficients on log(1970 own industry 

                                                           
92 The independent variables that (Henderson et al., 1995) define related to own industry employment (MAR 
externalities) and related industry diversity (Jacobs externalities) are: 1) OWN INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT in 
1970 (logarithm), 2) CONCENTRATION measured as the ratio of own industry employment to total local 
effective urban land area with the aim to capture the spatial (density) connotation of MAR externalities and 3) 
LACK OF DIVERSITY in 1970 which is measured following Hirschman-Herfindahl index for 50 three-digit 
manufacturing industries which is measured as follows: ����	 = ∑ 7��N�∉	  where (sij) is the share in city (i) of 
three-digit manufacturing industry (j) in local all other manufacturing employment; an increase in HHIik reflects 
less diversity in the environment. If employment in 50 other three-digit industries is evenly distributed, the index 
has a value of 0,02; and if it is concentrated all in one other three-digit industry, it has a value of one. 
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employment) are about 0,50; specifically they are 0,547; 0,592; 0,647; 0,532 and 0,365 for 
machinery, electrical machinery, primary metals, transportation and instruments respectively, 
what indicates that the degree of past concentration, the basic MAR measure, strongly affects 
current employment, so the coefficient for this variable are positive, large, and significant, 
indicating that historical concentration of the own industry creates an environment conductive 
to attracting current producers; for example considering machinery: “when 1970 machinery 
employment is held fixed, a one-standard-deviation (0.30) increase in the share of machinery 
in overall local employment in 1970 increases 1987 machinery employment by 25 percent”, b) 
the alternative measure of concentration on the basis of ratio of own industry employment to 
total local effective urban land area (‘density of MAR externalities’) presents always as a 
positive in sign and has a reasonable statistical significance and c) lack of diversity coefficient 
has a no consistent or significant impact on 1987 employment. 
 
Next to that, (Henderson et al., 1995:1076-1077) test for output and labor market conditions 
from extending the previous employment historical model. Output market conditions are 
represented by a) regional dummies, b) an access measure and c) a measure of local demand 
for the industry; then as regards labor market conditions are represented by regional dummies 
with 1970 employment controlled93. The results that its study reaches on in this issue are: a) a 
1 percent increase in employment increases own industry employment by 0,3-1,0 percent, b) 
acess to national business center present a statistically effect in 3 out of 5 manufacturing 
industries, indicating that less distance to the business center (more accessibility) foster 
employment in 1987; c) higher current wages generally reduce demand substantially: “a 1 
percent rise in wages reduces employment by about 1 percent on average”, d) 
correspondingly, improvement in labour force quality as measured by increases in educational 
attainment of the adult population generally increase the demand by an industry to locate in a 
city, although its effect is not consistent or statistically significant for all manufacturing 
industries (for example this is the case of primary metals and transportation industries). 
 
Then, as regards to analyze the dynamics from 1970 to 1987 of new high-tech industries on 
the basis of examining electronic components, medical equipment and computers industries, 
(Henderson et al., 1995:1080) use a discrete choice analysis of where new high-tech industries 
chose to locate in 1987 on the basis of 1970 labor market and industrial environment 
conditions94. The results that its study presents are: a) having employment in the predecessor 
industries in 1970 raises the probability of having significant 1987 employment at the time 
that b) having concentration of an industry in a city, the greater the 1987 probability of having 
the industry so as a consequence, c) MAR externalities effects definitely whether the city has 
the industry or not in the past: “for example if a city has significant employment in electronic 

                                                           
93 According to (Henderson et al., 1995:1976), the independent variables as regards regional demand model for 
machinery, electrical machinery, primary metals, transportation and instruments industries which the dependent 
variable is the logarithm of own industry employment in 1987 are: 1) REGIONAL DUMMIES focusing on 11) 
northeast, 12) midwest and 13) south, 2) DISTANCE TO NATIONAL BUSINESS CENTER on the basis of 
capture an access measure from each metropolitan area to the nearest of the 30 Rand McNally national business 
centres, and 3) ALL OTHER MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT (logarithm) which capture the demand for 
products of capital industries. Then, the independent as regards local labor market included in the same 
regressions models are: 4) MANUFACTURING WAGES (logarithm), 5) ADULTS WITH AT LEAST HIGH 
SCHOOL (percentage) and finally 6) ADULTS WITH COLLEGE (percentage). 
94 The independent variables for the probit analysis are: 1) DUMMY VARIABLE (Ii0) which captures significant 
(more than 249 workers) employment own industry in 1970, so MAR EXTERNALITIES, 2) 
CONCENTRATION PAST (P i0) in 1970 which also is a proxy of MAR EXTERNALITIES, then two variables 
as regards DIVERSITY EXTERNALITIES, 3) OVERALL (Dio) and 4) CONDISTIONAL ON SIGNIFICANT 
PAST EMPLOYMENT (DioxIio) and finally a determinant as regards education of labour force, 5) LABOR 
FORCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION which is measured as percentage of professionals. 
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components in 1970 (vs. not) raises the probability of having significant employment in 1987 
from 0,30 to 0,80”, then; as regards Jacobs externalities, the models present that d) the 
coefficients on 1970 lack of diversity in all manufacturing are all fairly large and negative so 
that suggest that Jacobs externalities are important in attracting high-tech industries, although 
strictly speaking, only one is statistically significant at reasonable level (this is the case of 
electronic component industry): “for electronic components, for a city without significant 
1970 employment, a one-standard-deviation decrease in lack of diversity increases the 
probability of 1987 employment from 0,30 to 0,44”; however, when is included a conditional 
probability, where is allowed to control the slope coefficient to vary with whether the city had 
significant 1970 employment or not e) for all high-tech industries in cities without the 
industry in 1970 have large negative (and reasonably significant) coefficients for lack of 
diversity, so these results suggest that f) “Jacobs externalities are important for a city’s 
ability to initially attract new industries: diversity provides a fertile breeding ground for 
childless cities. But they are unimportant for retaining these industries: prior concentration of 
the own predecessor industry is what matters” and finally, e) for computers and medical 
equipment, cities with higher concentrations of workers in higher education and 
miscellaneous professionals also had a higher probabilities of having the industry in 1987: 
“this group of people represents the importance to computer and instruments development of 
interaction with the local basic and applied research sectors of the economy, representing 
dynamic spillover benefits for our industries. So, for example, for a city in the Northeast 
without significant 1970 employment, a one-standard-deviation increase in the proportion of 
higher education and miscellaneous professionals raises the probability of having computers 
in 1987 from 0,21 and 0,31”. 
 
Consequently, (Henderson et al., 1995:1083) point out the following conclusions: because of 
dynamic externalities come from local accumulations of knowledge enhanced by long-term 
relationships and histories of interactions, creating a stock of “local trade secrets” that benefit 
local firms; cities provide a natural laboratory to study the nature and extent of these 
externalities, so a) “for traditional capital goods industries there is a very high degree of 
persistence in employment patterns on the basis that MAR dynamic externalities are 
extremely critical. In particular, employment growth in traditional manufacturing industries 
is higher in cities with high past employment concentrations in the own industry. A history of 
industrial diversity did not have a significant effect on any of these traditional industries, 
except for instruments, suggesting that Jacobs externalities are not so important for mature 
industries”, b) “for newer high-tech industries, by focusing on both in the number of cities 
hosting a particular industry and in employment levels within those cities, high level of past 
industrial diversity increase the probability that a city will attract a high-tech industry. This 
suggests that Jacobs externalities play an important role in the development of the high-tech 
sector. But MAR externalities were also found to play a role in the development of the high-
tech sector. In particular, while Jacobs externalities are important in attracting new 
industries, MAR externalities, rather than Jacobs externalities, are important for retaining the 
industry”. In a similar vein, starting from the contributions of the study carried out by 
(Henderson et al., 1995), the work of (Henderson, 1997a) attempts to extend the investigation 
as regards dynamic externalities and industrial development. 
 
In this sense, (Henderson, 1997a) by using panel data, which in contrast to previous 
aforementioned studies, this technique allows to separate the externalities from fixed effects 
and identification of a lag structure, aims to estimate dynamic agglomeration externalities for 
five capital goods capital industries. In this sense, Henderson’s work is able to solve two 
interrelated problems with examining whether employment today is affected by base period 
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local historical industrial conditions, from 10-30 years ago. As we explained previously, on 
the one hand, rather than the link between the present and the past representing dynamic 
externalities, there could be a location fixed effect in estimation that gives rise to the role of 
history and consequently; that effect captures relatively time invariant unmeasured location 
attributes such as regional resources endowments. On the other, the issue concerning the 
timing, or lag structure to dynamic externalities on the basis of what are the direct and indirect 
effects of industrial environmental conditions from three years, five years, or eight years ago.  
 
Hence, (Henderson, 1997a) defines an econometric model95 which potentially can distinguish 
dynamic externalities from fixed/random effects and identify a lag structure and the timing of 
historical effects through a methodology that is able to estimate the nature, magnitude, and 
timing of dynamic externalities for five industries: primary metals, machinery, electronics, 
transport equipment and instruments by using a 14 year panel for 1977-1990 across 742 U.S. 
urban counties and taking into account a) industrial environment variables and b) market 
variables as a determinants of its econometric model specification96. The results that 

                                                           
95 Starting from a growth model proposed by (Henderson et al., 1995), the study of (Henderson, 1997a) defines 
the following specific estimating equation: 7�� = � + ∑ �/7�,��/�/R. + ∑ î/��,��/�/RH,. + Öå� + �� + =�� + �, 
where (sjt) is own industry scale, in location (j) in time (t); (sj,t-/) are lagged values of the dependent variable, 
where the lag structure is specified to start at (t-1) and run (m) periods; (Xj,t-/) are similarly values of other time 
variant variables, where their lag structure may start at either (t-1) or (t-0), which are interpreted as ‘current’ 
values which for values for /≥ 2 represent a role for the past, where controlling for current realizations, past 
realizations have a direct effect on employment today. Then, according to (Henderson, 1997a:452) the parameter 
(Zj) are measurable time invariant variables, and; the error terms is decomposed into random/fixed effect, (fj), a 
fixed effect, (dt) applying to all localities in time (t), and a contemporaneous drawing (ejt), so (fj) represents the 
influence of time invariant unmeasured characteristics of the local area and (ejt) are generally assumed to be i.i.d 
across time and space. However, (Henderson, 1997a:452) points out that: “this estimation presents the problem 
that the fj are correlated with right-hand side variables, so ordinary least squares estimates are biased and we 
can not disentangle fixed effects from dynamic externalities, as well as this estimation with standard fixed effects 
procedures still results in biased estimates because the contemporaneous error term ejt is correlated with any 
time average of sj,t-/”. Accordingly to this, the second step that (Henderson, 1997a) realizes is differentiate the 
previous estimation specification into: ∆7�� = ∑ �/∆7�,��/�/R. + ∑ î/∆��,��/�/RH + ∆=�� + ∆�, where ∆7�,��/ =7�,��/ − 7�,��/�. and ∆=�,��/ = =�,��/ − =�,��/�., so in this estimation each year is treated as a separate equation 
with sample size equal to the number of localities; and cross-equation constraints are imposed on all coefficients 
other than ant constant term (differenced time dummies), so (α/) and (Ϭ/) are the same across years. Next to that, 
(Henderson, 1997a) points out that the number of equations is the length of the panel, T, minus the length of the 
imposed lag structure m, minus 2, or (T-m-2); of the -2, one is lost in differencing and the other is lost from 
instrumenting. Hence, (Henderson, 1997a:453) states: “First differencing the first equation to get the second one 
introduces by construction simultaneity problems and serial correlation, because, for example, ∆7�,��/and 
∆=�,��/ are correlated with	∆=��. I assume predetermined variables are exogenous, so for year t, variables from t-
2 and before are exogenous. The length of the instruments list for each equation-year increases from year to 
year”. Finally, Henderson’s work estimate its model through using GMM (generalized method of instruments) 
due to this method is efficient in terms of use of instruments, explicitly treats heteroskedasticity in the estimation 
procedure, and consistently estimates coefficients and standard errors and takes the following decision as regards 
the length of the lag structure: setting m=7 or look back 8 years from the current year. As a result, then for a 14-
year panel, (T-m-2=5) so 5 equation-years are used. 
96 The determinants as regards industrial environment that (Henderson, 1997a) defines are: in terms of MAR 
EXTERNALITIES, 1) OWN INDUSTRY COUNTY EMPLOYMENT (in logarithm form, sjt), 2) 
CONCENTRATION OF OWN INDUSTRY COUNTRY EMPLOYMENT (concjt) which is measured as own 
industry employment divided into total country employment in all other industries; in terms of JACOBS 
EXTERNALITIES, 3) NON-DIVERSITY INDEX (HHIjt) which is measured as  the Hirschmann-Herfindahl 
index of 2-digit industry squared employment shares in a city, excluding own industry. Then the determinants 
related to market conditions are: 4) WAGE (in logarithm form) which is calculated as total country payroll in all 
industries divided by total country employment in all industries, excluding own industry and 5) METRO AREA 
EMPLOYMENT (in logarithm form, and excluding county own industry employment). 
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(Henderson, 1997a) reaches on for estimating its econometric model for the five capital goods 
industries through using GMM techniques are:  
 
As regards MAR externalities which are examined through direct externality effect and time 
pattern of externality effects97, the results reveals that: a) the direct effect of pure 
concentration reveal that an increment of one-standard-deviation for any industry, increases 
current employment by 4-5 percent on average, for example in the case of machinery and 
electronics industries is 5 percent, and in the cases of primary metals and transport equipment 
are 4 percent, b) the direct effect according high and low level of concentration present that at 
high concentrations, the direct effects of lagged employment are all positive: “a 1 percent 
increase in own industry employment from five years ago directly increases employment 
today by 0,03 to 0,14 percent with a median of 0,09 per cent” (Henderson, 1997a:462), 
although low concentration reveals that in the case of primary metals and instruments 
industries these direct effects are negative around 0,05 percent and in the cases of other 
industries these effects are positive, around 0,01 and 0,02 percent, c) the largest lagged scale 
effects for electronics and instruments are at /=5 or 6 meanwhile for industries such as 
machinery, primary metals and transport equipment the largest net effects are at /=2-4 or from 
about four years ago, so for the more high tech industries, the largest effects are focused in 
later lag periods; for example: in the case of machinery industry the largest lagged scale 
effects happens at /=1 with 0,09 percent increase or in the case of primary metals is at /=2 
with also an elasticity of 0,09 percent increase, while in the cases of electronics and 
instruments industries its largest lagged scale effects are in /=6 and /=5 with elasticities of 
0,07 and 0,09 percent increase employment in 1990 respectively, d) the direct effect is 
typically a 25-30 percent increase in employment today, specifically: machinery industry is 
0,27 percent; primary metals is 0,25; transport equipment is 0,21 and electronics and 
instruments industries present 0,30 and 0,26 percent correspondingly, e) for net effects at a 
high level of concentration, a set of shocks which raided past own industry employment by 1 
percent in every prior year would increase employment today by 0,11 (in the case of primary 
metals industry) to 0,54 percent (in the case of machinery industry) with a typical value 
around 0,30 percent, so this observation and the previous one (d) suggest large MAR 
externalities however, f) lagged effects generally peter out at /=7 (are small or insignificant, 
so when T=4 and m=8), what this suggest that the critical MAR historical effects diminish or 
evaporate after eight or nine years. 
 
Then related to Jacobs externalities the models suggest that g) diversity plays a significant 
role due to most of coefficients as regards diversity have the expected negative sign: “an 
increase in HHI is a decrease in diversity, which under a Jacobs hypothesis hurts own 
industry employment” (Henderson, 1997a:464), when is examined through the direct effect of 
a permanent one standard deviation increase in diversity on contemporaneous employment, 
the results reveals that h) one standard deviation increases in diversity (HHI) decreases 
current own industry employment by 2 (machinery industry) to 42 percent (instruments 
industry) depending on the industry, with the median effect being 8 percent; or when is 
examined the lag structure then, i) the negative HHI effects appear to persist beyond the 
length of the estimated lag structure, for machinery, primary metals, and transport equipment 
where all coefficients for /=6,7 and 8 are negative and significant: “for these three industries, 
there is a very specific pattern. Diversity from the recent past matters, then effects diminish 

                                                           
97 According to (Henderson, 1997a:460-461) the scale effect which measures for t-/, is the direct effect on today 
(t) of a change in past activity from t-/. Then, as regards lag structure time or pattern of externality effects  is 
related to explain whether immediately preceding or earlier aspect of the historical environment matter most to 
current productivity and hence employment levels. 
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/even becoming perverse), and then diversity from 6-8 years ago strongly matters” so, in this 
sense, dynamic Jacobs effects kick in strongest after five or six years according to that: “a 
diffusion process where it takes time for knowledge to spread and an aging process where 
firms want to observe what types of new information are good”. Next to Jacobs’s externalities, 
the results related to market conditions are: j) market scale present a positive long-run 
elasticity –the effect on own industry county employment of a permanent increase in all other 
metro area employment- for machinery, primary metals, electronic and instruments ranging 
from 0,70 to 2,4 percent respectively and k) wages effect reveals that is negatively associated 
with today employment in 1990 due to the elasticities of the direct effect of a permanent 
increase in wages on employment for the other four industries ranges from -0,36 (machinery 
industry) to -0,84 percent (primary metals industry). 
 
Consequently, (Henderson, 1997a:466) presents as a main conclusions that: a) past own 
industry employment concentrations (MAR externalities) and locational diversity (Jacobs 
externalities) matter for capital goods industries: “together the results indicate that both own 
industry concentration in a county and diversity of employment in the surrounding metro area 
are important for an industry”, b) what suggest a tension for an metropolitan statistical area 
(MSA) in maintaining a strong industrial environment: “cities and countries are highly 
specialized in manufacturing activities, reflecting the benefits of concentration. However, 
having a remaining diversified metro area employment base can be also important”, c) as 
regards lag structure, history matters in the sense that past industrial conditions strongly 
influence productivity and hence employment today, even after removing persistence due to 
fixed effects: “direct effects from several years ago can be more important than effects from 
last year, suggesting an aging, maturing and/or transmission mechanism”, d) increased 
concentration of own industry activity appear to affect employment levels for five or six years 
afterward while for diversity measures, effects appear to persist beyond the seven year which 
entail definitely that e) the presence of dynamic externalities which conditions from four or 
more years ago typically have a greater direct impact than conditions last year, suggesting the 
presence of an aging and transmission mechanism. 
 
In this sense, after Henderson’s studies, there are relevant the works carried out by (Combes, 
2000a, 2000b). The former study, tries to define a new theoretical framework98 as regards 

                                                           
98 (Combes, 2000a) starting from the previous works of(Glaeser et al., 1992) and (Henderson et al., 1995) which 
affirm that dynamic local externalities induce spatial agglomeration of firms and employment and consequently 
they favor localized growth, especially of cities. At this point, Combes’ study states a) that these two studies 
examine whether these dynamics externalities are more important, and thus whether local sectoral growth is 
higher, the higher the concentration of the sector in the city due to MAR externalities and, b) that Glaeser’s and 
Henderson’s works to test it, have regressed the local sectoral employment growth on the share of the sector in 
local total employment, a variable named relative concentration, among other explanatory variables, all 
considered at the initial studies, between 1956 and 1987 and; 1970 and 1987 respectively. Then, from the study 
of these works, (Combes, 2000a) makes evidence that the introduction of such a mean-reversion effect produces 
an over-estimation of MAR externalities that leads to incorrect interpretations of the results, for next to that 
propose an alternative specification. The alternative specification that (Combes, 2000a:3) proposes is based on:  
 
Firstly, let (empz,s,t) and (empz,t) respectively denote the local sectoral and total employment at date (t), where (z) 
stands for the city, and (s) for the sector. Secondly, the dependent variable is the growth rate of the local sectoral 
employment and let (conz,s,t) denote the relative concentration index, the share of sector (s) in local employment, 
and let (Xz,s,t) denote a vector of other variables affecting local growth, but which do not depend on relative 
concentration and on local sectoral employment. Next to this, the question to address for Combes’ work is: does 
an increase in MAR externalities correspond to an increase in relative concentration, holding the local sectoral 
employment constant (which in turns implies that it simply corresponds to a decrease of local total 
employment)? Or, does it correspond to an increase in relative concentration, holding the local total employment 
constant?. Glaeser’s and Henderson’s works adopts the first point and view and consequently use the following 
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MAR externalities and city growth in order to carry out then an empirical analysis of 
economic structure and local growth in France. In this sense, (Combes, 2000a) states that it is 
often argued that MAR externalities reflect in the effect on local sectoral growth of the share 
of the local sectoral employment in local total employment (relative concentration), holding 
the level of the local sectoral employment fixed. However, Combes’ study defense that this is 
misleading, because it is equivalent to study the effect of the local total employment, holding 
the level of the local sectoral employment fixed and consequently, MAR externalities 
correctly reflect in the effect of relative concentration, holding local total employment 
constant and this change of specification significantly reverses the sign of the relative 
concentration effect on local growth such as is revealed in the study of (Combes, 2000b) in 
the case of France between the period of 1984 and 1993. 
 
Consequently, (Combes 2000b) aims to investigate for 52 industry sectors and 42 services 
sectors, how the local economic structure (local sectoral specialization and diversity, 
competition, average size of plants, and total employment density) affects the 1984-1993 
employment growth of 341 local areas which cover all French territory at the time that it 
proposes some methodological innovations in order to clarify the debate on the cause of local 
development on the basis of a) including the replacement of the sectoral local employment 
level by the total local employment level in the explanatory variables, b) the use of a 
Herfindhal index of competition and c) the use of a generalized Tobit model in the estimation. 
In brief, (Combes, 2000b) finds that: the impact of the local economic structure differs in 
industry and services: a) in industrial sectors, local total employment density, competition and 
plant size always reduce local growth, while sectoral specialization and diversity have a 
negative impact on growth, but also increase the growth of a few sectors and b) service 
sectors always exhibit negative specialization effects and positive diversity effects, while 
competition and plant size have a negative impact and density a positive one, but exceptions 
are observed for some sectors. 
 
Hence, to test it in detail, (Combes, 2000b) estimate a set of empirical models99 through 
Probit and Tobit techniques in which the dependent variable is the local employment growth 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

model: log � o�� ,u,#
o�� ,u,#&� = ��(@(:�,f,�& , =;,�,f,�& , ��,f,�&) where they claim that MAR externalities translate into the 

effect on local growth of relative concentration holding local sectoral employment and (Xz,s,t) variables constant. 
Contrary to that, (Combes, 2000a) adopts the second point of view and note that the local sectoral employment 
can be viewed as the product of the relative concentration index and of the local total employment: =;,�,f,�& =o�� ,u,#&
o�� ,#& ∗ 	=;,�,�& = @(:�,f,�& ∗ =;,�,�& and consequently: log � o�� ,u,#

o�� ,u,#&� = ���(@(:�,f,�& , =;,�,�& , ��,f,�&), with 
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, and arguing that MAR externalities 
translate into the effect of relative concentration on local sectoral growth, holding local total employment and 
(Xz,s,t) variables constant. The results that (Combes, 2000a) reach on are that this latter model is more relevant to 
test MAR externalities: a) the local total employment controls for all effects related to the size of the city, b) 
these effects can be either positive, for instance due to a local demand effect, or to high provision of local public 
goods, or negative, due to congestion, for instance on the land market, or on the local transportation network, c) 
the size of the city being controlled, the relative concentration index is next included, which controls for the size 
of the sector in local employment, so it captures MAR externalities, which are understood as net of mean 
reversion and finally d) this effect represents the real impact on local growth of an increase of the local sectoral 
employment. 
99 The reduced form of the regression model that (Combes, 2000b:331) estimates is: ��,f = � + �.'(��7,=�,f
 +�N'(��e��,f
 + �Q'(��7eY=�,f
 + ��'(��@(;,�,f
 + ��'(��=:�,f
, where (yz,s) is the local employment 
growth of sector (s) in zone (z), (I) is an intercept, and (spez,s), (divz,s), (compz,s) and (denz,s) are the explanatory 
variables corresponding respectively to specialization, diversity, average size of plants, competition, and total 
employment density. 
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between 1984 and 1993100 and the independent variables are related to a) specialization 
externalities, b) diversity externalities, c) size of plants, d) competition externalities and e) 
employment density101, all considered at the initial date, 1984. This set of empirical models 
are referred to a) global regressions on the basis of industry regressions (52 sectors) and 
services regressions (42 sectors), b) sectoral regressions for industries (52 regressions, one for 
each sector), c) sectoral regressions for services (42 regressions one for each sector) and 
finally d) short-run effects between 1984 and 1993. 
 
The results that (Combes, 2000b:338-350) reaches on the first, second and third sets of 
empirical models are: as regards employment density, a) concerning global elasticity, the 
elasticity is negative for industry and non-significant for services –below 90 of significance-, 
(-0,161 and -0,040, respectively), b) no industrial sector presents a positive elasticity whereas 
it is negative for 15 of them, 11 elasticities being between -0,1 and -0,3, c) on the contrary, 
only 2 service sectors have a negative elasticity (health services and social work services, with 
elasticities of -0,055 and -0,231 correspondingly), and for 5 others, it is higher than 0,1 (non-
food wholesale trade, inter-industrial wholesale trade, hotel and restaurant services, road 
transport and, consulting) at the time that many other are positive but non-significant (18 
services sectors out of 42 sectors); related to specialization, in most cases, no localization 
economies are found, and in fact, a negative effect of specialization is observed, d) in the 
global regressions, specialization negatively affects growth, slightly for industry (with a 
elasticity value of -0,088) and more for services (with a elasticity of -0,211) which is 
confirmed by the regressions on each sector, e) for 10 industrial sectors, the elasticities are 
lower than -0,1, whereas they are lower than -0,5 for 4 sectors of services and between -0,5 
and -0,1 for 14 others, f) thirteen sectors experience a positive effect of specialization, but no 
service sector has a significant positive elasticity for specialization, and the contrary is only 

                                                           
100 According to (Combes, 2000b:336) the dependent variable is the difference between the employment growth 
of sector (s) in (ZE) (z) between 1984 and 1993 and the national employment growth of this sector in France 

during the same period, expressed as follows: ��,f = '(� �o�� ,u,"!!"
o�� ,u,"!#$� − '(� �o��u,"!!"

o��u,"!#$� where (empz,s,t) and 

(emps,t) (t=1984, 1993) are employment levels in sector (s) at date (t) in (ZE) (z) and France, respectively. 
101 As (Combes, 2000b:336-338) presents, the independent variables that its study defines are: 1) 
SPECIALIZATION INDEX which is measured as the ratio of the employment share of sector (s) in (ZE) (z) 
divided by this ratio at the national level as follows: 7,=�,f = o�� ,u/o�� 

o��u/o�� , where (empz) and (emp) are the total 
employment and (empz,s) and (emps) are the sectoral employment in (ZE) (z) and France, respectively; 2) 
DIVERSITY INDEX which is measured as the inverse of the Herfindahl index of sectoral concentration based 
on the share of all sectors, except the one considered and; normalized by the same variable computed at the 

French level such as:e��,f =
./∑ (o�� ,u�/(o�� �o�� ,u))¦%u�Á"u�&u
./∑ (o��u�/(o���o��u))¦%u�Á"u�&u

, where (S) is the total number of sectors and where 

the numerator is maximum when all sectors except the one considered have the same size in the (ZE); 
consequently this indicator reflects the sectoral diversity faced by sector (s) in this zone and is therefore not 
necessarily negatively linked with the own local specialization of sector (s), 3) INTERNAL ECONOMIES OF 
SCALE INDEX is measured as the inverse of average size of plants located in (ZE) (z), normalized by the 
average size plants in the sector in France as follows: 7eY=�,f = o�� ,u/_'� ,u

o��u/_'�u , where (nbrz,s) and (nbrs) are the 
number of plants belonging to sector (s) in (ZE) (z) and France respectively; 4) COMPETITION INDEX which 
is calculated as the inverse of a local Herfindahl index of productive concentration on the basis of computing on 
the employment share of the plants in the given sector belonging to the same ZE and; divided by the same 
indicator computed at the national level as follows: @(;,�,f = ./∑ (o�� ,u,�/o�� ,u)¦�∈ 

./∑ (o��u,�/o��u)¦� , where (empz,s,i) and (emps,i) 

are the employment of plant (i) belonging to sector (s) and located in (ZE) (z) and France respectively, and 
finally 5) EMPLOYMENT DENSITY to control for the differences in ZEs0 areas and which is calculated as 
follows: =:� = o�� 

l�ol , where (areaz) is the area of (ZE) z. 
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observed in three industrial sectors: glass industry with an elasticity of 0,166, manufacture of 
office machinery and computers with an elasticity of 0,482 and, miscellaneous industries with 
an elasticity of 0,159; next to specialization externalities, as diversity economies, g) it 
presents a lower, in absolute value and on average than the specialization effect, h) it is 
positively associated with service sector employment growth with an elasticity of 0,058 and 
negatively associated with industrial sector growth with an elasticity of -0,051, i) diversity 
elasticity is higher than 0,3 for two service sectors (specialized non-food retail trade, and 
insurance and plus three others but non-significantly) and is between 0,1 and 0,3 for five 
others (food wholesale trade, food retail trade, financial services, pension funding and social 
security services and, education services), j) no service sector has a significant negative 
elasticity for diversity, whereas it is lower than -0,1 for five industrial sectors and, k) many 
traditional industries experience a negative but non-significant effect, so according to 
(Combes, 2000b:348) some evidence of urbanization externalities is found for services, and 
there is a presumption that they exist for a few high-tech industrial sectors; then, in terms of 
competition externalities, the models reveals that l) global regressions show that local 
competition has a negative effect on growth in industry and is not significant in services (with 
elasticities of -0,030 and -0,011 correspondingly), m) the elasticity is lower than -0,3 for 10 
industrial and 4 services sectors and between -0,3 and -0,1 for 9 industrial and 4 services 
sectors and n) competition has a positive effect in only five service sectors (holdings with an 
elasticity of 0,143, education services with an elasticity of 0,390, health services with an 
elasticity of 0,093, social work services with an elasticity of 0,143 and, miscellaneous services 
with an elasticity of 0,138) which is never observed for industry sectors, and finally; as 
regards internal economies of scale by means of firm size the models point out that o) the 
plants’ average size has a negative impact on growth in global regressions for both industry 
and services (with elasticities of -0,154 and -0,110 respectively), p) 9 industrial and 12 
services sectors present an elasticity lower than -0.3 and for 8 industrial and 1 services 
sectors, it is between -0,1 and -0,3, and r) no industrial sector presents a positive elasticity, 
whereas this occurs in 5 services sectors what could entail that the negative elasticities of size 
may simply reflect on the one hand; a firm’s life-cycle effect which is based on new firms are 
in general of small size and are able to grow faster, whereas, once they have reached their 
optimal size, their employment stops expanding or, on the other hand, may reflect that 
information spillovers are more important for small firms due to in industry, high-tech sectors 
such as electronic equipment, and precision equipment are among the ones which experience 
the strongest effect (with elasticities of -0,330 and -0,437 correspondingly), so consequently, 
adaptability and flexibility can be higher in small firms. 
 
Then, the results that (Combes, 2000b:350-351) points out as regards the delay with which the 
economic structure affects growth (short-run effect)102 with the aim to compare with the 
results achieved by (Henderson, 1997a) which shows that the strongest effect of localization 
externalities arises after three of four years, whereas urbanization externalities show a lag of 
up to eight years are: a) these effects are significantly smaller than the previous global 
regressions results (considered as middle-run ones), b) both for industry and services, no 
estimate which is significant in the short- and middle-run effect is roughly the sum of the 
short-run ones, and the economic structure influences growth in the same direction, whatever 
the horizon, c) concerning services, the diversity effect, which is positive but small in the 
middle-run (previous global regressions for industry and services), is non-significant in the 
short-run and finally d) density and competition, which were non-significant in the middle-

                                                           
102 To do so, Combes’ study regresses the annual growth rate (between years t and t+1) on the current economic 
structure (at date t), pooling all years between 1984 and 1992 and perform global regressions for industry and 
services, respectively.  
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run in global regressions, now affect growth positively (in services sectors), as they do for 
some sectors in the previous global regressions (in the middle-run) what confirms that that 
these variables influence growth in a different way depending on the sector. 
 
Consequently, the main conclusions that (Combes, 2000b:351-352) present are: a) industrial 
and services sectors react to density and diversity in an opposite way: “in most cases, these 
factors favor local services employment growth, probably due to market-based effects arising 
from the local presence of large and diversified input and output markets and to possible 
inter-sectoral information spillovers. Thus, urbanization economies emerge in many services 
sectors. Density and diversity mainly slow down employment growth in industry, probably 
due to congestion effects increasing the costs of local inputs, such as land and local 
transportation”, b) in industry as in services, very few localization economies are found: “this 
may be explained by the presence of an asymmetric effect, which remains to be tested: 
specialization would enhance local growth during expansion periods but it would also favor 
employment decline during recessions, inducing adaptability problems”, c) concerning 
competition, the direct dispersive price effects dominate, in almost all sectors, except in at few 
services, possibly reflecting in this case positive agglomeration effects due to imperfect 
information and finally, d) local externalities are general external to plants. 
 
Next to the work carried out by (Combes 2000b), the study of (Henderson, 2003b) as we 
explained previously (productivity growth and, urban concentration and urbanization; see 
pages 30-32 of this Section 2.2), and the research of (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003) have 
contributed significantly to the specialized literature as regards agglomeration economies and 
growth. In this sense, compared to economic growth (Combes’ work) the investigation 
conducted by (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003) examine the determinants of urban growth between 
the period of 1980 and 2000 at metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) and city level, reaching 
briefly in the following findings: a) cities with strong human capital bases grew faster than 
cities without skills, b) people moved to warmer, drier places, c) cities built around 
automobile replaced cities that rely on public transportation and, d) although the negative 
impact of population density diminished slightly in the 1990s, there is no real evidence for a 
return to large, dense cities. Therefore, to a certain point, Glaeser and Shapiro’s study tries to 
extend the previous work of (Glaeser et al., 1995) which also examines the influence of 
agglomeration on urban growth.  
 
To test it empirically, (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003) estimate an urban growth model103 in order 
to examine the determinants of growth between 1980 and 2000 across 275 MSAs and, 935 

                                                           
103 (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:142-143) borrow the urban models proposed by (Glaeser et al., 1995). 
Consequently, Glaeser and Shapiro’s study follows the next empirical procedure: 1) by taking the following 
production local function ������ñ ��ò , where (Ait) is city level productivity, (Kit) is city level capital, and (Lit) is 
city level labor, which is assumed to be equal to z times total city population (denoted Nit), where 0<z<1; 
(Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:143) define the following equation, 2) log(U��) = q� + .

.�ñ�ò log(���) +
.�ñ

.�ñ�ò log	((�#½�#), where (Cit) is a city-level consumption amenity index, (Pit) represent city-level prices and (θt) is a 
term that is constant across cities, thus; city level population is increasing in city-level productivity and city-level 
consumption amenities and declining in city-level prices; at this point by 3) supposing that each city (i) has a set 
of (K) scalar characteristics, denoted (Xi1,…, Xik,…, XiK,…,), letting (Xi) to be a vector of these characteristics and 
assuming that log(���) = ���Ö� + î�� + ã�� and, log(G��/+��) = ���K� + Ý��, where	ã�� and Ý�� are error terms that 
are orthogonal in both levels and changes to any observable characteristics, and where (βt) and (Kt) are vectors of 
coefficients corresponding to the city-level characteristics then is possible to define 4) î��ó. − î�� = ���� 	 + Î��  
where Î��  is a completely error terms and define such as (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003) present, the definitely the 
estimated growth equation 5) '(� 2v�#é"

v�# 6 = Δq + .
.�ñ�ò∑ ªÖ	�ó. − Ö	� + (1 − �)(K	�ó. − K	�) + 		«	 ��	 + ���  
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cities (between 1980 and 1990) and 1060 cities (between 1990 and 2000) respectively. In this 
sense, the determinants are focused on three urban characteristics: a) density, b) weather and 
c) human capital104 and, the hypothesis to be corroborated are: 1) testing is whether there has 
been an increased demand for large, dense cities in the 1990s through looking density and 
transportation and determine whether the impact of these variables associated with such cities 
and MSAs have changed between the 1980s and the 1990s, 2) testing whether the impact of 
the weather has changed during the same period of time and, 3) testing if the influence of 
human capital matters for city growth between 1980 and 2000. Consequently, three kinds of 
growth models arise to be estimated in the study carried out by (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003). 
 
The results as regards the first hypothesis that (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:153-154) reach on 
are: as regards city level scale, a) the growth in the land area variable is always extremely 
significantly different from zero, but there is no statistically significant change in the size of 
the coefficient between the 1980s and the 1990s (an elasticity of 0,4428 between 1990-2000 
and 0,3771 between 1980-1990): “the coefficient of 0,44 tells us that a 10 log point increase 
in land area is associated with 4,4 log point increase in population”, b) in general regional 
dummies are all significantly negative, which means that the west grew significantly faster 
than the other three regions at the time that these regional effects got significantly smaller in 
1990s, c) at city level both control variables as regards median age of the population and the 
percentage of the labor force in manufacturing although the former exert a  negative effect 
and the latter variable a positive one, they are statistically insignificant, c) initial population 
effect is insignificantly statistically in both periods from 1990-2000 and 1980-1990, showing 
an elasticities of -0,0062 and -0,0109 respectively, d) the impact of population density is 
statistically significant, but small: “the elasticity growth with respect to population density is -
0,035. Furthermore, the impact of density is significantly closer to zero than it was in the 
1980s. This provide some weak evidence for the view that traditional cities are making a 
comeback –density is not as bad for growth as it used to be. Of course, this change is not the 
same as density being good for growth”, e) driving alone to work strongly predicts growth in 
the sense that car cities are clearly gaining relative to other areas, although there is no change 
in this coefficient between the 1980s and the 1990s (0,0030 and 0,0034 correspondingly), f) 
public transport use exerts a negatively effect to predicts growth: “those cities with more than 
the median level of public transportation use (2,1 percent) grew by 3,1 log points less than 
those cities with lower than the median level of public transportation” although the magnitude 
of this coefficient has declined since the 1980s, but that decline is not significant (-0,0452 
between the period 1980-1990 and -0,0310 between the period 1990-2000; then as regards 
MSA level, the results of the empirical growth models reveals that g) there is no change in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
where (���) is a completely orthogonal error terms and thus, if a characteristic (Xk) such as weather, positively 
predicts growth, it may occur for three reasons, a) this (Xk) variable may have become more important in the 
production process, so this would mean that βkt+1>βkt, or b) this (Xk) variable may have become more important 
to consumers either by lowering the cost of living or raising the general set of local amenities what this would 
entail that Kkt+1>Kkt or finally, c) this (Xk) variable increases the technological rate growth; meaning that 		 > 0.  
104 The independent variables that (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003) define are: as regards density 1) CITY 
POPULATION SIZE, 2) CITY DENSITY (per square mile); then related to transportation, 3) SHARE OF 
PEOPLE WHO DRIVE TO WORK ALONE and, 4) SHARE OF PEOPLE WHO TAKE PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION; next to this, in terms of weather, 5) MEAN JANUARY TEMPERATURE, 6) MEAN 
JULY TEMPARATURE, and 7) AVERAGE PRECIPITATION; finally as regards city level human capital, 8-9) 
SHARE OF POPULATION WITH HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE DEGREES, 10) AVERAGE PER 
CAPITA INCOME in the city (in logarithm form) and, 11) SHARE OF THE POPULATION IN POVERTY. In 
addition, in order to test the three hypothesis related to growth and, density, weather and human capital, (Glaeser 
and Shapiro, 2003) includes the following additional variables: 12) REGION DUMMIES on the basis of 
northeast, midwest and south, 13) LAND AREA GROWTH (in logarithm form), 14) MEDIAN AGE and finally, 
15) FRACTION OF EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING. 
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size of the regional dummies between 1980s and the 1990s, h) now metropolitan areas with 
older residents in the 1980s are positively associated with growth but not between 1990-2000, 
i) in the 1990s, the effect of manufacturing on MSA growth is significantly negative, but the 
negative effect of manufacturing is weaker than in the 1980s (-0,0021 compared to -0,057) 
and, j) more populated MSAs actually grow more than smaller MSAs over 1980-2000 (due to 
the positive elasticity of 0,0131 and 0,0100 between both periods, 1990-2000 and 1980-1990, 
respectively) but other density measures are not statistically significant. 
 
Then, the results as regards the second hypothesis focused on urban growth and weather that 
(Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:154-158) reach on are: as regards city level scale, a) the effect of 
average January is in both cases significant, but the coefficient is much smaller in the 1990s 
(an elasticity of 0,0047 between 1980-1990 compared to an elasticity of 0,0014 between 
1990-2000), b) the connection between July temperature and growth is much bigger than the 
connection between January temperature and growth: “a 10 degree increase in the warmth of 
July temperatures leads to a 6,5 percent higher growth rate in the 1990s” and, although this 
represent an increase over the 1980s due to the elasticity during this period is 0,0050, it is not 
statistically significant, c) the effect of rainfall on growth in the 1990s is not statistically 
significant: “in the 1980, rain did significantly and negatively predict growth, but the 
difference between the 1980s and the 1990s, is not statistically significant”, so d) in the 
1980s, January temperature and rainfall are the dominant weather variables, whereas in the 
1990s, July temperature is the dominant weather variable; then as regards MSAs regressions, 
the results point out that e) the patterns are identical to those in the city level, except for the 
fact that precipitation does not matter at all. 
 
Finally, the results as regards the third hypothesis that (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:158-162) 
reach on are: related to city level scale, a) the share of population with a high school degree is 
positively predicts later urban growth: “a one standard deviation increase in this variable (10,6 
percent) increases the growth rate of a city by 4,3 log points” at the time that there is no 
change in the size of this coefficient between the 1980s and the 1990s, b) the share of the 
population with college degree also exert a positive statistically impact on growth: “a one 
standard deviation increase in this variable (11,8 percentage points) increases the growth rate 
by 2,3 log points and also there is no important changes between 1980-1990 and 1990-2000, 
c) the coefficient of per capita income is positive, so income predicts growth: “the elasticity of 
growth with respect to income in 0,16 in the 1990s and 0,11 in the 1980s”, although between 
the 1980s and the 1990s it is not statistically significant, d) poverty rate exert a statistically 
negative impact in both periods: “a one standard deviation increase in the poverty rate (8 
percent) is related to a 6,2 log point decrease in the city growth rate”, then as regards MSA 
results, e) the effect of high school graduates is positive but only statistically significant 
during the period 1990-2000, f) the effect of college graduates are more dominant: “a one 
standard deviation increase in this variable (5,9 percent points) is related to a four log point 
increase in the growth rate of MSAs, g) capita income in the MSA strongly predict urban 
growth in the 1990s, but not in the period 1980 and 1990. 
 
Consequently, the main contribution that (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003:164) present is that: 
within the U.S. territory, both at city and MSA level, during the period of time between 1980 
and 2000, urban growth is driven by the increasing importance of consumers and their tastes 
for private transport rather than public one, good weather (and not precipitation oriented 
weather), and the skill base of the local community, so its study concludes by pointing out 
that: “urban planner who want to attract resident would do better to worry about the human 
capital level than on providing denser downtowns”. 
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After Glaeser and Shapiro’s work, in the literature appears a set of works that attempt to 
analyze the spatial effects of agglomeration and growth in Europe, specifically through 
studying Netherlands as study case. These set of research are conducted by the studies carried 
out by (van Soest et al., 2006; van Oort, 2007; Frenken et al., 2007 and; Burger et al., 2010). 
The first research conducted by (van Soest et al., 2006) aims to investigate the extent which 
agglomeration economies in one location affect employment growth and establishments 
births, across 416 (postal) zip code areas (which are less than 6 km2 in size) by using data 
from the Dutch province of South-Holland. The main findings that van Soest’s work point out 
are that agglomeration economies positively affect employment growth, but with the possible 
exception of manufacturing which this agglomeration effect dies out quickly with distance at 
the time that the results that this work reaches on as regards establishment births will be 
explained later, also in this Section 2.2.  
 
Hence, to text empirically the spatial agglomeration effects on employment growth across 416 
zip code areas between the period 1988 and 1997, (van Soest et al., 2006) estimate a growth 
model105 which the dependent variable is the growth of economic activity over this period of 
time and the determinates are related to a) a vector of variables reflecting agglomeration 
economies, b) a vector of variables reflecting agglomeration economies at other locations 
(agglomeration neighbourhood effect on employment growth) and, c) a vector of control 
variables106. In addition, to address heterogeneity among locations and endogeneity issues of 

                                                           
105 According to (van Soest, 2006:882), the conceptual framework that its study uses to investigate effects of 
agglomeration economies on economic activity is synthesized in the following equation: X�	 = ����	, ���, å	
 +ã�	, where (Yjk) denotes a measure of growth of economic activity over the period 1988-1997 in industry (j), zip 
code area (k); (Ajk) denotes a vector of variables reflecting agglomeration economies in industry j, zip code area 
(k) measured in 1988; (Ajo) denotes a vector of variables reflecting agglomeration economies at other location in 
1988; and finally (Zk) denotes a vector of controls. 
106 The independent variables that (van Soest et al., 2006:885) define as regards a) agglomeration economies, are 
really similar to those used by (Glaeser et al., 1992) and (Lucio et al., 2002); the variables are: 1) 
CONCENTRATION OF AN INDUSTRY in a zip code is measured using the location quotient which is the 
percentage of a zip code’s employment in an industry in 1988 divided by the corresponding South-Holland 
percentage in 1988 as follows: G(:@=:<9�<e(: = o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	^�hl���_	�/���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	^�hl���_	�

o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	�wo	�o¼��_/���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�wo	�o¼��_ 
where this variable is expected to contribute positively to employment growth, 2) LOCAL COMPETITION 
which is measured by the 1988 ratio of establishments per worker in a zip code-industry to establishments per 
worker in that industry: G(;,=<e<e(: = ����f	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	^�hl���_	�/o��^�Ëoof	�_	�_��f��Ë				�_	^�hl���_	�����f	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	�wo	�o¼��_/o��^�Ëoof	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	�wo	�o¼��_ where, 
larger values of this measure mean that establishments in a zip code-industry are relatively small as compared to 
the size of establishments in that industry in the province; and finally 3) LACK OF INDUSTRIAL DIVERSITY 
in a zip code; measured by the percentage of employment in 1988 in the five largest industries, excluding the one 
under observation::  �@�	(�	e�=97e<� = o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�wo	���o	��wo�	'�¼¼of�	�_��f���of	�_	^�hl���_	�

���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	^�hl���_	� . Then, the 
independent variables that (van Soest et al., 2006:886) define related to b) agglomeration economies at other 
locations are based on distance-weighted versions of the three previous agglomeration independent variables. So, 
these variables calculated according that (dij) is the distance (in kilometers) between two location (i) and (j) and 

they are: 4) Bè	G(:@=:<9�<e(: = ∑ "
Æ�b�&b ��_��f��Ë		�fo��^�Ë�o_�	�_	^�hl���_	�
/	∑ "

Æ�b�&b (���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	^�hl���_	�)
�_��f��Ë		�f	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�wo	�o¼��_/���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�wo	�o¼��_ , 

5) Bè	G(;,=<e<e(: = ∑ "
Æ�b�&b (����f	�_	�wo	�_��f��Ë	�_	^�hl���_	�)/	∑ "

Æ�b�&b (o��^�Ëoof	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	^�hl���_	�)
����f	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	�wo	�o¼��_/o��^�Ëoof	�_	�_��f��Ë			�_	�wo	�o¼��_  and 

finally 6) Bè	 �@�	(�	e:-7<9e�'	e�=97e<� = ∑ "
Æ�b�&b (o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	�wo	f�¥	'�¼¼of�	�_��f���of	�_	^�hl���_	�)

∑ "
Æ�b�&b (���l^	o��^�Ë�o_�	�_	^�hl���_	�) . Finally, 

the independent variables that (van Soest et al., 2006:886) determine as regards, c) control variables in order to 
capture the scale of activity in a zip-code industry, the overall scale of economic activity in a zip code, and the 
spatial layout of economic activity in the province of South-Holland, are: 7) INDUSTRY WAGE RATE in 1988, 
8) TOTAL EMPLOYMENT in the zip code-industry in 1988, 9) ITS DISTANCE-WEIGHTED OF TOTAL 
EMPLOYMENT in 1988, 10) TOTAL EMPLOYMENT in the zip code outside the industry under consideration 
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explanatory variables, van Soest’s study includes fixed effects by using dummy variables for 
each of the 69 municipalities and 31 different industries represented in its dataset at the time 
that all independent variables are constructed in the initial year of the period, in 1988. Next to 
that, the employment growth model is estimated by using OLS (ordinary least squares)107 
techniques by considering a) global regressions (all industries) and, b) only consumer 
services, producer services and manufacturing sectors in the growth regressions. 
 
The results that (van Soest et al., 2006:890-892) reach on as regards estimating a global 
regressions models, one without considering neighbourhood effect and another one by taking 
into account all three set of determinants are: a) both specifications reveals an adjusted R2 of 
0,21 which is comparatively low with other literature studies but reasonable due to the small 
size of the South-Holland zip codes, b) both specifications shows that within-zip code 
industrial diversity and competition foster employment growth between the period of 1988 
and 1998 (with an elasticities of -0,689 and 0,131 for the former specification respectively, 
and with an elasticities of -0,658 and 0,144 for the latter specification correspondingly) while 
c) the industrial specialization variable performs poorly (with elasticities of -0,009 and -0,007 
respectively and its impact is not statistically significant), d) the latter specification reveal that 
coefficients of the three distance-weighted agglomeration economies measures 
(neighbourhood effects) are not significant determinants of employment growth at the 5 
percent level, e) in fact, the only distance-weighted control variable that shows up 
significantly is the one with respect to industry outside the zip code, which entail that the 
more the employment in the same industry outside the zip code, the lower the rate of growth 
of the zip code-industry under consideration, so as a consequence, according to van Soest’s 
work points out, f) “these outcome suggest that agglomeration economies affect local 
employment growth, but that effects of agglomeration economies in one location on 
employment growth in other locations die out quickly with distance”, g) employment growth 
is higher in work areas as dummy variable reveals, the same as, higher in areas with higher 
initial wages, and higher in zip codes that are farther from the Rotterdam harbor and finally h) 
the industry’s 1988 employment in a zip code, total zip code employment, and proximity to 
Amsterdam and Utrecht have no discernable effect on employment growth. Then, as regards 
the regressions related to consumer services, producer services and manufacturing, the results 
that (van Soest et al., 2006:892) reach on are: a) in the producer services and manufacturing 
regressions, coefficients of the distance-weighted agglomeration economy measures are not 
significant at the 5 percent level, b) in the regressions for consumer services, the coefficient of 
distance-weighted lack of industrial diversity is positive and significant at the 1 percent level 
and the coefficient of distance-weighted concentration is negative and significant at the time 
that distance-weighted competition is found not to significantly affect growth rates, c) 
consequently, van Soest’s work states: “these results suggest that firms in the consumer 
services industry tend to growth slower if they are locally concentrated, but grow faster if the 
region itself is specialized in just a few other industries” and finally, d) the coefficient of 
own-zip code competition is positive and significant at the 5 percent level in all three 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
in 1988, 11) its DISTANCE-WEIGHTED OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT in 1988, 12) DUMMY VARIABLE 
which indicates whether the zip code is primarily industrial as opposed to residential in 1988 and 13) variables 
indicating distance in kilometers to Amsterdam, Rotterdam harbor and Utrecht. 
107 Next to estimating the regression models by using OLS techniques, (van Soest et al., 2006) in order to check 
for robustness re-estimated its employment growth models by using a spatial lag model (SLM). The results that 
its study reaches on are similar than the results that its study finally presents. Hence, according to (van Soest et 
al., 2006:893) the results are: a) coefficients of the spatially lagged dependent variables are positive, but not 
significant at the 5 percent level and b) coefficient estimates suggest that both own-zip code industrial diversity 
and competition positively affect employment growth, but that coefficients of distance-weighted agglomeration 
economy measures are not significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level. 
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regressions (consumer services, producer services and manufacturing) and the coefficient of 
own-zip code industrial concentration is negative and significant (at the 5 percent level) in the 
consumer services regressions, but not in the producer services and manufacturing. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions to the literature that (van Soest et al., 2006:897) states 
as conclusion are: a) agglomeration economies do contribute to growth: “industrial diversity 
is found to consistently promote employment growth. The presence of many small 
establishments (interpreted as a measure of local competition) promotes employment growth. 
Local industrial concentration, on the other hand, is a weak determinant of employment 
growth” at the time that its results are roughly consistent with those of (Glaeser et al., 1992) 
and, b) agglomeration economies are highly localized: “the own-zip code agglomeration 
indicators have a much stronger effect on growth than indicators of agglomeration in nearby 
zip codes” although in this study, the unit under observation, zip codes, size on average only 
about 6 km2 what may entail the reason for that agglomeration economies in a zip code appear 
to have a little effect on employment growth elsewhere. 
 
Next to van Soest’s study, the work carried out by (van Oort, 2007) building on the previous 
research of (Glaeser et al., 1992) and (Henderson et al., 1995) focuses on the inter- and intra-
industry measurement of growth externalities by using small spatial and sectoral units of 
analyses in the Netherlands in order to control for essential aspects of spatial and sectoral 
dependence. Therefore, by using longitudinal micro-data at the establishment level and 
aggregated into 580 municipalities in the Netherlands, (van Oort, 2007) examine how 
agglomeration economies are related to employment growth in firms between the period 1991 
and 1997 by taking into account spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity (regimes)108. To 
do so, van Oort’s study estimate two sets of growth models: 1) as regards Dutch city-industry 
such as proposed by (Glaeser et al., 1992) and, 2) related to four broad Dutch sectors 
(industrial, distribution, producer and consumer service growth) such as proposed by 
(Henderson et al., 1995), including in this case spatial dependence and regimes, and which the 
determinants of both kinds of employment growth models are related to a) agglomeration 
economies (concentration, competition and diversity) and, b) a set of control variables109; all 

                                                           
108 The study of (van Oort, 2007:9-10) addresses structure of proximity (contiguous nearness on the municipal 
level) and heterogeneity (urban hierarchical and regional spatial dependence) by capturing them in spatial lag 
estimates (of dependent and independent variables) and non-contiguous spatial regimes respectively. In this 
sense, the spatial coefficient in spatial lag estimation shows whether the dependent variable in the empirical 
models (employment growth) is dependent on neighbouring values of this dependent variable. After testing for 
different distance weight matrixes, van Oort’s study decides to takes into account first order distance weights 
(w_1) in its empirical analysis. Then, as regards spatial heterogeneity which is modeled through spatial regimes, 
involving change-of-slope regression estimation over various types of locations that theoretically perform 
differently, (van Oort, 2007:10) define three sets of spatial regimes, each indication aspects of urban structures at 
different spatial scales: 11) national zoning spatial regimes in the Netherlands on the basis of Randstad 
agglomeration, intermediate zone and finally periphery, 12) Randstad spatial regimes on the basis of north wing, 
south wing and other, 2) Connectedness or Access spatial regimes in the Netherlands focusing on access or non 
access on the basis of core, suburban, dependent and autonomous; and finally, 3) urban spatial regimes on the 
basis of small cities (<45000), medium-sized cities (between 45000 and 200000) and large cities (>200000). 
109 The dependent variable in both models is the EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 1991-1997 which is measured for 
each sector as the change in the natural logarithm of employment. The independent variables that (van Oort, 
2007) defines are related to a) agglomeration economies and b) control variables. As regards the former group, 
the variables are: 1) CONCENTRATION which is the share of the sector’s employment in total employment in 
the municipality, divided by the sector’s employment share in total employment in the Netherlands, 2) 
COMPETITION which is the number of establishments per worker in a municipality divided by the Netherlands 
establishments/worker ratio, and finally three measures of Jacobs externalities, 3) SHARE which is calculated of 
employment share of the 5 largest sectors in total regional development, 4) GINI which is gini coefficient for the 
distribution of employment over sectors in the municipality under observation, 5) HHI which is the Hirschman-
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constructed in the initial year of the period, in 1991, in order to address possible problems of 
simultaneity of the explanatory variables. The former set of models are estimated through 
OLS techniques considering all sectors and only manufacture ones, while the latter ones are 
estimated through OLS (ordinary least squares), FGLS (feasible generalized least squares) 
and SLM (spatial lag model) depending on the industry which is being analyzed. 
 
The results that (van Oort, 2007:16-17) reach on related to the former set of regression models 
(regarding with Dutch city-industry) are110: a) values of R2 are 0,18 for the all sectors 
regression and 0,20 for the manufacturing regression, indicating consequently that the 
explanatory power of both equations is low, b) the coefficient of concentration is negative and 
significantly different from zero at conventional level (-0,020 and 0,016 for all sectors and 
manufacturing ones respectively) what entail that these results do not support the MAR and 
Porter hypotheses, c) the coefficient of competition also goes against MAR (0,154 and 0,369 
correspondingly), as more competition is found to increase growth in both manufacturing and 
non-manufacturing industries, d) the various measures of sectoral diversity are statistically 
insignificant as regards all sectors (with an elasticity of -0,172 and a t-value of -0,934) but 
there is evidence that industrial diversity matters in determining growth in manufacturing 
sectors due to the coefficient of the Gini index is negative and significant (with an elasticity of 
-1,323 and a significance value of -2,236); then as regards control variables, e) growth of 
employment between 1991 and 1997 is positive and highly in all sectors but is not significant 
at conventional level in manufacture ones and finally, f) the distinctions of Randstad and 
intermediate zone are virtually not significant for overall employment growth rates from 1991 
to 1997 as analyzed by city-industries. 
 
Then, the results that (van Oort, 2007:17-26) reach on related to the latter set of regression 
models (regarding an analysis of four Dutch sectors: industrial, distribution, producer and 
consumer service growth) are: as regards industrial employment growth111, a) the negative 
municipal coefficient for concentration is in line with the previous city-industry analyses 
(with an elasticity of -0,191 for example in the OLS estimation), although the spatial lag of 
this variable is positive and significant (with an elasticity of 0,663 for example as regards 
OLS estimation), b) diversity (negative coefficient by means of gini indicator) and 
competition (positive coefficient) show no significant relation with industrial employment 
growth (although diversity exert a statistically impact on industrial employment growth when 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Herfindahl coefficient for the distribution of employment over sectors in the municipality under observation, 6) 
GROWTH which is the change in the natural logarithm of total employment excluding the municipality under 
consideration, 7) INITIAL WAGE which is measured as the natural logarithm of (regional) sectoral wages rates, 
8) WAGE GROWTH which is calculated as the change in natural logarithm of (regional) sectoral wage rates, 9) 
INITIAL EMPLOYMENT which is measured by natural logarithm of initial municipality employment, 10) 
WORKAREA which is a dummy variable indicating whether  the municipality’s function is predominantly 
work-oriented as opposed to residential, 11) INDUSTRIAL SITES which is a dummy variable indicating more 
than Netherlands average of opened up industrial sites (IS) in the municipality over the estimation period relative 
to the stock of IS, 12) LACK OF ACCESSBILITY which is calculated as the distance from municipality’s 
centre to nearest highway exit or intercity railway station, 13) POPULATION GROWTH which is measured as 
the change in natural logarithm of the municipality’s population size, 14) RANDSTAD which is a dummy 
indicating location within the country’s core economic region and finally 15) INTERM.ZONE which is a 
dummy indicating location in area between core and periphery in the Netherlands. 
110 In this case, the independent variables that van Oort’s study uses are: concentration, competition, gini, 
growth, initial wage, initial Employment, wage growth, Randstad and intermediate zone. 
111 The independent variables that (van Oort, 2007) uses related to industrial employment growth are: 
concentration, concentration (spatially lag variable), gini, competition, employment in 1991, wage in 1991 and 
growth wage between 1991 and 1997. In this case the models are specially estimated through using 1) OLS 
techniques, 2) FGLS techniques considering urban spatial regimes and 3) FGLS techniques taking into account 
Randstad spatial regimes. 
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is considered urban spatial regimes in the regression models), c) initial employment and the 
initial wage structure are negatively related to employment growth in the industrial sector 
(with negative elasticities of -0,679 and -1,767 respectively in the OLS estimation for 
example); next to this, in terms of employment growth in distribution activities112, the models 
reveals that d) concentration of distribution activities, the initial stock of employment in 1991, 
sectoral diversity and the degree of regional competition hamper distribution between 
employment growth since 1991 because of its elasticities are -0,154; -0,011; 0,235 and -0,312 
respectively, e) however regional diversity and regional concentration foster own growth with 
elasticities of 0,769 and -0,408 correspondingly, f) spatial externalities variable thus show 
support for Jacobs-hypotheses and MAR-hypotheses of urban growth, g) the Randstad region, 
containing the harbor of Rotterdam and Schiphol airport has growth into the major 
distribution focus of the Netherlands, h) concentration of distribution activities in the 
Randstad municipalities appears to have no direct significant relation to employment growth 
(with a t-value of -0,218) but regional concentration of, and competition among distribution 
activities foster growth (with elasticities of 1,429 and 0,122 respectively); then, related to 
employment growth in producer services113, the results reveals that i) diversity of economic 
activities in “own” municipalities hampers producer service growth, while neighbouring 
diversity foster employment growth (with elasticities of 0,526 and -0,824 in the OLS 
estimation for example, respectively), j) concentration of producer service employment foster 
growth at the municipal scale (with an elasticity of 0,037), while neighbouring concentration 
exert a negative impact and not statistically significant on growth (with and elasticity of -
0,302 and a t-value of -1,714), k) regional competitive market structure shows a negative 
association with producer services growth at the time that, l) the competition indicator is most 
profoundly positively significant in the small cities regime (with an elasticity of 0,232 
compared to the elasticities of 0,209 and 0,128 for large and medium cities correspondingly) 
though, while the negative effect of the regional competition variable on local growth shows 
up in the same small cities sample (also with the higher value of both elasticity and t-value 
compared to large and medium cities; these values are -0,999 and -5,863 respectively, referred 
to -0,893 and -0,938 for the case of large cities and -0,483 and -0,894 in the case of medium 
ones, correspondingly) and, m) the same as regards competition effect on the municipal and 
regional level which small establishment sizes favour local employment growth, while on a 
regional scale relative small establishment size hamper growth, n) the Randstad regime differs 
from the intermediate zone and national periphery regimes in the significance of the 
specialization variable: meanwhile the concentration of producer service firms in the 
Randstad is positively related to the employment growth in that sector (an elasticity of 0,073), 
a negative regionalized relation of concentration with local producer service growth is present 
in the national periphery regime; and finally in terms of employment growth in consumer 
services114 the models point out that o) concentration of consumer services, lack of diversity 

                                                           
112 The explanatory variables that (van Oort, 2007) uses related to employment growth in distribution activities 
are: concentration, concentration (spatially lag variable), gini, gini (spatially lag variable), competition, 
competition (spatially lag variable), employment in 1991 (spatially lag variable), wages in 1991 and growth of 
wages between 1991 and 1997. The techniques of estimation are: 1) OLS, 2) OLS considering national zoning 
spatial regimes and 3) Spatial lag model (SLM) and taking into account access spatial regimes. 
113 The determinants that (van Oort, 2007) uses as regards employment growth in producer services are: 
concentration, concentration (spatially lag variable), gini, gini (spatially lag variable), competition, competition 
(spatially lag variable), employment in 1991 (spatially lag variable), wage in 1991 and wage growth between 
1991 and 1997. In this case, the regression model are estimated through using: 1) OLS techniques, 2) SLM 
methods considering urban spatial regimes, 3) FGLS techniques taking into account national zoning spatial 
regimes and 4) FGLS estimation with Randstad spatial regimes. 
114 The independent variables that (van Oort, 2007) uses in terms of employment growth in consumer services 
are: concentration (spatially lag variable), gini, competition, employment in 1991 (spatially lag variable), wage 
in 1991 and wage growth between 1991 and 1997. The estimation techniques are: 1) OLS estimation, 2) SLM 
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and competition (average small establishments size) all positively contribute to the 
employment growth between the period 1991 and 1997 and finally, p) the control variables of 
initial total employment and wages in 1991 are also positively associated with employment 
growth due to the positive elasticities of 0,0035 and 0,553 respectively. 
 
Consequently, the main conclusions that (van Oort, 2007:26-27) points out are: on the one 
hand, as regards agglomeration effect, a) diversity externalities are the most important one in 
the Netherlands between the period of 1991 and 1997, and it fosters employment growth in all 
sectors, in manufacturing industries, in industrial employment growth, and in consumer 
services while it hampers the growth in distribution and producer services, b) concentration 
externalities hampers employment growth since 1991 in all cases with the exception of 
producer services and finally, c) local competition externality is positively associated with all 
industries, although it is not exert a statistically significant effect in the case of industrial 
employment growth; then, on the other hand as regards the neighbouring effect of 
agglomeration effect, d) neighbouring diversity externalities effect fosters the employment 
growth since 1991 in the case of distribution and producer services, while in the cases of 
industries employment growth and consumer services it is not exert an statistically significant 
effect, e) neigbouring concentration externalities effects foster employment growth when is 
considered industrial employment growth and distribution employment growth, although it 
hampers the employment growth since 1991 as regards producer services, and finally, f) 
neigbouring competition externalities effects exert a not statistically significant effect as 
regards industry employment growth and consumer services growth, meanwhile it hampers 
the employment growth since 1991 in terms of distribution and production services. 
 
Then, the study carried out by (Frenken et al., 2007), explained previously in this Section 2.2 
when is examined the existent relationship between agglomeration economies and 
productivity (see, pages 32-33), also examine the relationship between variety and economic 
development on the basis of economic growth from 1996 to 2002 considering as a spatial unit 
under observation Dutch regions at NUTS-3 level and on the basis of under three hypothesis: 
1) Jacobs externalities are positively related to employment growth, 2) localization economies 
are positively related to productivity growth and, 3) unrelated variety is negatively related to 
regional unemployment growth. Hence, to do so, (Frenken et al., 2007) estimate a set of 
regression models in which, its dependent variable is the percentage growth of employment 
from 1996 to 2002 with including all economic activities except agriculture; the independent 
determinants are related to a) variety, b) localization economies, c) urbanization economies 
and c) control variables (see, pages 32-33 of this Section 2.2 for a complete description of 
these determinants), all constructed in 1996, the initial year of period, due to deal with 
endogeneity issues that may arise and, in which is estimated through using OLS (ordinary 
least squares) and SLM (spatial lag model) techniques. 
 
The results that (Frenken et al., 2007:693) reach on as regards employment growth are: as 
regards OLS base model, a) related variety as an indicator for Jacobs externalities is indeed 
positively and significantly related to employment growth (with a value of elasticity of 0,638 
which indicates that is the determinant that contribute most to employment growth), b) 
investment control variable has the expected sign, so areas of investment foster employment 
growth since 1996 (the model reveals a positive elasticity of 0,399 for investment), c) 
population density has no significant effect on employment growth (and it is negative), 
suggesting that it is not urbanization per se but related variety that contributes to job creation, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
estimation (in this case using second-order distance matrix W_2); and finally, 3) OLS estimation with 
considering urban size and spatial regimes. 
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then as regards OLS models on the basis of dividing employment growth period into two 
more periods: 1996-2001 and 1997-2002, e) the results reveal that the OLS base model is 
robust in the sense that now the same variable are significant (and of the same sign), next to 
this, when in included one by one, average wage level, business area growth and dwelling 
growth, the models point out that f) by adding wage level to the specification, investment is 
no longer significant (but it remains positive), population density now is significant and 
negatively associated with growth (with an elasticity of -0,649) at the time that employment 
has been created in high-wage areas (with an elasticity of 0,718 which is the highest one in 
the model) what is contradictory to the traditional expectation that low wage levels attract 
investment, and by doing so enhance employment growth, g) business sites or dwelling effect 
is positively associated with employment growth with elasticities of 0,306 and 0,408 
respectively, and finally when is considered spatial dependence, then the results of the 
regression model suggest that h) only related variety positively affects employment growth 
(with an elasticity of 0,513), while Los-index unexpectedly has a significant negative effect 
(with an elasticity of -0,507) which is the same effect as population density due to its negative 
elasticity of -0,079. Consequently, (Frenken et al., 2007) conclude that between the period 
1996-2002, Jacobs externalities is among the agglomeration effects, which contribute most to 
foster employment growth, and a consequence, its study corroborate the hypothesis that 
Jacobs externalities by means of related variety statistically positively related to growth. 
 
Next to (Frenken et al., 2007), the last mentioned study as regards agglomeration effects on 
employment growth which takes as study case Netherlands territory, is the research conducted 
by (Burger et al., 2010). The aim of this study is to examine the effects of sectoral 
specialization, urbanization economies and sectoral variety on sectoral employment growth 
between the period 1996 and 2004 for the manufacturing and market service sectors, by using 
employment data on three different geographical scales, across 483 municipalities, 129 
districts and 40 labor market regions in the Netherlands on which agglomeration externalities 
can work simultaneously. To do so, (Burger et al., 2010) estimate a spatial cross-regressive 
growth model115 to account for spatial spillover effect, in which the dependent variable is the 
sectoral employment growth between 1996-2004, the determinants are related to a) 
agglomeration economies (localization, urbanization and diversity) and, b) a set of control 
variables116, all constructed in 1996, in the initial year of the period to control for endogeneity 

                                                           
115 Starting from the theoretical and empirical framework that the literature has suggested (Glaeser et al., 1992; 
Henderson et al., 1995 and; Combes, 2000a, 2000b) as regards that employment growth is specified as a function 
of local specialization in that industry, the local market size and local industrial diversity, (Burger et al., 2010) 
define its sectoral employment growth baseline model as following:X = G + �Ö + åq + ã, where (Y) denotes a 
(Nxi) vector of the spatially measured dependent variable sectoral concentration growth on terms of 
employment, (C) is the intercept, (X) is a matrix of observations on the independent or explanatory variables 
related to the different agglomeration externalities, (Z) is a matrix of observations of control variables 
(establishment size, wages, and land use), (β) and (θ) are coefficient vectors and finally, (Ɛ) is an error term. At 
this point in order to account for the roles of proximity and territorial spillovers would be to reformulate the 
traditional models as spatial cross-regressive models in which areal sectoral employment growth not only 
depends on the different agglomeration externalities present in the area being studies but also on the different 
agglomeration externalities present in other areas. Hence, (Burger et al., 2010:15) from the previous baseline 
model defines the following spatial cross-regressive model which includes the spatial lag of one or more 
independent variables on the right hand side of the equation: X = G + �Ö + ×è�K + åq + ã, in which (λ) 
represents the coefficients of the spatial lag and (WXK) signifies the spatially lagged independent variables for 
weight matrix (W), which incorporates the distances between locations (row-standardized reciprocals of distance 
in kilometers between pairs of spatial units). 
116 The dependent variable that (Burger et al., 2010) define is the SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 
between 1996 and 2004 defined as the mean-correct increase in the number of employees per square kilometer 
for a given sector in the spatial unit of observation (local level –municipalities-, district level –economic 
geographic areas- and regional level –functional regions-). The independent variables that (Burger et al., 2010) 
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problems and in which, the estimation procedure is the based on using OLS techniques and 
then testing for the significance of first, second and third order inverse distance weights117. In 
this sense, Burgers’ work defines five different employment growth models, one for each 
considered industry: 1) capital-intensive manufacturing, 2) labor-intensive manufacturing, 3) 
knowledge-intensive manufacturing, 4) financial services and 5) producer services at the time 
that each sectoral employment growth model considers simultaneously the three different 
geographical scale under analysis: municipality, districts and regions. 
 
The results, that (Burger et al., 2010:17-19) reach on as regards sectoral differences and the 
geographical scope of agglomeration economies, are: in general, a) localization externalities 
are more positively related to employment growth in services than to employment growth in 
industrial sectors (i.e., at local scale due to its effect in financial services and producer 
services is positively significant at 5 and 10 percent respectively, while its effect on capital-
intensive, labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive manufacturing is negatively significant at 
1, 10 and 10 percent correspondingly. Then considering all geographic scales, localization 
externalities in services exert a positive influence in 4 times and it is not statistically 
significant in 2 times while, localization externalities in manufacturing are negatively 
associated with growth in 5 times, positively associated once and not statistically associated in 
3 times), b) urbanization externalities are more positively associated with employment growth 
in services (i.e., at local scale, the elasticities are 0,381 and 1,235 for financial services and 
producer services respectively) than with employment growth in manufacturing (with 
elasticities of 0,308, -0,590 and -0,718 for capital-intensive, labor-intensive and knowledge-
intensive manufacturing correspondingly, also at local scale), c) there is no statistically effect 
of Jacobs’ externalities on sectoral employment growth for all economic sectors, then as 
regards the local level; d) in most sectors, employment growth is not only dependent on 
localization and urbanization externalities of the own municipality but also on localization 
and urbanization effects in neighbouring municipalities, although the degree of spatial 
dependence appears to be minimal for capital-intensive manufacturing and financial services, 
e) the effects of agglomeration externalities differ across geographical scales simultaneously 
because of the results of the models reveals that spatially lagged versions of agglomeration 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
determine, are related to a) agglomeration economies externalities and b) a set of control variables. As regards, 
the former group of determinants, Burger’s study defines: 1) LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES which are 
measured by the number of employees in a given sector in the spatial unit of observation divided by the total 
national number of employees in that sector in the base year of 1996, 2) URBANIZATION ECONOMIES which 
are calculated by means of the population density in 1996, number of inhabitants per square kilometer and 3) 
JACOBS EXTERNALITIES which are measure by a Gini-coefficient in 1996 which assesses how evenly 
employment in a particular area is spread across economic sectors, so more specifically, the Gini-coefficient 
measures the absence of sectoral diversity in the spatial unit under observation as follows: L�U�¼ =
.
N_∑ ∑ )7�,¼ − 7�,¼)_�R._�R. , in which (Si,g) represent the area’s i(j) shares of employment in sector (g); as 
consequence this area-based Gini-coefficient has a value of zero if employment shares among industries are 
distributed identically to the total employment in the reference region and, lower values of the Gini-coefficient 
this implicate higher degree of sectoral diversity. Next to agglomeration economies variables, (Burger et al., 
2010) define the following control explanatory variables: 4) ESTABLISHMENT SIZE which is measured as the 
natural logarithm of the number of establishments per worker in a particular industry in an area, 5) WAGES 
which is measured as the natural logarithm of the initial locational (average) wage rate in 1996, 6) WORKAREA 
which is measured as the natural logarithm of the ratio of population to the number of establishments in an area 
and indicates whether the areal function is predominantly work-oriented as opposed to residential and finally, 7) 
INDUSTRIAL SITES which indicates the locational difference from national average growth of surface of 
industrial sites in 1996-2004 relative to the stock of industrial sites surface in 1996. 
117 According to (Burger et al., 2010:16) trial and error of the model specifications revealed that the first order 
distance weights capture the spatial correlation of sectoral employment growth at the local level best, while at 
the district and regional levels, second distance weights appeared to be more appropriate. 
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externalities sometimes do not yield similar effects and are even diametrically opposed in 
their relation to local employment growth patterns: “for instance, for producer services, the 
local indicator for urbanization externalities is significant and positively related to municipal 
employment growth in producer services (β=1,235, se=0,128, p<0,01), while the spatially 
lagged indicator urbanization externalities is negatively related to municipal employment 
growth (K=-1,416, se=0,781, p<0,01)”, finally comparing the local level with district and 
regional level estimations; the models points out that f) the spatial lag specifications at the 
municipal level are, more often significant than at the higher geographical scales: “this means 
that the spatial correlation of the variables decreases relatively more strongly with distance 
at the district and regional levels than at the municipal level”.  
 
Then, the results, that (Burger et al., 2010:19-21) reach on as regards scale-dependency of 
agglomeration externalities, are: a) sectoral employment growth in municipalities is 
differently related to externality indicators than sectoral employment growth in districts and 
regions: “i.e, for financial services, local urbanization externalities are positively related to 
local employment growth in that sector (β=0,381, se=0.097, p<0,01), while there is neither 
an effect of district-level urbanization externalities on district-level employment growth 
(β=0,207, se=0.197, p<0,289) nor an effect of regional urbanization externalities on 
regional-level employment growth (β=0,338, se=0.598, p<0,572)”, b) only the effect of 
Jacob’s externalities on employment growth between the period 1996 and 2004 in the 
different sectors is relatively independent of scale (with revealing to be a not significant 
variable across all considered geographical scales) and finally, c) models appear to be 
inconsistent and non-robust in nature: “i.e for capital-intensive manufacturing we find a 
positive effect of urbanization externalities on employment growth at both the municipal 
(β=0,308, se=0,089, p<0,01) and regional levels (β=0,889 se=0,175, p<0,572). However, 
looking at the district level, which can be regarded as a geographical scale in between 
municipalities and regions, we unexpectedly find a negative effect of district-level 
urbanization externalities on district-level employment growth (β=-0,551, se=0,175, p<0,01). 
Or similar results are found in this respect for capita-intensive manufacturing (Jacobs’ 
externalities) and knowledge-intensive manufacturing (localization externalities)”. 
 
Consequently, the main contribution that (Burger et al., 2010:23) state as conclusion is that: 
the effects of agglomeration externalities on sectoral employment growth vary by 
geographical scales at the time that over the areal and spatially lagged versions of 
agglomeration externalities (localization, urbanization and diversity) often have unexpected 
different effect on sectoral employment growth: “although it can be inferred that 
agglomeration externalities most often do not reach further than (just beyond) the district of 
regional levels, the sources of sectoral employment growth in municipalities are often 
different from the sources of further identically defined growth at the district or regional 
levels. This supports the hypothesis that the impact of agglomeration externalities differs 
across geographical scales, and hence that the same rules do not always apply to all 
geographical scales”. 
 
Next to Burger’s work, two last meaningful works as regards effects of agglomeration 
economies in growth are the research conducted by (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) and 
(Henderson, 2010). The work of (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) apart from examine the effects 
of agglomeration economies in production, as we explained previously in this Section 2.2. 
(see, pages 41-43) also examine the relationship between city size and agglomeration. Hence, 
the results of its study as regards agglomeration and growth starting from its explained spatial 
equilibrium model (see, cites 68-70 in pages 41-43) are: a) amenities by means of January 
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temperature is positively correlated with both metropolitan area population and the growth of 
the metropolitan area population: in 2000 this relation is 0,017 and in the 1990s this 
relationship was 0,003, so amenities has become more relevant to explain population growth 
across 315 U.S Metropolitan areas since 1990, b) as regards the relationship between city 
growth from 2000 to 2007 and house prices in 2000, the results suggest a positive 
relationship, however; while many places see high prices along with expansion, the pattern 
clearly fails to hold for about 40 of the most expensive cities: these places had virtually no 
population growth but still had the highest house prices; simultaneously, the w0 or so places 
with the largest population growth had moderate prices; since the places that expanded 
(population growth between the period 2000 and 200) the most are not expensive and the 
places that are expensive did not expand, c) due to the substantial decline in shipping costs 
over the 20th century, the model reveals that access to natural resources or amenities has 
become less value, so the century-long country growth regression shows that places farther 
from rivers (the independent variable is distance to river) have growth more quickly, but the 
actual explanatory power of this variable is quite weak (0,00122 previously compared to the 
actual elasticity of 0,00016) –possible because water-related natural advantages might still 
matter for production or consumption,  and finally; d) percent of population living in 
metropolitan areas in 2000 is positively associated with industry employment growth with an 
elasticity of 1,9 points so, urbanization matters for industry growth. 
 
Finally, the study of (Henderson, 2010) which is linked with the previous analyzed works of 
Henderson in this Section 2.2, as regards economic and urban growth, aims to examine the 
conceptual and empirical links between development and urbanization by analyzing the 
industrial decentralization in Japan between the period of 1955 and 1995, in Korea between 
1970 and 1993 and finally, in United States between 1910 and 1995. The results that 
(Henderson, 2010:528-529) reaches on are: a) urbanization and development go hand-in-
hand, that urban scale economies in production are the basis for large cities to exist while 
diseconomies in living limit their sizes, and that there is an urban hierarchy where b) smaller 
cities tend to specialize in standardized production of different manufacturing and services 
activities, while c) bigger cities have more diverse economic bases, that are focused on high 
tech manufacturing and certain business services; but d) there are dynamic patterns in urban 
development on the basis of in early stages of economic development, large cities tend to be 
manufacturing oriented, but as development proceeds manufacturing decentralizes to the 
hinterlands and the largest cities become service oriented.  
 
 

Measuring the influence of agglomeration on births of new establishments  
As regards agglomeration effect and births of new establishment (plants-firms), one of the 
pioneer studies in the literature is the work carried out by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) 
which apart from investigates what explained previously in this Section 2.2 (see, pages 26-28) 
as regards the microfoundations of agglomeration economies for U.S. manufacturing 
industries through regressing a measure of spatial concentration on industry characteristics at 
zipcode, county and state levels of geography in the fourth quarter of 2000, also evaluates the 
degree to which agglomerative externalities explain new-establishment employment 
agglomeration (< 5 years). To do so, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001:218) use the same model 
specifications and determinants as regards previously, the analysis of explain inter-industry 
differences in spatial concentration (see, cites 35-38), and through estimating them by using 
OLS techniques and 2-digit SIC fixed-effect. The results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001) 
reach on are: a) for every level of geography the average spatial concentration (K) for 
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employment at new establishments is very similar to the average (K) for all employment: “at 
the state, county and zipcode levels, the average for all employment are 0,0485; 0,0193 and 
0,0101”, b) for new-establishment employment, the average are 0,00384; 0,0177 and 0,0104 
for state, county and zip code respectively, as a consequence, c) it appears that new-
establishments agglomeration is similar to all-establishment agglomeration, d) the adjusted R2 
remains low even after inclusion of 2-digit SIC fixed effects, with values ranging from 0 to 
3% so, compared to the agglomeration of all establishments, agglomeration of employment at 
newly created establishments is not as strongly related to the Marshallian microfoundations of 
agglomerative spillovers and to natural advantages, which it is supported when the individual 
coefficients are examined e) the level of significance for new-establishments agglomeration is 
substantially reduced, especially for state-level agglomeration compared to the coefficient 
obtained for all employment: “the principal exception to this generalization is the Inventories 
variable, which is positive and significant for all levels of geography and for all specifications 
of the model. This may indicate that newly established enterprises are especially sensitive to 
the cost of shipping their product to market when choosing their locations”. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions of the work carried out by (Rosenthal and Strange, 
2001:219) are the interpretations as regards the causes that employment at newly formed 
establishments is much less systematically related to the microfoundations of agglomeration 
than is employment at existing establishments; issue that will is analyzed in-depth later by the 
same authors in (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) and (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010): the first 
interpretation is related that new establishments could differ systematically from older ones: 
“this would be the case in a dynamic setting in which new establishments that choose 
suboptimal locations are more likely to fail. In that case, surviving establishments would be 
more likely to be clustered in patterns that reflect the forces and benefits of agglomeration 
economies and proximity to natural advantages”; and the second one, is referring with that 
the more random pattern of locations among newly established enterprises reflects a 
fundamental change in the tendency to agglomerate: “today’s business environment is in some 
ways quite different from that of 50 years ago. This has led some to question whether cities 
will play the same crucial role in the next millennium that they have in the one just ended”. 
 
In this sense, the work carried out by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) addresses on the one 
hand, the geographic scope of agglomerative externalities and on the other, how the 
organization of economic activity within a city affects the value of agglomeration, so 
consequently, the aim of this study is to analyze the geographic and organizational nature of 
agglomeration by examining the birth of new establishments and the employment level that 
they choose. Specifically, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) estimate the determinants of the 
number of birth per square mile and their associated employment118 level as functions of a) 

                                                           
118 To estimate births and new-establishment employment, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:6) starts from the 
following two equations: 1) ��,� = )���,�,��. + )���,�,��. + ã',� and 2) ) U�,� = :���,�,��. + :���,�,��. + ã_,�, 
where location and employment decisions are made at time (t-1) taking the existing economic environment as 
given and are born one period later at time (t), (yj) are the local characteristics of each zipcode which are 
partitioned into two parts (yz,j) and (ym,j); the elements of (yz) vary by zipcode while the elements of (ym) vary by 
metropolitan area. Next to this, aggregating over establishments gives the per square mile number of births (B) 
and total new-establishment employment (N) in zipcode, j, which is expressed as linear functions of the local 
characteristics (yz) and (ym). At this point, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) by supposing that any local 
characteristics that increases productivity will result in both more births and in more employment by the new 
establishments, state that the key elements of (yz,j) include the spatial distribution of employment oriented around 
zipcode, for example the level of employment within and outside the establishment’s industry within one mile, 
two mile etc… of the zipcode centroid. Then, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:7) by noting that (bmym,j) and 
(nmym,j) are city-specific effect and as a result its two proposed previous equations could be rewritten as: 3) 
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the economic environment when the location decisions are made (localization, urbanization, 
competition externalities) and b) a set of variables at zip code level in 1997119. The empirical 
models proposed by Rosenthal and Strange’s study considers 6 industries: a) software 
(SIC7371, SIC7372, SIC7373, SIC7375), b) food processing (SIC20), c) apparel (SIC23),        
d) printing and publishing (SIC27), e) fabricated metals (SIC34) and, f) industrial and 
commercial machinery (SIC35), and they are estimated through using Tobit estimation and by 
including metropolitan area fixed effects in order to control for a wide range of metropolitan 
characteristics that might impact births, such as local fiscal policies, wages rates, climate, 
proximity to natural harbors and mineral deposits. In brief, the two main findings that 
Rosenthal and Strange’s work points out are: 1) agglomeration economies attenuate with 
distance, on the basis of initial attenuation is rapid, with the effect of own-industry 
employment in the first mile up to 10 to 1000 times larger than the effect two to five miles 
and beyond five miles attenuation is much less pronounced what this pattern is consistent with 
both theoretical models of the internal structure of cities and stylized facts: moving away from 
the city center, land and house rents, building heights, and population density all decline 
rapidly at first and slowly thereafter, and 2) the industrial organization affects the benefits of 
agglomeration on the basis that the marginal effect of an employee at a small establishment is 
greater than that generated by an employee at a large establishment what this finding is 
consistent with the arguments suggested in the literature that a more competitive and 
entrepreneurial environment enhances growth and also with the studies which consider the 
productivity of small establishments-firms. 
 
In general, the results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:13-14) reach on are: a) own-industry 
competition encourages births and new-establishments employment in every industry but one 
no, which is the case of machinery industry (but in this case its effect is not statistically 
significant), b) other industry competition has a negative effect in both models for every 
industry (where the highest effect is revealed as regards apparel and printing and publishing 
industries respectively), c) a decrease in the diversity of employment –as measured by an 
increase in the Herfindahl index- decreases birth and leads to less new-establishments 
employment (these effects are more prominent in apparel in both cases), d) there is a tendency 
that in most cases for both births and new-establishment employment, localization effects 
(own-industry employment) are more important than urbanization effects (other-industry 

                                                                                                                                                                                     ��,� = )���,�,��. + K�,' + ã',� and 4)	U�,� = :���,�,��. + K�,_ + ã_,�, where (Km,b) and (Km,n) which control for all 
attributes common to a metropolitan area that affect productivity such as the aforementioned attributes that 
include metropolitan area fiscal policies, quality of the workforce, and wages rates for different classes of labor, 
as well as natural advantages like clime, harbors, and proximity to important natural resources. Finally, 
according to what (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:7) state: “the fixed effects in these previous two equations 
control for metropolitan-level birth potential and the coefficient on yz reflect the benefits of agglomeration”. 
119 The independent variables that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:10) defines are related to agglomeration 
economies externalities and control variables for fixed effects. Referring with agglomeration the explanatory 
variables are: 1) LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES which is calculated as the existing level of employment 
within the industry in question by measuring the geographical extent of agglomerative externalities through 
using a set of concentric rings variables on the basis of 4 different mile rings, a) 0 to 1 mile ring, b) 1 to 5 mile 
ring, c) 5 to 10 mile ring and d) 10 to 15 mile ring; 2) URBANIZATION ECONOMIES which is calculated as 
the existing level of employment outside the industry in question and measured as the previous independent 
variable 1), 3) LOCAL COMPETITION on the basis of the number of establishments per worker calculated as in 
(Glaeser et al., 1992) and considering 31) own-industry employment and 32) employment outside of the own 
industry and finally 4) DIVERSITY ECONOMIES measured by using a Herfindahl index of employment by 2-
digit SIC industries as is employed in (Henderson et al., 1995). Next to agglomeration economies variables, the 
control variables are arguments of the cost function that vary regionally: 5) WAGES RATES, 6) QUALITY OF 
THE LOCAL LABOR FORCE, 7) ACCES TO RAW MATERIALS at the time that 8) are included FIXED 
EFFECT FOR NON-METROPOLTIAN LOCATIONS for each of the 50 states which in total this means 373 
fixed effects considered in the empirical model. 
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employment) at the margin: “in particular, for any given concentric ring of employment (i.e. 
the mile 1 ring), the coefficient on the localization employment variable is typically at least 
one order of magnitude larger than the coefficient on the corresponding urbanization 
employment variable” at the time that most of the coefficients are highly significant while 
most of the urbanization coefficients are not significant. 
 
Then, the results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:15-17) reach on as regards the geography 
of agglomeration economies are: a) localization economies attenuate rapidly in the first few 
miles but slowly thereafter, although, with the exceptions of food products industry, where 
only the new firm employment model exhibits consistent attenuation; apparel industry, where 
only th births model present consistent attenuation and the case of printing and publishing 
industry, where localization effects are largely insignificant (and negative): for example as 
regards industry for which the localization effects are among the most pronounced, “adding 
one hundred software to the 1-mile ring would generate 0,04 births and 1,117 additional 
employees at new establishments” and “adding one hundred additional employees to the 2-5 
mile ring would result in 0,005 births and 0,08 employees, while adding one hundred 
additional employees to the 6-10 mile ring would lead to 0,004 births and 0,08 workers”, b) 
in comparison with the other industries, the models reveal that localization economies 
attenuate more rapidly than the rest, a pattern that it is consistent with theoretical models of 
urban areas, c) the geographic pattern for the urbanization coefficients is obscure in most of 
the models due to urbanization effects reflect the tradeoff between the benefits of locating 
near densely developed areas versus congestion costs: “to the extent that industries differ in 
the net benefits they derive from proximity to employment centers, some industries will prefer 
more densely developed areas while other will prefer more outlying locations. As a result, the 
geographic pattern of urbanization effects is expected to differ across industries and can be 
quite varied”, so as a consequence, for example for printing and publishing industry, the 
urbanization coefficient are always positive and decline monotonically with distance what 
suggest that this industry benefits from locating in central areas; in contrast to that; the 
negative urbanization effects for fabricated metal in the 0 to 1 and 1 to 5 mile rings may 
suggest that this industry does best locating farther from densely develop areas. 
 
Next to these results, the results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:17-19) as regards 
industrial organization and agglomeration120 are: a) a clear pattern emerges on the basis that 
five of the six industries, employment at small establishments has a larger effect on births or 
new-establishment employment than does employment at medium establishments: “averaging 
across the six industries, the premium associated with employment at small versus medium 
sized establishments is roughly 90 percent for births and 60 percent for new establishment 
employment, respectively”, b) in contrast to that, the localization effects of employment at 
medium sized, so as a result, c) the efficiency of localization economies arises not simple 
from the concentration of own-industry employment but also from the concentration of the 
right kind of own-industry employment; then as regards the effect of subsidiary status on 

                                                           
120 To address this issue, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) aim to answer: 1) does an industrial structure dominated 
by small establishments provide a more productive environment than one dominated by large establishments? 
And 2) does a corporate organization based on parent-subsidiary links affect productivity to a different degree 
relative to one dominated by independent establishments?. To do so, Rosenthal and Strange’s study re-estimates 
the previous regressions models as regards births and new-establishment employment with the local the 
localization variables divided into three types: employment at small establishments (fewer than 25 employees), 
employment at medium establishments (25 to 99 employees), and employment at large establishments (100 or 
more employees). Then, to evaluate the effect of subsidiary status on localization economies, these previous 
localization variables are replaced with two new localization variables: 1) own-industry employment at 
subsidiaries of corporate parents and own-industry employment at non-subsidiaries. 
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localization economies, the models point out the following results, d) no clear pattern emerges 
from the subsidiary/non-subsidiary model with the exception that there is evidence that non-
subsidiary employees have a larger agglomeration effect for fabricated metals, but subsidiary 
employment is more important for software, as regards other industries, the evidence is 
inconclusive, with a similar influence of subsidiary and non-subsidiary employment for many 
industries, so as a consequence, e) subsidiary status is too rough a measure to capture the 
influence of a hierarchical corporate structure. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions of (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003:20-21) are that: on the 
one hand, a) results from five of six industries provide evidence that localization economies-
agglomeration economies arising from spatial concentration within a given industry- attenuate 
rapidly over the first few miles and then attenuate much more slowly thereafter, which using 
the three potential sources of agglomerations of information spillovers, labor market pooling 
and share input to explain this dynamic of attenuation; the interpretation is clear: “information 
spillovers that require frequent contact between workers may dissipate over a short distance 
as walking to a meeting place becomes difficult or as random encounters become rare. On the 
other hand, the benefits of labor market pooling and shared inputs might extend over a much 
greater distance since those benefits rely more on the ability of agents to conveniently drive 
from one location to another, so initial rapid attenuation of information spillovers followed by 
a more gradual attenuation of benefits from labor market pooling and shared inputs would 
produce an attenuation pattern”; on the other hand, b) industrial structure and corporation 
organization effect the benefits that arise from clustering within a given industry and, what is 
more, this is strongest with regard to the size of distribution of establishments, so as a 
consequence, this patterns lends support to recent arguments that a more entrepreneurial 
industrial system promotes growth: “own-industry employment at small establishments 
presents a much greater attraction to potential new arrivals than does a comparable level of 
own-industry employment at larger establishments”. 
 
These studies of Rosenthal and Strange, has been used as starting point for other studies that 
attempts to examine the relationship between agglomeration and birth of new establishments. 
In this sense the work carried out by (van Oort and Atzema, 2004), which takes an empirical 
approach similarly as the explained research of (van Oort, 2007), aim to examine how 
agglomeration economies affect the creation of new establishments in ICT sector across 580 
municipalities in Netherlands between the period 1996 and 2000 on the basis of answering 
three main research questions: 1) determine which measurable agglomeration factors are 
connected to new firms formation in the ICT industry in the Netherlands, 2) focusing on the 
conceptual spatial configurations that best describe the new firm formation patterns and 3) 
evaluate whether entrepreneurship as measured by firm dynamics contributes to the spatial 
externalities debate.  To test it empirically, (van Oort and Atzema, 2004) estimate an 
econometric model which the dependent variable is the new firm formation in ICT between 
1996 and 2000 and in which the explanatory variables are related to a) agglomeration effects 
(concentration, competition, lack of diversity) and a set of control variables121; all constructed 

                                                           
121 The independent variables that (van Oort and Atzema, 2004:269-270) defines are related to agglomeration 
economies and a set of control variables. In terms of the former group of variables, its study defines: 1) 
CONCENTRATION which is defined as a location quotient showing the percentage of employment accounted 
for by an industry in a municipality relative to the percentage of employment accounted for by that industry in 
the Netherlands, so this indicator in particular comprises (sector-specific) localization or specialization 
economies, 2) COMPETITION which is measured as establishments per worker in a municipality and industry 
divided by establishments per worker in that industry in the Netherlands, in this sense in the regression models 
are included this variable accounting for 21) all firms and 22) only for ICT firms, 3) DIVERSITY which is 
measured as the Gini-coefficient for the distribution of employment by sector in a municipality, and it measures 
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using data from the base year of the period, in 1996, to reduce problems of simultaneity. In 
addition, van Oort and Atzema’s study to address to spatial structures of proximity 
(contiguous measures at the municipal level) and heterogeneity (urban hierarchical and 
regional, not necessarily contiguous, spatial dependence); by defining apart from a baseline 
empirical model which is estimated through 1) OLS (ordinary least squares) techniques, the 
following five models: 2) spatial lag model (SLM) which solve the spatial dependence but not 
the heterogeneity issue and then, 3) spatial lag model with considering urban regimes (urban 
and non-urban), 4) spatial lag model with taking into account macro-zoning regimes 
(Randstad, intermediate zones, and periphery), 5) spatial lag model with using connectedness 
regimes (connected and non-connected) and finally, 6) spatial lag model with considering 
Randstad regimes (north-ring, south-ring and other) which address the spatial dependence and 
heterogeneity problems across 580 municipalities simultaneously. 
 
The results that (van Oort and Atzema, 2004:283-287) reaches on are: as regards the baseline 
model estimated through OLS techniques; a) the significance of both concentration indicators 
(ICT sector and business services with an elasticities of 0,789 and 0,292 correspondingly) and 
the diversity indicator (with an elasticity of -1,114) are statistically significant, while b) the 
indicator as regards competition externalities, shows a positive relationship with new firm 
formation rates when is measured for the ICT sector, revealing an elasticity of 0,909; but it 
shows a strong negative relationship when is measured in all sectors with an negative 
elasticity of -0,215, so as a consequence without taking into account spatial dependence and 
heterogeneity, c) the results for (own, ICT) sectoral specialization, support MAR and Porter 
hypotheses, but results for industrial diversity do not; results for industrial diversity support 
the Jacobs hypothesis; results for (own, ICT) levels of localised competition support Porter 
and Jacob’s hypotheses of growth, but not the MAR hypotheses, so the general concentration 
stress the importance of business service specialization as important correlate to new firm 
formation, and the negative influence of consumer service specialization in general with an 
negative elasticity of -0,383; next to this, when is introduced spatial dependency and spatial 
heterogeneity the models reveals that; d) concentration indicator work out more favorably in 
connection with new firms formation in urban municipalities, as opposed to non-urban ones 
(for instance, as regards concentration ICT firms effect in urban areas it exert a positive 
statistically effect with an elasticity of 0,654 while in non-urban areas its effect is not 
statistically significant with a t-value of 0,601; the same as concentration business services 
influence, or finally in the case of ICT firms competition effect which although is both 
statistically positive as regards urban area the elasticity is 0,793 while, in terms of non-urban 
area is 0,091), e) the significance of agglomeration economies is higher in the Randstad as 
opposed to the national periphery and (to a lesser extent) the intermediate zone (for instance 
as regards concentration ICT Firms effect only is statistically significant with a positive 
elasticity of 0,616 in the case of municipalities which belongs to Randstad, or as regards lack 
of diversity influence which is only statistically significant in the Randstad and intermediate 
zones), f) the significance of the connected spatial regime of agglomeration economies is 
more significantly compared to the unconnected regime, and finally, g) within the Randstad 
region, especially the north wing (Amsterdam-Utrecht) is characterized by significant 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the absence of diversity which should be interpreted as follows: a value of 0,5 results if employment is 
concentrated in only one sector, while lower values of Gini this indicate higher degrees of diversity and finally 4) 
EMPLOYMENT in 1996 measures absolute employment values per municipality, and controls for localised 
start-of-period development bases, so in the regression models are included 41) employment in 1996 for all firms 
and 42) only for ICT firms. Finally as regards the latter group, (van Oort and Atzema, 2004) defines the 
following control variables: 5) concentration indices on the basis of 51) industrial, 52) distribution, 53) business 
services and 54) consumer services. 
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agglomeration indicators, while the south wing of the Randstad (Rotterdam-the Hague) shows 
quite opposite, less favorable agglomeration circumstances than the north wing, particularly 
concerning industrial diversity and the specialization in business services (as regards lack of 
diversity, only in the north-wing diversity is statistically significant with an negative elasticity 
of -0,928 and then related to business services in the north-wing its effect is positively 
statistically significant with an elasticity of 0,225 while in the case of the south-wing this 
effect although it is statistically significant, it is unexpected because of its negative effect, so 
concentration of business services in the south-wing presents an elasticity of -0,439).  
 
Consequently, the main contributions of research conducted by (van Oort and Atzema, 
2004:287-288) are: on the one hand, a) new establishments in the ICT sector tend to be 
concentrated in urban areas that are already relatively specialized in this sector and that are 
relative rich in the presence of other industries: “these results support previous evidence that 
high technology enterprises tend to co-locate in areas where economic activity is spatially 
dense”, and on the other hand, b) central core locations, suburban locations, large and medium 
sized cities in the Randstad and intermediate zone of the Netherlands together constitute a 
complex and detailed polycentric agglomerative field having more than average propensities 
for ICT firms to start new business.  
 
In a similar vein, but by taking into account as study case Catalonia territory, the study carried 
out by (Arauzo-Carod, 2005) aims to examine is to show the main determinants of industrial 
location processes across 720 out of 946 Catalan municipalities between the period 1987 and 
1996 by using data comes from the Spanish Industrial Establishment Register which has 
plant-level microdata on location of new industrial establishments. In brief, the main finding 
of this study is that the characteristics of a municipality strongly affect the location decisions 
of industrial establishments and that these decisions also depend on the sector which the firm 
is located and the size of the firm. To do so, (Arauzo-Carod, 2005) uses Poisson model 
specifications122 to identify the location patterns of firms between 1987 and 1996 in which the 
dependent variable is the number of times that a firm locates in a municipality and the 
independent variables are related to a) agglomeration economies, b) commuting and c) 
accessibility of each considered municipality123. In this sense, Arauzo-Carod’s study estimates 

                                                           
122 (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:111) defines the following basic Poisson model: '(�ªA(�|�., �N, … , �	)« = ÖH +Ö.BAUI� + ÖN�G + ÖQB�> + Ö�G��� + Ö��UB + Ö�IAP + Ö�B�IG�+� + Ö�B�I100 + Ö�¡P� +Ö.HB�IAG + Ö..��L + Ö.NP�� + ã, where it is considered that the probability that a municipality attracts a 
firm depends on the specific attributes of the site (municipality); expressed in the reduction form as follows: +9()(��) = �(��) where (yi) denotes the number of new industrial establishments created in site (municipality)  
(i) between 1987 and 1996; and (xi) denotes municipality attributes that affect profit functions of firms and act as 
a location determinant. 
123 (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:118) defines the following explanatory variables: 1) DENSI which is the population 
density in 1986 which  can act in two ways as proxy for urbanization economies or as a proxy for land costs, a) if 
it is acts as a proxy for urbanization economies, is expected a positive relationship between it and the location of 
new firms, and b) if it is acts as a proxy for land costs, is expected then, that this relationship to be negative 
because of the high costs involved in location a new plant; 2) COMM which is measured as kilometers travelled 
daily per employee in 1986 and is a proxy of commuting influence, 3) IND which is measured as the percentage 
of jobs in the industrial sector in 1986, 4) SER which is calculated as the share of jobs in the service sector in 
1986, 5) HC which is measured as the percentage of population with a university degree in 1986, 6) DIV which 
is calculated as the Hirshmann-Herfindahl  index of the diversity (0 –diversity- to 1 –non-diversity-) of industrial 
jobs in 1986, 7) DIVCAPI which is the distance in kilometers to the capital of the comarca (county), 8) DIS100 
which is the distance in kilometers to the nearest city with at least 100000 inhabitants, 9) URB which is a proxy 
of urbanization economies calculated as the ratio of jobs per square kilometers, so density of jobs, 10) DISEC 
which is a proxy of urbanisation diseconomies and it is calculated as the square of the job density so it attempts 
to captures congestion effects, 11) RAIL which is a proxy of accessibility and it is calculated as  the presence of 
rail network in the same comarca (shows whether a municipality is located in a comarca that has a rail network) 
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two different Poisson models specifications: 1) a Poisson model in which the site vector of 
variable affects all entrants equally, 2) A Poisson model in which the site vector of variables 
affects entrants according to their characteristics (the characteristics are the a) sector and b) 
the size of the establishments). 
 
The results that (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:112-114) reach on as regards assuming that the vector 
of variables acts equally over all entering establishments are: a) establishments are affected 
positively by the level of economic activity in the municipalities: urbanization economies act 
positively (with a positive elasticity of 0,001), the higher the concentration of jobs 
(irrespective of sector), the greater the attraction of the location, b) if a municipality 
concentrates to much on an activity, there are negative externalities (urbanization 
diseconomies, that present the an expected negative elasticity, a value of -4,55e-0,8) that 
restrict its ability to attract new establishments, and consequently to grow, c) the most 
attractive industry (which act as a location determinant) is the service industry (which present 
a positive elasticity of 0,0048), followed by the manufacturing industry (with an elasticity 
0,039), d) entering firms prefer a diversified industrial environment: the greater the industry 
diversity (with an elasticity of -1,249) in a municipality, the greater the probability that it will 
receive new establishment, e) contrary to what is true for the skill level of human capital (with 
an elasticity of -0,012): the lower the probability that it will receive new firms; however, this 
human capital influence could be understood through, f) municipalities that daily require the 
most commuters have the lowest probability of being chosen by new industrial 
establishments, so it is consistent with the mismatch between the location of one’s jobs and 
the location of one’s residence, g) proximity to the capital of comarca and a city of at least 
inhabitants matters for attracting new establishments, the both negative signs of these 
variables indicate that as we move away of these centres, the lower is the probability to attract 
firms, and finally, h) highways for Catalonia, are more important determinants for the location 
of firms than trains, the former is positively associated with firm location, revealing an 
elasticity of 0,322, while the latter is statistically negatively associated with it, showing an 
elasticity of -0,362. 
 
Next to these results, the results that (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:114-115) reach on related to 
grouping the entering establishments by sectors124 are: a) high levels of commuting decrease 
the expected number of entrances, especially in the labour-intensive sector (which present the 
highest negative elasticity compared to the others sectors, a negative value of -0,246), but 
firms in the R&D sectors are less affected by daily exists of commuters (with a negative 
elasticity of -0,106): “we can assume that these firms prefer to be located in municipalities 
with a better quality of life, and where the commuter’s exists are usually greater”, b) the 
R&D-intensive sector and the economies-of-scale sector are the only one for which 
urbanization diseconomies have no statistically significance, although it is negative (expected 
sign), c) the labour-intensive sector is the only one for which lack of industrial diversity does 
not make a municipality less attractive (diversity is not statistically significant in the labour-
intensive sector), while economies-of-scale sector is the sector which diversity exert the most 
significance influence (with a negative elasticity of -3,15487). Finally, the results that 
(Arauzo-Carod, 2005:115-116) reach on referring with grouping the entering establishments 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
and 12) HIG which is also a proxy of accessibility and it is calculated as the presence of highway network in the 
same comarca (shows whether the municipality is located in a comarca that has a highway network). 
124 To do so, (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:114) divides the establishments in the following sectors: 1) natural resources, 
2) labour intensive, 3) economies of scale, 4) differentiated products, and; 5) R&D intensive. In addition, in this 
case, the explanatory variables of presence of highway and rail network are not included in the Poisson models. 
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by size125 are: a) the location patterns of small firms are mainly linked to current population 
and job distribution but those of large firms are less affected by these variables (density of 
jobs and population determinants are statistically significant for firms between 10 and 49 
workers but they are no significant for large ones, those have workers between 50 and 99 and 
more than 99 workers): “the hypothesis is that small firms are more receptive to variables 
related to the personal background of the entrepreneur, while large firms are more receptive 
to economic variables. That is, large firms are less tied to the territory and can choose a site 
by considering only economic variables”, b) the level of commuting clearly shows that the 
size of industrial establishments affects their behaviour; small firms, for instance, are less 
likely than large firms to be located in municipalities where the level of commuting is high 
(i.e., the coefficient of commuting is highly negative significant for firms with fewer than 10 
workers with an elasticity of -0,180; while, for large firms –more than 99 workers- this 
determinant is not statistically significant) and finally, c) the same is valid for the skill level of 
human capital: small firms those with fewer than 50 employees, react negatively to the skill 
level of human capital but this variable is not significant for large firms (in small firms the 
percentage of workers with a university degree is lower than in large firms).  
 
Consequently, the main contributions of (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:116) are: on the one hand, a) 
entrant firms are more influenced by the territorial distribution of economic activity than by 
population density, that is that the concentration of jobs in a municipality has the power to 
attract new firms but the concentration of population does not; and on the other hand, b) the 
geographical location of municipalities has an effect on the location of firms: the greater the 
distance from a municipality to the capital of the comarca in which it its located (or town with 
over 100.000 inhabitants), the lower the probability that it will receive new industrial 
establishments. 
 
In its turn, the work carried out by (van Soest et al., 2006) attempt to investigate in a similar 
such as (Arauzo-Carod, 2005) but in the Netherlands, the relationship between births of new 
establishments and agglomeration at the time that van Soest’s study could be understood as an 
extension of the previous research conducted by (van Oort and Atzema, 2004). As we 
explained previously, (van Soest et al., 2006) apart from investigate the relationship between 
employment growth and agglomeration across 416 zip code areas by using data from the 
Dutch province of South-Holland between the period 1988 and 1997 (see, pages 72-74), also 
investigate the extent which agglomeration economies in location affect establishments births. 
To do so, (van Soest et al., 2006) estimate a growth model which the dependent variable is 
establishment birth between 1988 and 1997, and the explanatory variables are related to a) a 
vector of variables reflecting agglomeration economies, b) a vector of variables reflecting 
agglomeration economies at other locations (agglomeration neighbourhood effect on 
employment growth) and, c) a vector of control variables (see cites, 105-106). In addition, to 
address heterogeneity among locations and endogeneity issues of explanatory variables, van 
Soest’s study uses in this case, a negative binomial model because this model is able to 
control heterogeneity among locations by introducing a multiplicative random, zip code-
specific, unobserved effect into the conditional mean function for establishment births; at the 
time that all independent variables are constructed in the initial year of the period, in 1988. 
Next to that, (van Soest et al., 2006) estimate the establishment birth model by considering 
separately, a) consumer services, b) producer services and finally c) manufacturing sectors. 

                                                           
125 To do so, (Arauzo-Carod, 2005:115) divides the establishment according to the these sizes: 1) fewer than 10 
workers, 2) between 10 and 49 workers, 3) between 50 and 90 workers, 4) between 50 and 99 workers and 
finally, 5) more than 99 workers. Moreover, also in this case, the explanatory variables of presence of highway 
and rail network are not included in the Poisson models. 
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The results that (van Soest et al., 2006:894-896) reach on are: a) coefficient of lack of 
industrial diversity are negative and significantly different from zero in all three industries, 
suggesting that industrial diversity fosters growth (the diversity effect is more dominant in the 
case of manufacturing industries which reveals an elasticity of -3,543 compared to the 
elasticities of consumer services and producer services which are -2,859 and -2,488 
correspondingly), b) coefficient of competition are never significantly different from zero at 
conventional levels of significance (as compared to the positive and significant effect as 
regards employment growth, see pages 72-74), c) industrial concentration is attractive new 
establishments in producer services and manufacturing (with elasticities of 0,398 and 0,262 
respectively, while in consumer services its effect is not statistically significant and negative), 
d) coefficients of the distance-weighted agglomeration variables generally are not significant 
at 5 percent, suggesting that agglomeration effects decay rapidly with distance, although as 
regards distance-weighted industrial concentration significantly affects establishments births 
in manufacturing (with an elasticity of 0,186), e) the coefficient of the 1988 industry wage 
rate is negative and significant at the 1 percent level in the producer service regression (with 
an elasticity of -0,040), but not significant (and negative) in the regressions for the other two 
sectors, f) the industry’s employment in a zip code is attractive to new establishments in 
consumer services, but not in the other sectors, g) total employment outside the industry but 
within the zip code is attractive to new establishment since 1988 in producer services and 
manufacturing (with an elasticities of 2,12E-04 and 1,50E-04 respectively), h) industrial areas 
receive fewer new establishments in consumer and producer services, on an average, than 
other zip codes; and finally, i) all new establishments appear to prefer location close to 
Utrecht, which reflects proximity to the province’s economic hinterland; and manufacturing 
has a tendency to locate close to Rotterdam harbor. 
 
Then, the study of (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009) follows the line of research 
in the location of new firms in Spanish cities started previously in (Arauzo-Carod, 2005), but 
focuses above all on the location patterns of new manufacturing firms inside the 13 biggest 
Spanish metropolitan areas. In addition, this work, aims to establish whether the location of 
new manufacturing firms has undergone a process of suburbanization and whether these new 
firms locate in the surrounding areas of big cities, or alternatively, whether they locate near 
the centre by using for the empirical analysis a database of the new firms in six different 
manufacturing activities provided by REI (Spanish Industrial Establishment Register) in the 
13 biggest Spanish metropolitan areas (300 municipalities across the metropolitan areas of 
Alacant, Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona, Cordóba, Donostia, Madrid, Málaga, Múrica, Gijón, 
Sevilla, València, Bilbao and Zaragoza) between the period 1992 and 1996. 
 
To test it empirically, (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009) estimate an empirical 
model for each considered industry sector: 1) research and development machinery –high-
technology-, 2) machinery and equipment, 3) chemical products –intermediate technology-, 4) 
foods and beverages, 5) textiles and, 6)leather –low-technology-) through using Poisson 
estimation and negative binominal estimation126, in which the dependent variable is the count 
of new plants between 1992 and 1996, and the explanatory variables are related to a) 

                                                           
126 The empirical model that (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009) define to be estimated through 
Poisson and negative binominal estimation is: U�	 = Ö.BAU� + ÖN+A� + ÖQB�I\� + Ö��AB� + Ö�¡U�� +∑ Ö	��		 , where (Njk) is the number of new plants of a given industry that open in a municipality (j) in the 
metropolitan area (k); (DENj) is population density in each municipality; (PEj) is the previous entries for the 
same manufacturing sectors in each municipality; (DISTj) is the distance of each municipality from the central 
city in each metropolitan area; (MEDj) is the stock of intermediate-level human capital in each municipality; 
(UNIj) is the stock of university-level human capital in each municipality; and (MAk) are the dummies for  each 
metropolitan area. 
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agglomeration economies (urbanization and localization economies), b) suburbanization 
process, c) human capital and d) a set of dummies for each considered metropolitan area.127  
 
The results that (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009:554-555) reach on are: a) the 
coefficient of population density which is a proxy of urbanization economies on the location 
of new firms is mixed, since it has a positive influence on new entries for firms belonging to 
low-technology and high-technology (for low-technology industries the elasticities are 
0,0543; 0,0747; and 0,1171 for food and beverage, textiles and leather industries respectively, 
while for research and development machinery –high-technology-, the elasticity is 0,0709), 
while it has no statistically significant impact on intermediate-technology firms: “though the 
effect on low- and high technology industries is the same, the reasons for this might differ in 
these industries: high technology firms need an innovative environment, which is usually 
found in more densely populated cities, whereas low-technology firms are labour intensive 
and need to be located in more densely populated cities where larger amounts of labour are 
available”, b) the effect of the variable which is a proxy of the effect on location economies is 
positive and significant for all industries: “except for the leather and the food and beverage 
industries, the smallest coefficient is obtained by R&D machinery, the most high-technology 
activity” (and the highest elasticities is for the intermediate-technology industry of chemical 
products with a value of 0,0867); what is consistent with the assumption that location 
economies are less intense in more urban area (big cities) where the urbanization economies, 
tend to be stronger because of their more diversified productive structure, c) the coefficient of 
the distance from the central city is negative, as expected, and significant for all high-
technology sectors and intermediate-technology sectors (R&D machinery, machinery and 
equipment and chemical products with an elasticities of -0,0309; -0,0188 and, -0,0179 
respectively) and for one of the low-technology industries (food and beverages with a 
negative elasticity of -0,0137); so the higher the technological level of the industry, the higher 
the negative coefficient of the distance variable: “this means that the most advanced activities 
prefer to locate their establishment within, or as close as possible to, the central city itself, 
thus even though a suburbanization process exists and some firms may indeed move  away 
from the centre of the metropolitan areas, they prefer to locate their activity close to the 
central city because it allows them to maintain fluid communications with the centre and so 
benefit from the greater advantages of agglomeration”, d) the coefficient for human capital 
determinants show that firms need access to the areas inhabited by people with an 
intermediate educational level, because this workforce is necessary in all kinds of activity; but 
as regards at more educated people (university level), some specific industry patterns emerge 
on the basis of revealing a negative impact for almost all industries, which is significant for 
the intermediate-technology industries (machinery and equipment and chemical products with 
negative elasticities of -0,0882 and -0,0466 correspondingly) and for one of the low-

                                                           
127 According to (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009:554) the explanatory variables are defined as 
follows: 1) URBANIZATION ECONOMIES can be measured with a range of variables that quantify the 
economic size of each municipality, and one of the best measures is using municipality’s population density, 
obtained from the Population Census compiled by the Spanish National Institute of Statistics (INE), 2) 
LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES, which indicate the effect of a particular industrial sector’s size in an area on 
the firms in that sector; is measured by the entries of firms of the same manufacturing sector in an earlier period, 
between 1980 and 1991 by using the aforementioned REI database, 3) SUBURBANIZATION PROCESS to 
capture the influence of the central city on new firms’ location, a variable is needed to measure the physical 
position of a city inside its metropolitan area, and one of the best options is used the distance of each 
municipality from the central city, 4) HUMAN CAPITAL to capture the stock of human capital available for 
firms by using two proxies, 41) human capital at university level  which is the percentage of the population with 
a university degree, and 42) human capital at intermediate level, which is the percentage of the population who 
(at least) completed secondary school. 
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technology industries (textiles with an elasticity of -0,0922) is statistically insignificance for 
the others industries; and as a consequence, a possible interpretation of this pattern could be: 
“it can be assumed that there is a spatial mismatch between the municipalities in which 
people live and those in which people work, and that this mismatch is greater for more highly 
qualified individuals. Additionally, it can also be assumed that these skilled workers (those 
holding a university degree) prefer a better environment (residential amenities), do not work 
in the same municipality as the one in which they live, and work (predominantly) in the high-
technology sectors. Therefore, it would be logical to find that the location of skilled workers 
has no influence on the location of high-technology firms”. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions of (Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009:555) 
are: a) presenting an intra-metropolitan perspective of industrial firms’ location which is in 
line with recent developments that suggest that what occurs over very short distances, i.e. 
between municipalities of a metropolitan area, provides the key to understanding the impact 
of agglomeration economies, b) revealing that agglomeration economies are an important 
factor in determining the location of new manufacturing firms, so the location of newly 
established firms in most of the industries is influenced to some extent by the productive 
environment, c) however, this influence of agglomeration economies on the location of new 
firms differs according to the type of the industry: the effect of urbanization economies on the 
location of new firms are mixed (positive influence to low- and high-technology firms, but no 
influence on intermediate technology ones); the effect of localization economies foster new 
entries of firms and the urbanization and localization economies that emerge from the central 
city of each metropolitan area matters for entries of new firms, which although a 
suburbanization process exists, they still prefer to locate their activity close to the central city 
because this allows them to maintain fluid communications with the central city and so 
benefit from the greater advantages of agglomeration. 
 
Finally, as regards birth of new establishments and agglomeration effects the work carried out 
by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) which is an extension of the previous studies of (Rosenthal 
and Strange, 2001, 2003) serves us to carry out the final remark of this part of the Section 2.2. 
In this sense, the research conducted by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) carry out an 
econometric analysis of the organization-agglomeration relationship on the basis of the 
relationship between the corporate organization of production (into establishments) and the 
spatial organization of production (in cities) across U.S. census tracts (aggregated from U.S. 
zipcode areas) between the period 2005-2007. Hence, to test it empirically Rosenthal and 
Strange’s study from starting from its previous work (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003), defines 
entrepreneurship in two ways: 1) the births of small establishments and 2) the scale or level of 
employment at which these new establishments operate. Then, its study define two empirical 
models in which the number of birth per square mile and their associated employment level 
are the dependent variables, the explanatory variables are related to a) the economic 
environment when the location decisions are made (localization, urbanization externalities) 
and b) a set of fixed effects (tract, metropolitan and industry fixed effects) and, in which the 
estimation process is carried out by using Tobit estimation specification128 with the aim to 

                                                           
128 In the empirical work to follow, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010:284) express the two following steps. Firstly, 
1) by assuming that new establishments are opened at locations chosen from among all of the census tracts in the 
cities and by also assuming that location and employment decisions are made taking the prior economic 
environment in 2005, its study define the next two equations which are estimated using Tobit specification to 
account for the censoring of both kinds of entrepreneurial activity at zero; ��� = )��� + )� + )� + ã',��  and 
U�� = :��� + :� + :� + ã_,��, where (yj) is a vector which describe the local characteristics of each tract, (B) is 
the number of births and (N) the total new establishment employment in industry (i) and tract (j); (Ɛb) and (Ɛn) 
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analyze 1) small establishment effects (by considering an empirical model with industrial 
fixed effects and MSA fixed effect estimated through Tobit specification and by taking into 
account another empirical model with industrial effects and tracts fixed effect estimated 
through OLS techniques) and 2) identifying the sources of the small establishments effects. 
 
The results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010:290-291) reach on as regards small 
establishments effects by using Tobit models129 for the number of arrivals and employment 
for new (<twelve months old) small (<ten workers) establishments, one for each considered 1-
digit industries: manufacturing (SIC 20-39), wholesale trade (SIC 50, 51), FIRE (SIC 60-65, 
67) and, services (SIC 73, 80, 81, 86, 87, 89) are: a) for manufacturing, the only significant 
urbanization coefficients are associated with employment at small establishments (with an 
elasticity of 0,0370 and for establishment arrivals the elasticity is 0,0142): in increase in 
aggregate activity in small establishments is associated with an increase in both arrivals and 
the total scale of arrivals, at the time that the effects of increases in medium-sized or large 
establishment employment are insignificant (and negative for arrivals and positive for 
employment as regards medium-sized establishment and; both negative for large ones), b) for 
wholesale trade, the small establishment coefficients are the largest but are insignificant (with 
positive elasticities of 0,0309 and 0,0984 for arrivals and employment correspondingly) and 
the large establishments coefficients for wholesale trade are an order of magnitude smaller 
and are also insignificant, c) for FIRE, the medium-sized establishment coefficients are 
significant in both the arrivals and new establishments employment models (with elasticities 
of 0,006 and 0,0176 respectively) at the time that the small establishments coefficients are 
larger (0,0165 and 0,0301 correspondingly) but are insignificant and the large establishments 
effects are much smaller (0,0003 and 0,0006 respectively) and are clearly insignificant, d) for 
services, the large establishments coefficients are significant, although, the are nearly two 
orders of magnitude smaller than the small establishments coefficients (0,0022 and 0,0055 for 
arrivals and employment respectively compared to 0,1093 and 0,2183 for smaller ones, 
correspondingly), e) the pattern of urbanization coefficients are clear: the large establishments 
coefficients are either of the wrong sign, are insignificant, or are much smaller than 
coefficients for smaller establishment sizes at the time that the small or medium-sized 
establishment coefficient is always significant and is largest for all four industry groups, f) the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
are error terms, (b) and (n) are vectors of slope coefficients , (bm) and (nm) are MSA fixed effects, and (bi) and 
(ni) are industry fixed effects. Consequently, the vector (yij) includes variables characterizing the spatial 
distribution of employment perceived by industry (i) in tract (j), so specifically, (yij) includes the level of 
employment within and outside of industry (i) and these measures are referred to as localization and 
urbanization, respectively which are measured separately for establishments of various size to capture the impact 
of proximity to small establishments. Secondly, 2) to address the issue of unobserved determinants of 
entrepreneurship the final functional forms to be estimated are the following two with tract fixed effects: ��� = )��� + )� + )� + ã',�� and U�� = :��� + :� + :� + ã_,��, where (Bij) and (Nij) are, respectively, births and 
new establishments employment in tract (j) which the key difference with the previous two equations (step 1) is 
that MSA fixed effects are replaces with tract fixed effects, (bj) and (nj). As a result, all tract-specific variables 
drop out of the model, including local socioeconomic attributes and measures of the total amount of employment 
in the census tract. 
129 Specifically, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) define for this case the following explanatory variables. As 
regards a) URBANIZATION ECONOMIES, the variables are: 1) ALL INDUSTRIES WITHIN 1 MILE OF 
CENSUS TRACT CENTROID which is divided into 11) Establishments with size unknown, 12) Employees at 
establishments with <10 workers, 13) Employees at establishments with 10 to 49 workers, and finally, 14) 
Employees at establishments with > 50 workers. Next to this in terms of b) LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES, 
the determinants are: 2) OWN INDUSTRY WITHIN 1 MILE OF CENSUS TRACT CENTROID which is also 
divided into 21) Establishments with size unknown, 22) Employees at establishments with <10 workers, 23) 
Employees at establishments with 10 to 49 workers, and finally, 24) Employees at establishments with > 50 
workers. Finally, its study includes 3) TWO-DIGIT SIC FIXED EFFECTS (ranging from 6 to 20 fixed effects, 
depending on the industry under analysis) and 4) MSA FIXED EFFECTS (56 fixed effects across all industries). 
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pattern of localization coefficient is also clear: f1) for manufacturing, the medium-sized 
establishment employment coefficients are significant in both the arrivals and employment 
models, while the other localization coefficients are either insignificant (small establishment) 
or have the wrong sign (large establishment), f2) for wholesale trade, all sizes of 
establishments are associated with significant increases in entrepreneurship, however the 
small and medium-sized establishment coefficients are largest (0,8419 and 1,5850 for arrivals 
and employment for smaller establishment respectively and, 0,3007 and 1,2120 for medium-
sized establishments, correspondingly), f3) for FIRE, the small establishments coefficients are 
both the largest and significant and finally f4) for services, the largest coefficients are 
associated with employment in medium-sized establishments, but the small establishments 
coefficients are of similar magnitude, in both models, the arrivals and employment models; so 
as a consequence, g) the basic pattern is clear: “an increase in employment at a small 
establishment is associated with a larger increase in entrepreneurial activity than is an 
increase in employment at large establishments”. 
 
Then, the results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010:292-294) reach on as regards small 
establishments effects by employing census tract fixed effects models, estimated through OLS 
techniques and, by using two samples: 1) pool data across all 35 two-digit industries and 2) 
pool data across 22 two-digit industries in manufacturing, for the number of arrivals 
employment for new (<twelve months old) small (<ten workers) establishments, controlling 
in each of these aforementioned samples, for local employment within 1 and 5 miles130 are: as 
regards models that control for just one-mile agglomeration measures and for the sample with 
all 35 two-digit industries; a) there is a strong pattern where the effects of own two-digit 
industry employment are much stronger for employment at small and medium-sized 
establishment than for employment at large establishments: the small establishments are all 
significant; the medium-sized establishments coefficients are roughly three times as large and, 
the large establishments coefficients are negative and insignificant in both the arrivals and 
employment models, as regards manufacturing industries; b) for arrivals, the small 
establishment effect is bigger than the medium-sized establishment effect by roughly an order 
magnitude and the large establishment is negative and insignificant and c) for employment, 
the small and medium sized establishment coefficients are similar in magnitude, but only the 
latter is significant at the time that for large establishment coefficient is negative and 
marginally significant; next to that, considering agglomeration controls for activity between 
zero and 1 mile131 and also activity between 0 and 5 miles132, the models present these results; 
d) for both the aggregate 35 industry and manufacturing samples and for both the arrival and 
employment specifications, the coefficients on the small establishments one-mile variables are 
significant and positive what is consistent with geographic attenuation. 
 
Next to this, as we mentioned, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) aims to investigate why small 
establishments effect clearly attenuates with distance, so related to identify the sources of 
these small establishments effects. The results that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010:296-298) 
reach on related to identify the sources of small establishment effects by using Tobit 

                                                           
130 In this case, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) only define a) LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES variables on the 
basis of 1) local activity within 1 mile and 2) local activity within 5 miles and b) CENSUS TRACT FIXED 
EFFECTS (specifically its study defines 31908 census tract fixed effects). In each of these groups 1) and 2), the 
explanatory variables are: 11/21) OWN industry establishments with size unknown, 12/22) OWN industry 
employees at establishments with <10 workers, 13/23) OWN industry employees at establishments with 10 to 49 
workers, and finally; 14/24) OWN industry employees at establishments with > 50 workers. 
131 Their coefficients reflect the degree to which effects differ when employment is located within one mile as 
compared to one to five miles 
132 Their coefficients, shows the influence of employment situated one to five miles away. 
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models133 for select service industries (business services SIC 73, legal services SIC 81 and 
finally; engineering, accounting, research, management and related services SIC 87) of the 
number of arrivals and employment for new (< twelve months old) small (< ten workers) 
establishments are: as regards the urbanization coefficients which in this case are the most 
important, (based on employment across all industries), a) for business services, in both and 
arrivals and employment models, the small and medium-sized establishment coefficients are 
of similar magnitude, positive and significant at the time that the large establishment 
coefficients are insignificant, b) for legal services, it is the small establishment coefficients 
that are positive and significant, c) for engineering-accounting-research-management-related 
services, the small and medium-sized coefficients are again positive and of quite similar 
magnitude for both the arrivals and employment models, so as a consequence and, d) when a 
local environment has many small establishment, there is much more activity in these key 
service input sectors and when the environment is instead dominated by large establishments 
but is otherwise identical in overall scale, there is less activity in the three sectors. 
 
Consequently, in summary the main contribution to the literature of the work carried out by 
(Rosenthal and Strange, 2010:300) is that a clear pattern emerge from analyze the effects of 
small establishments and their sources on the basis that additional employment at large 
establishments has an effect on births and on new establishment employment that is 
insignificant, of the wrong sign, or much smaller than the effects for small or medium-sized 
establishments; results that are also consistent when this analyzed is carried out at the level of 
1-digit industry or 2-digit industry. 
 
 

Measuring the influence of agglomeration on wages 
In this last part of the Section 2.2, we will analyze the existence relationship between 
agglomeration effects and wages/income per capita. In this sense, one of the pioneer works is 
carried out by (Rauch, 1991) in which investigate by using data across 237 U.S. SMSAs 
(Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas) in 1980, if cities with higher average levels of 
human capital should therefore have higher wages and higher land rents through using as a 
proxies for the average level of human capital, SMSA average levels of formal education and 
work experience. Hence, to test it empirically, (Rauch, 1991) estimates a set of wage and rent 
equations134 in which the dependent variable of our interest in this Section 2.2 is the logarithm 

                                                           
133 Specifically, (Rosenthal and Strange, 2010) define for this case the same explanatory variable as regards the 
model which focusing on analyze the small regards small establishments effects by using Tobit models for the 
number of arrivals and employment for new (<twelve months old) small (<ten workers) establishments, one for 
each considered 1-digit industries: manufacturing (SIC 20-39), wholesale trade (SIC 50, 51), FIRE (SIC 60-65, 
67) and, services (SIC 73, 80, 81, 86, 87, 89). Finally, its study includes in this case, only 3) MSA FIXED 
EFFECTS (56 fixed effects across all industries). 
134 (Rauch, 1991) build on its empirical framework to reach on estimating a wage equation with the following 
way. Firstly, from an indirect utility equation (1) >� = ��9� , 7�
8� = -H, where (V) is the indirect utility enjoyed 
by the owner of one efficiency unit of labor, (r) is the rent on one unit of land, and (u0) is the common 
nationwide utility level for owners of one efficiency unit, (wj) is the wage per efficiency unit and (sj) is a set of 
site characteristics; and from an unit cost function (2) @�9� , 8� , 7�
 = 1; Rauch’s study defines the following 
equation in order to estimate the wage of an individual as a function of both his individual characteristics, such 
as health and marital status, and the characteristics of the SMSA in which he lives, such as the average level of 
human capital: (3) ��� = � + ���Ö + Y�K + ã��, which is estimated through using OLS techniques and where (i) 
indexes the individual workers or dwellings, (j) continues to index cities, (y) is the dependent variable (logarithm 
of wage), (x) is a vector of observed individual characteristics, (z) is a vector of observed city characteristics, and 
(Ɛ) is an error terms that captures the effects of unobserved individual characteristics and satisfies all the 
properties of the classical regression model. Next to that, this same equation is estimated through using a random 
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of average hourly earnings which is obtained by dividing annual earnings by the product of 
weeks worked during the year and usual hours worked per week and in which the 
determinants are related to a) education, b) sociodemographic status, c) geographical 
dummies, d) culture, and finally e) natural amenities135. 
 
The results that (Rauch, 1991) reaches on as regards estimating its wage equation through 
using 1) OLS techniques, 2) GLS estimation and, 3) IV GLS estimation are: a) the 
coefficients of education and experience are positively associated with wages, revealing a 
positive elasticities of 0,048 and 0,035, however; b) the coefficient of the SMSA average level 
of experience is statistically insignificant (but positive with an elasticity of 0,0046) and 
consequently c) the average level of education has a much greater productive external effect 
than the average level of experience, d) the inclusion of geographical dummies (west, north 
central and northeast) entail a reduction of the estimated coefficient on average education 
(0,034) at the time that the coefficients of this geographical dummies are positive, showing an 
elasticity of 0,105 (significantly at 1 percent); 0,071 (significantly at 1 percent) and 0,035 
(significantly at 5 percent) correspondingly; so geographical location fosters high wages,  e) 
the coefficient on culture per capita is negative and significant at the five percent level with an 
elasticity of -0,000056, at time that the coefficient on average education with the inclusion of 
culture effect rises from 0,034 to 0,039, f) the coefficient of the coast location (natural 
amenities) is positively associated with wage and significant at the one percent with an 
elasticity of 0,055; indicating that, as wage could be understood as a proxy of productivity 
(see introduction of this Section 2.2), its productivity effects dominate any amenity affects; 
however, the results also shows that by the inclusion of coast effect, the coefficient on the 
SMSA average level of education falls slightly from 0,039 to 0,033; and finally, when is 
considered SMSA land area as an instrument for SMSA population the results of the model 
present that g) the coefficients of population in the wage equation are insignificant, although 
its sign is positive with an elasticity of 0,000008, so reaching on the conclusion that 
population is not a relevant site characteristic. Consequently the main contribution of the 
work carried out by (Rauch, 1991:21) is that the effects of the SMSA average levels of 
education and experience supports the hypothesis that cities with higher average levels of 
human capital have higher wages, although their effects diminishes as soon as are included 
other explanatory variables such as geographical location and natural amenities.  
 
More formally, the study of (Glaeser et al., 1992) has been included the effects of 
agglomeration economies externalities in a wage equation with the aim to test its impact. In 
this sense, apart from examine agglomeration effect and economic growth by using data set 
on the growth of large industries in 170 U.S. cities between 1956 and 1987 (see pages 56-58 
in this Section 2.2); Glaeser’s study also investigates whether there is a dynamic effect of 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
effects models in the way that (Rauch, 1991:9) defines:��� = � + ���Ö + Y�K + Ý� + Â��, which is estimated 
using GLS (generalized least squares) and where (µ) is an error terms that captures the effects of unobserved city 
characteristics and also satisfies all the properties of the classical regression model. Finally, (Rauch, 1991) 
estimate the previous wage equation through using SMSA land area as an instrument for SMSA population and 
GLS estimation (IV-GLS analog). 
135 Rauch’s study defines the following independent variables. Firstly, its study construct a basic set of 
explanatory variables by then, including one-by-one other determinants. The fixed set of variables are: 1) 
education, 2) experience, 3) experience squared, 4) health (limitation=1), 5) marital status (married=1), 6) 
enrollment (in school=1), 7) unionization rate, 8) race (non-white=1), 9) sex (female=1), 10) sex*experience, 
11)sex*(experience squared), 12) sex* (marital status), 13) sex*race, 14) sex*(children under 18), 15) 
professional or managerial, 16) technical or sales, 17) farming, 18) craft and finally 19) operator or laborer. Then 
as regards the other variables included one-by-one, (Rauch, 1991) defines the following ones: 20) Education 
(SMSA average), 21) Experience (SMSA average), 22) West, 23) North Central, 24) Northeast, 25) Culture per 
capita, 26) Climate, 27) Coast and 28) Population. 
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agglomeration economies on wages between the same period of time, from 1956 to 1987. To 
test it empirically, (Glaeser et al., 1992) employ an empirical model (see, cites 86-88) which 
the dependent variable is log wage in the city industry between 1956 and 1987 and the 
independent determinants are related to a) specialization, b) local competition, c) diversity 
and d) initial conditions variables136.  
 
The results that (Glaeser et al, 1992:1146-1148) reach on are: a) high initial wages in the city-
industry reduce wage growth (with an elasticity of -0,270), but high initial employment in a 
city-industry helped wage growth (with an elasticity of 0,938), although it hurt employment 
growth (see in this case, pages 55-57), b) city-industry specialization has no effect on wage 
growth, which does not support the MAR hypothesis, although the coefficient no longer has 
the wrong sign (presents an elasticity of 0,00053), c) city-industry competition reduces wages 
growth (the coefficient is significant and with an elasticity of -0,0845 when all agglomeration 
externalities are included in the model), which is inconsistent with the view that competition 
contributes to productivity growth, and finally d) diversity in a city helps wage growth of the 
industry (presenting an elasticity of -0,161 when all agglomeration externalities determinants 
are considered), consistent with Jacobs’s view that productivity growth is helped by diversity. 
Consequently, (Glaeser et al., 1992) as regards agglomeration effects and wages found that 
either specialization and competition externalities are not statistically associated with wage 
growth between the period of 1956 and 1987, while Jacobs externalities and urbanization 
economies (if we can understood city employment as a proxy for market size and that market 
size is at the same a proxy for urbanization economies) is the only agglomeration economies 
determinant that exert a significance influence on wage growth. 
 
In a similar vein, the work carried out by (Glaeser et al., 1995) also examine the existence 
relationship between agglomeration effects and wages growth apart from analyze the if 
agglomeration economies exert an influence on economic growth (see, pages 58-60). In this 
sense, to test it empirically, (Glaeser et al., 1995) estimate a wage growth equation137 in which 
the dependent variable is the city income per capita growth from 1960 to 1990 across 203 U.S 
cities and 133 U.S. SMSA respectively, and the determinants are related to a) location, b) 
initial population, c) initial income, d) past growth, e) education of labour force, f) output 
composition, g) unemployment, h) inequality, i) racial composition, j) segregation and k) size 
of government (see cites 89-91 in this Section 2.2 for a description of this variables). 
Specifically (Glaeser et al., 1995) estimate 8 different growth models: 1) city growth and 
initial growth conditions (logarithm of city income growth rate 1960-1990), 2) city growth 
and manufacturing (logarithm of city income growth rate 1960-1990), 3) city growth and 

                                                           
136 In this case, (Glaeser et al., 1992:114) define the following specifically explanatory variables: 1) logarithm 
(U.S. wage in 1987/U.S. wage in 1956) in the industry outside the city, 2) Wage in the city-industry in 1956, 3) 
Employment in the city-industry in 1956 (in millions), 3) Dummy variable indicating presence in the South, 4) 
City-industry’s share of city employment relative to industry’s share of U.S. employment in 1956, 5) 
Establishments per employee in the city-industry relative to establishments per employee in the U.S. in industry 
in 1956, 6) City’s other top five industries’ share of 1956 city employment. 
137 In a similar vein of the cite, 90 of this Section 2.2; (Glaeser et al., 1995) defines the following wage growth 
equation: starting from this wage growth equation (1) '(�E�,#é"

E�,# = .
.óÏ�� ��,�� (îÖ + }q − q) +*�,�ó., where Xit 

is the vector of city characteristics at time (t) which determine the growth of city level and  *�,�ó. is the error 
terms uncorrelated with the urban characteristics; (Glaeser et al., 1995) by considering the relationship between 
migration versus convergence (a negative correlation between initial wages and wage growth  -convergence- 
might occur because a) technology improves more slowly in advanced cities –real convergence- or b) because 
the in-migration of labor to high wage regions caused the wages in those regions to decline) define this final 
corrected wage equation growth (2): '(�E�,#é"

E�,# = .
.óÏ"óÏ¦�� ��,�� (îÖ + }q − q) − Ï¦

.óÏ"óÏ¦�� '(� 4�,#
4�,#!" +*�,�ó. 
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unemployment (logarithm of growth rate from 1960-1990), 4) city growth and education 
(logarithm of income growth rate from 1960-1990), 5) city growth and inequality (logarithm 
of growth rate 1960-1990) and finally, 6) city growth and government expenditure (logarithm 
of city income growth rate 1960-1990). 
 
Hence, the results that (Glaeser et al., 1995:11-14) reach on as regards the first set of growth 
models are: a) the only significant coefficient with a positive elasticity of 0,18 is the South 
dummy, which confirms that geographical location matters and b) consequently, initial 
population conditions in 1960 (with and elasticity of -0,013), per capita income in 1960 (also 
with a negative elasticity of -0,012), and the central and northeast geographical dummies 
(with elasticities of 0,004 and -0,031 respectively) are not statistically associated with city 
income per capita growth between 1960 and 1990. Then, related to city growth and 
manufacturing, Glaeser’s study reveals that a) manufacturing cities declined not only in terms 
of population but also in terms of per capita income: “a one standard deviation in 
manufacturing’s share of employment creates a 3,4 percent decline in income between 1960 
and 1990 and, b) the dynamic of reduction city income since 1960 is exerted by initial 
population conditions in 1960 and initial conditions of capita income in 1960 with negative 
elasticities of -0,015 and -0,033 respectively. Next to that, related to initial unemployment and 
subsequent income growth, the results are: a) initial unemployment reduces subsequent 
income growth, a one standard deviation drop in the unemployment rate creates a 3,75 percent 
fall in income and, b) the initial conditions of population, per capita income and 
manufacturing share are also negatively associated with city income growth between 1960 
and 1990, revealing a negative elasticities of -0,015, -0,084 and -0,225 correspondingly. 
Finally as regards initial education levels and subsequent city income growth between 1960 
and 1990, the model point out that: a) cities with a higher median years of schooling show 
faster subsequent per capita income growth; a one standard deviation rise in median years of 
schooling raises income 2,78 percent over the period and, inversely; b) the initial conditional 
conditions of populations, per capita income, unemployment rate and manufacturing share are 
negatively associated with city income growth, showing elasticities of -0,012; -0,155; -0,018; 
and -0,144 respectively. 
 
Then, as regards city income growth and social characteristics of cites, the results that 
(Glaeser et al., 1995:15-17) reach on are the following. On the one hand, as regards, city 
income growth and inequality, a) urban income growth is positively related to the share of 
college educated workers (revealing a positive elasticity of 0,007) and median years of 
schooling become insignificant (but positive, with and elasticity of 0,004) when college 
educated workers share is controlled for, and b) the other explanatory variables, as in the other 
considered models remain negatively associated with city income growth (initial conditions of 
population, per capita income, unemployment rate and manufacturing rate). Finally, on the 
other hand, referring with the relationship between city income growth and the levels and 
composition of government, the model suggests that: a) expenditure levels in 1960 are 
positively related to later income growth (with a positive elasticity of 0,297), but this result is 
not robust, however; b) initial conditions of population, per capita income, unemployment 
rate and manufacturing rate as previously are negatively associated with city income growth 
between 1960 and 1990. Consequently, the study carried out by (Glaeser et al., 1995) point 
out the conclusion that agglomeration economies by means of human capital externalities 
foster city income growth between the period 1960, 1990; while urbanization economies (if 
initial conditions of population could be understood as a proxy for market size) and 
localization economies (whether manufacture share could be understood as a proxy of 
localization economies in cities) are negatively associated with city income growth. 
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Another relevant work, as regards income and agglomeration is the research conducted by 
(Harris and Ioannides, 2000). In this study, examines the relationship between income (which 
is a proxy for urban productivity) and density using data on metropolitan areas between the 
period 1950 and 1990. Consequently, the main assumptions to test empirically this 
relationship between income and density that Harris and Ioannides’ takes into account are: a) 
there is a significant direct relationship which indicates an income premium and, equivalently, 
enhanced worker productivity as a result of urban externalities (labor pooling, reduced 
transportation costs, technological spillovers), b) there is no significant relationship indicating 
that any positive effects from agglomeration are offset by negative congestion externalities 
and c) there is an inverse relationship indicating that the negative congestion effects of greater 
density exceed the positive agglomeration effects. To test it empirically, (Harris and 
Ioannides, 2000) estimate wage equation138 in which the dependent variable is the logarithm 
of median family income in 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990 (across, 43, 47, 48, 51 and 51 
metropolitan areas correspondingly) and the explanatory variables are related to a) population 
density, b) population, c) education and, d) a set of random or fixed effects (state or 
metropolitan level) as well as time dummies, depending on the considered empirical model 
specification139. Therefore, Harris and Ioannides study defines the following sets of model 
specifications: 1) five repeated cross-sections, one for each the census years since 1950, 2) a 
set of regressions estimated through using OLS techniques and in which show the 
consequences of excluding the explanatory variable of population, 3) a set of models based on 
repeating the previous set of models -1-, but now estimating first by using random effects and 
then by using fixed effects, at the time that in each case both with and within taking into 
account population140, and finally; 4) a set of income models specification by using a panel 
framework while holding the coefficients constants over time and by including fixed effects. 
 
The results that (Harris and Ioannides, 2000:11) reach on the first set of income model 
specification are: a) there is a significant relationship between population and median family 
income, although the results are not quite as strong nor consistent as for density: “the 
population coefficient is significant for all of the census except 1990, when it is only barely 
insignificant with a t-value of 0,106”, b) the results indicate a downward trend for the 
elasticity of population, from 0,0317 in 1960 to 0,0165 in 1990: “such a trend is evidence that 
Jacobs externalities have become less important over time, to the extent that they are only 
marginally significant today”; however, c) the elasticities for density are trending upward 
from 0,0377 in 1960 to 0,01034 in 1990 indicating that Marshall’s externalities have become 
increasingly more important in explaining variation in median family income both on the 
whole and relative to Jacobs externalities and, finally; d) education is statistically positively 
associated with median family income, revealing as the factor which most influence on it with 
elasticities of 0,2936 in 1960 and of 0,6509 in 1990 respectively.  Then, as regards the second 
set of models, the results that the study carried out by (Harris and Ioannides, 2000:12) are: a) 
the estimates of the density coefficients are higher for each of the cross-sections when we 
exclude population, indicating that excluding population from a model evaluating median 
family income could to lead to an overestimation of the true role of density; so consequently 

                                                           
138 The wage equation that (Harris and Ionnides, 2000) estimate is the following one: '(�+�� = n� + Õ�'(�ℎ�� +q�'(�B�� + ,�'(�+�� + -��, where (+��) is the median family income, (ℎ��) is education, (B��) is population 
density, (+��) is population size, and finally; (-��) is the disturbance term, where (i) indexes metropolitan areas 
and t=1, …, 5 indicates the five census years 1950 to 1990. 
139 (Harris and Ioannides, 2000:8) define the main independent variables as follows: 1) EDUCATION is defined 
as the percent of 16 to 19 years old who are in school, while they use workers’ years of education weighted by 
the number of hours worked, and 2) DENSITY in measured as the number of inhabitants per square kilometer. 
140 (Harris and Ionnides, 2000) point out that random effects models is misspecified in most cases, so in this 
Section 2.2 the results that Harris and Ionnides’ work reaches on in this case will not be explained. 
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in this case the elasticity of population density ranges from 0,057 in 1960 to 0,1137 in 1990 
and, b) the role of education is not substantially changed; it is still statistically positively 
associated with median family income but without considering population size effect, its 
elasticities has quite diminished: now, the elasticity is 0,2841 in 1960 and, 0,6243 in 1990 
compared to 0,2936 and 0,6509 respectively, as regards the first set of model specification.  
 
Next to this two first model specifications, the results that (Harris and Ionnides, 2000:13-14) 
reach on referring with using a model specification with considers fixed effects (with and 
within population size effects) are: a) the elasticity of density ranges from low of 0,05215 in 
1980 to a high of 0,0749 in 1950 when one includes population in the model; a difference of 
only 0,02275 compared with a difference of 0,0657 between the high and low estimates in the 
first Harris and Ionnides’ model specification, b) overall the density coefficient is larger when 
fixed effects are included and population are controlled than when is just controlled for 
population, entailing averaging 0,061 compared to 0,056; however, c) in contrast to those for 
density, the results for the elasticities of population are contradictory to the first model 
specification and, when fixed effects are included, the estimates appear to be increasing with 
time instead of decreasing, rising from total insignificance in 1950 to highly significant in 
1990; so consequently, this may imply that Jacob externalities have become increasingly 
important in explaining median family income differentials over time; also, d) these 
population elasticities are both smaller and less consistent over time: “the elasticity of 
population ranges from a low of 0,0004 to a high of 0,0379; a difference of 0,0375 compared 
with the difference between the high and the low estimates without specific effects of 0,0197” 
while, the average elasticity of density of population is only 0,0195 compared with 0,0272 
when specific effects are not included; and finally, e) in this set of model specification, both 
with and within considering population size, the education effect (as a proxy for human 
capital externalities) is still positively statistically associated with median family income, 
presenting a range of elasticities from 0,0737 in 1980 to 0,5011 in 1990 when population size 
is included and, from 0,0736 in 1950 to 0,4736 in 1990 when population size effect is not 
included; however, now education effect is not statistically significant for all time period (it is 
not both with and within population size effect in 1950 and, at 5 percent also in 1960).  
 
Finally, the results that (Harris and Ioannides, 2000:14-16) reach on by estimating the median 
family income within a panel framework (with fixed effects at state or/ and metropolitan 
level) while holding the coefficients constant over time and, by considering with and without 
population effect, are: a) the density elasticity estimate is only 0,0127, b) the population 
elasticity in this panel regression of 0,0901 is much higher than what we observed for any of 
the cross-sectional regressions at the time that when population is not included in the 
regression then, c) the density elasticity is almost twice as large (with and elasticity of 0,0226 
compared to the previous value of 0,0127); d) the education effect now, is negative and not 
statistically significant (with and elasticity of -0,0496) when population size effect is included 
in the model specification and; negative and statistically significant at 5 percent (within 
elasticity of -0,075) when population size is not considered; consequently, e) the panel results 
are less than encouraging with regards to the role of density and education in explaining 
median family income variation141. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions (conclusions) that (Harris and Ionnides, 2000:16.17) 
point out are: on the one hand, a) the cross-sectional regressions for each of the five recent 

                                                           
141 Harris and Ioannides study also estimates the same panel framework model, but with using metropolitan area 
fixed effects, instead of using state fixed effects. Then, its study reaches on the same results as using state fixed 
effects with the exception that education role is statistically positively associated with median family income. 
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census years are on average supportive of the 6 to 8 percent conclusion (doubling of density 
leads to about this percentage of productivity increment), with the estimated effect being 
slightly larger and more consistent when state specific effects are included and, on the other 
hand, the panel regressions models are less conclusive concerning the role of density as well 
as the role of education (diminished and negative and poor statistically significance, 
correspondingly). However, the work of Harris and Ionnides reveal a solidly relationship 
between density as well as education and median family income, which is direct, positive and 
highly statistically significant. 
 
However, the most influent and prominent work in the literature which investigate the 
relationship between agglomeration effects and wage is the research conducted by (Glaeser 
and Maré, 2001) which analyze this binominal relationship through the perspective of urban 
wage premium on the basis of wage growth and wage level. Therefore, the aim of Glaeser and 
Maré’s study is to investigate, a) firstly, does the urban wage premium just reflect that more 
able workers choose to live in cities? and, b) if the urban wage premium is real, is it wage 
level or a wage growth phenomenon?. From the former question, (Glaeser and Maré, 
2001:318) state that: “if the urban premium wage premium is just ability bias, then urban 
theory should focus on explaining why cities attract more able workers, not on why cities are 
more productive” and, from the latter: “the bulk of urban models predict a wage level effect 
where workers who come to the city immediately receive a wage gain and workers who leave 
the city immediately receive a wage loss. If the urban wage premium is a wage growth effect 
instead of a wage level effect, then urban models should focus more on why wages grow 
faster in cities”. To test it empirically, Glaeser and Maré’s study defines a theoretical 
framework of wage differences across space142; and next to that by using panel data from a) 
Panel study of Income Dynamics (PSID) between 1968 and 1995143 and, b) National 
Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) between 1989 and 1993144, employ two different wage 
empirical models to answer consequently, 1) is the urban wage premium, the result of omitted 
ability bias? and, 2) is the urban wage premium a wage level effect or a wage growth effect. 
 
Therefore, as regards the first question, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:328) estimate a wage 
equation in which the dependent variable is the logarithm of the hourly wage for individuals 

                                                           
142 To build on the theoretical framework as regards wage differences across Space, (Glaeser and Maré, 
2001:319-320) rely on a) understanding why workers do not flock to these higher wages and, b) understanding 
why firms do not flee these high-wage areas, so its study focusing on explaining 1) labor supply and 2) labor 
demand in cities. From this point, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001) formulize that the labor-supply question (why do 
workers not come to high wage cities) can be seen as: è-� −è-� = n
� − n
� + log	(+�/+�), where (P) denotes 
prices in city (i) and (j); (ϕ) denotes for quantity of efficiency units of labor to sell on the labor market for city (i) 
and (j). Then for formulize the labor demand question, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001) take the assumption that firms 
will remain in high-wage areas if these areas either have higher prices for their products or have lower costs of 
production; so formalizing this as follows: the firms maximize profits according to ���� .�� −õ − P�, 
where (K) is capital, and L is labor measured in efficiency units; local productivity is denoted as (Ai) which 
includes both real externalities and higher prices. Finally, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:321) with combining the 
optimal firm choice of capital-labor ratios and a free entry condition, which implies zero profits, comparing 
wages in two location implies this final equation: è-� −è-� = n
� − n
� + .

.�� log	(`�`b), and so, (Glaeser and Maré, 

2001:321) states that: “for firms to stay in high-wage areas, either workers in those areas must have higher 
ability levels or productivity must be higher in those areas. We see our work as attempting to understand 
whether there is a real productivity difference between dense urban areas and other areas, or whether dense 
urban areas just have higher wages because they have higher ability workers”. 
143 According to (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:323), the database PSID defines wages by dividing annual wages and 
salary income by weeks per year time hours per week. 
144 In the case of the NLSY database, Glaeser and Maré’s study point out that it defines wages as the hourly rate 
of pay in the most recent job. 
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in 1990, which is estimated through using OLS (ordinary least squares) techniques and fixed 
effects145 according to nine different model specifications and, in which the explanatory 
variables are related to a) individual characteristics and, b) a set of dummy variables146. 
Consequently, the different wage model specifications that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001) consider 
are: 1) 1900 Census basic wage equation, 2) 1990 Census basic wage equation with 
occupation education, 3) PSID basic wage equation, 4) PSID basic wage equation with labor 
market variables, 5) NLSY basic wage equation, 6) NLSY basic wage equation with 
occupational education, 7) NLSY basic wage equation, 8) NLSY fixed-effects estimator and 
finally, 9) PSID individual fixed-effects estimator. 
 
The results that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:330-332) obtain of estimating these 9 different wage 
empirical models are: as regards the first model, a) the premium from living in a dense 
metropolitan area is 28,7 logarithm points, when controlling for experience, education and 
race, while b) the wage premium from living in a nondense metropolitan, when controlling for 
the same effects is 0,191 logarithm points; related to the second wage model, the results 
suggest that c) the big city SMSA (standard metropolitan statistical area) premium falls to 
26,9 percent (and the returns to schooling drop considerably) and, d) the small city SMSA 
premium falls by just over one percentage point at the time that controlling for occupation (at 
least at the rough one-digit level) does not seem to move the SMSA premium significantly; 
next to that the third model reveal that e) a big city premium in the PSID is 28,2 percent at the 
time that SMSA premium outside of big cities is 14,8 percent and then; when is included 
PSID’s labor market variables (fourth wage regression model), f) the big city premium falls to 
25,9 percent; after that as regards the fifth model considered by Glaeser and Maré’s study, the 
results point out that g) controlling for basic variables reduces the urban wage premium 
slightly from 25,6 percent to 24,9 percent and then, when are included labor market variable 
(sixth wage model) and including AFQT (Armed Forces Qualification Test, seventh wage 
regression model), h) there are no significant difference in the estimated magnitude of the 
urban wage premium (the former is 0,245 and the latter is 0,243 logarithm points, 
respectively); finally, controlling for fixed effects and individual fixed-effects (eighth and 
ninth wage models), i) reduces the big city premium to 10,9 percent and 4,5 percent 
correspondingly, so in both cases, the urban wage premium is substantially reduced by this 
fixed-effects procedures. As a result, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:333) state that: “overall, the 
evidence suggests that omitted ability is not driving the bulk of the urban wage premium. 
Observable ability variables are only somewhat correlated with urban status. Controlling for 
these variables only slightly changes the urban wage premium. Only our individual fixed-

                                                           
145 The wage equation that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001) define based on its proposed theoretical framework is the 
following: '(�è	� = �	�� Ö +  	�� Γ+ n	 + ã	�, where (è	�) is the logarithm of the hourly wage for individual 
(k) at time (t); (Xkt) is a vector of individual characteristics, and (β) is the price of those characteristics in labor 
market; expression (Lkt) includes a dummy variable describing whether the individual lives in a metropolitan 
area that has a city of more than 0,5 million inhabitants and a dummy variable capturing residence in a 
metropolitan area without a large city; next to this, the vector (Γ) represents the productivity increase from living 
in different locations and the term (ϕk) represents individual specific productivity effects (individual ability). To 
estimate this wage equation, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:328) states that “many of the results follows OLS 
regressions that constrain ϕk to be zero. Omitting ϕk will bias the coefficients on location if the ϕk are not 
randomly distributed across locations. We investigate this possible bias in two ways. First, we examine the 
impact of variables, which are correlated with urban status, but may not be correlated with omitted ability 
variables. Second, we estimate individual fixed-effect regressions, treating ϕk as an individual-specific time-
invariant factor. This removes omitted ability bias (at least that portion that is individual specific and time 
invariant), but we lose a great deal of the relevant cross-individual variation”. 
146 The explanatory variables that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:332) defines are: 1) Dense metropolitan premium, 2) 
Nondense metropolitan premium, 3) Experience dummies, 4) education dummies, 5) Nonwhite population, 6) 
Average education in (one-digit) occupational group, 7) Tenure and finally, 8) Time dummies. 
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effects estimates suggest a role for omitted ability. However, estimates may also be 
compatible with the ‘wage growth’ view of the urban wage premium”.  
 
Hence, next to Glaeser and Maré’s study has been analyzed, if the urban wage premium is 
omitted ability bias, referring with the question: whether the urban wage premium is a wage 
level effect or a wage growth effect; (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:333) estimate a two wage 
equations to test it empirically, the former is related to analyze the fixed-effects estimate more 
closely compared to the wage equation estimated previously, and the latter, is focused in order 
to examine the wage patterns of migrants and the cross effect between education and 
experience. In this sense, the first wage equation147 is estimated through using OLS 
techniques and individual fixed effects according to 4 different model specifications, in which 
the dependent variable is the logarithm of the hourly wage for individuals in 1990 and the 
explanatory variables are related to a) pattern of movers and b) a set of dummy variables as 
regards education experience, nonwhite, time and occupational education148. Consequently, 
the different wage model specifications that Glaeser and Maré’s study defines in this case are: 
1) NLSY OLS, 2) NLSY individual (spell) fixed effects, 3) PSID OLS and finally, 4) PSID 
Individual fixed effects. Next to this, the second wage equation149 is estimated by employing 
also OLS techniques and individual fixed-effects related to 5 different empirical 
specifications, in which the dependent variable is also the logarithm of the hourly wage for 
individuals in 1990 and the determinants are referring with a) interactions of metropolitan 
residence and human capital variables and b) a set of dummy variables150. In this sense, the 
distinct wage models that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:334) propose are: 1) wage equation with 
labor-market variables and with human capital interactions, 1990 Census, 2) wage equation 
with labor-market variables and with human capital interactions, PSID, 3) individual fixed-
effects estimation, PSID, 4) wage equation with labor-market variables and with human 
capital interactions, NLSY and finally; 5) Individual fixed-effects estimation NLSY. 

                                                           
147 The wage equation (that Glaeser and Maré, 2001:333) is defined as follows: log(è	�) = �	�� Ö +  	�� Γ+n	 + ∑ K�o_�o���ó�o_�o� + ∑ K�o¥����ó�o¥��� + ã	�� , where (It+j

enter) is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the 
person will move from a nonmetropolitan area into a metropolitan area at time (t+j) and, (It+j

exit) is a dummy 
variable that takes on a value of if the person moved from a metropolitan area to a nonmetropolitan area at time 
(t+j); the parameter estimates (K�o_�o�) and (K�o¥��) which reflect the extent to which wages rise or decline 
immediately before a move and rise or decline after a move. 
148 The independent variables that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:336) define are: 1) Nonmovers living in a 
metropolitan area, 2) Move to a metropolitan area on the basis of the following groups: 21) observed 5 or more 
years before a move, 22) observed 3-5 years before a move, 23) observed 1-3 years before a move, 24) observed 
within 1 year before a move, 25) observed within 1 year after moving, 26) observed 1-3 years after moving, 27) 
observed 3-5 years after moving, 28) observed 5 or move years after moving; next to that 3) leave a metropolitan 
area also considering the same previous group division of the movers, and finally; 4) a set of dummy variable as 
regards the following characteristics: 41) education experience, 42) nonwhite population, 43) time dummies and 
finally, 44) occupational education. 
149 (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:339) to test one implication of the wage growth effect hypothesis define the 
following wage equation with the aim to examine whether wage premium would be larger for older workers: log(è	�) = �	�� Ö +  	�� Γ+ )	��
	�� Θ + n	 + ã	�, where  (b) is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if 
the agent lives in a metropolitan area and (�
	�� ) is a subset of (Xkt) that contains a full set of experience dummies, 
as well as education dummies; the parameter (Γ) again represents the basic urban wage premia, which occur 
regardless of individual characteristics; and the returns to individual experience and education attributes yield (Ö + 	Θ) in metropolitan areas but only (Ö) outside of metropolitan areas. 
150 Consequently, the independent variables that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001) build are: 1) Dense metropolitan 
premium (above metro premium), 2) Experience dummies on the basis of 21) 0-5 years, 22) 6-10 years, 23) 11-
15 years, 24) 16-20 years, 25) 21-25 years, 26) 26-30 years, 27) 31-35 years, 28) 36-40 years, and finally 29) 
more than 40 years; next to that 3) Education dummies with the following division, 31) 0-9 years, 32) 10-11 
years, 33) 13-15 years, 34) 16 years and finally, 35) more than 16 years; then 4) nonwhite population, 5) average 
education in (one-digit) occupational group and finally 6) tenure, 7) AFQT, 8) time dummies. 
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The results of the first wage equation that (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:337) reach on are: as 
regards the first NLSY model; a) the metropolitan area wage premium in the NLSY is 16,8 
percent, b) rural-to-urban migrants also experience significant wage gains, for instance 6,9 
percent for migrants that has moved after 5 years or more or, a 11,1 percent for migrants after 
1-3 years, c) in the 5 years prior to moving, those moving into a metropolitan area earn 2-4 
percent less than those who remain in a nonmetropolitan area, d) after moving, their wages 
increase by around 15 percent, and they earn 8–12 percent more than those remaining outside 
a metropolitan area, d) urban- to-rural migrants in the NLSY experience only small wages 
losses, while in a metropolitan area, rural-to-urban migrants earn a premium of 4-6 percent, 
much less than the full urban wage premium, e) after moving, their relative earnings drop by 
between 1 and 5 percent, which is a small fraction of the urban wage premium; next to that, 
the second regressions shows that f) similar estimations as the first regression model but it 
allows for a time-invariant individual-specific fixed effect, so the time pattern is similar to 
that of the OLS estimations showing that rural-to-urban migrants do not appear to earn as 
much as long-term urban residents, but they earn a 12 percent wage premium 1-3 years after 
their arrival; then as regards the third and fourth regression models (PSID results); g) in the 
PSID OLS regression, the urban wage gain is 7 percent if is compared 1-3 years after arrival 
with 1-3 years before arrival and, the wage increases to 10 percent 3-5 years after arrival; 
while h) in the individual fixed-effects PSID regression, the urban wage show a gain of 8 
percent comparing migrants 3-5 years after arrival with the same migrants 1-3 years before 
arrival; so as a consequence, i) both estimation produces suggest that the urban-to-rural wage 
premium is increasing with the amount of time in spent in cites and the PSID models shows 
no wage losses for migrants leaving the city and finally, considering the overall results, j) the 
NLSY suggest that there are major gains that accrue quickly to rural-to-urban migrants and 
PSID suggest that the gains show up more slowly over time so, both data sets suggest that 
urban-to-rural migrants lose little when they leave the city. 
 
Then, as regards the results of the latter wage model, (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:339) reach on 
the following ones: as regards the first regression model a) the urban premium is 8,2 percent 
higher for workers with 21-25 years of experience (15,8 percent)than it is for workers with 
less than 5 years of experience (7,6 percent); so, b) showing that there is a particularly large 
gain to those who are college educated and living in a metropolitan area; next to this, related 
to the second and third wage models (PSID through OLS estimation and PSID with individual 
fixed effects), c) there is also a positive cross effect between experience and urban status, in 
the PSID there is a 13 percent increase in the urban wage premium between individuals with 
0-5 years experience and those with 21-25 years of experience, while considering individual 
fixed effects, there is also a strong cross effect between urban location and experience (a 13 
percent increase in the urban wage premium over 20 years); then as regards NLSY regression 
models, d) the basic cross effect between experience and urban status remains: the increase in 
the urban premium between 0-5 years experience and 16-20 years experience is 14,1 percent 
in the OLS regression and 8,8 percent when are included fixed-effect, so as a consequence, e) 
overall, across all data sets, there is a strong evidence that the urban wage premium grows 
over time and that this growth is closely linked in the most cases to most skilled workers. 
 
Consequently, the contributions of (Glaeser and Maré, 2001:339) are: a) urban wage premium 
does not seem to be the result of omitted ability variables, due to urban residents are not that 
much better endowed with observable human capital characteristics; the urbanization of 
parents’ states of birth also predicts higher wages, so the wage premium is not just the result 
of postbirth selection of high-ability workers into cities; there is a little connection between 
variation in real wages with city size and, when are included individual fixed-effects, migrants 
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who come to cities experience visible wage gains, and next to this, b) the urban wage 
premium appears to be a combination of wage level and wage growth effect both using PSID 
and NLSY, but specially in the case of the latter data set at the time that both dataset reveal 
that workers who leave cities do not experience wage declines, and that the cross effect 
between experience and urban status is quite robust and supports the idea that age-earnings 
profiles are steeper in cities. 
 
In a similar vein, the work carried out by (Combes et al., 2008) attempt to explain spatial 
wage disparities across 341 local labour markets (employment areas) between the period 1976 
and 1998 by using a very large panel of French workers. In this sense, in front of the three 
broad sets of explanations proposed in the literature to explain large spatial wage disparities 
(which can result from spatial differences in 1) the skill composition of the workforce, 2) in 
the non-human endowments, and 3) in local interactions); (Combes et al., 2008) develop a 
two-stage empirical approach. In the first stage of the regression, Combes’ study regress 
individual wages151 on a) a time-varying worker characteristics, b) a worker fixed effect, c) an 
area-year fixed-effect, d) an industry fixed effect and, e) a set of variables relating to the local 
characteristics of the industry with the aim to capture local characteristics of the industry152. 
Therefore, the objective of this first stage approach is to assess the relative importance of 
‘people’ versus ‘places’ to explain spatial wage disparities. Next to that, in the second stage, 
Combes’ work uses the are fixed-effects estimated153 and regresses them on a) a set of time 
dummies, b) several variables capturing local interactions between industries and, c) some 
controls for local endowments154, at the time that are used panel data techniques and 

                                                           
151 (Combes et al., 2008) build on to explain wage spatial disparities by assuming that wage differences across 
areas can reflect differences in individual skills or alternatively they can also reflect true productivity differences 
caused by endowments and local interactions. From this point at taking into account a micro-economic 
specification; (Combes et al., 2008:727) define the following wage equation: '(�è�,� = Öl(�,�),� + Ý	(�,�) +�0l(�,�),	(�,�),�1À(�,�) + �
�,�2 + î� + Â�,�, where (�0l(�,�),	(�,�),�) is the centered vector of within-industry interactions 
variables and (�
�,�) is the centred vector of individuals time-varying characteristics, (è�,�) is the estimate wages 
of workers (expressed in constant 1980 francs), (Öl(�,�),�) is an area-year fixed effect, (Ý	(�,�)) is an industry-year 
fixed effect, (î�) is a worker fixed effect and, (Â�,�) is a measurement error. Consequently, Combes’ estimation 
allows to identify separately the effects of ‘people’ (skill-based explanations) versus those of ‘places’ 
(endowments- and interactions-based explanations) and it also allows to assess the respective explanatory power 
of the effects of skills (�
�,�2 + î�) of within-industry interactions (�0l,	,�1À) and the joint explanatory power of 
endowments and between-industry interactions (βa,t) which it will be the dependent variable in the second stage 
estimation of Combes’ empirical approach. 
152 In this sense, (Combes et al., 2008:727) define the following explanatory variables: 1) area-year fixed effects, 
which can be interpreted as local wage indices, 2) industry fixed effects, 3) worker fixed effects, 4) worker’s age, 
5) worker’s age (square), 6) logarithm of share of local industry which can be seen as a proxy for specialization, 
so for LOCALIZATION ECONOMIES, 7) the logarithm of number of establishments, and, 8) the share of 
workers in professional occupations, which can be seen as a proxy for the average education locally in the 
education, so as a proxy for HUMAN CAPITAL.  
153 Consequently, (Combes et al., 2008:731) define the following econometric specification in which the area 
fixed effects estimated in the first stage of its empirical approach is assumed to be a function of a year fixed 
effect, of local interactions between industries and endowments: Öl,� = 8H + q� + �l,�1 + Al,�3 + �l,� where 
(q�) are time fixed-effects and (α) is a vector of coefficients associated with the endowments variables (Al,�); (K) 
is the vector of coefficients associated with local between-industry interactions, (�l,�) and the error terms (�l,�) 
reflect local technology shocks across areas and periods. 
154 In this second stage, (Combes et al., 2008) define the following independent variables: a) as regards between-
industry interactions, 1) DENSITY OF LOCAL EMPLOYMENT (in a logarithm form), to distinguish density 
effects from pure scale effects, 2) LAND AREA (in a logarithm form), 3) DIVERSITY which is calculated as 
the logarithm of the inverse of a Herfindahl index and finally 4) MARKET POTENTIAL which is the logarithm 
of the market potential computed from the density of neighbouring areas as follows: +(<=:<e�'l,� =
∑ 4o_í�,#

�(l,l�)l��l  where d(a,a’) is the great-circle distance between areas (a) and (a’). Next to that, b) as regards 
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instrumental variables approaches to address endogeneity and heteroskedasticity issues that 
arise from the model estimation155. Hence, contrary to the objective of the first stage, in this 
second one, the objective is to assess the relative importance of endowments and between-
industry interactions in explaining the aforementioned area-year fixed effects. 
 
From the first stage empirical approach, (Combes et al., 2008) could evaluate the importance 
of workers’ skills on spatial wage disparities between 1976 and 1996, and the results that its 
study reaches on are156: a) workers’ skill explain 40 to 50 percent of spatial wage disparities 
and the correlation between the average worker area fixed effects within each areas with de-
trended area fixed effects is large at 0,29; so consequently, b) areas where workers with high 
individual fixed effects work are also areas where the productivity of labour (with controlling 
for skills) is high, c) most specialization elasticities are positive and significant: the average 
for all industries157 is 2,1 percent, the largest specialization coefficients are found for business 
services (3,6 percent) and for two high-tech industries, medical instruments (3,9 percent) and 
artificial fibres (4,3 percent), although the industries of oil refinery, air transport, tobacco, 
production of weapons and bullets and production of steel reveal a not statistically significant 
coefficient, d) the average coefficient on the share of professionals across industries is large at 
11,8 percent and finally, e) the elasticity with respect to the number of industry establishments 
is on average at -1,4 percent: this coefficient is highest in industries such as machine tools and 
various instruments industries that produce very differentiated goods, however; the smallest 
coefficients are obtained in industries where instead efficient plant size is expected to be very 
large like various extractive industries, naval construction and energy or water utilities. 
 
Then, from the second stage of empirical approach, (Combes et al., 2008:735) estimate 6 
different types of regression models: 1) OLS estimation without endowment variables, 2) 
FGLS estimation without also endowment determinants, 3) OLS estimation with both 
between-interaction industries and endowment variables, 4) IV estimation with between-
interaction industries and endowment variables, 5) OLS estimation with fixed-effects but 
without considering endowment factors and finally, 6) IV estimation with fixed effects and 
also without taking into account endowment determinants; and the results that its study 
reaches on are: as regards the first regression model; a) employment density is positively 
associated local wage index (area-year fixed effects) revealing an elasticity of 0,0371 and, b) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
productive endowments variables, Combes’ study considers the following four variables: 5) SEA SHORE, 6) 
MOUNTAINS, 7) LAKES AND WATER, and finally 8) CULTURAL OR ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE. 
155 In this sense, (Combes et al., 2008:733) to address heteroskedasticity in the second regression model uses a 
feasible generalized least-square (FGLS) estimator. Then, the second estimation problem that arises from the 
estimating equation is that some local characteristics are likely to be endogenous to local wages. To deal with 
this issue of endogeneity, (Combes et al., 2008:733) consider two solutions: 1) using instrument variables for 
instrument employment density between 1976 and 1998 by using long-lagged population variables; so 
consequently, Combes’ study defines the following instruments: logarithm of density of urban population in 
1831, 1861, 1891 and 1921 at the time that its study also defines as instrument variable, the logarithm of market 
potential calculated using 1831 population data and a peripherality index (the logarithm mean-distance to all 
other employment areas) and then, 2) introducing fixed effects as a consequence of assuming that areas have 
permanent characteristics affecting their productivity. The fixed effect included are a set of variables of French 
1968 population census: mean age, mean age when leaving education, share of the different occupational groups, 
share of population born in France, share of workers employed in the public sector, share of population living in 
an accommodation with hot water, with flushing toilet, with toilet inside, share of people living in a normal 
accommodation (apartment or house as opposed to second residence) and mean deterioration of accommodation. 
156 To do so, (Combes et al., 2008:730) study the variations of a wage index net of worker and industry effect by 
using the results of the first stage empirical model as follows: '(�è_o�,l,� ≡ è� + Ö�l,�, where (Wt) is a 
normalizing time-dependent terms such as that (Wnet,a,t) can be interpreted as wage. 
157 Combes’ study uses in its empirical analysis, a total number of 114 industries (without considering agriculture 
and fishing industries) 
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the coefficient of land area is smaller than that on density by a factor of three (0,0113); as 
regards the second regression, the results suggest that c) the differences with the previous one 
are minimal, so this reflects that the fact that the area fixed effects are precisely estimated by 
using OLS techniques; next to this, the third model shows that d) the coefficient of diversity 
of composition of activity become negative and significant (with an elasticity of -0,0046), e) 
the coefficient on market potential is positive and highly significant which its influence is 
comparable to that on density (the elasticity of market potential is 0,0351 and the elasticity of 
employment density is 0,0322), f) endowments effects are significant but small (with 
elasticities of 0,0111; 0,0333; -0,0254 and -0,0091 for sea, mountain, lake and heritage 
correspondingly); then, when instruments variables are included in the fourth regression  
model the results present that g) the coefficient of density decreases compared to the other 
previous regression models and its elasticity is almost above 3,0% which is below most 
estimated in the literature (between 4 to 8 percent) and h) the coefficient of diversity is 
negative (with an elasticity of -0,0407) but statistically significant at 10 percent, showing that 
high level of diversity is related to local wage indices; then as regards the fixed effect 
regression models (fifth and sixth) the results shows that: i) the coefficients are really 
similarly than the other models so, what it suggest is that by controlling for permanent 
unobserved characteristics of employment areas does not affect significantly the results; 
however with the exception when instruments variables and fixed effect are used 
simultaneously that in this case then, the coefficient of employment density decreases to 
below 3%, specifically to 2,89%. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions of the study carried out by (Combes et al., 2008:737) 
are: a) the effect of individual skills is quantitatively very important in the data: “up to half of 
the spatial wage disparities can be traced back to differences in the skill composition of the 
workforce. Workers with better labour market characteristics tend to agglomeration in the 
large, denser and more skilled local labour market” and, b) employment density still play an 
important role in explaining differences in local wages the same as market potential and 
diversity (Jacobs externalities), with elasticities up to 0,0371; 0,1427 and -0,0407 across all 
considered regression models correspondingly, and in the case of IV estimation (Combes’ 
study preferred model) then the elasticities are 0,0302; 0,0244 and -0,0407 respectively; next 
to this, finally, c) the evidence on other types of determinants such as for non-human 
endowments in the determination of local wages has revealed as significant but do not matter 
much quantitatively in explaining its spatial disparities.  
 
In its turn, the work of (Melo and Graham, 2009) aim to investigates the impact of 
agglomeration externalities on hourly earnings using longitudinal worker micro-level data 
from the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings between the period 2002 and 2006 across 
travel-to-work areas (TTWAs) through examining 4 research questions: 1) the degree to 
which spatial wage disparities result from agglomeration externalities, 2) the sensitiveness of 
the effects from agglomeration externalities to both workers’ and firms’ unobservable 
heterogeneity, 3) the extent to which correcting for reverse causality between earnings and 
agglomeration affects the magnitude of the wage elasticities of agglomeration externalities 
and finally, 4) whether agglomeration externalities decay with increasing distance, and 
investigate the spatial scale over which its effects are likely to operate. In brief, the main 
findings that Melo and Graham’s work reaches on are: on the one hand, a) the effect of labour 
market density (market potential) is 0,8% (5,8%) what it means that doubling labour market’s 
employment density can raise hourly earnings by 1%, while halving the distances to other 
markets produces an increase of hourly wages of nearly 3% and; on the other hand, b) as 
regards the spatial attenuation of agglomeration economies, a 100000 increase in the number 
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of jobs within 5 kilometers raises hourly wages by approximately by 1,19%, and then the 
effect falls sharply thereafter. 
 
Therefore, (Melo and Graham, 2009) address the first question through a regression of 
individual worker wages158, in which the dependent variable is logarithm of real net hourly 
earnings and, in which the determinants are related to a) a set variables that proxy for 
agglomeration externalities and a set of variables to control for, b) time-varying worker 
characteristics and c) other factors that influence wages159. In this sense, Melo and Graham’s 

                                                           
158 Melo and Graham’s work build on its theoretical framework from following closely the work carried out by 
(Combes et al., 2008). In this sense its basic wage econometric model in which the dependent variable is the 
logarithm of real net hourly earnings is the following one: ':è�� = �H + ���Ö + å�(�)�3 + Þ':X�(�,�) + î� +×�(�,�) + }f(�,�) + 8�(�,�) + Â�� , where (i) identifies the worker, (r) identifies the region, (s) refers to the economic 
sector, (o) denotes the occupational group and (t) specifies the time period. Consequently, the term (Xit) is a 
vector of individual worker characteristics on the basis of worker’s age, age square, gender and whether the 
worker is full-time or part-time; (X�(�,�)) is the number of workers in the respective firm (f); å�(�)� is a vector 
containing the variables that measure the net overall effects agglomeration externalities (described in the next 
cite); then the sets of dummy variables to control for sources of heterogeneity are based on, 1) to control for 
macro level changes in wage rates, is included a time effect (î�), 2) to account for differences in workers’ wages 
due to job heterogeneity, is included a occupation groups variable, (×�(�,�)), 3) to control for economic sector 
heterogeneity with a set of dummy variables for various industry groups is included (}f(�,�)), 4) to control that 
nominal wage levels can also reflect spatial differences in the living cost, the price (and rent) of land, the degree 
of market competition, etc., regional controls are included (8�(�,�)). Finally, (Â��) is the residual error term 
assumed to be normally distributed while allowing for heteroskedasticity and clustering on individuals. From this 
previous equation, (Graham and Melo, 2009:18) defines the following equation: ':è�� = �H + ���Ö + å�(�)�3 +Þ':X�(�,�) + î� + ×�(�,�) + }f(�,�) + 8�(�,�) + Õ� +Ψ�(�,�) + Â��,  which includes 1) individual-specific effects (Õ�) 
to account for workers’ unobservable attributes that can influence wage levels and 2) firm-specific effects 
(Ψ�(�,�)) which are identified from workers’ mobility across firms and capture the portion of wages that is 
specific to firm (f). 
159 Apart from the determinants included in the wage regression model (see, previous cite) the main explanatory 
variables are related to agglomeration economies externalities. In this sense, (Melo and Graham, 2009:17) define 
the following agglomeration economies variables: 1) EMPLOYMENT DENSITY (in the logarithm form) of a 
given TTWA, which is defined as the ratio of total employment tot the total land area as follows: =:7�� =o��Û#
l�olÛ , where (emprt) is employment in TTWA area (r) at time (t) and (arear) is the respective land area in square 
kilometers, 2) MARKET POTENTIAL (in the logarithm form) which capture for between-labour market 
interaction and it can proxy for the demand for goods and services produced in a given location (r) from all other 
locations (j), taking into account the proximity of each location (j) to (r), it is calculated as follows: �+�� =∑ =;,�����.���� , which is a distance discounted sum of employment of all other locations (j) where (drj) is the 
distance between the two locations, measured using the Pythagoras theorem and the x-latitude and y-longitude 
coordinates of each TTWA centroid, 3) RELATIVE ECONOMIC DIVERSITY (in the logarithm form) which 
captures the similarity between the composition of economic activities of a given local economy to that of the 
national economy, and it is calculated as the inverse of the summed absolute differences between the local and 

national share of employment in economic sector (s), as follows: e��� = ¨∑ 5o��Ûu#
o��Û# − o��u#

o��# 5�fR. ©�., where 
(emprst) is the employment in industry sector (s), TTWA (r) at time (t); (empst) is the national employment in 
industry sector (s) at time (t), and (empt) is the total national employment at  time (t); consequently, the greater 
the value of the index the more similar is the composition of economic activities in the local and the national 
economies; the smaller the index the less diversified is the local economy relative to the whole economy, 4) 
RELATIVE SPECILIZATION (in a logarithm form) to capture the within-industry interactions, calculated as 
follows:7,=@�� = ���f ¨o��Ûu#

o��Û# / o��u#
o��# ©, where the subscripts and variables are as before (3); and finally 4)  

INDUSTRIAL SPECIALIZATION (in a logarithm form) which is an alternative specialization economies 

measure, which is calculated with the Hirschmann-Herfindahl index (HHI) as follows: ����� = ∑ 2o��Ûu#
o��Û# 6

N�fR. . 
Next to this, (Melo and Graham, 2009) include the following determinants: 5) HOME-TO-WORK DISTANCE 
(in a logarithm form), 6) AGE, 7) AGE (square), 8) FEMALE, 9) FULL-TIME, 10) FIRM SIZE (in a logarithm 
form) and finally 11) AREA (in a logarithm form). 
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study estimate its proposed wage equation through using several estimators: 1) the pooled 
OLS (POLS), 2) the between estimator (BE), 3) the random-effects estimator (RE), 4) the 
fixed-effects estimator (FE), the first-differences estimator (FD), the Hausman and Taylor 
estimator (HT) and the fixed-effects with worker- and firm-specific fixed-effects included 
(FE2), at the time that is also considered a) all sectors, so the whole economy and, b) 12 
different industry groups of two-digit industries: primary industries (SIC 1-14); 
manufacturing (SIC 35-37); electricity, gas and water supply (SIC 40-41); construction (SIC 
45); wholesale and retail trade (SIC 50-52); hotels and restaurants (SIC 55); transport storage 
and communication (SIC 60-64); financial intermediation (SIC 65-67); real estate activities 
(SIC 70); renting of machinery and equipment (SIC 71-73); other business activities (SIC 74) 
and finally, public administration and defence (SIC 75-85). 
 
The results that (Melo and Graham, 2009:21-23) obtain as regards, the whole economy are: a) 
wages increase with worker’s age but the increases become smaller as workers become older: 
“the marginal effect of age appears to decline with age, suggesting a concave age-earning 
relationship”, b) female workers receive on average between 10% and -20$ less than male 
workers, c) full-timers only earn higher hourly wages according to the POLS and the BE 
estimators, while the panel regressions suggest that full-timers can earn hourly wages between 
-6% to -0,7% lower than part-timers, d) the elasticity of wages with respect to firm size shows 
that doubling the number of employees raises wages by around 1,0%, this positive relation 
between firm size and workers’ earnings can also suggest the presence of internal returns to 
scale, e) the trade-off between longer commute lengths and higher wages is reflected by the 
coefficient of home-to-work distance, which measures the (wage) compensation of 
commuting, in this sense, the estimates indicate that increasing home-to-work distances by 
10% requires compensation in hourly wages between about 0,14% and 0,61%, depending on 
the different six estimators, f) the magnitude of the effects of labour market employment 
density and market potential on wages is sensitive to the estimator used, f1) controlling for 
unobserved worker heterogeneity while assuming that there is no correlation between 
individual-specific effects and other regressors, reduces the size of the elasticity of hourly 
wages with respect to employment density (market potential) from 2,2% (10,0%) to 2,0% 
(9,9%) and f2) once is assumed that there is no correlation between the individual effects and 
the regressors, the elasticity values further reduce to 1,0% (5,4%) respectively, next to this f3) 
the Hausman test rejects the null hypothesis of no correlation between the individual effects 
and the regressors, implying that the RE estimator provides inconsistent estimates and so we 
should prefer the FE estimator, and a consequence, f3) the FD estimator also ensures 
consistency because it eliminates the individual specific effects through the first-differences 
transformation; and the results suggests that an increase of one percentage point in the annual 
growth of employment growth (market potential) increases worker’s hourly wage growth by 
about 0,37 (3,63) percentage points, and f4) by using HT estimator, the elasticities of hourly 
wages with respect to employment density and market potential are 1,6% and 10,1% 
respectively, however g) so far, the most robust coefficients are those obtained from the FE 
estimator which by including worker- and firm-specific fixed effects, and then it is possible to 
control for firms’ unobservable heterogeneity which should capture for firm (time-invariant) 
productivity differentials at the time that impact on the parameter coefficients only slightly;  
so, as regards (FE2) regression, the results are, h) the wage elasticity of employment density 
(market potential) is 0,72% (5,1%) compared to 1,0% (5,4%) obtained from the fixed-effect 
regression (FE) which controls only for unobserved time-variant worker heterogeneity. 
 
Next to this whole economy analysis, the results that (Melo and Graham, 2009:22-25) reach 
on considering 12 different industry groups of two-digit industries are: a) the results for the 
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worker fixed-effects estimation which according to the Hausman test is the only consistent 
estimator, b) the elasticity values for employment for 1) renting, information technology, 
research and development industries and, 2) other business activities are 1,73% and 1,42% 
correspondingly: “this is consistent with the theory that it is the knowledge and skill intensive 
activities that benefit the most from clustering in denser areas, where the benefits from face-
to-face communication, access to a skilled workforce, and access to firms that provide 
complementary specialized services are maximized”, c) the employment density effect is not 
statistically significant for the remaining services industries: industries, primary industries, 
manufacturing, electricity, gas and water and construction; the same divergence of results 
occurs as regards market potential effect which capture the importance of proximity to 
intermediate input suppliers and output costumers which traditionally, proximity to 
intermediate suppliers of inputs has been of greater importance for manufacturing industries, 
so and, d) the effects from market potential are positive and significant for manufacturing 
(5,6%), electricity, gas and water (11%), and transport, storage and communication (7,8%) 
 
Then, (Melo and Graham, 2009:28) address the question as regards recursive causality 
between wages and explanatory variables through estimating the previous regression of 
individual worker wages by using IV instruments variables160 with two-step feasible efficient 
generalized method of moments (2FEGMM) considering two different empirical models; 1) 
the first one, assuming that home-to-work distance is exogenous, while the second one, 2) 
treats home-to-work distance as endogenous together with employment density and market 
potential. In addition, Melo and Graham’s study also in this case, considers both, a) the whole 
economy and, b) 12 different industry groups of two-digit industries. In this sense, the results 
that (Melo and Graham, 2009:31-33) obtain as regards, all sectors (the whole economy) are: 
a) the estimate for the wage elasticity of employment density obtained from the first 
regression and the second one is 0,8% (the elasticity is 0,0078) and 0,7% (the elasticity is 
0,0067) respectively, indicating that: “this is about 20% smaller than the elasticity value 
obtained with the FE estimator (1,0%), and about 64% smaller than the elasticity value 
obtained with the pooled OLS estimate (2,2%)”, b) as regards the effect of market potential, 
the instruments variables estimator for both 2 models reveals that doubling the size of the 
market potential increases hourly wages by 5,8% (with and elasticity of 0,0578) and 4,3% 
(with an elasticity of 0,0431) respectively: “this is smaller than the 5,4% and 10,0% obtained 
with the FE and POLS estimator”, and finally; c) treating home-to-work distance as 
endogenous (exogenous) the models reveals an elasticities of 0,0143 and 0,0330 
correspondingly, which indicates that reduces the size of the coefficient from the previous 
POLS and FE regressions from 5,8% (0,0576) and 1,4% (0,0134) respectively. Next to that, 
the results that (Melo and Graham, 2009:31-33) obtain referring with industry sectors are: a) 
labour market density has a positive impact of wages for the other business activities sector 
(1,52%), for the real state sector (17,5%), and for the renting, information technology, 
research and development industries (3,6% and 7,1% correspondingly) and, a negative effect 
for the wholesale and retail sector (with an elasticities of -0,103 and -0,0166 for both 
regression models respectively) and, b) the effect from access to product markets is 
significant and positive for the wholesale and retail sector, indicating an elasticities of 0,0535 

                                                           
160 To correct for the simultaneity between agglomeration and workers’ wages, (Melo and Graham, 2009:28) 
implement variables (IV) techniques, using long-lagged variables values of the endogenous variables as 
instruments. The instruments variables that Melo and Graham’s work defines are: 1) logarithm of home-to-work 
distance, 2) logarithm of population density in 1801, 1831 and 1851 and finally, c) logarithm of market potential. 
Then, in order to test the instrument exogeneity and instrument relevance, (Melo and Graham, 2009) carry out 
the following statistics tests: as regards instrument exogeneity, 1) Hansen J stat (overidentification test to fall 
instruments) and 2) Hansen J stat (p-value) and related to instrument relevance, 1) F stat (test of excluded 
instruments), 2) Shea partial R2 and finally, 3) Partial R2. 
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and 0,0704 for the two considered regressions models correspondingly, for the transport, 
storage and communication, with an elasticities of 0,1108 and 0,1089 respectively and for 
financial intermediation sector, which presents an elasticities of 0,0714 and 0,1298 
correspondingly, (for the rest of the considered industries, the effect of market potential is 
statistically insignificant, with the exception of manufacturing which in the case of the first 
type of regression model, presents an elasticity of 0,0735). 
 
Next to this, (Melo and Graham, 2009:39-42) address the fourth question, through examining 
the spatial attenuation of agglomeration externalities by testing for the effect of proximity to 
jobs in concentric distance bands around the centroid of worker’s workplace161 in its proposed 
local wage model estimated in this case by using FE (fixed-effects) techniques. The results 
that (Melo and Graham, 2009:40-42) reach on are: a) an 100000 increase in the number of 
jobs within 5 kilometers raises wages by approximately 1,19% and the effect falls sharply by 
to 0,38% 5 kilometers away (5-10 kilometers) and to 0,15% another 5 kilometers away (10-15 
kilometers), b) the size of the effects remains about 0,15% for the 15-20 kilometers band but 
becomes insignificant between 20-25 kilometers: “this suggests that the effects from 
agglomeration externalities are likely to take place within labour markets boundaries (the 
average radius is 16 kilometers)”, c) between-labour market area effects are also at place, 
while the effects from agglomeration externalities appear not to be significant for the 20 to 25 
kilometers band, they reappear as significant for the 25 to 50 and 50 to 75 kilometers bands: 
“in increase of 100000 jobs within 25-50 km and 50-75 kilometers raises wages by 0,11% 
(0,05%)”, however and finally, d) the estimate are not statistically significant beyond 75 
kilometers. Consequently, (Melo and Graham, 2009:42) state that: on the one hand, a) “the 
significant effects for the 25 to 50 and 50 to 75 kilometers bands can reflect the spatial scale 
of input sharing externalities, while the non-significant gap between 20 and 25 kilometers 
may result from the presence of undeveloped land around urban areas resulting from green 
belt land use planning policy which limits urbanisation”, and on the other hand, b) “the 
evidence also suggests that distance decay may be lumpy, that is, the effects from 
agglomeration externalities do not decay continuously with increasing distance”. 
 
Therefore, the main conclusions (contributions) of (Melo and Graham, 2009:42-43) are: a) 
worker unobserved heterogeneity has only a slight impact on the magnitude of the parameter 
estimates; which controlling for worker unobserved heterogeneity can halve the size of the 
wage elasticity of agglomeration externalities at the time that the presence of positive sorting 
of workers across space entail that more able workers tend to work on urban areas and more 
agglomerated labour markets, b) dealing both with simultaneity between wages and 
agglomeration, and between wages and home-to-work commutes entail that, compared to 
worker unobserved heterogeneity, correcting for simultaneity bias appears to have only a 
minor impact on the size of the parameter estimates, resulting that the effect of labour market 

                                                           
161 To do so, (Melo and Graham, 2009:39) estimate the following econometric model: ':è�� = �H + ���Ö +∑ �	 ∗ =;,	,��	 +	å�(�)�3 + î� + ×�(�,�) + }f(�,�) + Õ� +8�(�,�) + Â��, where the variables are as the before wage 
equations proposed by Melo and Graham’s study and where the (k) identifies the successive concentric distance 
ring, and (empk,it) measures the number of jobs within each concentric ring (k), which is defined as follows: =;,	,�� = ∑ 8��(�) ∗ =;,j(�,�)�  where (i≠j) with (empq(j,t)) the number of jobs in worker’s (j) ward at time (t) 
and in which [8��(�)« is a binary weight that takes value zero or one, depending on whether the bilateral 
distance between any two wards is within certain lower and upper thresholds defined as the following two 

equations: 8��(�) = 61	e�	��(� − 1) < �� ≤ ��(�)0	(<ℎ=98e7=  with [��(�)] the distance in kilometers between the wards 

of workers (i) and (j), where [dij(0)=0]. In this sense, (Melo and Graham, 2009:40) select the following general 

definition of [��(�)]: ��(�) = 6 5(5)25	�e'(;=<9=7	�(9	� = 1(1)4
25	(25)100	�e'(;=<9=7	�(9	� = 5(1)8 
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density and market potential are 0,8% and 5,8% percent and consequently that doubling 
labour market’s employment density can raise hourly earnings by nearly 1%, while halving 
the distances to other markets produces an increase of hourly wages of nearly 3% and, finally; 
c) as regards the spatial attenuation of agglomeration economies, there is a clear decay of 
agglomeration externalities which follows the pattern in which 100000 increase in the number 
of jobs within 5 kilometers raises hourly wages by approximately 1,19%, then this effects 
falls sharply (0,38%) if the increase in the number of jobs occurs 10 kilometers away, and 
then remains around 0,15% if the increase in the number of jobs occurs between 10 to 20 
kilometers what it suggests that the concentration of economic activity is important. 
 
In a similar vein the work of (Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009) also attempt to analyze, apart from 
examine the effects of agglomeration economies in production and city size, as we explained 
previously in this Section 2.2 (see, pages 41-43 and 80-81 respectively), the relationship 
between wages and agglomeration. Hence the results of its study as regards agglomeration 
and wages starting from its explained spatial equilibrium model (see, cites 68-70 in pages 41-
43) are: a) the correlation between the logarithm of income per capita in 1970 and income per 
capita in 2000 is positive that indicates that during these time period has been some 
convergence since 1970, but over 30 years, rich places have stayed rich, and poor places have 
stayed poor, what may reveal that behind this continuing income disparity there is spatial 
equilibrium theory, where differences in per capita income and prices can persist for many 
decades, b) the relationship between the logarithm of median home prices and the logarithm 
of median household income across are positively correlated indicating a coefficient of 0,34; 
c) there is a significant negative association (with an elasticity of -0,19) between January 
temperature and income (logarithm of wage in 2000), d) as regards the connection between 
amenities (January temperature) and wage growth between 1990 and 2000 by interacting 
January temperature with a dummy variable that equals one for observations in 2000, the 
results suggest that the overall coefficient on wages is weakly negative (-0,0001); however, e) 
when is taken into account real wage growth between 1990 and 2000, there is a positive 
interaction, so suggesting that amenities are actually rising its role to foster wage growth since 
1990, f) using ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation; city size (logarithm of population in 
2000) is positively associated with income indicating an elasticity of 0,04, g) using population 
of the agglomeration 1880 as an instrument for population in 2000, then the model suggest 
that there is a high positively association between city size and income because of the positive 
elasticity of 0,08 and finally, h) by using weather variables (January and July temperature, 
precipitation, longitude and latitude as instruments), then the estimated elasticity is 0,04, 
which is the same as the ordinary least squares estimate. 
 
Finally, the work of (Combes et al., 2010) apart from examine the influence of agglomeration 
on productivity (see, pages 47-49), its study also analyze the relationship between wages and 
agglomeration across 306 French employment areas between the period 1976 and 1996. To do 
so, (Combes et al. 2010) estimate three different wage regression models162 addressing the 

                                                           
162 The three different local wage equations that (Combes et al., 2010) defines are: starting from the basic wage 
equation, ':è� = @(:7<�:< + .

.�ñ (�l(�)Þ + Ý�), where (Xa(t)) is a vector of local characteristics; then, (1) 

èl�. ≡ ':8äl� ≡ ln	( .
ví#∑ 8���∈(l,�) , where (Wjt) is the wage of worker (j) and year (t), and (Nat) is the number of 

workers in area (a) and year (t) however, using mean wages, there is no control for the endogenous quality of 
labor bias as well as for sector effects, (2) ':èälf� = 8l�N + Kf + �lf�Þ + ãlf�, where (Ks) is a sector dummy, and 
(Xast) is a set of characteristics for sector (s) in area (a) and year (t) and the workers employed therein; to capture 
sector effects is used in (Xast) the logarithm share of local employment sector (s) and the logarithm number of 
local establishments in this sector as well as the mean individual characteristics such  as the age, its square, and 
the shares of employment in each of six skill groups, so consequently, in this second regression, the coefficient 
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issues of endogenous quantity and endogenous quality of labour. The former problem is 
addressed through taking an IV method, using both history and geology as sources of 
exogenous variation for population (see cite 75). The latter, as regards quality of labour is 
solved by using longitudinal dimension of data in order to impose individual fixed effects and 
local time-varying fixes effects in the wage estimated regressions functions to aim to separate 
local from individual effects and to reconstruct some local wage factor net of individual 
observed and unobserved effects. The results that (Combes et al., 2010:38-47) reach on 
estimating its three different wage models function through different estimation techniques, 
considering different measures of local wages (see cite 162) and by using determinants as 
regards agglomeration economies and natural amenities (see cite 76), are the following ones:  
 
Firstly, as regards the three measures of wages regressed on employment density controlling 
for amenities using OLS and instrumental variables, Combes’ study finds that: a) the 
measured density elasticity of mean wages (W1) is 0,048, b) when is controlled for sector 
effects then, it implies a marginally higher estimate of 0,051 for the density elastic and 
significantly improves the explanatory power of employment density: “this suggest that 
although the local characteristics of the sector of employment matter, conditioning out sector 
effects does not affect our estimates of the density elasticity”, c) next to this, when is 
controlled also for unobserved individual characteristics yields a significantly lower elasticity 
of 0,033: “this suggest that a good share of measured agglomeration effects are in fact 
attributable to the observed characteristics of the workforce; workers who command a higher 
wage on labor market sort in denser areas”, and finally; d) compared to their corresponding 
OLS coefficients, the TSLS coefficients for employment density are marginally lower; so d1) 
when is used employment density in 1831, the elasticities of current employment density for 
the three different local wages measures are 0,040; 0,042 and 0,026 correspondingly and d2) 
when is controlled for both instruments, (employment density in 1831 and employment 
density 1881) the elasticities are 0,040; 0,044 and 0,027 correspondingly. 
 
Secondly, as regards the three measures of wages regressed on employment density 
controlling for amenities using geological instrumental variables (subsoil mineralogy, 
ruggedness, depth to rock, soil carbon content, topsoil water capacity and dominant parent 
material -6 categories-), Combes’ study finds that: a) when is regressed mean wages on 
density and other controls using subsoil mineralogy and ruggedness as instruments for 
employment density, the density elasticity is 0,042; 0,047 and 0,038 for the three local wages 
measures respectively, which are consistent with the previous results by using historical 
variables, and finally, b) when is considered only the third measure of local wages and LIML 
estimator, then the results reveal that the coefficient on employment density is positive and 
highly significant in all cases, ranges from 0,047 to 0,050. Then, in order to control for 
geological instruments may be correlated with market potential, Combes’ study estimate a set 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
of interest is (W2

at) which is a fixed effect for each employment area and year; and finally (3) ':	è�� = èl(��)�Q +
Kf(��) + �l(��)f(��)�. Þf(��). + ���NÞN + q� + ã��, in which this equation, according to (Combes et al., 2010:26) is 
estimated at the level of individual workers and contains a worker fixed effects (q�), which controls for all fixed 
individual characteristics at the time that the equations also allows to control for individual characteristics (X2

jt): 
age and square, separately from centered local industrial characteristics (X1

ast) which contains the share of local 
employment of the sector, the local number of firms in the sector, and the local share of professional workers; 
consequently the coefficient of interest in this equation is (W3

at) for each area and year after conditioning out 
sector effects, observable time-varying individual characteristics, and all fixed individual characteristics. Finally, 
(Combes et al., 2010) point out that the estimation procedure of these three measures of wages is: 1) estimating 
using OLS techniques for (W1, W2 and W3) or 2) estimating the previous three equations and then, using the 
coefficients of W1, W2 and W3 in a second step, regressed on local employment density and other local 
characteristics, as stipulated in the basic wage equation; so consequently using TSLS techniques. 
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of regression models on the basis of using local wages as a function of density and historical 
(employment density in 1831) and geological instruments (subsoil mineralogy, ruggedness, 
hydrogeological class and topsoil water capacity) and the results that its study obtains are: a) 
when is used subsoil mineralogy along with 1831 employment density the elasticities are 
0,040; 0,042; and 0,027 for the three measures of local wages, b) when is used GMM IV 
estimation rather than previously (TSLS estimation), there is no significantly change of 
elasticity (0,027), c) using ruggedness or hydrogeological also implies similar employment 
density elasticities, (with both elasticities of 0,027) however; d) when is considered for other 
soil characteristics the overidentification test is failed, this is the case, when topsoil water 
capacity is included conjointly with employment density in 1831 as instruments variables. To 
test this in-depth, next to this set empirical models, (Combes et al., 2010:44) regress local 
wages as a function of density and (exogenous) market potential by using historical and 
geological instruments; and the results that its study reaches on are: a) as regards regression 
the three measures of local wages on density and potential market through OLS techniques; 
the measured elasticity of wages with respect to market potential is between 0,012 and 0,027 
and the elasticity of density is slightly lower now, between 0,026 and 0,048 compared to 
when market potential determinant is not included and, b) when is considered employment 
density in 1831 and a range of soil characteristics as a instrument variables estimated through 
TSLS techniques, then; the density elasticity is very stable at 0,02 while the market potential 
elasticity is also very stable at 0,034. 
 
Finally, in the last set of regression model, (Combes et al., 2010:44) consider local wages as a 
function of density and (endogenous) market potential by using historical (employment 
density in 1831, employment density in 1881 and market potential in 1831) and geological 
instruments (erodibility, soil carbon content, subsoil water capacity, depth to rock, ruggedness 
and soil differentiation) and, the econometric models reveals that: a) when is only used 
historical instruments the employment density elasticities for the three different local wages 
measures are 0,033, 0,040 and 0,020 correspondingly, while for market potential are 0,034; 
0,020 and 0,034 respectively, b) when are included geological instruments with only 
employment density in 1831, the elasticities of employment density is range from 0,018 to 
0,020, and as regards market potential from 0,033 to 0,048 so consequently, as a main 
conclusion of Combes’ study c) the geological variables and past density are not as strong as 
the combination of past density and past market potential, indicating that Combes’ preferred 
estimate for the elasticity of wages with respect to employment density is 0,02 and with 
respect to market potential is 0,034. 
 
 

2.3. Polycentricity and economic efficiency: productivity, firm formation and growth 
Polycentricity and its effects on economic efficiency is one of the points in the literature that 
is less consolidated among urban economist researchers, entailing that it is still open. In such 
debate, not only influence what is explained in the previous Section 2.2, the effects of 
agglomeration economies externalities, but also the different dimensions and urban scales in 
which polycentricity concept takes place. In addition, as we explain further on in Section 2.4 
and Section 2.5, when we try to examine the effects of the way economic activities are 
spatially organized at intra- or inter- urban scale (polycentricity) we have to a) taking into 
account spatial and non-spatial determinants rather than only polycentricity, for example, as 
regards human capital externalities and natural amenities effects and, b) deal with the 
endogeneity problem due to the existent recursive causality between the dependent and the 
independent variables, i.e. the configuration of households and economic activities located in 
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a metropolitan region (urban structure) is driven by the economic performance of the 
metropolitan region itself and so, productivity affects urban structure, but also is possible the 
inverse relationship, so that urban structure explain why there are cities that are more 
productive than others.  
 
In this sense, to the best of our knowledge, a first body of research investigates whether the 
polycentric distribution of people and jobs would be likely to enhance higher levels of labour 
productivity. In this context, a key question is whether the development of polycentric 
structure (and less urban sprawl) at intra- or inter- urban scale would be likely to favour the 
regionalization of agglomeration economies in a such way which the benefits of 
agglomeration are shared across cities without incurring the agglomeration diseconomies and 
its costs (congestion and high land prices) and consequently, this regionalization of 
agglomeration economies is able to (and lead to) replace the single-core agglomeration effects 
(monocentricity). This hypothesis is tested by (Meijers and Burger, 2010 and Fallah et al., 
2011) which their findings are consistent with the benefits of a more polycentric strucuture 
and a less dispersed (urban sprawl) metropolitan regions. However, there are empirical studies 
that reach on the opposite conclusion (Cervero, 2001 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011). In 
this sense, a second body of research analyses if polycentric structure exerts an influence on 
economic growth in favour of fosters income, employment and population growth. However, 
in this case there is also exist a divergence of results. Meanwhile the studies carried out by 
(Goetz et al., 2010 and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012) find a statistically positive effect of 
polycentricity at inter- and intra- urban scale respectively, the findings of (Lee and Gordon, 
2007, 2011) suggest that polycentricity at interurban scale is not associated at all with 
fostering economic growth. Finally, a third body of research investigates the relationship 
between urban structure (polycentricity) with firm formation starting from the previous 
studies carried out by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2001, 2003, 2010; van Oort and Atzema, 2004 
and; van Soest et al., 2006) in which examine the relationship between the influence of the 
agglomeration economies dynamic externalities and plants-establishment births. However, 
there is an important lack of research in this issue, due to only the empirical work carried out 
by (Lee and Gordon, 2011) have attempted to investigate this uncertainty relationship. 
 
The work of (Meijers and Burger, 2010) building on the idea that agglomeration advantages 
have regionalized to a considerable extent, whereas disadvantages remain local issues, its 
study hypothesize that a more polycentric urban structure has a direct and positive effect on 
metropolitan performance on the basis of labour productivity, as it may provide a better 
balance between agglomeration advantages and agglomeration disadvantages. To test it, 
Meijers and Burger’s study takes into account the effects of urban spatial structure through 
analyzing its dimension monocentricity-polycentricity and its dimension centralization-
dispersion163 as well as the urbanization externalities that emerge from the size of each 
analyzed 113 metropolitan areas across U.S. To do, its study proposes estimate a production 

                                                           
163 Meijers and Burger’s study quantify the metropolitan spatial structure addition to size through two measures 
of spatial concentration. The former is the centralization-dispersion dimension which refers to the extent to 
which population and employment is centralized in cities or dispersed over smaller nonurban places in a no 
centralized pattern. The latter is the monocentricity-polycentricity dimension which reveals the extent to which 
urban population and employment is concentrated in one city or spread over multiple cities in metropolitan area. 
To quantify the former dimension, (Meijers and Burger, 2010) calculated the share of the metropolitan 
population that is not located in urban centres of at least 25000 inhabitants in 2006 and then; as regards the 
second dimension on the basis of monocentricity-polycentricity, its study calculate the slope of the regression 
line of the rank-size distribution of incorporated places (cities) in each U.S. metropolitan area in terms of size 
(population in 2006). So, the flatter this slope, the more polycentric the metropolitan area; conversely, the 
steeper this slope, the more monocentric the metropolitan area. 
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function164 in which starting from a basic form on the basis of the output per worker (labour 
productivity) is a function of the capital-labor ratio, human capital-labor ratio, intermediate 
inputs-labor ratio then is extended with parameters related to metropolitan size and spatial 
structure at the time that its study decide to include dummy variables to account for remaining 
differences in exogenous total factor productivity as regards the estimated production 
function. In this sense, Meijers and Burger’s work estimate its proposed extended production 
function through: a) two-stage least squares (TSLS) with instrument variables165 in order to 
solve the endogeneity problem between labour productivity per worker (dependent variable) 
and the regressors (independent variables) taking into account and not interaction effects 
between urban spatial determinants (metropolitan size, polycentricity and dispersion) and then 
by using b) ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation techniques as well as with and without 
considering these interaction effects between urbanization externalities (size) and urban 
spatial variables (polycentricity and dispersion). 
 
The results that (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1396) reach on the one hand, when is estimated 
both OLS models (without and with interaction effects) are: a) a positive and significant effect 
of the capital-labor ratio (elasticity of 0,75) and a positive but no effect of the education per 
worker, b) a positive and statistically effect of the metropolitan size: “doubling of 
metropolitan size increases metropolitan labour productivity by over 10%. This is slightly 

                                                           
164 Starting from the previous explained studies carried out by (Ciccone and Hall, 1996 and; Ciccone, 2002), 
Meijers and Burger’s study also uses a Cobb-Douglas production function to assess the effect of agglomeration 
economies on localized labour productivity. According to (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1389) the basic form of the 
production function is a production function of a metropolitan economy with production factors 1) capital (K), 2) 
labor (L), 3) human capital (H), 4) materials or intermediate inputs and 5) land (N) which can be expressed as 
follows: � = ��; m�p��U<, which (A) represents an efficiency parameter or vector of exogenous influences 
on the nominal output measuring total factor productivity. The procedure that its study takes to reach on its final 
production function to estimate are: 1) take the assumption of given constant returns to scale (Ø + × + q + Ý += = 1), and 2) taking logarithms on both sides of the previous basic production function form. As a result, 
Meijers and Burger’s study obtains the following final production form to estimate: ': 2t46 = qH + Ø': 2�46 +
ã': 2§46 + Ý': 2D46 + =': 2v46 + ∑ q�ó.(':��)� + 9� + ã, where a set of variables (Xj) with parameters (q�ó.) are 
related to spatial structure effects on total labour productivity such as (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) have 
suggested, (rj) are dummy variable that account for remaining differences in exogenous total factor productivity 
and finally (θ0) reflects the remaining part of the total factor productivity. In this sense, the data to measure its 
dependent variable 2t46,	measured as the 2006 GDP in real US dollars of a metropolitan area divided by the total 
number of jobs in the included sectors in that are in 2006 come from US Department of Commerce’s Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) and by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the US Department of Labor. The 
included determinants are obtained according to (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1392) in the following way: 1) 
CAPITAL-LABOR RATIO, within a metropolitan area is measured by linking the capital-labor ratio of broad 
sectors and the data comes from the Annual Survey of Manufacturers, 2) LAND-LABOR RATIO is defined as 
the average number of acres per worker within a metropolitan area, 3) HUMAN CAPITAL-LABOR RATIO, is 
obtained from the American Community Survey in 2006 and is calculated as the percentage of the metropolitan 
population aged 25 years and older with a bachelor’s degree of higher. Then, the variables related to the 
urbanization externalities and spatial structure are captured through 4) METROPOLITAN SIZE which is 
measured as the size of the metropolitan population in 2006, 5) POLYCENTRICITY and 6) DISPERSION both 
of them calculated according to the previous cite 163. Finally, Meijers and Burger’s study define the following 
dummy variables as regards geographical situation: New England, Middle Atlantic, South Atlantic, East North 
Central, East South Central, West North Central, West South Central, Mountain and Pacific. 
165 Meijers and Burger’s study uses five historical variables that are not related to labour productivity in 2006 
due to as production 60-150 years was organized in a very different way from 2006, but which did significantly 
contribute to 2006’s metropolitan size and spatial structure: 1) the metropolitan size in 1950, 2) the degree of 
polycentricity in 1950, 3) the degree of dispersion in 1950, 4) the presence or absence of a railroad in the 
metropolitan area in 1860 and finally 5) the agricultural land use, measured as the density of employment in 
agriculture outside urban areas which tries to capture the dispersion in the past 
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higher than the consensus view –that a doubling of city size increases productivity by between 
3% and 8%”, c) a positive and significant effect of the degree of polycentricity but no effect 
of the degree of dispersion (but also positive) on the metropolitan labour productivity: 
“doubling of the degree of polycentricity increases metropolitan labour productivity by 5,5%. 
This means that the labour productivity in metropolitan areas in which the urban population 
is relatively evenly spread over multiple places in the metropolitan area leads to higher 
labour productivity than is found in metropolitan areas in which the urban population is 
concentrated in one large city”, d) when the interaction effects are included, then the only 
negative effect is that as regards the interaction between metropolitan size and polycentricity 
on metropolitan labour productivity due to the interaction effect of metropolitan size and 
dispersion although is negative, Meijers and Burger’s work find that is it not statistically 
significant what can be interpreted as due to the fact urbanization externalities are larger in 
monocentric cities: “this confirms that polycentricity diminishes the effect of size on labour 
productivity”. On the other hand, when is estimated the same both regression models through 
(TSLS), Meijers and Burger’s study achieve the same results, but with the endogeneity 
problem solved. In this sense, (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1396) state: “comparing the OLS 
and TSLS estimator, it can be seen that the urbanization effect is over 25% less when 
estimated using TSLS (elasticity of 0,078), while the effect of the capital-labour ratio is 
larger. The parameter estimates of polycentricity and dispersion do not significantly differ 
across the models”. 
 
Consequently, the main contributions that (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1398-1399) have reveal 
to the literature are: a) metropolitan areas with more dispersion do not perform worse in terms 
of labour productivity, b) metropolitan areas which are more polycentric show higher labour 
productivity due to the balance between agglomeration economies and diseconomies is better 
in the more polycentric metropolitan areas or because of urbanization diseconomies are less in 
the more polycentric areas, c) the effect of metropolitan size decreases as metropolitan areas 
become more polycentric but polycentric structure does not provide a substitute for the 
urbanization externalities of a single large city, even though the size of the population in both 
metropolitan areas may be similar, and finally d) polycentricity appears to be more beneficial 
in smaller metropolitan areas due mainly to cities in smaller polycentric metropolitan areas 
may be more functionally related than those in large polycentric metropolitan areas. 
 
In this sense, following one of the contributions made by Meijers and Burger’s work, the 
study carried out by (Fallah et al., 2011) reveals that metropolitan areas with more urban 
sprawl (more dispersed) perform worse. Consequently, Fallah’s study complements the 
previous research started by (Meijers and Burger, 2010) and by taking into the findings with 
both studies, we can conclude that metropolitan areas which are more polycentric entail a 
higher level of labour productivity, meanwhile metropolitan areas with a presence of a more 
prominent dispersed structure (more urban sprawl) is negatively associated with better 
metropolitan performance on the basis of labour productivity. 
 
The work of (Fallah et al., 2011) by carrying out an analysis across 317 U.S. metropolitan 
statistical areas (MSAs) provides an empirical examination between the effects of urban 
sprawl (so, also effects of dispersed spatial structure) in metropolitan labour productivity. The 
main finding of its study is that reveals that metropolitan sprawl is positively associated with 
lower average labour productivity and that this association (productivity-sprawl) holds even 
within industries and within occupations, suggesting it is not a simple matter of firm or 
worker self-sorting that affects occupational or industry composition. To do so, Fallah’s study 
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estimate a production function166 through OLS and TSLS with instruments variables167 in 
order to solve the problem of endogeneity between determinants and labour productivity per 
worker. This production function estimated by (Fallah et al., 2011) contains a set of 
metropolitan characteristics168, including a measure of urban sprawl169, the main variable of 
interest according its purpose.  

                                                           
166 The empirical production specification that Fallah’s uses firstly comes from an aggregate production function 
in a given metropolitan area taking Cobb-Douglas form such that: �� = ��(��α �.�α),(a). Where (Qi) is output in 
metropolitan area (i), (α) and (1-α) are the shares of the metropolitan capital stock (Ki) and labour (Li), 
respectively. Secondly, Fallah’s study obtains the following productivity expression (equation b) from 
substituting �� = αt�

� 166 into the previous (equation a), collecting (Qi) terms yields and after that dividing by (Li): 

��/ � = ��
"

"!α(α�)
α

"!α, (b). Thirdly, by allowing other metropolitan characteristics related to productivity to be 
included in the productivity shifter (Ai), Fallah’s study follows (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) which state that 
total factor productivity is affected by the spatial structure (size, polycentricity, centralization) of regions where 
firms are located. Hence, (Fallah et al., 2011) adopts that total factor productivity is assumed to be a function of 
spatial structure characteristics and other relevant factors, as in the following (equation c): �� = =�,gÞH +∑ Þ	�	�		R. i,(c). Where (Xki) includes spatial structure variables –size, polycentricity, centralization and etc…- 
and other factors such as industrial diversity, sectoral specialization in high-productive activities and other 
location-specific characteristics (regional dummies) and, (ÞH) reflects the remaining part of the total factor 
productivity which is not explained by the variables included. Then, by substituting the previous (equation c) 
into (equation b) and taking logarithm, Fallah’s work obtains the following (equation d):  :	 2t�4�6 = �H +
∑ �	�	�		R. ,	(d). Where �H = ªα/1 − α«ln	(α/9) + 1/(1 − α)ÞH,  �	 = 1/1(1 − α)Þ	 and, as we showed 
below (Xki) denotes the urban spatial characteristics including CBD and sub-centre’s influence, the main variable 
of interest in order to analyze the influence of polycentricity at intra-metropolitan scale on labour productivity. 
Finally, the final form of the production function takes the following form:  : 2t�4�6�,NHH. = βH + β.7,9�8'�,�H +
βN,(,�,�H + βQ,(,N�,�H + β�=-@�,�H + β�:�<_�;=:e<��,�H + β�e:-7<_7ℎ�9=�,�H + K� + =�, which the variable 
to explain is a measure of labour productivity that is derived by taking the logarithm of metropolitan gross 
domestic product (GDP) divided by total metropolitan employment, measured in 2001, data which Fallah’s study 
has collected from U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. 
167 Fallah’s study addresses potential endogeneity use two main instrument variables: 1) the 1940 population 
density and 2) the 1950 population density and 1950 share of non-white metropolitan population. In this sense, 
as regards these two instruments variables (Fallah et al., 2011:465) states: “the key advantage of the first is that 
1940 population density predates the U.S. entry into the Second World War, the planning of the Interstate 
highway system, and modern suburban development associated with sprawling modern cities. The second 
instruments set considers the role of past population settlement patterns and early social problems such as white 
flight in explaining 1990 metropolitan sprawl”. 
168 The other metropolitan characteristics that Fallah’s study include in the production function to estimate are 
the following: 1) TOTAL METROPOLITAN POPULATION to capture the urbanization effects, 2) TOTAL 
METROPOLITAN POPULATION (square) to examine the effects of congestion costs or diseconomies, 3) 
HUMAN CAPITAL which is measured as the share of metropolitan population above 25 years that have 31) 
high school degree, 32) some college with no degree, 33) associate degree and 34) at least bachelor degree, 4) 
INDUSTRIAL SHARE that capture the industry composition effects in labour productivity which is calculated 
as employment share of 15 major industries using data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis REIS 
database 5) NATURAL AMENINITES which is measured as an index from 1 to 7 by using data comes from 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and finally, 6) STATE DUMMIES to capture pick u effects that are common 
across all metropolitan areas within the same state, including cross industry differences in the capital intensity. 
169 The measure of urban sprawl that (Fallah et al., 2011:456) propose can be calculated as follows: I,9�8' =
�( % − �%) + 1
 ∗ 0.5, where L% is the share of metropolitan population living in block group with density 
below the overall US metropolitan block group median and then, H% is the share of metropolitan population 
living in a block group with density above the overall US metropolitan block group median. In this sense (Fallah 
et al., 2011:456) state as regards its indicator of sprawl the following: “this sprawl measure is an index that 
ranges between 0 and 1; values closer to 1 represent greater sprawl. For each metropolitan area, block groups 
are sorted and aggregated into high density (above the US metropolitan block group median), and low density 
(below the US metropolitan block group median). A metropolitan area with a high percentage of its population 
living in block groups with density below the median suggests more sprawl. To account for ‘rural clusters’ in 
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The results that (Fallah et al., 2011:459-461) reach on when the production function is 
estimated through OLS are: a) urban sprawl is negative associated with labour productivity 
and highly significant at the 1 percent level, as a result a higher level of urban sprawl is 
associated with lower average metropolitan labour productivity: “the coefficient of 
metropolitan sprawl suggest that a one standard deviation decrease in the level of 
metropolitan sprawl is associated with a 2,5 percentage point increase in labour productivity, 
suggesting that denser urban settlement patterns are on average associated with higher 
productivity”. In addition, this effect is more significant in small metropolitan statistical areas 
(MSAs) such as Fallah’s findings reveals: “the estimates suggest that increasing sprawl by 
one standard deviation is associated with 3,2 and 2,7 percentage points lower labour 
productivity in smaller and larger MSAs respectively” then, b) metropolitan size and 
urbanization effects is positive and highly significant at the 1 percent level, illustrating that 
population size of the metropolitan area fosters labour productivity, meanwhile its 
externalities on the basis of congestion effects is negatively and significant at the 1 percent 
level, suggesting adverse congestion effects on productivity, and finally c) the education level 
of metropolitan population is positively and significant associated with high average labour 
productivity levels on the basis of higher population shares having completed high school and 
to having at least bachelor degree (not to having associated degree -negative and not 
statistically effect- and not to having some degree –positive but not statistically significant). 
On the other hand, the results that its study achieves when the same production function is 
estimated through TSLS with instrument variables reveals the same results in which the only 
slight different is that the level of education defined by associated degree is in this case 
positive associated with average metropolitan labour productivity instead of exert a negative 
influence. However, with using TSLS with instrument variables, Fallah’s study obtains a 
higher negative elasticity of urban sprawl and a lower elasticity of urbanization and 
congestion effects, which is in its turn, consistent with the current literature when instrument 
variables are included in the estimation of the empirical models. 
 
Consequently, (Fallah et al., 2011:469) conclude that: “sprawl is associated with lower 
average productivity even when allowing metropolitan sprawl to be endogenous at the time 
that this results imply that anti-sprawl policies could enhance the economic performance of 
metropolitan areas. In addition, the significance of the higher levels of urban amenities in 
compact cities is also linked to attracting more skilled and educated people, which may be 
one of the underlying causes of the results”. 
 
However, on the other hand, there are studies in the literature that contradicts the hypothesis 
that more polycentric structure and so, less dispersed metropolitan areas as they are able to 
presence a better balance between the agglomeration economies and diseconomies they tend 
to perform better in terms of economic performance. This, other side of the coin is reveal first 
of all by the study carried out by (Cervero, 2001). 
 
This study examines these questions by empirically testing the relationship between labour 
productivity and several measures of urban form as well as transport infrastructure 
determinants at inter- and  intra- urban scale. The former analysis is carried out across 47 US 
metropolitan statistical areas and the latter one is focused on San Francisco Bay Area on the 
basis of 9-counties and its 34 superdistricts, as designated by the region’s transport planning 
agency of California, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). Both analyses, 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
metropolitan areas, block groups with density below 200 persons per square mile are excluded. This cut off 
corresponds to one residential unit per eight acres – about the lowest residential density of many new exurban 
housing developments”. 
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start according to (Cervero, 2001:1655) from a general production function in which the 
economic output, expressed as productivity per worker is a function of a) a size vector, related 
to the overall population and geographical scale of an area, b) accessibility vector, reflecting 
the relative proximity of firms to labour markets, c) urban form vector, representing variables 
that capture the density and degree of primacy of an area, d) transport infrastructure variable, 
representing relative speed and performance of services and finally e) control variables. From 
this point Cervero’s work takes the following hypotheses to be tested: a) “accessibility stands 
as a proxy for efficient urban structure, representing urbanisation patterns like jobs-housing 
balance and infill development”, b) consistent with theory, “size and agglomeration (for 
example density and primacy) also increase productivity through a combination of labour 
market pooling, savings in transport inputs and technological and information spillovers”, c) 
“transport variables come closest to represent the capital input component of a tradition 
Cobb-Douglas production function, while improved mobility no doubt raises productivity to 
the degree that factor inputs (for example, labour, raw materials, intermediate goods) can be 
more swiftly moved to their destinations”. 
 
As regards the former analysis, (Cervero, 2001) estimates by using (TSLS) due to reduce 
simultaneous equation biases three types of regressions models in which the dependent 
variables170 are: a) GMP per worker, b) freeway density and c) city primacy, and the 
determinants are related to the aforementioned vectors171. The results that Cervero’s work 
reach on according to gross metropolitan product per worker in 1990 reveal that: a) a high 
location quotient of FIRE employment and an active freight port are positively associated 
with productivity across the 47 U.S. metropolitan areas the same that b) high employment 
densities imply an increment of productivity, suggesting that the presence of agglomeration 
economies what combined with that c) the size of the metropolitan area, as Cervero’s study 
points out is not significant, this can reflect that density is an more important factor in 
determining productivity advantages than size. On the other hand, the results in terms of 
freeway density and city primacy show that: a) contrary what theory suggested, uncongested 
freeways, and this higher travel speeds, did not work in favor of higher labour productivity: 
“clearly, high employment density, which correlates positively with high economic 
performance, brings with it high levels of traffic congestion”, b) urbanization effects on the 
basis of metropolitan population size and employment primacy and service-oriented economic 
base are positively associated with freeway congestion, and finally, c) high productivity and 

                                                           
170 At macro-scale analysis, Cervero’s study defines the following dependent variables: a) GMP per worker 
which is gross metropolitan product per worker in 1990 in $; b) freeway density which is calculated as vehicle 
miles travelled per lane-mile freeway capacity per day in 1990 and finally c) city primacy, which is calculated as 
proportion of metropolitan employment in primary central city in 1990. 
171 Cervero’s study uses 7 different determinants: a) EMPLOYMENT DENSITY, which is measured as the 
number workers per gross square mile of land area, b) MSA POPULATION which is measured as the population 
of metropolitan statistical area in 1990, c) CITY POPULATION which captured the monocentricity degree of 
the metropolitan area and is calculated as the population of primary central city in 1990, d) SERVICE 
EMPLOYMENT, which is calculated as gross employment in general business and personal service industries, 
e) FIRE EMPLOYMENT which is measured as the gross employment in finance, insurance and real estate 
industries, f) DIFFERENT RESIDENCE which is measured as the percentage of households with different 
residence in 1990 than in 1985 and finally g) PORT TONNAGE which is calculated as gross annual tonnage of 
goods and cargo transported through maritime ports in the metropolitan area in 1990. The independent variables 
that are used to explain GMP per worker are: employment density, freeway density, port tonnage and FIRE 
employment, then as regards freeway density, the independent variables are: MSA population, GMP per worker, 
city primacy, port tonnage, different residence and service employment and finally, related to what are the 
factors that influence on city primacy, Cervero’s work tests the following variables: city population, GMP per 
worker and service employment. 
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city population brings about employment agglomeration and enhance city primacy what it 
leads to reinforce the monocentric structure of the metropolitan areas. 
 
Related to the latter analysis, (Cervero, 2001) because of the unit of analysis, its study had to 
estimate the labour productivity at each 37 superdistrict of San Francisco Bay Area by simple 
factoring172. Then, by using determinants173 (independent variables) as regards: a) effective 
labour-market-shed of each superdistrict on the basis of labour market size and proximity, b) 
commute speeds and finally c) determinants at superdistrict scale to capture their spatial 
patterns, its study tries to explain mean productivity per worker. To do so, Cervero’s study 
uses OLS techniques estimation and two different types of regression model, with and without 
using three different travel-time sheds (30 minutes, 45 minutes and 60 minutes) with the aim 
to test the hypothesis that proximity, accessibility and speed positively influence labour 
productivity at the superdistrict level. In this sense, the main results that (Cervero, 2001:1665) 
reaches on are: a) only employment density variables and demographic ones are statistically 
significant at 0,05 probability level, b) the most strongly influence factor on labour 
productivity is average commute speed with an elasticity of around 0,10 –every 10 per cent 
increase in commuting speed is associated with 1 per cent increase in worker output- although 
this factor is significant below 90 per cent of confidence, c) the positive influence of urban-
form variables on labour productivity is generally fairly weak, with elasticities in the range of 
0,05 to 0,08 (employment density and labour-marketshed), and finally d) the elasticity on the 
accessibility variable is slightly lower than the lowest elasticity among  the three isochronic 
measures of labour-market-shed, (0,059 versus 0,068) what entail that isochronic measures 
outperformed the accessibility index in predicting labour productivity, albeit only slightly so. 
 
As a result, as general conclusions of its study (Cervero, 2001:1668) points out: a) “the results 
of both the macro-scale and micro-scale are generally consistent. At both grains of analysis, 

                                                           
172 (Cervero, 2001) to estimate productivity index for any sub-area uses the following three equations: (1)+h	 =�h	/èh	, (2) +hf = (+h	)(èhf) and (3) +f = (∑ +hf)/èfh , where, P= productivity per worker index; O=economic 
output in dollars; W=number of workers; c=employment classification category (for example, industrial 
classification); k=state (for example, California); and s=super-district (Cervero’s study unit of analysis). 
Therefore according to (Cervero, 2001:1658): “the statewide worker productivity index for SIC category c is 
multiplied by the number of workers in a super-district in category c, summed over all SIC categories to produce 
an estimate of total output for the super-district and then divided by the total number of workers in the super-
district to yield an estimated productivity per worker (Ps)”. 
173 The independent variables that Cervero’s study uses to explain mean productivity per worker are: (1) an 
isochronic measure that represents the EFFECTIVE LABOUR MARKET for any sub-area, which is computed 
as a weighted average of the number of employed residents residing within (t) minutes of a traffic analysis zone 
(TAZ) within a sub-district, summed over all (TAZs) within the superdistrict, such as the this equation shows, 
 (<)f = ∑ @ª∑ A(<)�� «gèf�/(∑ èf�)f� iAf� , where, \�,f� ≤ < and ∑ èf� = èff�  and where, in addition to previous 
definitions, L(t)= effective labour market within t minutes, E(t)=employment residents within t minutes; 
T=travel time, minutes: highway network, peak-period, TAZ centroid-to-centroid; t=commute-time threshold 
(30, 45, 60 minutes); i=origin TAZ-location of E (employed residents); and finally, sj=destination TAZ-location 
of W (workers) within super-district (s), (2) an labour force proximity –a gravity-based accessibility index- that 
represents an ACCESSIBILITY INDEX, computing as following: �f = @∑ g∑ A�exp	(−K\�,f�� if� gèf�/(∑ èf�)f� iA and based on cumulative counts of employed residents, modified by an impedance term 
ªexp�−K\�,f�
« and weighted by the share of total workers in any (TAZ) of a super-district to the total number of 
workers in the sub-district, ªèf�/(∑ èf�)f� «, (3) a primary index of mobility which is based on AVERAGE 
COMMUTING SPEED which is calculated as follows:I�� = (∑ Bf�h,f�h)/(∑ \f�h,f�h)∀�f�h��h , where S=mean 
commute speed, in miles per hour; D=highway network distance, in miles; sic=centroid of TAZ I, TAZ centroid 
of origin superdistrict s; sjc=centroid of TAZ j, TAZ centroid of destination super-district s; and sj=super-district 
s, representing workplace destination j, (4) a measure of EMPLOYMENT DENSITY, calculated as employees 
per acre and finally, (5) an indicator of  DEMOGRAPHY based on calculating the percentage of workforce 
white in each superdistrict of San Francisco Bay Area. 
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employment densities are positively associated with productivity levels, suggesting the 
presence of agglomeration and urbanisation economies” which in the case of interurban scale 
“the macro-scale analyses also uncovered a positive statistically association between labour 
productivity and urban primacy” and b) “statistically, the elasticities between labour 
productivity and both labour-marketshed size and labour productivity are fairly small and are 
not highly significant. However, its effects on labour productivity are greater for larger 
labour-marketshed areas”. 
 
The work of (Cervero, 2001) reveals that at inter-urban scale the urban primacy foster labour 
productivity. This finding may suggest that monocentricity is behind urban primacy due to the 
urban primacy of a given spatial unit according to Cervero’s study is calculated as proportion 
of metropolitan employment in the central city of this given spatial unit (i.e. local labour 
market). In this sense, the work carried out by (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) reaches on 
conclusions which are consistent with Cervero’s findings. In short, negative impacts of both 
polycentricity and dispersion and a positive impact of size and monocentricity. 
 
In-depth, (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) by taking into account as Cervero’s study a inter-
urban scale of analysis, conduct an empirical work through 103 Italian NUTS-3 regions in 
order to examine how urban spatial structure affects on labour productivity. To do so, Veneri 
and Burgalassi’s study also estimate an aggregated production function174 through OLS, SLM 
(spatial lag model) and TSLS techniques and controlling for endogeneity and spatial 
dependence by using instruments variables175. The production function takes into account 
determinants as regards a) spatial structure by means of size and the dimensions 
monocentricity-polycentricity and centralization-descentralization such as (Meijers and 
Burger, 2010) have proposed, b) agglomeration economies as regards diversity, specialization 
and human capital externalities and finally, c) geographical dummies176. 

                                                           
174 The production function that Veneri and Burgalassi’s work estimates, has taken the production function that 
(Meijers and Burger, 2010) have used. So, starting from a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant 
returns of scale to measure the output of firms such as, X = � ;�mUp��; after transformations in order to 
include urban spatial variables, (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) estimate the following production function: ln(�) = α + β ln(�) + K ln(:) + Þ ln(ℎ) + ∑ q� ln(��) + ã�  
175 Veneri and Burgalassi’s work, in order to solve recursive causality in the sense that the spatial structure of a 
region may be, at least to some extent, driven by the economic performance of the region itself use the following 
variables instruments (estimated by the logarithm form of its magnitude): 1) functional polycentricity in 1991, 2) 
morphological polycentricity on the basis of estimated size-rank coefficients in 2001, 3) centralization index on 
the basis of Wheaton index of centralization in 1951, 4) an size indicator, calculated as total resident population 
in 1951, 5) number of traffic accidents in 2001 and finally 6) share of jobs in the central municipality in 2001 as 
a proxy of monocentricity. 
176 (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) define the following dependent variable and determinants. The variable to be 
explained is the per capita labour productivity in 2001. As regards, the factors its study define: 1) CAPITAL-
LABOUR RATIO (in a logarithm form), 2) LAND-LABOUR RATIO (in a logarithm form), 3) GRADUATES 
(in a logarithm form) which is calculated as the share of graduates over population older than 25, 4) SIZE (in a 
logarithm form) which is measured as total resident population, 5) POLYCENTRICITY which is calculated as 
follows, +��(U) = 21 − �y�yBCD6 ∗ ∆, where (σθ) is the standard deviation of nodal in-degree within the MA N; 
(σθMAX) is the standard deviation of the nodal in-degree of a 2-node network (n1, n2) derived from N where 
dn1=0 and dn2=value of the node with the highest value in N; and (∆) is the density of the network. This indicator 
ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates perfect monocentricity and 1 perfect polycentricity, 6) 
CENTRALIZATION, which is as calculated as follows (Wheaton indicator of centralization): @=:<9 =(∑ +��.BG�B�v�R. − ∑ +�BG�B��.v�R. )/BG�B∗, where (Pi) is the cumulative proportion of population in the i-th 
municipality within a given province (so all municipalities must be sorted in ascending order by the distance 
from CBD); (DCBDi) is the distance of the (i-th) municipality from the central municipality, which is CBD; and 
DCBD* which is the distance of the outermost municipality from CBD and approximates the radius of a region 
with a hypothesized circular form. As regards this indicator, (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011:10) point out that: 
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The results that (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011:20) achieve are: a) capital-labour ratio, land-
labour ratio and human capital externalities are positively associated with labour productivity, 
although the latter two variables its influence is not statistically significant, b) geographical 
location matters on the labour productivity, northern Italian regions are more productive than 
the southern ones at the time neighbour effect also exerts a positive influence: if a region has a 
high level of productivity, its neighbours strongly benefit in their productivity levels thanks to 
physical proximity, c) as regards Jacobs and specialization externalities, the models reveal 
that both diversity of employment and FIRE specialization are positively associated with 
labour productivity, although the latter its influence is not statistically significant, d) in terms 
of spatial structure influence on the basis of size, polycentricity and centralization the models 
shows that d1) size is positively and statistically significant with labour productivity: “the 
elasticity of size with respect to productivity is 3,6%”, d2) centralization is also effects 
significantly to productivity: “the more centralized regions are associated with a higher 
productivity, by doubling the centralization of activities, labour productivity increases by 
2,7%” and, d3) the results point out the negatively statistically effect of polycentricity in 
labour productivity, what entails that monocentric regions perform better due to the 
agglomeration economies that take place within regions don’t ‘borrowing size’ enough in 
order to that polycentric structures could have a better balance between the agglomeration 
economies and diseconomies. This result is consistent with (Cervero, 2001) and contradicts 
what (Meijers and Burger, 2010 and; Fallah et al., 2011) have found. Finally, e) the results 
suggest, consistent also with the two aforementioned studies that in small regions the overall 
strength of agglomeration forces has a significant effect on them, while the same effect 
decreases in particularly in large regions, where agglomeration diseconomies may arise. 
 
Therefore, the main contributions of (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011:22) are: a) productivity 
increase with size, so urbanization externalities have a positive and significant effect on 
labour productivity, b) centralization, so geographical proximity as regards economic 
activities, exert also a positive and significant influence on labour productivity; as a result 
compact and centralized regions perform better in terms of economic efficiency than the 
dispersed ones, c) the degree of polycentricity does not have a positive impact on economic 
performances, so as Veneri and Burgalassi’s study has defined polycentricity through its 
functional dimension, as a consequence, the relational proximity between different centres 
cannot be a substitute for physical proximity in monocentric regions (where are stronger in 
terms of agglomeration externalities, and finally d) the effect of agglomeration economies 
decreases on the basis of the size of the regions (more size, agglomeration economies effect). 
 
However, as we mentioned previously, labour productivity has not been the only economic 
performance indicator which the current studies in the literature have been focused on in order 
to examine the effects of polycentricity in economic efficiency. In this sense, the study of 
carried out by (Goetz et al., 2010) by taking into account counties as spatial unit of analysis 
across U.S. try to examine the effects of functional polycentricity by means of presence of 
urban centrality and nodality in income growth on the basis of a) income per capita by place 
of residence and b) earnings per job, by place of work from 2000 to 2007. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
“this indicator ranges from -1 to 1, where 1 indicates perfect centralization, and compared with the 
polycentricity index, this measure is focused more on morphology and explicitly considers the physical proximity 
(distance) between activities located in the region”, 7) SECTORAL DIVERSITY, which is calculated as the 
inverse of the Herfindahl index of the sectoral diversity of employment, 8) FIRE, which is measure as the share 
of employment in finance, insurance and real estate and finally 9) NORTH and CENTRE which are dummy 
variables that indicate with a value of 1 the regions that are located in northern and central regions. 
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To do so, (Goetz et al., 2010) estimate two mentioned income growth models177 through OLS 
techniques and taking into account determinants as regards a) initial conditions of the income 
growth models, b) urbanization economies, c) human capital externalities, d) Jacobs 
externalities, e) network externalities (functional polycentricity) and finally f) a set of dummy 
variables related to geographical localization of U.S. counties178. The results that Goetz’s 
study reaches on as regards income per capita and earnings per job by place of work are: a) 
the corroboration of the process of convergence, as the negative elasticities and significant (-
0,1444) and (-0,2220) of county-level per capita income and of county-level per job earnings 
respectively, b) the positive and significance influence of land area and education in the 
economic growth, c) a positive and statistically effect of urbanization agglomeration on the 
basis of population density in income per capita but positive and not significant as regards 
earnings per job, d) a negative effect of Jacob’s externalities on local economic growth 
suggesting that industrial diversity does not foster income and job earning growth after 7 
years and finally as regards commuting determinants, e) the coefficient estimated for the 
commuting variables reveal that e1) counties receiving a greater mass of in-commuting (in-
degree) experienced faster economic growth (income per capita), while the opposite is true for 
counties sending out more commuters, although not in the earnings model which reveal a not 
statistically effect: “the result for in-degree centrality is important because it suggest that the 
benefits of in-commuting, conceivably in the form of growth-related spillovers, are realized 
and can be measured in the destination county. Alternatively, for counties that are commuting 
origins, a greater mass of out-commuters is associated with a statistically significant lower 
economic growth rate as measured by per capita income growth. In effect, counties lose out 
in terms of economic growth by sending out workers, when we control for initial income, 
population density and land area, industrial diversification, and the other variables” (Goetz 
et al., 2010:295), e2) the degree interaction term is found significantly positive as regards 

                                                           
177 To assess whether and how commuting network affect (this could be understood, as a proxy of functional 
polycentricity) county-level economic growth, (Goetz et al., 2010) follow in the long-established tradition of 
Barro-type growth models. So, starting from this basic income growth function: �/< = �(X� , �	 , �, �, e), 
where county-level income growth (dy/dt) is hypothesized to depend on initial or beginning period per capita 
income levels (Yo), stocks of human capital (Hk), agglomeration (a), and geographical area (g) effects as well as 
a measure of industry diversity (id). From this basic equation, Goetz’s study adds measures of centrality, 
including degrees and commuting entropy for U.S. counties. So, the final equation to being estimated is: �/< = �(X�, �	 , �, �, e, , Ɛ	), in which (d) are related to in-degree and out-degree and (Ɛ) is referred to in- 
and –out commuting entropy for each U.S. county. 
178 The dependent variables that Goetz et al., 2010 uses as we mentioned previously are: a) XXX and b) which 
are estimated in 2007 though the data provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Then, the 
independent variables in order to solve the possible endogeneity problem are calculated according to the income 
growth model in the initial year of the period, so in 2000 year. The determinants that Goetz’s study define are: 1) 
COUNTY-LEVEL PER CAPITA INCOME, 2) LAND AREA of the county measured in square miles and, 3) 
POPULATION DENSITY, measured as the number of inhabitants per square mile, which both variables capture 
the influence of agglomeration urbanization effects, then 4) EDUCATION COLLEGE, which is a proxy of 
human capital externalities and is calculated as share of the adult population in 2000 with a 4-year college degree 
or more, 5) DUMMY VARIABLES that define counties that are located in northeast, southern and western of 
U.S., 6) INDUSTRY  DIVERSITY as regards Jacobs externalities and measured as entropy index of industrial 
diversity which means that a higher value of this number means greater diversity of industries, so less local 
specialization, and finally the following network determinants 71) IN-DEGREE,  72) OUT-DEGREE, 73) IN-
ENTROPY, 74) OUT-ENTROPY along with its respective interaction variables in order to know if  joint effects 
reinforces or suppresses economic growth or has zero statistical impact 75) IN-DEGREE*OUT-DEGREE and 
76) IN-ENTROPY*OUT-ENTROPY. This entropy indicator as (Goetz et al., 2010:282) point out, is calculated 
as follows: =� = −(∑ ,��'(�N,��)/'(�NU� , for pij≠0 and e ∈ > = Ã1,2,…UÅm which is a set of non empty and 
finite nodes, with N representing the total number of relevant nodes (in Goetz’s study, nodes are U.S. counties). 
So mij is the raw number of commuters from (i) to (j), pij=mij/∑ ;���  is the commuter-weighted probability that 
county j receives commuters from county (i) and the sum runs over all counties that send commuters. 
Analogously, summing over j, yields the out-entropy value for county (i). 
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income by place of residence growth model but not in the wage earning equation, and finally 
e3) the entropy measures, which capture the centrality of a county as regards spread of flows 
through in- and –out commuting and their interactions suggest that, e31) counties with greater 
in-commuting entropy experienced less income growth compared with counties that 
experienced commuting from just a few counties (although this effect in terms of earnings per 
job is positive but not statistically significant; e32) counties with higher out-entropy measures 
experienced less growth in per capita income; e33) but its interaction effect show a positive 
and statistically significant effect what it leads to the conclusion that counties that have the 
status of being both a bedroom community (high out-entropy or diversity) and a business hub 
(high in-entropy or diversity) receive a boost in economic growth (only in terms of per capita 
income, as regards earnings per job, this determinant is not significant). 
 
Consequently, the work carried out by (Goetz et al., 2010:297) contributes to the literature in 
the following main point: “proposing the use of commuting networks that is a proxy of 
functional polycentricity as an innovative approach to measure the multidimensional and 
complex interactions between economic growth and urban structure”. In this sense, the work 
carried out by (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) follows this line of research and extends the 
Goetz’s study due to a) is focused at intra-urban scale and defines urban spatial structure 
through its morphological dimension instead of being taken into account inter-urban scale and 
functional dimension of urban structure and, b) is examined the influence of agglomeration 
economies and their dynamic externalities on economic performances in-depth (through 
considering their metropolitan, local and neighbourhood effects) 
 
In this sense, (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) analyze at intra-metropolitan scale the impact 
of urban spatial structure by means of sub-centre influence on employment growth from 1986 
to 2001 in Barcelona Metropolitan Region. Its study estimates local employment growth 
starting from the empirical and theoretical contributions made by aforementioned works in the 
previous Section 2.2., especially by the works of carried out by (Glaeser et al., 1992; 
Henderson et al., 1995; Combes, 2000b; Rosenthal and Strange, 2003, 2004 and; van Soest et 
al., 2006) and in which dynamic agglomeration related to urban spatial structure are 
considered using distance to employment centres (CBD and sub-centres) to assess 
metropolitan effects, and distance-weighted variables, to measure their neighbourhood effects. 
Therefore, to do so, García-López and Muñiz’s study, once its work has been identified the 
employment sub-centres179 in 1986 (total, service and manufacturing subcentres), its study 
estimate three types of regression models in which the dependent variable is the local 
(municipality) growth of employment from 1986 to 2001180. Each type of regression models 

                                                           
179 To identify the employment subcentres from 1986 to 2001, (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) use its method 
to identify subcentres proposed in its previous works. This method is based on identifying subcentres through 
two thresholds of employment: 1) municipalities that its employment density is above the average of the 
metropolitan area and 2) municipalities that its critical mass of employment is above of 1% of the metropolitan 
area. In this sense, García-López and Muñiz’s work identifies, 6 subcentres in total employment (Granollers, 
Mataró, Rubí, Sabadell, Terrassa and Vilanova de la Geltrú) and 3-13 and 4-9 sub-sectoral sub-centres in 
manufacturing and service industries respectively. 
180 The basic model that (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) take has the following form: ': 4�,u,&"

4EBF,u,&" −
': 4�,u,#G

4EBF,u,#G = ���4 (`4,�,f,��, ��½`��`4,�,���, å�,��
 + -�,f = ���4 (`4,�,f,��, �DC�H ,�,f,��, �vC��§I,�,f,.���, å�,��
 +
-�,f, from this basic model that takes into account the agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality (local), those arise from the urban spatial structure (with metropolitan and neighbourhood effects) 
and a set of control variables, its study estimate through SLM techniques the following final equation: 
': 4�,u,&"

4EBF,u,&" − ': 4�,u,#G
4EBF,u,#G =
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takes into account two different specifications, according to if is used the total identified 
subcentres or the sub-sectoral subcentres (service and manufacture) and a set of determinants 
as regards a) metropolitan effects of agglomeration economies, b) effects arising from 
neighbourhood spatial scale, c) effects of agglomeration economies focused on local scale on 
the basis of economic structure or sectoral composition and finally, d) a control set of 
variables by means of infrastructure transport and urban planning policies influence181. 
(García-López and Muñiz, 2012) propose to estimate the regression models through using 
spatial error model (SEM) techniques in order to solve the possible problem of spatial 
autocorrelation and then, including all the determinants according to the initial year of the 
analyzed period 1986-2001 to solve the endogeneity between the regressors and the 
dependent variable. 
 
The results that García-López and Muñiz’s study reach on are: a) all models reveals a good 
capacity of explanation from 42,09% in services through 43,93% in total employment to 
45,44 in manufacture sector, b) the presence of agglomeration diseconomies because of the 
negatively and significant association between specialization coefficient, the number of jobs 
in a given sector and the total employment density with employment growth, so the results 
show the negative effect of specialization externalities (first two cases) and urbanization 
externalities (later determinant) on local economic growth, c) the positive effect of Jacob’s 
externalities in the service sector and the negative one in the total employment and 
manufacture sector, although both of them this influence is not statistically significant, d) as 
regards neighbourhood effects, all three type of models point out that d1) a positively and 
statistically influence of specialization externalities and d2) a negatively and also statistically 
effect of Jacob’s externalities (diversity) in local employment growth, so as a consequence the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     qH + q.':I,=�,f,�� + qN':Be��,f,�� + qQ': �,f,�� + q�':B=:�''�,f,�� + q�I,=+(<�,f,�� + q�':Be�+(<�,f,�� +q�I(v,� + q���I,�,���. + q�<�v�H,�,�� + q.H':I-9)=�,�� + -�,f 
181 The independent variables that (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) defines according to its empirical model are: 
1) SECTORAL SPECIALIZATION in sector (S) in municipality (i) which is calculated as follows, I,=�,f,.��� =4�,u,"!#G/4�,"!#G
4EBF,u,"!#G/4EBF,"!#G and which captures the specialization economies MAR-Porter at local-municipality scale, 2) 

SECTORAL DIVERSITY outside sector (S) in municipality (i) which is measured as, Be��,f,.��� =
./∑ ( J�,u�,"!#GJ�,"!#G!J�,u,"!#G)¦%u�Á"u�&u

./∑ ( JEBF,u�,"!#GJEBF,"!#G!JEBF,u,"!#G)¦%u�Á"u�&u
 and which is linked with diversity economies Jacobs at local-municipality scale, 3) 

EMPLOYMENT in sector (S) in municipality (i) which is related to localization economies effect at local-
municipality scale, 4) TOTAL EMPLOYMENT DENSITY outside sector (S) in municipality (i) which is 
calculated as, B=:�''�,f,.��� = 4�,"!#G�4�,u,"!#G

4l_��,"!#G  and capture the urbanization economies effects at local-

municipality scale, 5) DISTANCE-WEIGHTED SPECIALIZATION, in sector (S) in municipality (i) which is 

measured as, I,=+(<�,f,�� =
∑ "

Æ�b(4�,u,"!#G)/∑ "
Æ�b(4u,"!#G)�&b�&b

4EBF,u,"!#G/4EBF,"!#G  and which captures the specialization economies 

MAR-Porter at neighbourhood scale, 6) DISTANCE-WEIGHTED DIVERSITY in sector (S) in municipality (i) 

which is calculated as, Be�+(<�,f,.��� =
./∑ K ∑ "Æ�b(J�,u�,"!#G)�&b

∑ "Æ�b(J�,"!#G!J�,u,"!#G)�&b L
¦

uu�Á"u�&u
./∑  JEBF,u�,"!#GJEBF,"!#G!JEBF,u,"!#G¹

¦uu�Á"u�&u
 which takes into account diversity 

economies Jacobs as regards agglomeration economies neighbourhood effects, 7) DISTANCE TO CBD-
BARCELONA (in km) which measures the urbanization and localization economies as regards the scope at 
metropolitan scale of agglomeration economies, 8) INVERTED DISTANCE TO THE NEAREST 
SUBCENTRE (in km) which captures the localization and urbanization economies as regards metropolitan 
effects of agglomeration economies, 9)  DISTANCE TO THE NEAREST ACCES ROAD which takes into 
account accessibility as a control variables and finally 10) URBANIZABLE LAND measured in hectares which 
is also another control variables as regards urban planning effect. 
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former foster growth and the latter hinders it, then e) as regards metropolitan effects of 
agglomeration economies the models present that distance to the CBD and distance to the 
nearest employment sub-centres foster employment growth from 1986 to 2001 but as regards 
subcentre’s effect, this effect has been more accused in the case of service sector than the 
manufacture one and finally, f) as regards control variables the results reveal that f1) access to 
infrastructure is negatively associated with employment growth which indicates that 
employment growth is higher since 1986 in municipalities with faster access to the main 
infrastructure and, f2) municipal urbanizable land is positively associated with local economic 
growth which entail that supply of land for economies activities has fostered more increment 
of employment since 1986.  
 
As a consequence, the conclusions that (García-López and Muñiz, 2012:18) point out are: a) 
“urban spatial structure and its related agglomeration economies are important for economic 
growth in an intra-metropolitan context” because of b) “neighbourhood and metropolitan 
agglomeration economies matters on employment growth, the former related to 
specialization, the latter to urbanization and localization economies” and, c) “despite positive 
effects related to urbanizable land and infrastructure accessibility, only agglomeration 
diseconomies arise from municipality scale”. 
 
However, there are current studies in the literature that reach on the contrary conclusion 
which are that polycentricity does not influence in a statistically significant way on economic 
(employment) and urban (population) growth. A meaningful example of this is provided by 
the study carried out by (Lee and Gordon, 2007) in which address this question by 
investigating the links between urban spatial structure and economic-urban growth in a cross 
section of 78 U.S. metropolitan areas from 1990 to 2000. To do so, Lee and Gordon’s study 
firstly a) define and quantify the urban structure of these 78 metropolitan areas taking into 
account its multiple dimensions182 and secondly, b) estimate a two sets of empirical models of 
metropolitan growth through OLS and GWR techniques in which the dependent variables are 
population and employment growth from 1990 and 2000 respectively183, and in which the 
determinants are measured in the initial year of the analyzed period to deal with the 
endogeneity problem and they are related to a) metropolitan size and spatial structure, b) 
industrial mix, c) human capital and demographic variables, d) amenities and finally, e) 
dummy variables as regards geographical localizations184. 

                                                           
182 To define and quantity urban spatial structure (Lee and Gordon, 2007) identity subcentres across 79 U.S. 
metropolitan areas due to its purpose is define urban structure based on relative shares of metropolitan 
employment by location types: a) the metro level central business district (CBD), subcentres, and dispersed 
location. Therefore, to do so, Lee and Gordon’s work identify subcentres on the basis of a modified version of 
McMillen’s geographical weighted regression  (GWR): compared to identifying spatial units (in Lee and 
Gordon’s work, census tract level) that have actual employment density higher than the estimated (smoothed) 
surface by GWR with a large window (50 percent), (Lee and Gordon, 2007) evaluate the differentials between 
two estimated employment density surfaces a) one with a small window size (10 neighboring census tracts) and 
the other with a large window size (100 census tracts) and then, among the identified density peaks, its study 
qualified as candidates to subcentres only those census tracts with more than 10.000 jobs. 
183 The employment and population regression models specification that (Lee and Gordon, 2007) propose has the 
following form: '(� 2 v#

v#!"6 = α���. + β. log(U��.) + βNZ + βQ log(U��.) Z == α���. + β. log(U��.) +
gβN + βQlog	(U��.)iZ, where (Nt) and (Nt-1) denote population (employment) size in 2000 and 1990 respectively, 
(X) is a vector of metropolitan attributes and F a spatial structure variable. 
184 Therefore, the independent variables that (Lee and Gordon, 2007) define are: a) as regards metropolitan size 
and spatial structure, 1) POPULATION measured as the logarithm of population in 1990, 2) EMPLOYMENT 
calculated as the logarithm of employment in 1990, 3) POPULATION DENSITY which is calculated as 
population per acre taking into account the 95% population area and excluding extremely low density census 
tracts under 100 persons per square miles, 4) DISPERSION which is calculated percent dispersed share of total 
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The results as regards population and employment growth that (Lee and Gordon, 2007) reach 
on, reveals that: firstly, a) both population and employment models present a high explanatory 
capacity, around 65,5% and 75,2% respectively, secondly; as regards metropolitan size and 
spatial structure, b) the coefficient of dispersion and polycentricity in both models, is 
statistically significant although dispersion exerts a negative influence and polycentricity a 
negative one and a positive one in population and employment growth models respectively, c) 
the interaction variable between dispersion and metropolitan size (population) is positively 
and statistically associated with employment and population growth, however the interaction 
between polycentricity and size is still not significant although it exerts a positive influence 
on growth, d) metropolitan size by means of population exert a positive and statistically (not 
in terms of employment) effect on growth, so larger metropolitan areas foster population 
growth since 1990 at the time that e) population density as a proxy of urbanization economies 
at the initial year exert a negatively and statistically influence on population and employment 
growth, thirdly as regards industrial mix, f) the models reveal that manufacture is negatively 
(only significant in the case of employment) associated with population and employment 
growth, so specialization externalities do not foster growth since 1990, then as regards human 
capital and amenities, e) meanwhile nonwhite and population over 64 years old are negatively 
associated (and significant) with growth immigrant and college population (statistically 
significant effect with the exception of human capital and population growth) is positively 
associated with it and finally, f) only mean January temperature exert a statistically significant 
effect (positive) on economic and urban growth. 
 
Therefore, the main contribution to the literature that (Lee and Gordon, 2007:12-13) point out 
is that: “growth effects of employment dispersion are found to be dependent on metropolitan 
size. A metropolitan area with more clustered spatial form grows faster, perhaps enjoying 
agglomeration economies when it is small, whereas more dispersion leads to high growth rate 
as it grows large”. In order to extend Lee and Gordon’s work, the study carried out by (Lee 
and Gordon, 2011) examine from a new period of time, from 2000 to 2006 the employment 
growth, also by taking into account the same 79 U.S. metropolitan area but adding at the same 
time a innovative point to its empirical work: the influence of urban spatial structure on new 
business formation and industrial churn. To do so, (Lee and Gordon, 2011) estimate a 
regression models185 in which the dependent variables are a) industrial churn from 2001 to 
2006, b) net new business formation from 2000 to 2005 and c) employment growth from 2001 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
employment in 2000, 5) POLYCENTRICITY which is measured as subcenters’ share of center employment: 
subcenter’ employment/(subcenters’ employment+CBD employment)*100, b) related to industrial mix, 6) 
MANUFACTURING which is measured as percent manufacturing’s share of total earnings, c) in terms of 
human capital and demographic variables, 7) COLLEGE which is measured as percent of 25+ years persons 
with bachelor’s degree or higher, 8) POVERTY which are measured as percent persons with income below 
poverty level, 9) NONWHITE which is calculated as nonwhite population, 10) IMMIGRANTS which is 
measured as percent foreign-born population, 10) POPULATION OVER 64 which is calculated as percent 
population over 64 years, d) as regards amenities, 11) MEAN JANUARY TEMPERATURE which is measured 
as January mean of average daily temperature (Fº) for 1961-1990, 12) ANNUAL PRECIPATION which is 
calculated as average annual precipitation for 1961-1990, 13) VIOLENT CRIME RATE, which is measured as 
violent crimes known to police per 100.000 population, 14) COAST LOCATION which is a dummy variable 
indicating costal location, and finally e) related to regions, 15) eight dummies variables refer to census division: 
New England, Middle Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central, South Atlantic, East South Central, 
West South Central and Mountain. 
185 The empirical model that (Lee and Gordon, 2011) estimate has the same functional form that the model to 
estimated proposed by the same authors in (Lee and Gordon, 2007): X = α� + β.'(�U + βNZ + βQ'(�UZ, 
where Y denotes the dependent variables used by Lee and Gordon’s work, employment growth, industrial churn 
and NNBF since 2000; N denotes employment size (difference with the work of Lee and Gordon, 2007) in the 
beginning year, X is a vector of metropolitan attributes and F is a vector of spatial structure variables –dispersion 
and polycentricity. 
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to 2006186 by using ordinary least squares (OLS) and locally weighted regression (LOESS) 
techniques and in which the determinants measured in the initial of the analyzed to solve the 
possible endogeneity problem are referred to a) metropolitan size and spatial structure, b) 
industrial mix, c) human capital and demographic variables and finally d) amenities such as 
(Lee and Gordon, 2007) have proposed and used187. 
 
As regards employment growth model, (Lee and Gordon, 2011:150) reach on the following 
results: firstly as regards metropolitan and spatial effects, a) only the coefficient of 
metropolitan size exert a statistically (positive) influence on economic growth: polycentricity 
is negatively associated with growth and dispersion in a positive way; the same dynamic is 
observed with the interaction variables, there is not statistically significant effect with the 
interaction between dispersion with size and polycentricity with size (positive and negative 
respectively) in economic growth, secondly as regards industrial mix, b) the model reveals a 
negatively association and significant between specialization externalities (manufacture 
concentration) and employment growth, thirdly; as regards demographic variables c) 
nonwhite, population above 64 years and college population exert a negative and statistically 
significant influence on growth meanwhile immigrant population foster employment growth 
but in a not significant way, finally in terms of amenities d) mean January temperature foster 
economic growth, while annual precipitation hinders it. Next to this, referring with the most 
innovative point of Lee and Gordon’s work which is the empirical relationship between urban 
spatial structure (and polycentricity) with net new business formation (NNBF) as a proxy of 
entrepreneurship and with industrial churn, both models reach on the following results: firstly, 
a) there is no statistically effect of dispersion and polycentricity (and its interaction variables 
with metropolitan size) in NNBF and in industrial churn when the models are estimated 
through OLS and when the estimation is carried out by LOESS techniques; then only 
dispersion is positively associated with NNBF but only at 10 percent, secondly; b) the only 
spatial structure variable that exert a statistically effect is metropolitan size in the case of 
industrial churn and its effect is negatively associated with it, then; c) the main factor that 
foster NNBF and industrial churn is carried out by amenities effect on the basis of mean 
January temperature and finally; d) manufacture concentration is negatively statistically 
associated with fostering entrepreneurship as well as annual precipitation, percentage of white 
population and percentage of population over 64 years. 
 
Consequently, (Lee and Gordon, 2011:154) point out the following main conclusion: “spatial 
structure variables are not statistically significant in OLS estimation perhaps due to the 
choice of an inappropriate or too short period. However, the coefficients of spatial variables 
estimated by the LOESS procedure that the coefficient of employment dispersion were 
negative or close to zero for small metropolitan areas, but were positive in large metropolitan 
areas consistently in explaining employment growth, NNBF and industrial churn. However, 
the coefficients of polycentricity are close to zero across all three models”. 

                                                           
186 The dependent variables that the study carried out by (Lee and Gordon, 2011) defines are: a) employment 
growth, b) industrial churn and c) net new business formation. Two estimate the two latter ones, Lee and 
Gordon’s work proceed with the following way. As regards, industrial churn by using Regional Economic 
Information System (REIS) and North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) data, its work estimate 
the following indicator: Gℎ-9:h = .

�∑ ∑ 5ok(�,�ó.)�ok(�,�)ok(�) 5.��R.NHH��RNHH. , where, z=economic sector, t=year, 
e=employment and finally c=MSA. Finally, as regards the dependent variable net new business formation which 
presents the extent of entrepreneurial activities in metropolitan areas, by using data comes from U.S. Small 
Business Administration and Statistics of U.S., (Lee and Gordon, 2011) estimate the average NNBF indices for 6 
years from 2000 to 2005 as follows: UU�Z = ()-7e:=77	)e9<ℎ − )-7e:=77	=�<ℎ7)/<(<�'	)-7e:=77 ∗ 100.  
187 By comparing with the variables included in (Lee and Gordon, 2007); the current Lee and Gordon’s study 
only differs with the inclusion of employment (logarithm form) as a proxy of metropolitan size. 
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2.4. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics 
In this Section 2.4, we attempt to synthesize the effect (dynamic and static) of spatial and non-
spatial characteristics of cities in productivity, employment and urban growth, birth of new 
establishments and wages. The following (Tables 1a-1e) present the results as regards the 
relationship between urbanization externalities, localization externalities, Jacobs externalities, 
local competition externalities, firm size, human capital externalities, demographic variables, 
and amenities, with productivity (or with one of its proxies) that the 42 aforementioned 
studies, explained in-depth in the previous Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 have found. 
 
The comparison analysis shows that in general, the urban standard theory is corroborated. For 
example, as regards productivity, the most of the analyzed studies (Fogarty and Garofalo, 
1988; Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Ciccone, 2002; Cervero, 2001; Henderson, 2003a –high-tech 
industry-; Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002; Brülhart and Mathys; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 
2009; Gorter and Kok, 2009; Combes et al., 2010 and; Graham et al., 2010) reveal that 
urbanization economies by means of employment density (or total employment) impact 
positively in labour productivity and predict its growth (dynamic externalities), although other 
few studies have pointed out a negative association (Lucio et al., 2002; Henderson 2003a –
machinery- and: Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009 –neighbourhood effect and employment 
density growth-) or a not statistically significant effect (Brülhart and Mathys. 2008 –total 
employment of manufacture industries and financial services-). However, when is used 
population density (or total population) as a proxy for urbanization economies, then the 
positive association with productivity becomes less relevant, (more studies find a negative 
relationship or a not statistically significant influence, although others still point out that 
population density is positively related to productivity) and it is highly dependent on the 
industry that is taken into account such as the studies of (Sveikauskas, 1975; Henderson, 
1986, 2003b;Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988; Meijers and Burger, 2010; Fallah et al., 2011; 
Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011 and; Abel et al., 2012). Next to this, localization economies also 
foster productivity in most cases (Henderson, 1986; Cervero, 2001; Lucio et al., 2002 –at 
certain levels of specialization-, Henderson, 2003 –high-tech industries-; Brülhart and 
Mathys, 2008 –financial services-; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009 –as regards growth of 
value added-; Gorter and Kok, 2009 and; Graham et al., 2010) compared to Jacobs 
externalities which the studies reach on divergence results: while the works of (Rigby and 
Essletzbichler, 2002; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008 –manufacture industries-; Broersma and 
Oosterhaven, 2009 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) state a positively association, the 
studies of (Henderson, 2003a –machinery-; Frenken et al., 2007 –related variety-; Gorter and 
Kok, 2009) and (Henderson, 2003a –high-tech industries-; Frenken et al., 2007 –unrelated 
variety- and; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008 –financial services-) depict a negative relationship or 
a not significant one, respectively. Finally, the effect of human capital is still unclear: the 
research conducted by (Rigby and Essletzbichler, 2002; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008; Fallah et 
al., 2011 and; Abel et al., 2012) find that it fosters productivity, what is contrary to the 
findings of (Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009;Gorter and Kok, 2009; Meijers and Burger, 
2010 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) and what is highly dependent of the industry under 
consideration (Sveikauskas, 1975 -3 industries are positively statistically related to 
productivity, while 11 ones do not exert a significant effect- and; Abel et al., 2012 -10 
industries are negatively associated with productivity, while 2 and 5 are positive and negative 
related to it but its effect is not statistically significant respectively). 
 
Next to analyze the dynamic agglomeration economies on productivity; the literature has also 
paid attention to employment growth or population growth as proxies for productivity. In this 
case, the results that the examined studies reach on are more dispersed. Specifically, it is not 
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clear at all the role of urbanization externalities by means of employment or population 
density as a proxy for urbanization economies. On the one hand, the studies of (Glaeser et al., 
1992 –employment growth-; Glaeser et al., 1995 – population growth between 1950 and 1960 
and total population at SMSA level-; Henderson et al., 1995; Henderson, 1997a; van Soest et 
al., 2006 –employment outside industry under consideration-; van Oort, 2007 –population 
growth-; Burger et al., 2010 –in capital-intensive manufacturing, financial services and 
producer services-; Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011 and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012 –
urbanization economies that emerge from CBD and sub-centres) find that initial conditions of 
employment and/or population density (also some studies considers total employment or total 
population as a proxy for urbanization economies) foster economic growth. On the other, the 
works carried out by (Glaeser et al., 1992 –total employment-; Glaeser et al., 1995; Combes, 
2000b –as regards industry sectors-; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; van Soest et al., 2006 -
neighbourhood employment within the same industry-; Frenken et al., 2007; Lee and Gordon, 
2007; Burger et al., 2010 –in labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive manufacturing- and; 
Lee and Gordon, 2011) and (Combes, 2000b –as regards service sectors-; Glaeser and 
Shapiro, 2003; van Soest et al., 2006 –employment within the same industry and 
neighbourhood employment outside the industry under consideration-; van Oort, 2007; Lee 
and Gordon, 2007 and; Burger et al., 2010 –as regards employment neighbourhood’s effects 
in capital-intensive and knowledge-intensive manufacturing and, financial and producer 
services) reach on the conclusion that urbanization externalities are negatively associated with 
growth or that they are not correlated with it correspondingly. The same tendency is found as 
regards the effect of localization externalities, Jacobs’ externalities and human capital 
externalities: some studies find a positively association with economic growth and others a 
negative or a not statistically effect (see, Tables 1b-1c). However, as regards employment and 
population growth, there are more studies that attempt to examine the local competition and 
firm size effect. In this sense, it seems clear that local competition externalities foster 
employment growth (Glaeser et al., 1992; van Soest et al., 2006 and; van Oort, 2007) and that 
the higher the firm size, the lower the employment growth (Combes, 2000b and; Burger et al., 
2010 –as regards labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive manufacturing), although there is 
also few exceptions: as regards local competition externalities, (van Soest et al., 2006) find a 
negative and not statistically impact for neighbourhood local competition’s effect and, 
referring with firm size’s effect, (Burger et al., 2010) reveals that it is not correlated with 
employment growth in capital-intensive manufacturing, financial services and producer 
services, although the first two sectors present the expected negative sign.  
 
Then, as regards births of new establishment and wages, (Table 1d) and (Table 1e) reveal 
respectively, that we can conclude that urbanization externalities, localization externalities, 
Jacobs’ externalities, local competition, firm size and human capital externalities foster in 
generally, birth of establishments (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003; van Oort and Atzema, 2004; 
Arauzo-Carod, 2005; van Soest et al., 2006; Arauzo-Carod and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009 and; 
Lee and Gordon, 2011) as well as higher wages (Sveikauskas, 1975; Rauch, 1991; Glaeser et 
al., 1992, 1995; Harris and Ioannides, 2000; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Combes et al., 2008, 
2010; Melo and Graham, 2009; Graham et al., 2010 and; Goetz et al., 2010). For example, as 
regards localization and Jacobs’ externalities and firm formation, the studies of (Rosenthal 
and Strange, 2003; van Oort and Atzema, 2004; Arauzo-Carod, 2005 and; van Soest et al., 
2006) point out that they are positively related to birth of new establishments in most 
industries, with the exception of service distribution sector –negative significant effect- (van 
Oort and Atzema, 2004), consumer services, neighbourhood’s effects of consumer and 
producer services –not statistically significant- (van Soest et al., 2006) as regards localization 
economies, and neighbourhood’s effects of consumer and producer services –not statistically 
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significant- (van Soest et al., 2006) referring with Jacobs’ externalities. Another meaningful 
example, as regards the impact of agglomeration economies on birth of new establishment is 
that (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003) show that local competition externalities present a double 
and inverse effect in firm formation and its new employment: local competition within the 
same industry foster firm formation and new-establishment employment, while local 
competition outside the industry under consideration is negatively associated with it. 
Referring with the relationship between wages and agglomeration externalities, it is worth 
standing out that urbanization externalities and human capital externalities are the spatial 
characteristics of cities that present clearly a positive correlation with high wages (Glaeser 
and Maré, 2001 Combes et al., 2008, 2010; Melo and Graham, 2009 and; Graham et al., 
2010) and (Sveikauskas, 1975; Rauch, 1991; Glaeser et al., 1995; Harris and Ioannides, 2000; 
Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Combes et al., 2008 and; Goetz et al., 2010) respectively, compared 
to localization and Jacobs’ externalities that present a balance cases of positive, negative and 
not significant effects on wages or as regards local competition externalities, which the 
analyzed studies have shown that it tends to be negatively related to wages. 
 
Finally, as regards non-spatial characteristics, the 42 analyzed studies in the previous Section 
2.2 and Section 2.3 have pointed out that demographic characteristic of cities (i.e. white 
workforce, nonwhite population, immigrant population, elderly population –above 64 years 
old-) and the presence of amenities (i.e. geographical location: north, south, coast, mountain, 
and etc…, precipitation rates, violence crime rate, January temperature, and etc…) play in 
most cases, a highly significant role to explain labour productivity in cities as well as its 
employment and population growth, births of new establishments and wages. For instance, as 
regards labour productivity, Cervero (2001) and (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) reveal that 
white workforce and north geographical location in Italy (at NUTS-3 level) are positively 
associated with high levels of productivity respectively. In addition, on the one hand, the 
studies of (Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003 and; Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011) stress that average 
temperature in July and January foster employment and population growth, while 
precipitation and violence crime rate do not. Similarly to amenities’ effect, demographic 
characteristic in cities also exert a statistically significant impact as regards employment and 
population growth. The research conducted by (Glaeser et al., 1995; Glaeser and Shapiro, 
2003 and; Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011) reveals that contrary to the effect that the presence in 
cites of elderly (above 64 years) and nonwhite population exert (negative and/or not 
statistically significant influence); immigrant population predicts its economic growth. On the 
other hand, (Lee and Gordon, 2001) make evidence that, nonwhite and elderly population as 
well as precipitation rate are negatively associated with net new business formation, while 
January temperature is positively related and immigrant population and violence crime rate 
are not correlated with firm formation. However, the study of (Combes et al., 2008) reveals 
that although, population age is negatively associated with employment and population 
growth, older workers have high wages compared to young ones. Lastly, it is worth 
mentioning that apart from demographic characteristic and amenities, the aforementioned 
studies have considered other determinants to examine whether there is an impact or not on 
productivity and on one of their proxies. In this sense, some studies have taken into account 
land area (Henderson 2003b; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; Combes et al., 2008; Melo and 
Graham, 2009; Goetz et al., 2010; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011 and; García-Lopez and Muñiz, 
2012), initial wage or its growth (Glaeser et al., 1992; Lucio et al., 2002; van Soest et al., 
2006; van Oort, 2007; Frenken et al., 2007 and; Burger et al., 2010) and the role of transport 
by means of infrastructure, accessibility, use of public transport, presence of rail and highway 
networks (Cervero, 2001; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; Arauzo-Carod, 2005 and; García-López 
and Muñiz, 2012) among others less used determinants. 
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Table 1a. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics on labour productivity, growth, births of establishments and wages 
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Table 1b. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics on labour productivity, growth, births of establishments and wages 
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indstry

(+) 

servcs

(-) 

indtry 

servcs

van Soest et al., (2006)*
Employment growth 

1988-1997

(+) size 

outside

(-) size 

within 

neigh

(+) size 

wtn (-) 

size ot 

neigh

(-) (+) neigh (+)
(+) 

neigh
(+)

(-) 

neigh

Employment growth 

1991-1997
(+) size

(+) size 

grwth
(-) (+) (+)

Manufacture 

employment growth 

1991-1997

(-) size
(+) size 

grwth
(-) (+) (+)

Frenken et al., (2007)*
Employment growth 

1996-2002
(-) (-)

(+) 

relate

d vrty

(+) 

unrela

ted vty

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained

Urbanization externalities
Localization externalities Jacobs externalities

Local competition 

externalities
Firm size

Human Capital 

externalities
Demographic variables Amenities

Employment density Population density

*other variables that it considers are: wage rate (positive and significant), dummy variable industrial/residential (positive and significant) distance to Amsterdam, Rotterdam harbour and Utrecht (negative/negative/positive not significant)

van Oort (2007)*

*other variables that it considers are: initial wage (negative/positive not significant), wage growth (positive not significant/significant), Randstad (negative and not significant), intermediate zone (positive and not significant)

*other variables that it considers are: wage (positive and significant), business area growth (postive and significant), dwellings growth (positive and significant), investment and research and development (psitve and signt/psitve and notsignt/negtve and notsignt)

*other variables that it considers are: entrepreneurs (negative and not significant)

Abel et al., (2012)*

*other variables that it considers are: interaction term on the basis of population density and human capital (negative and significant)

*other variables that it considers are: wage in the city-industry (positive, not significant)

*other variables that it considers are: dummy variables (Paris, Ile-de France, Méditerranné, North and East)

*other variables that it considers are: land (positive  but not statistically signifcant)
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Table 1c. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics on labour productivity, growth, births of establishments and wages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

(+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no 

Lee and Gordon (2007)
Employment growth 

1990-2000
(-) 

(+) 

(size)
(-) manuf (+)

(+) 

immigrant

(-) 

nonwhite, 

over64

(+) January 

temp (+) 

regionl dy

(-) prep, (-) 

violnc, (+/-) 

regionl dy

Capital-intensive 

manufacturing 

employment growth 

1996-2004

(+)
(+) 

neigh
(-) (+) neigh

(-), (-) 

neigh
(-)

Labor-intensive 

manufacture 

employment growth 

1996-2004

(-), (-) neigh
(+), (+) 

neigh

(+), (+) 

neigh
(-)

Knowledge-Intensive 

manufacturing 

employment growth 

1996-2004

(-)
(+) 

neigh
(-) (-) neigh

(+), (+) 

neigh
(-)

Financial services 

employment growth 

1996-2004

(+)
(-) 

neigh
(+) (-) neigh

(+) 

neigh
(+) (-)

Producer services 

employment growth 

1996-2004

(+)
(-) 

neigh

(+), (+) 

neigh
(-)

(-) 

neigh
(+)

Lee and Gordon (2011)
Employment growth 

2000-2006
(+) size (-) (-) manuf (+)

(+) 

immigrant
(-) over64 (-) nonwhite

(+) mean 

January 

temp

(-) violence

García-López and Muñiz 

(2012)*

Employment growth 

1981-2001

(+) CBD, 

(+) SUB

(-) local,   

(-) (size) 

local

(+) CBD, 

(+) SUB, 

(+) neigh

(-) local
(-) 

neigh

(-) 

local

Population growth           

1960-1990 city level

(+) 

grwth 

1950-

60

(-) size (-) (+)
(-) nonwhite 

1960-90

(-) nonwhite 

1950-70, 1970-

90

(-) 

south 

centrl 

nrthest

Population growth             

1960-1990 SMSA level
(+) size (-) (+)

(-) 

south 

centrl 

nrthest

Population growth              

1980-2000 city level
(-) 1990-2000

(-) 80-

90,              

(-) size

(+) 

manuf

(-H) 

90-00

(+H) 

80-90 

(+B)

(-) older 

population

(+) average 

temp July, 

January

(-) 

precip 

90-00

(-) prep 80-

90, south, 

midwest, 

northest

Population growth               

1980-2000 MSA level

(+), (+) 

size

(-) manuf 

1990-

2000

(-) 

manuf 

1980-

1990

(+B) 

(+-H) 

80-90     

90-00

(-) older 

population 

1990-2000

(+) older 

population 

1980-1990

(+) average 

temp July, 

January

(+) precip               

(-) south, 

midwest, 

northest

Lee and Gordon (2007)
Population growth             

1990-2000

(+) 

(size)
(-) 

(-) 

manuf
(+)

(+) 

immigrant

(-) 

nonwhite, 

over64

(+) mean 

January 

temp

(+) prep, (-) 

violnc, (+/-) 

regionl dy

Glaeser et al., (1995)*

*other variables that it considers are: migrants per capita (positive and significant), per capita income (positive and not significant), per capita revenue (positive and significant), per capita expenditure (positive and significant)

Glaeser and Shapiro 

(2003)*

*other variables that it considers are: land area growth (positive and not signficant, city level), driving alone (positive/negative and not significant) public transport (negative and not significant) per capita income (positive 1990-2000 and positive/negative 1980-1990)

*other variables that it considers are: infraestructure (positive and significant), land urbanizable land (positive and significant)

Local competition 

externalities
Firm size

Human Capital 

externalities
Demographic variables Amenities

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained

Urbanization externalities
Localization externalities Jacobs externalities

Employment density Population density

Burger et al., (2010)*

*other variables that it considers are: wages (positive/negative/psitve/psitve/psitve and not significant), industrial sites (positive/psitve/negative/psitve/psitve and not significant/-/-/signficant/-/), workarea (negative/positive/negtve/psitve/psitve and not significant)
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Table 1d. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics on labour productivity, growth, births of establishments and wages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

(+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no 

Births of Establishments 

in 6 industries 1997
(+3) size (-1) size

(+1)            

(-1) 

size

(+4) (-1) (+1) (+6)
(+5) 

withn

(-6) 

outsd

(-1) 

withn 

machy

New-Establishment 

employment in 6 

industries 1997

(+1) size (-3) size
(-2) 

size
(+4) (+1) (-1) (+6)

(+5) 

withn

(-6) 

outsd

(-1) 

withn 

machy

van Oort and Atzema 

(2004)

ICT new firm formation 

1996-2000

(+) size 

ICT, (+) 

size all

(+) ICT, (+) 

business 

services

(-) serv, 

distrbtn 

SLM

(-) 

indtry, 

distr OLS 

(+) OLS
(+) 

SLM
(+) ICT (-) all

Arauzo-Carod (2005)
Industrial firm location 

1987-1996

(+), 

distCAP 

dist100

(-) 

dnsity
2
, 

congstion

(-)

(+) ind, 

serv, 

distCAP, 

dist100

(+) (-)

(+) size 

within 

consr

(+) size 

withn 

prodr 

manf

(+) prodr 

manf
(-) consr (+) all (-) all

(+) size 

neigh 

withn 

consr

(+) neigh 

manf

(+) neigh 

consr 

prodr

(+) 

neigh 

manf

(-) 

neigh 

consr 

prodr

(-) all 

neigh

(-) size 

neigh 

withn 

prodr 

manf 

(+) size 

outside 

prodr 

manf

(+) size 

outsde 

consr

(+) size 

ngh ot 

prod 

manf

(-) size 

neigh 

outde 

consr

Arauzo-Carod and 

Viladecans-Marsal 

(2009)

Firm formation in 6 

industries 1992-1996

(+4), 

(+4) 

dtCBD

(-2), 

(+1)       

(-1) 

dtCBD

(+4) 

distCBD

(+1) (-1) 

distCBD

(+5) 

ITL

(-3) 

HL

(-1) 

ITL      

(+1)    

(-2) 

HL

Lee and Gordon (2011)
Net new business 

formation 2000-2005
(+) size (-) (-) manuf (+)

(-) 

nonwhite, 

over64

(+) immigrant
(+) January 

tem

(-) 

precip
(-) violence

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained

Urbanization externalities
Localization externalities Jacobs externalities

Local competition 

externalities
Firm size

Human Capital 

externalities
Demographic variables Amenities

Employment density Population density

Rosenthal and Strange 

(2003)

*other variables that it considers are:  highway network (positive and significant), rail network (negative and signficant), commuting (negative and significant)

van Soest et al., (2006)

Establishment births in 

consumer services, 

producer services and 

manufacturing                                       

1988-1997

*other variables that it considers are: wage rate, dummy variable industrial/residential and distance to Amsterdam, Rotterdam harbour and Utrecht
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Table 1e. Role of spatial and non-spatial characteristics on labour productivity, growth, births of establishments and wages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

(+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no (+) (-) no 

Sveikauskas (1975)
14 Manufacturing wages 

1967

(+11) 

(size)

(+3) 

(size)
(+4)

(+7) (-

3)

(+) East, 

West, 

Midwest

Rauch (1991)*
Whole economy,                    

wages 1980
(+) size 

(+) 

edu 

exp

(+) 

SMS

A exp

(+) coast, 

west, nrth-

est/cntrl

Glaeser et al., (1992)*
Wage  growth               

1956-1987
(+) size (-) (+) (-) (+) south

Glaeser et al., (1995)*
City income growth                

1960-1990
(-) size (-) manf (+)

(+) 

nonwhite

(+) south 

central

(-) 

nrthest

Harris and Ioannides 

(2000)

Median income family 

1980-2000

(+), (+) 

size

(+) 

state 

FE

(+) 

MA 

FE

Glaeser and Maré (2001)
Hourly wage for 

individuals 1990

(+) 

>5E06, 

(+) 

<5E06

(+) 

exp 

edu 

aedu

(-) nonwhite

Combes et al., (2008)*
Local wage index                         

1976-1998

(+), (+) 

markt 

potntl 

2nd 

stage

(+) 1st 

stage

(-) 2nd 

stage

(-) 1st 

stage

(+) 

1st 

stage

(+) age 1st 

stage

(+) 

mountain 

2nd stage

(-) lake 

heritge 

2nd 

stage

(+) sea 2nd 

stage

Real hourly wage             

2002-2006

(+), (+) 

market 

potntl

(-) (+) (+) (+) age

Real hourly wage in 12            

2-digit industries               

2002-2006

(+2), 

(+4) mp
(-1)

(+5-4), 

(+7-1) 

mp

(+2) (+2) (-8) (-2)
(+4)              

(-6)
(+9) (-1) (-2) (+10) age (+2) age

Combes et al., (2010)
Local wages                           

1976-1998

(+), (+) 

market 

potntl

Graham et al., (2010)
11 wages industry 

sectors 1996-2004

(+7) 

markt 

potntl

(+4) 

markt 

potntl

(+7) (+4)

Income per capita by 

place of residence               

2000-2007

(+) (-) (+)

(+) 

northeast, 

southern

(-) western

Earnings per job by place 

of work 2000-2007
(+)

(-) urb. 

incld.
(-) (+) (-) (+) northeast

*other variables that it considers are: wage in the city-industry (negative and significant)

*other variables that it considers are:  per capita income (negative and significant), per capita expenditure (positive and significant), unemployment rate (negative and significant)

Melo and Graham 

(2009)*

*other variables that it considers are:  home-to-work distance (positive and significant), fulltime (negative and significant), area (positive and significant)

*other variables that it considers are: initial conditions, land (positive and significant), in-degree (positive and significant), out-degree (negative and significant / negative not significant) and in-*-outdegree (positive / negative not significant)

Local competition 

externalities
Firm size

Human Capital 

externalities
Demographic variables Amenities

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained

Urbanization externalities
Localization externalities Jacobs externalities

Employment density Population density

*other variables that it considers are:  culture per capita (negative and significant)

Goetz et al., (2010)*

*other variables that it considers are:  land area (positive and not significant). Combes' work uses real wage (logarithm) as a dependent variable in the first stage of its empirical framework
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2.5. Addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 
The main problem related to the estimation of agglomeration economies is the endogeneity or 
reverse causality between productivity or one of its proxies (economic growth, birth of new 
establishments, and wages) and agglomeration. Most of the empirical research assumes that 
causality runs from agglomeration to productivity. This is consistent with standard urban 
economic theory. Some studies, however, have allowed agglomeration to be simultaneously 
determined with productivity. The rationale is that firms and workers migrate to more 
productive areas and increase their size and density. The following (Tables 2a-m) summarize 
how 42 of the aforementioned studies, explained in-depth in the previous Section 2.2 and 
Section 2.3, have solved the endogeneity problem of agglomeration economies estimation.  
 
Perhaps the most common method used in the literature is define the explanatory variables in 
the initial year of the considered time period next to often simultaneously, including fixed 
effects (i.e. state or metropolitan area fixed effects) in the model specification which is mostly 
estimated through using OLS, SLM, FGLS methods or Poisson models, depending on what is 
the agglomeration variable to be explained (i.e. productivity, or birth of new establishments). 
These are the cases of (Fogarty and Garofalo, 1988; Glaeser et al., 1992, 1995; Henderson et 
al., 1995; Harris and Ioannides, 2000; Combes, 2000b; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Cervero, 
2001; Lucio et al., 2002; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003; Rosenthal and Strange, 2003; van Oort 
and Atzema, 2004; Arauzo-Carod, 2005; van Soest et al., 2006; van Oort, 2007; Lee and 
Gordon, 2007, 2011; Frenken et al., 2007; Broersma and Oosterhaven, 2009; Arauzo-Carod 
and Viladecans-Marsal, 2009; Goetz et al., 2010; Rosenthal and Strange, 2010; Burger et al., 
2010; Fallah et al., 2011and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012). Next to this approach, another 
method is to instrument current levels of agglomeration using long lags on population, or 
population density (Ciccone and Hall, 1996; Combes et al., 2008, 2010; Melo and Graham, 
2009; Meijers and Burger, 2010; Fallah et al., 2011; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011 and; Abel et 
al., 2012). The relevant argument here is that the densities we observe today are determined 
by previous patterns of population concentration which are themselves uncorrelated with 
contemporaneous levels of productivity (or its proxies). However, these instruments may 
prove less relevant for more disaggregate work analyzing urbanization at smaller spatial 
scales at the time that similarly, it is hard to see how such instruments could provide adequate 
correction for endogeneity associated with localization economies, for instance, for modern 
services industries which have been decentralizing from their original urban locations since 
the half of twentieth century. These problems of relevance are also likely to apply to 
contemporaneous instruments constructed from data on climatologically (Henderson, 1986 
and; Abel et al., 2012) geological features (Combes et al., 2010), land area (Ciccone, 2002 
;Brülhart and Mathys, 2008 and; Meijers and Burger, 2010) and, the way which economic 
activities are spatially organized (i.e. degree of polycentricity and monocentricity, degree of 
dispersion, degree of centralization and rank size distribution) such as the studies of (Meijers 
and Burger, 2010 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) have used or demographic features 
(Henderson, 1986 and; Fallah et al., 2011). Finally, difference- or system- GMM estimation is 
used by (Henderson, 1997a, 2003a, 2003b; Lucio et al., 2002; Brülhart and Mathys, 2008 
(SYSGMM); Combes et al., 2010 and; Graham et al., 2010). However, considerable 
differences between IV and OLS estimates are found (see, the last column of Tables 2a-m, 
where is presented a ratio of IV or GMM to LS agglomeration elasticity estimates), although 
when is used a GMM estimator they are small; what it leads to the conclusion that the effect 
on the size of agglomeration estimates from correcting endogeneity bias is still unclear: some 
studies obtain IV estimates that are smaller than the respective LS ones while others find the 
opposite effect. In addition, some studies conclude that if agglomeration does have an 
endogenous component, it does not appear to induces a substantial bias in estimates at all.
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Table 2a. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Metropolitan size 0,078* 0,73

Polycentricity 0,051* 0,93

Dispersion 0,030 1,25

Metropolitan size 0,072* 0,77

Polycentricity 0,033* 0,89

Dispersion 0,047 1,24

Metropolitan size*Poly -0,063* 1,06

Metropolitan size*Disp -0,016 2,00

1990 metro sprawl -0,897* 4,42

1990 total metro pop. 1,22E-08* 0,28

1990 total pop (square) -1,38E-15* 0,55

1990 metro sprawl -0,997* 4,91

1990 total metro pop. 7,76E-09* 1,80

1990 total pop (square) -1,22E-15* 0,49

Employment density 0,039

Freeway density 0,420*

Port tonage 0,047

FIRE employment 0,159

Accessibility index 0,059

Avge commuting speed 0,121

Employee/acre 0,062*

Perct. workforce white 0,763

Labor market-shed                            

(30-45-60min)

0,068/0,078/                           

0,085*

Avge commuting speed                           

(30-45-60min)

0,104/0,099/                   

0,110

Employee/acre                                              

(30-45-60min)

0,057*/0,054*/                            

0,053*

Perct. workforce white                                           

(30-45-60min)

0,758*/0,767*/                                  

0,767*

Size 0,041* 0,95

Polycentricity -0,036* 0,84

Centralization 0,027* 1,42

Population density 0,054*

Industry entropy -0,261*

In-degree 0,157*

Out-degree -0,247*

In-*out-degree 0,072

In-entropy -0,198*

Out-entropy -0,246*

In-*out-entropy 0,187*

Goetz et al., (2010)

All industries, income 

per capita by place of 

residence

U.S. Counties 2000-2007 OLS Initial conditions - - -

Veneri and Burgalassi 

(2011)
All Productivity

103 NUTS-3 Italian 

Regions
2001 OLS / TSLS#

1) Population 1951, 2) Car 

accidents 2001, 3) Polycentricity 

1991, 4) Rank size  2001, 5) 

Centralization 1951 and, 6) Share 

jobs in central municipality 2001

R2, F-Test, 

Anderson's 

canonical correlation

Wu-Hausman, Durbin 

(endogeneity) / Sargan 

Bausman (validity)

Cervero (2001) All Productivity

34 superdistricts San 

Francisco Bay Area                                             

(intra-urban)

1990 TSLS

- F-Test - -

1990 TSLS

Cervero (2001) All Productivity
47 U.S. Metropolitan 

Areas (inter-urban)
1990 TSLS - F-Test - -

Fallah et al., (2011) All Productivity

357 U.S. Metropolitan 

Statistical Areas (MSAs) 

(inter-urban)

2001 OLS / TSLS# 1) Population density 1940

F-Test
Hausman Test 

(endogeneity)

2001 OLS / TSLS#
1) Population density 1950 and, 2) 

Non-white share

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

Meijers and Burger 

(2010)
All Productivity

113 U.S. Metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)

2006 OLS / TSLS#
1) Metropolitan population 1950, 

2) Degree polycentricity 1950, 3) 

Degree of dispersion 1950, 4) 

Rail/Road 1950 and, 5) Agriculture 

land use

R
2
, F-Test Sargan, Basmann (validity)

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

2006 OLS / TSLS#
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Table 2b. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Population density -0,001

Industry entropy -0,177*

In-degree 0,219*

Out-degree -0,136

In-*out-degree -0,040

In-entropy 0,083

Out-entropy -0,131*

In-*out-entropy 0,000

Specialization (local) -0,416*

Diversity (local) -0,010

Employment (local) -0,185*

Emply. Density (local) -0,185*

Specialization (neigh.) 1,264*

Diversity (neigh.) -4,023*

Dist. Bcn-CBD (metro) -0,020*

Dist. SUB (metro) 0,294*

Dispersion -0,0009

Polycentric -0,0006

Disp*Population 0,006*

Polyc.*Population 0,0003

Population 0,0380*

Population density -0,0934*

Dispersion -0,0005

Polycentric 0,0001

Disp*Population 0,0047*

Polyc.*Population 0,0001

Population 0,0052

Population density -0,0684*

Dispersion 0,0002

Polycentric -0,0003

Disp*Employment 0,0009

Polyc.*Employment -0,0001

Employment 0,0177*

Population density -0,1090*

Dispersion -0,0059

Polycentric -0,0027

Disp*Employment 0,0237

Polyc.*Employment 0,0014

Employment 0,0846

Population density -0,2521

Lee and Gordon (2011)
All industries, net new 

formation business

79 U.S. metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)
2000-2005 OLS# / LOESS Initial conditions - - -

Lee and Gordon (2011)
All industries, 

employment growth

79 U.S. metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)
2001-2006 OLS# / LOESS Initial conditions - - -

- - -

Lee and Gordon (2007)
All industries, 

employment growth

79 U.S. metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)
1990-2000 OLS / GWR# Initial conditions -

Lee and Gordon (2007) Population growth
79 U.S. metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)
1990-2000 OLS / GWR# Initial conditions

- -

García-López and Muñiz 

(2012)

All industries, 

employment growth

164 Municipalities of the 

Barcelona Metropolitan 

Region (intra-urban)

1986-2001 OLS / SEM# Initial conditions - - -

Ratio of estimates

Goetz et al., (2010)
All industries, earnings 

per job by place of work

U.S. Counties                  

(inter-urban)
2000-2007 OLS Initial conditions - - -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test
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Table 2c. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Dispersion -0,0180

Polycentric -0,0052

Disp*Employment 0,0129

Polyc.*Employment 0,0004

Employment -0,3824*

Population density -0,6220

Population (average) 0,0598*

Population (minimum) 0,0189*

Population (maximum) 0,1211*

Population (average) 0,0477*

Population (minimum) 0,0160*

Population (maximum) 0,0855*

Urb. Econ.Printing 0,177*

Urb. Econ.Furniture 0,049*

Urb. Econ.No metallic 0,080*

Local.Econ. (average) 0,105*

Local.Econ. (minimum) 0,030*

Local.Econ.  (maximum) 0,210*

Urb. Econ.Petroleum -0,366*

Urb. Econ.No metallic 0,092*

Local.Econ. (average) 0,187*

Local.Econ. (minimum) 0,090*

Local.Econ.  (maximum) 0,450*

Density gradient 2,80*

Density gradient (sq) -2,89*

Central density 0,0009*

Metro size, population 0,00017*

Population (square) -2,97*

Age of the city -0,0060*

1,052* / OLS / 

5,2%

1,060* / TSLS / 

6,0%

1,047* / OLS / 

4,7%

1,084* / OLS / 

8,4%

0,005* / TSLS / 

0,5%

0,019* / TSLS / 

1,9%

- - -

Estimation method Main Instrument used
Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

Lee and Gordon (2011)
All industries, Industrial 

churn

79 U.S. metropolitan 

areas (inter-urban)
2001-2006 OLS# / LOESS Initial conditions

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period

Sveikauskas (1975)
14 Manufacturing 

productivity

U.S. Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas 

1967 OLS no instrument variables - - -

Sveikauskas (1975) 14 Manufacturing wages

U.S. Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas 

1967 OLS no instrument variables - - -

2,20

126 urban areas, 

Brazilian cities

11 Manufacturing 

productivity
Henderson (1986) 1970 OLS

there is no enough information to 

use instruments variables
- - -

Fogarty and Garofalo 

(1988)
1957-1977 OLS Initial conditions - -

Henderson (1986)
16 Manufacturing 

productivity

238 U.S. Metropolitan 

areas
1972 OLS / TSLS#

1) climatological, 2) demographic 

and 3) economic data
- -

-

Employment density 

(county level)

OLS# / TSLS#

1) eastern seaboard, 2) railroad 

1860, 3) population in 1850 and 4) 

population density 1860

1,15 / 1,19

13 U.S. Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas 

Manufacture 

productivity growth

Employment density 

(county level)

Employment density (state 

level)

Employment density 

(county level)

Size (employment)

Ciccone and Hall (1996)
Private non-propietary 

productivity

46 U.S. states at county 

level
1988

1,035*/1,046*

1,029*/1,026*
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Table 2d. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Employment growth -0,17* 1,70

Wage growth 0,58* 1,16

Prody growth out prov 0,30* 2,72

Industrial spec -4,09* 51

Industrial spec (square) 32,33* 31,08

Regional spec -1,51* 5,20

Regional spec (square) 13,36* 3,44

Diversity -1,41 2.82

Competition 1,86 2.06

Local.Econ. (averg) HT 0,20*

Local.Econ. (min) HT 0,15*

Local.Econ.  (max) HT 0,23*

Local.Econ. (averg) MAC 0,10*

Local.Econ. (min) MAC 0,096*

Local.Econ.  (max) MAC 0,20*

Urb. Econ. (min) HT 0,087*

Urb. Econ. (max) HT 0,189*

Urb. Econ. (min) MAC -0,052*

Urb. Econ. (max) MAC -0,127*

Dynamc extrnalities HT 0,073*/0,089* 1972-1992 OLS and FE#

Primacy (t-1) 6,45* 9,46

Primacy
2
(t-1) -3,15* 17,12

Primacy(t-1)*prody(t-1) -0,488* 6,5

Primacy (t-1) 14,9* 26,75

Primacy
2
(t-1) -3,26* 50,15

Primacy(t-1)*prody(t-1) -0,420* 4,47

Primcy(t-1)*natubpop(t-1) -0,064* 1,23

Primcy(t-1)*natlandarea -0,075* 3,75

Urbanshare(t-1) 6,66* 11,38

Urbshare(t-1)*proy(t-1) -0,737* 17,54

Urbanshare
2
(t-1) -0,073* 0,138

Primacy (t-1) 13,8*

Primacy(t-1)*prody(t-1) -0,328*

Primacy
2
(t-1) -4,42*

Primacy(t-1)*prody(t-1) -0,627*

Primcy(t-1)*natubpop(t-1) -0,333

-

1960-1990
OLS / FE / TSLS / 3SLS  / 

GMM# 

1960-1990 OLS / GMM#

Henderson (2003b)
Whole economy, 

productivity growth
70 countries GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)

1960-1990 OLS / GMM#

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

1,050* / OLS / 

5,058%
Employment density 

(education and country 

dummies)
1,045* / TSLS / 

4,55%

Employment density 

(education, country and 

NUTS-I dummies)

Employment density 

(education, country and 

NUTS-2 dummies)

1,050* / OLS / 

5,07%

1,044* / TSLS / 

4,445%

1,049* / OLS / 

4,97%

1,044* / TSLS / 

4,444%

R
2 - 0,90 / 0,88 / 0,89

Employment density                     

(NUTS-2 dummies)

1,044* / TSLS / 

4,4%

1,033* / TSLS / 

3,3% (neigh.)

628 NUTS-3 E.U. Regions 

(France, Germany, Italy, 

Spain, UK)

Non-agricultural private 

productivity
Ciccone (2002) OLS# / TSLS#1992 Land area

Plant level data across 

50 Spanish provinces

26 Manufacturing 

productivity growth
Lucio et al., (2002) 1978-1992

OLS / GMM Panel 

estimations#

Initial conditions / Fixed effects (t-

3 to t-5)

Henderson (2003a)

Manufacturing 

Productivity (high tech 

and machinery 

industries)

Plant level data across 

317 U.S. Metropolitan 

Areas

1972-1992

DIFF-GMM Panel 

estimatons# / OLS / OLS 

and FE (fixed effects)

R
2  Sargan Test (validity)

DIFF-GMM Panel 

estimatons / OLS / OLS 

and FE (fixed effects)#

1972-1992

GMM lags R
2 Sargan Test (validity) 6,14 / 13,67
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Table 2e. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

LQ-input-output-conct 0,2572*

LABMIX-laborpooling -138,6856*

LUP6392-technological 0,6205*

METROTVS-metrosize 8,3668E-8*

Unrelated variety 0,008

Related variety -0,257*

LOS-index -0,088

Population density -0,131

W-productivity growth -0,418*

Unrelated variety -0,091/0,126

Related variety 0,461*/0,513*

LOS-index 0,029/-0,507*

Population density -0,649*/-0,079*

Employment density 0,13* 1,18

Employment 0,12* 13,33

Emplymt density (owns) 0,20/0,23*0,26*

Emplymt density (othrs) 0,17*/-1,55

Employment 0,11/-0,17

Emplymt density (owns) -1,13*

Emplymt density (othrs) 0,89

Employment -0,41

Emplymt density (owns) -0,16

Emplymt density (othrs) 0,35

Employment -0,01

Emplymt density (owns) 0,57

Emplymt density (othrs) -0,11

Employment -0,15

Emplymt density (owns) -1,82

Emplymt density (othrs) 2,08

Employment 0,28

Emplymt density (owns) -0,72*

Emplymt density (othrs) 0,70*

Employment 0,08

Employment density 0,16* 0,84

Neighbours' Emp. density -0,14/0,51* (FE) 1,55

Employment density 0,15/0,08*

Market potential -0,023/0,020

Employment density 0,009 1980-1982 0,28

Employment density 0,043* 1986-1988 1,13

Employment density 0,049* 1992-1994 0,88

Employment density 0,050* 1998-2000 0,74

-

245 EU NUTS-2 Regions

Regional land area F-statistic -OLS / TSLS#

Wholesale-Retail

Hotel-Restaurant

Transportation and 

Communication

Other market services

1980-2003 SYS-GMM

1980-2003 SYS-GMM GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)
Whole economy, 

productivity

Brülhart and Mathys 

(2008)

1980-2003
OLS / FE / DIFF-GMM / 

SYS-GMM#
GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)

-

OLS / FE# / DIFF-GMM / 

SYS-GMM#
GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)1980-2003

GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)
Sector level productivity 

(245 EU NUTS-2 Regions)

Brülhart and Mathys 

(2008)

1980-2003 SYS-GMM GMM lags - Sargan Test (validity)

Construction

Frenken et al., (2007)
Whole economy, 

employment growth
40 Dutch NUTS-3 regions 1996-2002 OLS# / OLS(WA)# initial conditions - - -

Frenken et al., (2007)
Whole economy, 

productivity growth
40 Dutch NUTS-3 regions 1996-2001 OLS / SLM# initial conditions - - -

Rigby and Essletzbicher 

(2002)

459 Manufacturing 

productivity in 4-digit SIC 

sectors

276 U.S. metropolitan 

areas
1992 OLS + fixed effects - - - -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

-245 EU NUTS-2 Regions
Manufacture  / Financial 

Services productivity

Whole economy, 

productivity
245 EU NUTS-2 Regions
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Table 2f. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Localization economies 0,125

Diversity index 0,272*

Labor density 0,033*

Potential labor density -0,009*

Local.Econ. of value growth 0,690* 1,02

Diversity growth 0,410* 1,00

Labor density growth -0,202* 0,98

Potential L.density growth 4E-05 1,33

City size (>200000) 0,11*

Selection of firms -0,02

Shifting
0,10* / 0,11* / 

0,08*
1,11 / 1,22 / 0,89

Dilating
1,10* / 1,04* / 

1,10*
0,90 / 0,85 / 0,90

Truncating
0,00* / 0,01* / 

0,00*
-

Employment density
0,033*/ 0,035* / 

0,039*
1994-1992 OLS / TSLS#

1) Population density 1831,           

2) Population density 1881
0,825 / 0,829

0,054* / 0,041* 

/ TSLS

0,045* / 0,048* 

/ LIML

Employment density 0,028*/0,035*

Market potential 0,018*/0,027*

Employment density 0,026* / 0,042* 1976-1996 OLS / TSLS#
1) Population density 1831,           

2) Population density 1881
0,86 / 0,78

0,038* / 0,047* 

/ TSLS

0,038* / 0,050* 

/ LIML

0,027* / GMM

0,027* / 0,042* 

/ TSLS

Employment density 0,020* 0,41 / 0,76

Market potential 0,034* 2,83 / 1,26

Employment density 0,018* / 0,040*

Market potential 0,020* / 0,048*

1976-1996 OLS / TSLS#

1) Pop. density 1831, 2) Subsoil 

mineralogy, 3) Ruggedness, 4) 

Subsoil water, 5) Depth to rock, 6) 

Erodibility, and 7) Soil diff.

1976-1996 TSLS

1) Pop. density 1831, 2) Pop. 

density 1881, 3) Market pot. 1831, 

4) Erodibility, 5) Soil carbon, 6) 

Subsoil water, 7) Depth to rock, 8) 

Ruggedness and, 9) Soil diff.

Sargan Test (validity)R
2

-

GMM# / TSLS#

1) Pop. density 1831, 2) Subsoil 

mineralogy, 3) Ruggedness, 4) 

Hydrogeological class and 5) 

Topsoil water capacity

Employment density

-

306 French employment 

areas

Whole economy, local 

wages
Combes et al., (2010)

Combes et al., (2010)
Whole economy, total 

factor productivity

306 French employment 

areas

Employment density

Employment density 1994-1992

TSLS# / LIML# (limited 

information maximum 

likelihood)

1) Subsoil mineralogy, 2) 

Ruggedness, 3) Depth to rock, 4) 

Soil carbon, 5) Topsoil water 

capacity and, 6)  D.parent mat.
R

2 Sargan Test (validity)

1994-2002 TSLS

1) Pop. density 1831, 2) Pop. 

density 1881, 3) Market potential 

1831, 4) Erodibility, 5) Soil carbon 

content, 6) Subsoil water capacity, 

7) Depth to rock, 8) Ruggedness 

and, 9) Soil differentiation

-

1976-1996

TSLS# / LIML# (limited 

information maximum 

likelihood)

1) Subsoil mineralogy, 2) 

Ruggedness, 3) Depth to rock, 4) 

Soil carbon content, 5) Topsoil 

water capacity and, 6)  Dominant 

parent material

1976-1996

1994-2002 OLS - - - -

364 French metropolitan 

areas

16 Manufacture and 

sector  industries 

productivity

Combes et al., (2009)

1994-2002

OLS / Olley-Pakes#/ 

Levinson-Petrin#/ Cost 

shares#

1) Olley-Pakes (lagged value, year 

dummies), 2) Levinson-Petrin 

(same+quantity of inputs) and 3) 

Cost shares (used by estimating 

labour and capital coefficients)

- -

Main Instrument used
Instruments Test

1990-2001 OLS / OLS(onelag)# Lag variables (one lag) F-statistic
Jarque-Bera Test / Durbin 

(endogeneity)

Whole economy, 

regional productivity 

growth

40 Dutch NUTS-3 regions

Broersma and 

Oosterhaven (2009)

Ratio of estimates

Whole economy, 

regional productivity
40 Dutch NUTS-3 regions 2001 OLS - - - -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method
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Table 2g. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Urb.Eco. Markt Potntial

0,070 / 0,096 / 

0,041 / 0,0224* 

/ 0,289* / 

0,546* / 0,477* 

/ 0,587* / 

0,301* / 0,204* 

/ 0,389*

Loc.Eco. Distnce Bands

0,014 / 0,049* /     

-0,001 / -0,008 / 

0,081* / 0,154* 

/ 0,161* / 

0,122* / 0,099* 

/ 0,063* / 

0,089*

Urb.Eco. Markt Potntial

0,132* / 0,117 / 

0,145* / 0,206* 

/ 0,251* / 

0,747* / 0,825 / - 

/ 0,441* / 

0,289* / 0,092

Loc.Eco. Distnce Bands

0,269* / 0,073 / 

0,028* / 0,078* 

/ 0,073* / 

0,192* / 0,258 / - 

/ 0,148* / 

0,102* / 0,066

Population density 0,041* / 4,1% 2001-2005 OLS / TSLS#

1) Population in 1900 and, 2) 

Climate (heating degree days, 

precipitation)

0,42

Population density 0,196* / 2,6% 0,60

Pop.dnsity*Human.cptl 0,110* -

Accomodation&Food Population density 0,506*

Administration Population density 0,264*

Agriculture Population density 0,202*

Arts&entretainment Population density 0,190*

Construction Population density 0,392*

Education&Health Population density 0,221*

Finance Population density 0,174

Government Population density 0,253*

Information Population density 2,82*

Management Population density 0,081*

Manufacturing Population density 0,257*

Other services Population density 0,358

Professional Services Population density 0,389*

Real Estate Population density 0,228*

Retail&Trade Population density 0,084*

Transport&Utilities Population density 0,411*

Wholesale&Trade Population density 0,121*

-

1) Pop. in 1900, 2) Climate, 3) 

Pop1900*Human capital and, 4) 

Climate*Human cptl

F-statistic
Hausman Test / Sargan Test 

and Stock and Yogo Test

17 industry sectors (363 

U.S. metropolitan areas)

Abel et al., (2012)

2001-2005 TSLS

1) Population in 1900, 2) Climate 

(heating degree days, 

precipitation), 3) Pop1900*Human 

capital and, 4) Climate*Human 

capital

F-statistic
Hausman Test / Sargan Test 

and Stock and Yogo Test

2001-2005

363 U.S. metropolitan 

areas
Aggregate productivity

OLS / TSLS#

GMM (lags t-2) F-statistic
Sargan Test  and Hansen 

Test (validity)
-

Ratio of estimates

60263 UK individual 

firms, data aggregated at 

PCS (post code sector)

11 sector industries 

productivity:                                 

1) manufacture, 2) 

construction, 3) wholsale-

retail, 4) hotels-

restaurants, 5) transport, 

6) finance, 7) real estate, 

8) information-

technology, 9) business-

management, 10) other 

public services and, 11) 

public services

Graham et el., (2010) 1996-2004

DIFF-GMM. Dynamic 

VAR models, Granger 

causality

GMM (lags t-2) F-statistic
Sargan Test  and Hansen 

Test (validity)
-

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test

Graham et el., (2010)

11 sector industries 

wages:                                 

1) manufacture, 2) 

construction, 3) wholsale-

retail, 4) hotels-

restaurants, 5) transport, 

6) finance, 7) real estate, 

8) information-

technology, 9) business-

management, 10) other 

public services and, 11) 

public services

60263 UK individual 

firms, data aggregated at 

PCS (post code sector)

1996-2004

DIFF-GMM. Dynamic 

VAR models, Granger 

causality
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Table 2h. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Employment city indsty -4,080*

Localization economies -0,00799*

Local competition 0,561*

Jacobs externalities -0,913*

Employment city indsty 0,938*

Localization economies -0,00023

Local competition -0,0845*

Jacobs externalities -0,161*

Population -0,034*

Population growth5060 0,251*

Population
-0,042* / 0,121 / 

-0,04*

Manufacture share
-0,353 / -0,322 /     

-0,300

Population 0,007*

Population -0,012*

Manufacture share -0,144

Population -0,013*

Population -0,012*

Manufacture share -0,144

Own indsty emplyment

0,365*/19% 

instruments / 

0,552*/31% 

transportation

Concentration ratio

8,416*machnery 

/ 14,926* 

instruments

Lack of diversity

-1,904 

instruments / 

0,246 machinery

Own indsty emplyment

1,305*electronic 

/ 

1,445*computer

s

Concentration past

13,037*elctrnic 

/ 

319,4*computrs

Overall Diversity
-1,860*medical / 

-6,636*elctrnic

Interaction on Diversity and 

past employment

7,960*elctrnic / 

17,976*medical

- -

224 U.S. metropolitan 

areas

224 U.S. metropolitan 

areas

5 manufacturing 

industries employment 

growth

3 high-tech industries 

employment growth 

Henderson et al., (1995) 1970-1987 OLS initial conditions -

initial conditions - - -

Glaeser et al., (1995)
Whole economy, city 

income  growth
203 U.S. cities 1960-1990 OLS initial conditions - - -

203 U.S. cities

133 U.S. SMSAs 

(Standard Metropolitan 

Statistical Areas)

Population growthGlaeser et al., (1995) 1960-1990 OLS

initial conditions - - -

Glaeser et al., (1992)
Whole economy, wage 

growth in city industry
170 U.S. cities 1956-1987 OLS initial conditions - - -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

170 U.S. cities

Whole economy, 

employment growth in 

city industry

Glaeser et al., (1992) 1956-1987 OLS
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Table 2i. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Own indsty emplyment
1 std. 3% /                

1 std. 5%

Concentration own ind. 

employment (5-6 years)

1 std. 3% /                

1 std. 14%

Non-diversity Index (7 

years)

1 std. -2% /                

1 std. -42%

Metro area emplymnt
1 std. 10% /                

1 std. 240%

Density -0,161*/0,040

Specialization -0,088*/-0,211*

Diversity -0,051*/ 0,058*

Competition -0,030*/-0,011

Size average plant -0,154*/-0,110*

Population density -0,0530

Population -0,0109

Manufacture share 0,019/0,045

Population density -0,0354*

Population -0,0062

Manufacture share 0,020/0,043

Population density 0,0074*

Population 0,0100*

Manufacture share -0,0057

Population density 0,0054*

Population 0,0131*

Manufacture share -0,0021*

Industry employment 9,78E-05

W*Industry emplyment -3,18E-05*

Emplymt out industry 3,25E-06*

W*Emplymt out indstry -9,45E-06

Concentration own ind. 

employment (5-6 years)

-0,007

W*Concentration 0,1858

Competition 0,144*

W*Competition -0,4737

Lack of diversity -0,658*

W*Lack of diversity -0,677

Industry employment 3,63E-04*

W*Industry emplyment 6,63E-06*

Emplymt out industry 3,30E-05

W*Emplymt out indstry -1,04E-05

Concentration own ind. 

employment (5-6 years)

0,281

W*Concentration 0,042

Competition -0,042

W*Competition -0,023

Lack of diversity -2,859*

W*Lack of diversity 0,165

OLS Initial conditions - - -

275 U.S. MSA 

(metropolitan statistical 

areas)

1060 U.S. Cities 1990-2000

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

GMM lags (m=7, t-m-2=5) - - -

Combes et al., (2000b)

Employment growth in 

52 industry sectors / 42 

services sectors

314 French local areas 1984-1993
GTM (generalized tobit 

model) + Probit variables
Initial conditions - - -

Henderson (1997a)
Employment growth in 5 

capital good industries
742 U.S. counties 1977-1990

GMM panel estimation 

14 years

935 U.S. Cities 1980-1990

1980-1990

1990-2000

van Soest et al., (2006)
Whole economy, 

employment growth
416 Dutch zipcode areas 1988-1997

Glaeser and Shapiro 

(2003)
Population growth

OLS + fixed effects               

(31 industry, 69 

municipality)

Initial conditions - - -

-van Soest et al., (2006)
Establishment births in 

consumer services
1988-1997

OLS + fixed effects               

(31 industry, 69 

municipality)

Initial conditions - -416 Dutch zipcode areas
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Table 2j. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results, ##also considered by the study, but not reported 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Industry employment -2,50E-04

W*Industry emplyment -0,017

Emplymt out industry 2,12E-04*

W*Emplymt out indstry 7,28E-06

Concentration own ind. 

employment (5-6 years)

0,398*

W*Concentration 0,014

Competition -0,007

W*Competition -0,003

Lack of diversity -2,488*

W*Lack of diversity 0,042

Industry employment -9,03E-05

W*Industry emplyment -2,10E-04

Emplymt out industry 1,50E-04*

W*Emplymt out indstry 1,88E-05

Concentration own ind. 

employment (5-6 years)

0,262*

W*Concentration 0,186*

Competition -0,014

W*Competition 0,018

Lack of diversity -3,543*

W*Lack of diversity -0,507*

Concentration -0,020*

Competition 0,1504*

Diversity -0,172

Initial employment 0,009

Population growth 0,820*

Concentration -0,016*

Competition 0,369*

Diversity -1,323*

Initial employment -0,006

Population growth 0,269

Localization -0,123*

W*Localization 0,972

Urbanization 0,308*

W*Urbanization 0,646

Lack of diversity 0,159

W*Lack of diversity 0,359

Establishment size -0,125

Localization -0,278*

W*Localization -1,872*

Urbanization -0,590*

W*Urbanization -1,214*

Lack of diversity -0,432

W*Lack of diversity -1,518

Establishment size -0,436

Establishment births in 

manufacturing
416 Dutch zipcode areas

van Soest et al., (2006) 1988-1997

OLS + fixed effects               

(31 industry, 69 

municipality)

Initial conditions -

van Oort (2007)

Manufacture sectors, 

employment growth
580 Dutch municipalities

1991-1997

Labor-intensive 

manufacture, 

employment growth

483 Dutch 

municipalities, 129 

Dutch districts## and, 40 

Dutch labor markets##

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test

- -

Establishment births in 

producer services
416 Dutch zipcode areas

Ratio of estimates

OLS / FGLS / SLM# Initial conditions - - -

483 Dutch 

municipalities, 129 

Dutch districts## and, 40 

Dutch labor markets##

Capital-intensive 

manufacturing, 

employment growth

580 Dutch municipalities
Whole economy, 

employment growth

Burger et al., (2010) 1996-2004
OLS Spatial                       

cross-regressive 
Initial conditions - - -
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Table 2k. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results, ##also considered by the study, but not reported 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Localization -0,245*

W*Localization -0,313

Urbanization -0,718*

W*Urbanization 0,805

Lack of diversity -0,387

W*Lack of diversity -0,181

Establishment size -0,284*

Localization 0,182*

W*Localization -1,644

Urbanization 0,381*

W*Urbanization -0,282

Lack of diversity -0,027

W*Lack of diversity -2,575*

Establishment size -0,131

Localization 0,274*

W*Localization 5,747*

Urbanization 1,235*

W*Urbanization -1,416*

Lack of diversity 0,359

W*Lack of diversity 3,087*

Establishment size 0,303

Diversity
-6,036*Printing/ 

-21,51*Apparel

Competition other ind.
-9,466*softwre/   

-13,29*apparel

Competition withn ind.
2,936*apparel/ 

0,0523*metal

Urbanization effects
7E-06*prnting/      

-2E05*apparel

Localization effects

-5,9E-05* 

prnting / -3,8E-

05*softwre

Diversity
-933,2*apprel/       

-1,1E02*machry

Competition other ind.
-691*apparel/            

-120*machnery

Competition withn ind.
160,2*apparel/ 

3,98*metal

Urbanization effects
2,54E-4* printg/  

-1,2E-04*apprel

Localization effects
1,2E-02*food / 

3,8E-02*machry

39068 U.S. zipcodes

Birth of establishments 

in 6 2-digit industries:                                        

1) software, 2) food 

products, 3) apparel, 4) 

printing and publishing, 

5) fabricated metal and, 

6) machinery

Rosenthal and Strange 

(2003)

Rosenthal and Strange 

(2003)

New-Establishment 

employment  in 6 2-digit 

industries:                                        

1) software, 2) food 

products, 3) apparel, 4) 

printing and publishing, 

5) fabricated metal and, 

6) machinery

39068 U.S. zipcodes

1997

Producer services, 

employment growth

483 Dutch 

municipalities, 129 

Dutch districts## and 40 

Dutch labor markets##

Ratio of estimates

Knowledge-Intensive 

Manufacture, 

employment growth

483 Dutch 

municipalities, 129 

Dutch districts## and, 40 

Dutch labor markets##

Financial Services, 

employment growth

483 Dutch 

municipalities, 129 

Dutch districts## and, 40 

Dutch labor markets##

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test

Burger et al., (2010) 1996-2004
OLS Spatial                       

cross-regressive 
Initial conditions - - -

OLS + fixed effects (373 

fixed effects)
- - - -

----
OLS + fixed effects (373 

fixed effects)
1997
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Table 2l. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Concentration ICT firms 0,687*

Concentration industry -0,022

Concentration distribtn -0,199*

Concentration bus serv 0,188*

Concentration services -0,238*

Lack of diversity -0,559

Size ICT fimrs 0,815*

Size all firms -0,352*

Employment ICT firms 0,073

Employment all firms 0,007

Population density -4,36E-06

Employment density 0,001*

Employment density
2 4,55E-08*

Diversity -1,249*

Concentration industry 0,039*

Concentration services 0,048*

Distance capitalcomac -3,07E-05*

Distance city >100000 -1,84E-05*

Population density
-0,067*chmical/ 

0,160*leathr

Distance to the CBD
-0,0052*txtils/                     

-0,052*R&Dm

Population density
0,054*food/ 

0,117*leathr

Distance to the CBD
-0,014*food/             

-0,031*R&Dm

Establshmnts <10 wkrs 0,0142*manf 

Establshmnts 10<x<49 0,006*FIRE

Establshmnts >50 wkrs 0,0022*serv

Establshmnts <10 wkrs

0,842*whsle / 

0,56*FIRE / 

0,189*servcs

Establshmnts 10<x<49 

0,159*manf / 

0,30*whsle / 

0,27*servcs

Establshmnts >50 wkrs 0,22*whsle

Establshmnts <10 wkrs 0,037*manf 

Establshmnts 10<x<49 0,0176*FIRE

Establshmnts >50 wkrs 0,0055*serv

Establshmnts <10 wkrs

1,585*whsle / 

0,56*FIRE / 

0,499*servcs

Establshmnts 10<x<49 

0,606*manf / 

1,212*whsle / 

0,571*servcs

Establshmnts >50 wkrs 0,605*whsle

- -

Localization economies

Rosenthal and Strange 

(2010)

Rosenthal and Strange 

(2010)

New-Establishment 

employment in 6 2-digit 

industries:                                        

1) manufacturing, 2) 

wholesale trade, 3) FIRE 

and, 4) services

U.S. Census Tract

Urbanization economies

2005-2007

Tobit models + fixed 

effects (2-digit SIC fixed 

effects and MSA fixed 

effects)

- -

- -

Urbanization economies

Localization economies

U.S. Census Tract 2005-2007

Tobit models + fixed 

effects (2-digit SIC fixed 

effects and MSA fixed 

effects)

- - - -

Birth of establishments 

in 6 2-digit industries:                                        

1) manufacturing, 2) 

wholesale trade, 3) FIRE 

and, 4) services

300 Spanish 

municipalities across 13 

metropolitan areas

Firm bith location in 6 

industries:  1) R&D 

machinery, 2) machinery 

and equipment, 3) 

chemical products, 4) 

food and beverages, 5) 

textiles and, 6) leather

Arauzo-Carod and 

Viladecans-Marsal 

(2009)

1992-1996 Poisson model

1992-1996 Negative binominal

Initial conditions -

720 out of 946 Catalan 

municipalities

Whole economy, firm 

birth location
Arauzo-Cardo (2005) 1987-1996 Poisson model Initial conditions - - -

Ratio of estimates

580 Dutch municipalitiesICT new firm formation
van Oort and Atzema 

(2004)
1996-2000 OLS / SLM# Initial conditions - - -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test
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Table 2m. Studies addressing endogeneity in the estimation of agglomeration economies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *statistically significant, #reported results 

Relevance Exogeneity-Validity (βIV/βLS)

Population density 0,055*/0,767*

Population 0,0261*/---

Population density 0,012*/0,023*

Population 0,0901/---

Population density
0,075*1950 / 

0,06*1990
1,98 / 0,584

Population
0,004 1950 / 

0,0329*1990
0,012 / 2,29

Dense metro city >500000 0,045*/0,282*

Ndense metro city <500000 0,026*/0,191*

Density local emplymnt 0,0302* 0,937

Diversity -0,407* 8,847

Market potential 0,0244* 0,695

Firm size 0,0060* 0,43

Employment density 0,0079* 0,36

Market potential 0,0578* 0,58

Industrial specialization -0,0049 4,08

Economic diversity -0,0074* 0,14

Firm size 0,054* 0,39

Employment density 0,0067* 0,30

Market potential 0,0431* 0,43

Industrial specialization -0,0067 5,58

Economic diversity -0,008* 0,16

Firm size
-0,016*primary/ 

0,021*manf

Employment density
-0,0103*whsle 

/0,036*RITR&D

Market potential
0,054*whsle/ 

0,111*transp

Industrial specialization
0,039*whsle/ 

0,097*financl

Economic diversity
-0,042*RITR&D/    

-0,084*electrcy

Firm size
-0,045*primary/ 

0,184*manf

Employment density
-0,0166*whsle 

/0,175*realste

Market potential
0,071*whsle/ 

0,129*financl

Industrial specialization
0,0493*whsle/ 

0,088*financl

Economic diversity
-0,044*RITR&D/    

-0,013*electrcy

-

Melo and Graham (2009)

Real net hourly earnings 

in 12 2-digit SIC 

industries:                                                     

1) primary, 2) 

manufacturing, 3) 

electricity, gas & water, 

4) construction, 5) 

wholesale&retail, 6) 

hotels&restaurants, 7) 

transportation&storage, 

8) financial 

intermediation, 9) real 

state, 10) renting, IT, 

R&D, 11) other business 

activities and, 12) public 

services

 U.K. TTWA                        

(travel-to-work areas)

2002-2006

IV instruments# / POLS / 

BE / RE / FE(1) / FE(2) / 

FD / HT

1) Population density and, 2) 

Market Potential

F-statistic / partial R
2 

/ Shea partial R
2

Hansen J stat

2002-2006

IV instruments# / POLS / 

BE / RE / FE(1) / FE(2) / 

FD / HT

1) Population density and, 2) 

Market Potential

341 French employment 

areas

Whole economy, local 

wage index (area-year 

fixed effects)

Combes et al., (2008) 1976-1998

IV estimation# / OLS (2) / 

FGLS / OLS + fixed effects 

(2)

1) Population density 1831, 2) 

Population density 1861, 3) 

Population density 1891, 4) 

Population density 1921 and, 5) 

Market potential 1831

R
2 Sargan Test

U.S. SMSAs (Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas)

Whole economy, hourly 

wage for individuals
Glaeser and Maré (2001)

1968-1995 

(PSID) / 1989-

1993 (NLSY)

OLS + fixed effects - - - -

Hausman Test -
U.S. metropolitan areas 

(43, 47, 48, 51 and 51 

between 1950 and 1990 

respectively)

Whole economy, median 

income familiy

Harris and Ioannides 

(2000)
1950, 1960, 

1970, 1980, 

1990

OLS / OLS + State fixed 

effects#
- - Hausman Test

Panel estimation + State 

fixed effects

Panel estimation + MA 

fixed effects

1950-1990

1950-1990

- -

Author(s)
Main variable to be 

explained / Industry
Spatial Unit Agglomeration Indicator

Elasticity or 

Gradient (ββββ)
Time period Estimation method Main Instrument used

Instruments Test Ratio of estimates

Whole economy, real 

net hourly earnings

2002-2006

IV instruments# / POLS / 

BE / RE / FE(1) / FE(2) / 

FD / HT

1) Population density and, 2) 

Market Potential

2002-2006

IV instruments# / POLS / 

BE / RE / FE(1) / FE(2) / 

FD / HT

1) Population density and, 2) 

Market Potential

Hansen J stat
F-statistic / partial R

2 

/ Shea partial R
2

 U.K. TTWA                        

(travel-to-work areas)
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3. STUDY CASE: BARCELONA METROPOLITAN REGION 
The Barcelona Metropolitan Region (BMR) (Figure 1) was delimited in 1966 by the Esquema 
Director de l’Àrea Metropolitana. Composed of 164 municipalities, the region covers an area 
of 323,000 ha and has a radius of 55 km. Currently, the Barcelona Metropolitan Region 
(BMR) is the second most dense urban area, the fourth most populated and the eighth most 
extensive in Europe. It generates 12 percent of Spain’s GDP and more than 20 percent of 
Spanish exports. With over 65 percent of Catalonia’s population (4.390.413 inhabitants) and 
employment (1.822.000 jobs) in 2001, the BMR is the main urban agglomeration in 
Catalonia. The city of Barcelona (marked in dark in Figure 1) is the principle center in the 
region and the continuous built-up area surpasses its administrative limits, taking in 12 
adjacent municipalities188. Five outlying municipalities (Mataró, Terrassa, Sabadell, 
Vilafranca del Penedès and Vilanova i la Geltrú) are medium sized towns that in the past 
accounted for a significant proportion of the services consumed by nearby towns. Today, 
these towns still have a high level of self-containment and a net balance of entries in journeys 
due to work or study. Since the 1980s, population and employment decentralization towards 
other cities have meant that many firms have moved towards the outskirts in search of access 
to main roads. Therefore, other cities have emerged as important nodes within the BMR, 
including Granollers, Martorell, Rubí, Sant Cugat del Vallès and Cerdanyola del Vallès. 
 
 

Figure 1. The Barcelona Metropolitan Region within the Catalan territory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

                                                           
188 Badalona, Cornellà del Llobregat, Esplugues de Llobregat, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Montgat, El Prat de 
Llobregat, Sant Adrià del Besòs, Sant Boi de Llobregat, Sant Feliu de Llobregat, Sant Joan Despí, Sant Just 
Desvern and Santa Coloma de Gramanet. 
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3.1. Defining the urban spatial structure 
The procedure of defining the urban spatial structure at intra-metropolitan scale is based on 
identifying the subcentres that are within in. In this sense, during the last 20 years many 
empirical studies about polycentricity have been proposed methodological procedures to 
identify subcentres. In our case, we borrow the identification methodology proposed by the 
same author of this work in (Masip, 2012a). Its approach is suitable for identifying sub-
centers that are within the bid-rent theoretical tradition based on the process of employment 
decentralization from a single and congested Central Business District (CBD) and also is 
suitable for the hierarchical and complex European urban systems where centers mostly 
emerged as a result of the integration or coalescence of pre-existing cities. In this way, 
Masip’s approach takes into account the morphological and the functional characteristics of 
nodes (municipalities) according to the different dimensions that polycentricity is based on as 
the specialized literature suggests. In addition, the procedure is able to characterize the sub-
centres that are “places to work” (employment sub-centers) and sub-centres that are “places to 
work and live” (urban sub-centers). That means distinguishing between those sub-centers that 
only attract workers (in-commuting flows) or retain their resident workers from those sub-
centers that are able to attract flows and retain their resident employed population at the same 
time. According to Masip’s work the former group of subcentres is characterized as emerging 
subcentres and the latter one as large subcentres. To identify them, Masip’s procedure is 
based in three steps: a) first, it adopts a functional perspective in keeping with the European 
urban system paradigm by analyzing the commuting flows in a residence-to-work matrix, RW 
(resident workers) Entropy Information and the IF (in-commuting flows) Entropy Information 
has been calculated for all municipalities. These indicators proposed by (Masip, 2012a) 
approximate which municipalities are the most hierarchical and complex in terms of the local 
labor market (RW-resident workers) and attracting a substantial number of commuters (IF-
incommuting flows)189. In other words, according to Masip’s study the municipalities that 
best fit the European urban systems paradigm, then b) secondly, it identifies the positive 
residuals estimated from an exponential RW Entropy Information function and from an 
exponential IF Entropy Information function190and finally, c) the third step of Masip’s 

                                                           
189 To estimate the RW and IF Entropy Information, it is necessary according to (Masip, 2012a) to use the 
following two equations: A�HE =	−∑ (Pè� · ª :(Pè�)«)_�R.  and A��� =	−∑ (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«)_�R. , where (Pè� · ª :(Pè�)«) and (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«)are the RW Entropy Information and IF Entropy Information for each 
municipality, and EIRW and EIIF are the RW Entropy Index and IF Entropy Index for the entire metropolitan area. 
The higher the RW Entropy Information and IF Entropy Information for municipality (i), the greater the weight 
of municipality (i) in terms of RW and IF relative to entire metropolitan area because RWi and IFi are the 
probability (proportion) of observing RW and IF in municipality (i).As a consequence, (Masip, 2012a:14) states 
that: “the higher the RW (resident workers) Entropy Information is for a given municipality, the greater its 
functional urban hierarchy and complexity with respect to the local labor market. Thus, the greater the capacity 
a given municipality has to retain its labor force and be functionally autonomous from other urban nodes. For 
the same reason, the higher IF (in-commuting flows) Entropy Information is for a given municipality, the greater 
its capacity to attract workers and be an important employment node in the metropolitan area”. Thus, after the 
RW and IF Entropy Information are separately calculated, Masip’s study observes two types of municipalities: 
(1) municipalities that have a higher value of RW and IF Entropy Information. Thus, these urban nodes have a 
hierarchical local labor market, meaning that they are able to retain their labor force and be attractive enough in 
residential terms to increase population. In addition, these nodes attract workers from a variety of other urban 
nodes in the metropolitan area and, (2) municipalities that have a higher value of RW or IF Entropy Information. 
Thus, these nodes are functionally hierarchical in terms of their local labor markets or have a higher capacity to 
attract workers. In other words, these nodes are important “places to work”. 
190 These double exponential Employment Entropy Information functions as Masip’s study suggests can be 
formulated as follows: RW(EI)InfP = C+ 	βDistP�STU and IF(EI)InfP = C + 	βDistP�STU, where RW(EI)Infx 
and IF(EI)Infx are the RW and IF Entropy Information in municipality (x), C is a constant that is assumed to be 
the RW and IF Entropy Information at the CBD and Distx-CBD is the distance between the CBD and the 
municipality (x). Therefore (Masip, 2012a:15) points out that: “the proposed procedure to identity sub-centers 
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methodology consists of selecting the positive residuals of the two Employment Entropy 
functions: the municipalities that have positive residuals in these two Employment Entropy 
functions are defined as sub-centers and they are simultaneously categorized using the 
following criteria: 1) municipalities with both residuals in RW and IF Entropy Information 
are categorized as large subcentres and 2) ones with positive residuals in RW or IF Entropy 
Information are classified as emerging subcentres. After applying its approach to identify 
subcentres and compared to other density standard methodologies, (Masip, 2012a:26) present 
that: “results suggest that compared to identifying sub-centers using standard density models, 
the municipalities identified as sub-centers using this new procedure are more dominant in 
the mobility flows, more self-contained, and their influence on the urban structure are more 
significant entailing a better explanation of employment density” and its study identifies, 8, 11 
and 12 subcentres in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region from 1991 to 2001 respectively. 
 
 

Figure 2a. Sub-centres (large and emerging) identified by (Masip, 2012a) for the 
Barcelona Metropolitan Region in 1991 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: (Masip, 2012a). Note: the emerging subcentres are marked in orange and the large ones in blue. 
 
 
The following (Figures 2a, 2b and; 2c) show the subcentres that Masip’s study has identified 
in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region from 1991 to 2001. In addition the Figures highlight 
the process of subcentres emergence linked to the infrastructure nodes (Martorell, Rubí) as 
well as in the north of the CBD-Barcelona (Sant Cugat del Vallès and Rubí). According to 
(Masip, 2012a:17) this process of emergence has been more significant from 1991 to 1996 
than 1996 to 2001 (during the period of 1991 to 1996 there was an increment of three 
identified subcentres, meanwhile from 1996 to 2001 this increment it was only one subcentre) 
at the time that the subcentres identified as “emerging” are the subcentres that most increased 
their LTL (localised workplaces: resident workers and incommuting workers) in comparison 
with their LTL in 1991. These are the cases of Martorell (139,67%), Sant Cugat del 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
includes methodology employed by North American studies to identify sub-centers. By computing the RW and IF 
Entropy Informations for each municipality as function of the distance to the CBD, the procedure adopts a 
morphological methodology that is based on the bid-rent theoretical tradition”.  
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Vallès(86,04%), El Prat de Llobregat (38,11%). Otherwise, the “large-consolidated” 
subcentres have had a more constant LTL increment: for example Sabadell 10,19%, Terrassa 
26,05%, Badalona 10,57%, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat 4,08%. 
 
 

Figure 2b. Sub-centres (large and emerging) identified by (Masip, 2012a) for the 
Barcelona Metropolitan Region in 1996 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: (Masip, 2012a). Note: the emerging subcentres are marked in orange and the large ones in blue. 
 
 

Figure 2c. Sub-centres (large and emerging) identified by (Masip, 2012a) for the 
Barcelona Metropolitan Region in 2001 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: (Masip, 2012a). Note: the emerging subcentres are marked in orange and the large ones in blue. 
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4. EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK: THE DETERMINANTS OF LABOUR 
PRODUCTIVITY, FIRM FORMATION AND URBAN GROWTH 

In this section, the paper tests empirically the relationships between urban spatial structure by 
means of sub-centre influence according to its different nature: all, large and emerging as it 
has proposed by (Masip, 2012a) and other spatial and non-spatial characteristics with a) 
labour productivity in 2001, b) firm formation from 1994 to 2002 and finally c) urban growth 
from 2001 to 2009. 
 

4.1. Research design  
Starting from the mainly previous contributions of the literature as regards spatial structure 
and labour productivity (Meijers and Burger, 2010; Fallah et al., 2011 and; Veneri and 
Burgalassi, 2011) and its research background focused on the effect of agglomeration 
economies on localised labor productivity using aggregate production functions at city level 
(Sveikauskas, 1975; Carlino, 1992; Ciccone and Hall, 1996 and; Ciccone, 2002), we adopt the 
production function and model proposed by (Fallah et al., 2011) compared to ones proposed 
by other aforementioned studies191 in order to find out the relationship between urban 
structure by means of sub-centre influence on labour productivity. In this way, Fallah’s study 
considers the following production function (equation 1) in a given metropolitan area: 
 �� = ��(��α �.�α) (1) 
 
Where (Qi) is output in metropolitan area (i), (α) and (1-α) are the shares of the metropolitan 
capital stock (Ki) and labour (Li), respectively. Secondly, Fallah’s study obtains the following 
productivity expression (equation 2) from substituting �� = αt�

� 192 into the previous (equation 
1), collecting (Qi) terms yields and after that dividing by (Li): 
 

��/ � = ��
"

"!α(α�)
α

"!α (2) 

                                                           
191The investigation carried out by (Meijers and Burger, 2010) which examines the relationship between urban 
spatial structure and labour productivity in the case of the U.S. metropolitan areas, considers the following 
production function of a metropolitan economy with production factors capital (K), labor (L), human capital (H), 
materials or intermediate inputs (M), and land (N) expressed such that: � = ��; m�p��U<, which (A) 
represents an efficiency parameter or vector of exogenous influences on the nominal output measuring total 
factor productivity and after took the assumption of given constant returns to scale (Ø + × + q + Ý + = = 1), 
and taking logarithms on both sides, Meijers and Burger’s study estimate the following equation: ': 2t46 = qH +
Ø': 2�46 + ã': 2§46 + Ý': 2D46 + =': 2v46 + ∑ q�ó.(':��)� + 9� + ã, where a set of variables (Xj) with parameters 
(q�ó.) are related to spatial structure effects on total labour productivity such as (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) 
have suggested, (rj) are dummy variable that account for remaining differences in exogenous total factor 
productivity and finally (θ0) reflects the remaining part of the total factor productivity. In its turn, the study 
carried out by (Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) borrows from (Meijers and Burger, 2010) the production function 
and its study estimates the following equation to examine the relationship between labour productivity and urban 
spatial structure in the case of Italian NUTS-3 Regions:ln(X) = 	� + Ö ln(�) + K ln(U) + Þ ln(�) +∑ q� ln(��) + ã� , where (Y) is the labour productivity per worker, (K) is the capital labour ratio, (N) is the land 
labour ratio, (H) is the human capital ratio, (Xi) includes spatial structure variables and finally (Ɛ) is an 
independent and identically distributed error term. 
192According to (Fallah et al., 2011) this expression comes from assuming that the rental price of capital, (r) is 
equalized across all areas and then, differentiating output with respect to capital stock, the marginal product of 
capital (MPK)  is equated with rental price of capital such that: �+�� = O��/O�� = ��α��α�. �.�α = 9 and 
finally by dividing it by �� = ��(��α �.�α). 
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Then, by allowing other metropolitan characteristics related to productivity to be included in 
the productivity shifter (Ai), Fallah’s study follows (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) which state 
that total factor productivity is affected by the spatial structure (size, polycentricity, 
centralization) of regions where firms are located. Hence, (Fallah et al., 2011) adopts that total 
factor productivity is assumed to be a function of spatial structure characteristics and other 
relevant factors, as in the following (equation 3): 
 �� = =�,gÞH + ∑ Þ	�	�		R. i (3) 
 
Where (Xki) includes spatial structure variables –size, polycentricity, centralization and etc…- 
and other factors such as industrial diversity, sectoral specialization in high-productive 
activities and other location-specific characteristics (regional dummies) and, (ÞH) reflects the 
remaining part of the total factor productivity which is not explained by the variables 
included. Finally by substituting the previous (equation 3) into (equation 2) and taking 
logarithm, Fallah’s work obtains the following (equation 4) which is used as the basis for our 
empirical analysis (Section 4.4) but in our case as regards municipal level instead of 
metropolitan area level because we are examining the CBD and sub-centre’s effects: 
 

 :	 2t�4�6 = �H + ∑ �	�	�		R.  (4) 
 
Where �H = ªα/1 − α«ln	(α/9) + 1/(1 − α)ÞH,  �	 = 1/1(1 − α)Þ	 and, as we showed 
below (Xki) denotes the urban spatial characteristics including CBD and sub-centre’s 
influence, the main variable of interest in order to analyze the influence of polycentricity at 
intra-metropolitan scale on labour productivity. 
 
On the other hand, the influences of spatial structure on firm formation and urban growth 
have been approximated as it has been proposed by (Lee and Gordon, 2011) and (Lee and 
Gordon, 2011; Lee and Gordon, 2007; Burger et al., 2010; Goetz et al., 2010; and, García-
López and Muñiz, 2012) respectively, although the last five mentioned studies are related to 
urban spatial structure and economic growth. These aforementioned studies, take as starting 
point the contributions and investigations as regards growth models carried out by (Glaeser et 
al., 1992, 1995; Glaeser 2000, Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003, Glaeser 2005 and; Glaeser and 
Gottlieb, 2009) in which explain that a city’s favorable attributes promote employment-urban 
growth in three ways: 1) becoming more important in the production process, 2) attracting 
more consumers and 3) facilitating faster technological growth and consequently their 
empirical suggests that higher education among residents, warmer and drier climate, and an 
automobile-oriented transportation system are three key factors that contributed to faster 
growth in U.S. cities since 1990s. Hence, we define the following two indicators as regards 
firm formation and urban growth in (equation 5) and (equation 6) respectively193: 
  :		UZZ�,��. = (Z�,� − Z�,��./Z�,��.) ∗ 100 (5) 
 

 :	 � v�,#
v�,#!"� =  :U�,� −  :U�,��. =  :+(,�,� −  :+(,�,��.(6) 

                                                           
193(Lee and Gordon, 2011) defines the firm formation as: UU�Z = ()-7e:=77	)e9<ℎ7 − )-7e:=77	=�<ℎ7)	/	<(<�'		)-7e:=77	 ∗ 100. However, due to the lack of data as regards firms-establishments in the Barcelona 
Metropolitan Region, we only could know the total number of firms that are localised in each municipality.  
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Where (NFFt,t-1) is the net firm formation in the municipality (i) during the period (t, t-1) 
which presents the extent of entrepreneurial activities within this given municipality (i), (Fi,t) 
and (Fi,t-1) are the firms located in municipality (i) in time (t) and (t-1) respectively, and then, 
(Popi,t) and (Popi,t-1) denotes population size in time (t) and (t-1) in a given municipality (i). 
Finally, the following (equation 7) is used as the basis for our further empirical analysis in 
Section 4.4 in order to examine the influence of urban spatial structure on firm formation and 
urban growth: 
 X = �H + α� + β.'(�A+ + βN¡ + Ɛ (7) 
 
In which, (Y) is the dependent variables explained in (5) and in (6), firm formation from 1994 
to 2002 and urban growth from 2001 to 2009; (EP) denotes employment and population size 
in the each beginning year correspondingly; (X) is a vector of municipalities attributes; (U) is 
a vector of spatial structure variables and finally (B0) and (Ɛ) are the constant and the error 
term respectively. 
 
Summarizing, the dependent variables formulated in the previous (equations 4 and 7) will be 
used in the regression models (Section 4.4.) in order to examine the influence between urban 
spatial structure on a) labour productivity in 2001 and on, b) net firm formation from 1994 to 
2002 and urban growth from 2001 to 2009. The data of GDP per worker 2t�

4�6 comes from in-
put out-put matrixes of Catalonia in 2001 at 64 products/branches level and from employment 
occupation sectors at 2 digits of disaggregation (CNAEE-93) in 1991, 1996 and 2001 for each 
municipality (i) which both are provided by IDESCAT (Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya). 
Finally, the data as regards firm formation and urban growth comes from Firms and 
establishments statistic: firms, establishments and professionals (IAE) in 1994 and 2002 and 
from Population Census in 1991, 1996 and 2001 for each municipality (i) which are both also 
provided by IDESCAT and INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística). 
 
 

4.2. The spatial and non-spatial determinants of labour productivity, firm formation and 
urban growth: independent variables and hypothesis  
The aim of this section is to present the spatial and non-spatial determinants and the 
hypothesis that this work has taken into account in order to examine its influence on the (1) 
labour productivity, (2) on the firm formation and finally, (3) on urban growth. To do so, we 
adapt (Combes, 2000b) and (van Soest et al., 2006) empirical approaches to an intra-
metropolitan context, which are based on the previous work carried out by (Glaeser et al., 
1992, 1995; Henderson et al., 1995 and; Henderson, 1997a), which study the dynamic 
agglomeration externalities by using lagged explanatory variables to explain the influence of 
initial conditions (specialization, diversification, local competition) on i.e. employment 
growth194. Hence, the hypothesis to be tested is that labour productivity, firm formation and 
urban growth are functions of agglomeration economies, some urban spatial structure 
characteristics and non-spatial factors which can be grouped in the following categories: 
 
The first one is polycentricity (regarding agglomeration economies associated with urban 
spatial structure: metropolitan effects) which according to the literature it could be defined on 
the basis of urban morphology (physical characteristics and distribution of activities) that 

                                                           
194 In our study we use lagged explanatory in 1991 to explain the labour productivity in 2001, and then, in 1994 
and in 2009 to examine the firm formation and urban growth from 1994 to 2002 and 2001 to 2009 respectively. 
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cities have, in our case, municipalities, or on the basis of the functional relation that takes 
place in such cities (municipalities), which sometimes the literature refers to it as ‘relational 
polycentricity’ or ‘functional polycentricity’. These two dimensions of polycentricity has 
studied in-depth in the work carried out by (Burger and Meijers, 2012) and more specifically 
by (Kloosterman and Musterd, 2001 and, Parr, 2004) and by (Hall and Pain, 2006; Green, 
2007; de Goei et al., 2010; van Oort et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011 and; Vasanen, 2012) 
respectively. Here, we take into account both morphological and functional dimension of 
polycentricity. Hence, from a morphological point of view, a polycentric structure by taking 
into account intra-metropolitan scale could be defined by means of sub-centres and CBD 
(central business district).To examine their metropolitan effects as (García-López and Muñiz, 
2012) has proposed is necessary to measure the agglomeration economies (urbanization 
economies -diversity- and localization economies –specialized services-) that these nodes 
exert in the metropolitan area. To do so, in our case we compute separately the (1) 
DISTANCE TO CBD in 1991 and (2) DISTANCE TO THE NEAREST SUB-CENTRE195 in 
1991 for each municipality of the metropolitan area196. In addition, in the case of (2) it also 
has taken into account the distance to the nearest (21) LARGE SUB-CENTRE in 1991 and to 
the nearest (22) EMERGING SUB-CENTRE in 1991 in order to give a more in-depth 
analysis related to the urban spatial structure effects197. Hence, from a detailed point of view, 
because of the municipality of Barcelona (CBD) shows a diversified economic structure and, 
at the same time, a high degree of specialization in some economic sectors, its distance might 
capture urban spatial structure (metropolitan) urbanization economies, as well as urban spatial 
structure (metropolitan) localization economies. In the case of sub-centres, all subcentres 
(large and emerging) as it shown in (Figures 2a, 2b and 2c), resemble small CBDs and they 
might be related to both urban spatial structure (metropolitan) urbanization and localization 
economies. On the other side, by taking into account the characterization of sub-centres that 
(Masip, 2012a) has proposed: large-consolidated subcentres (places to work and live) and 
emerging ones (places to work), then emerging subcentres are smaller and more specialized 
and, as a result they might be more related to (urban spatial structure) localization economies 
with a metropolitan scope (but less than total sub-centres and less than large sub-centres). To 
test which type of sub-centres (and their related agglomeration economies) are more 
important, we estimate in the following Section 4.4. three specifications, one considering total 
sub-centres, and other two taking into account large and emerging ones respectively.  
 
As a result, we expected that if labour productivity decreases with distance from centres 
(CBD and sub-centres: all, large and emerging), then the proximity to these centres matters, 
and consequently urban spatial structure also matters. In this sense, we hypothesize that: (1) 
firstly, as we move away of the central city of Barcelona (CBD) and the sub-centres, the 

                                                           
195 As we see in following Section 4.4, in the case of sub-centres we use an inverted distance. Working with a 
direct distance for the case of the CBD (Barcelona) and an inverted distance for the case of the sub-centres 
implies that the spatial influence of the CBD is greater than that of the sub-centres. This assumption is common 
in most empirical studies (McDonald and Prather, 1994). 
196 These distances are in kilometers and they are computed by using a geographical information system (GIS) 
that compute the distance by road (not between centroid of each spatial unit) between each municipality to the 
central city of Barcelona (CBD) and to the nearest sub-centre which are identified in (Masip, 2012a). 
197 As we mentioned previously, the independent variables are measured at the beginning of the period, due to 
we try to take into account the existence of dynamic agglomeration economies, so we have to use lagged 
variables in order to mitigate the direct simultaneity between the dependent and independent variables. In order 
words, it is likely that there is endogeneity of spatial urban structure regressors what it may entail a recursive 
causality between urban structure and labour productivity: the configuration of households and economic 
activities located in a metropolitan region (urban structure) is driven by the economic performance of the 
metropolitan region itself and so, productivity affects urban spatial structure, while in our study we try to 
examine the inverse relationship: how urban structure affects labour productivity. 
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lower is the labour productivity and (2) secondly, that CBD present a higher significant 
influence on labour productivity compared to sub-centres due to its relevant degree of 
urbanization and localization economies at the same time because of the same reason, large 
sub-centre should be more influent than the emerging ones. However, according to the 
literature the relationship between urban spatial structure and labour productivity is still 
unclear. On the one hand, the study carried out by (Vandermotten et al., 2008:1214) show the 
degree of national and regional polycentricity is not significantly associated with labour 
productivity levels which reject the hypothesis which agglomeration economies have 
regionalized in such regions and the mechanism of ‘borrowing size’ introduced by (Alonso, 
1973) with which polycentric structures can take the place of a single large agglomeration 
(monocentric structure) as well: “the correlation between the level of polycentricity and the 
level of development, as measured by GDP per inhabitant, is not significant at all (r is near to 
zero), as well as the scale of the States as a whole, as the scale of macro-regions, dividing the 
big States in units of more than or fewer than 10 million inhabitants”. In the same direction, 
(Veneri and Burgalassi, 2001:21) reveal that polycentricity at Italian NUTS-3 region scale is 
negatively associated with labour productivity, pointing out that “relational proximity 
between different centres cannot be a substitute for physical proximity in monocentric 
regions” and if we consider economic growth as a proxy of labour productivity then, (Lee and 
Gordon, 2007, 2011) also found a negative (or not statistically significant) relationship 
between polycentricity and economic performances, but without a strong statistical 
significance. The former study reveals that: “whether employment location is more clustered 
or dispersed matters more with respect to metropolitan employment growth than whether the 
clustering occurs in the CBD or in subcentres” (Lee and Gordon, 2007:11) and the latter, 
shows this relationship is not statistically significant: “the coefficients of polycentricity were 
close to zero across different metropolitan size in all three models. Subcentres’ share of 
clustered employment was not a significant factor affecting employment growth from 2001 to 
2006” (Lee and Gordon, 2011:151). Compared to the conclusions of these studies, on the 
other hand, as (Meijers and Burger, 2010:1396) remark positive and significant effect of the 
degree of polycentric on metropolitan labour productivity: “a doubling of the degree of 
polycentricity increases metropolitan labour productivity by 5,5%. This means that the labour 
productivity in metropolitan areas in which the urban population is relatively evenly spread 
over multiple places in the metropolitan area leads to higher labour productivity than is 
found in metropolitan areas which the urban population is concentrated in one large city, 
holding everything else constant” and (García-López and Muñiz, 2012:17) related to 
economic growth from 1986 to 2001 in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region conclude that 
employment growth depends on proximity to the sub-centres and hence to the access to their 
localization and urbanization economies. 
 
In addition, by also taking into account the effect of agglomeration economies at metropolitan 
scope, we quantify the urban spatial structure from its functional dimension. In this sense, 
when urban structure is viewed as a network, the literature defines municipalities as the 
organizational units that form the nodes (n) of such urban network. The flows of commuters 
between municipalities are then, the commuting network’s links of a given urban network. 
According to this paradigm, (Masip, 2012a) identifies sub-centres in the first step of its 
procedure on the basis of the measurement of RW (resident workers) Entropy Information and 
IF (in-commuting flows) Entropy Information for all municipalities (nodes) by analyzing the 
commuting flows in a residence-to-work matrix. These indicators proposed by (Masip, 2012a) 
approximate which municipalities are the most hierarchical and complex in terms of the local 
labor market (RW-resident workers) and attracting a substantial number of commuters (IF-
incommuting flows), so which nodes are the most functionally autonomous (able to retain its 
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resident employed population) and dominant (node’s centrality, prominence) in a given 
metropolitan area. Another possibility to analyze the functional dimension of the spatial urban 
structure compared to which Masip’s procedure has proposed and by using entropy which 
captures the extensiveness of the network over which flows of information and 
communication can occur (the extent to which flows are more homogenous and dispersed) is 
to examine instead of the capacity of a node to be functionally autonomous (RW Entropy 
Information) is to analyze the extent to a node sends its employed working population to other 
nodes (municipalities) by computing the OF (out-commuting) Entropy Information. Hence, to 
examine the metropolitan effects of agglomeration economies by taking into account the 
functional dimension of urban structure, in our study we compute the (3) IN-COMMUTING 
FLOWS ENTROPY INFORMATION in 1991 and the (4) OUT-COMMUTING FLOWS 
ENTROPY INFORMATION in 1991 for all municipalities within the Barcelona Metropolitan 
Region as the following (equation 8) and (equation 9) present: 
 A��� =	−∑ (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«)_�R.           (8)                                              
 A� � =	−∑ (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«)_�R.        (9)                                                                         
 
Where (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«) and (�Z� · ª :(�Z�)«) are the IF Entropy Information and OF 
Entropy Information for each municipality, and EIIF and EIOF are the IF Entropy Index and 
OF Entropy Index for the entire metropolitan area. The higher the IF Entropy Information and 
OF Entropy Information for municipality (i), the greater the weight of municipality (i) in 
terms of IF and OF relative to entire metropolitan area because IFi and OFi are the probability 
(proportion) of observing IF and OF in municipality (i). Consequently, IF Entropy 
Information for a given municipality (i) is highest when municipalities are “economic poles” 
for commuters; receive those commuters from a diverse set of sending municipalities, and 
their commuter flows are spread unevenly across the sending nodes. Otherwise, OF Entropy 
Information for a given municipality (i) is highest when resident employed population which 
commutes head out to multiple locations in uneven numbers to more nodes within their 
commuting networks, in other words, OF Entropy Information is higher for a given 
municipality (i) that sends a few of its resident employed population to many other 
municipalities within metropolitan area compared with one that sends many of its employed 
population to a few other municipalities.  
 
Hence, higher values of IF Entropy Information identify municipalities (nodes) that are 
greater central in terms of being an economic pole (place to work) as (Masip, 2012a) has 
explained and higher values of OF Entropy Information represent municipalities that have 
centrality in terms of residence, so places to live but not to work. As a result, municipalities 
that reveal a higher degree of OF Entropy Information as regards Masip’s procedure to 
identify sub-centres, it is less likely that they are identified as sub-centres because of its 
weakness in terms of local labour market (these nodes are not functionally autonomous and 
could not retain its resident employed population). Nevertheless, in all cases, higher values of 
Entropy Information (in-commuting flows and out-commuting flows in this study and 
resident workers and in-commuting flows in the case of Masip’s study) indicate a greater 
centrality of the urban place (municipality), so centrality in terms of place of work, place to 
live and according to Masip’s procedure to identify sub-centres places to work and live. In 
this sense, we hypothesize that thanks to a higher IF Entropy Information in 1991 and a lower 
OF Entropy Information in 1991, 1) the higher the labour productivity is in 2001, 2) the 
higher the net firm formation is in 2002 and finally 3) fostering urban growth in 2009 due to 
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is expected that municipalities with greater IF Entropy Information (diversity, popularity, or 
attractiveness and hierarchical from multiple other municipalities), so being a central place to 
work experienced higher labour productivity, more firm formation and more urban growth 
compared with municipalities that consist of representing a great supply of residences in the 
metropolitan region, so those municipalities that it is less likely to be identified as sub-centres 
according to (Masip, 2012a) definition and tend to be a truly metropolitan ‘bedroom’ cities. 
 
By following (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004) which analyze in-depth the geographical/spatial 
scope of agglomeration economies, the second group of determinants that we consider in our 
study is related to the impact of local agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality. In this sense, it takes into account the effects of urbanization economies (and its 
externalities) though using (5) EMPLOYMENT DENSITY and (6) POPULATION 
DENSITY which are measured as the ratio between jobs / inhabitants that each municipality 
has and the built-up area198 in square kilometers that it covers compared to other studies in the 
literature that use the gross employment and population density (inhabitants/administrative 
area in km2) in order to be able to capture the urbanization externalities related to market size 
and, to congestion effects and land rents respectively. Larger cities as (Glaeser, 1998; Harris 
and Ionnides, 2000; Combes, 2000b; Glaeser and Kahn, 2003, 2004; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 
2003, 2004; Glaeser and Resseger, 2009, 2010; Meijers and Burger, 2010; Burger et al., 2010; 
Goetz et al., 2010; Fallah et al., 2011; Lee and Gordon, 2011; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011 
and; Glaeser et al., 2012) reveal are expected to have higher labour productivity (income per 
capita and employment growth as well) through advantages such as labour pooling and the 
availability of intermediate goods and services. However, after achieving a certain threshold 
size, this may also entail an increment of the congestions costs and land rents, so a reduction 
of these agglomeration benefits effects (Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003, 2004; Arauzo-Carod, 
2005 and; Fallah et al., 2011). As a result, we hypothesize that employment density as a proxy 
of market size is positively associated with labour productivity, firm formation and urban 
growth and, on the contrary that population density as a proxy of congestion effects and land 
rents is negatively associated with the previous economic performances due to diseconomies 
that may arise. However, the role of density as a proxy of urbanization economies in the 
literature has been revealed uncertain: a) as regards, employment and urban growth the 
studies of (Combes, 2000b; Burger et al., 2010; Lee and Gordon, 2011) show a positive 
statistically association, while the works carried out by (Lee and Gordon, 2007; Glaeser et al., 
2011, 2012 and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012) a negative and; b) related to firm formation 
(Lee and Gordon, 2011 and; Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) shows a statistically negative 
association and if the market size is measured as employment then (Lee and Gordon, 2011) 
reach on a positive effect but not statistically significant. Then, as regards the influence of 
localization economies (and its externalities) stemming from sectoral concentration we 
calculated the relative specialization of manufacture and FIRE sectors in each municipality (i) 
of the Barcelona Metropolitan Region by estimating the (7) MANUFACTURE LOCATION 

                                                           
198 To calculated the total built up area (in km2) for each municipality in the metropolitan area we use the data 
from Corine Land Cover considering the following artificial land uses: (1) full consideration of the land uses: 
continuous urban fabric (11100), discontinuous urban fabric (11210), discontinuous green urban areas (11220), 
industrial areas (12110), commercial and service areas (12110), port areas (12300), green urban areas (14100), 
courses field areas (14210) and rest of sport and leisure facilities (14220), (2) not taking into account the road 
and highway networks and associated land (12210), railroad networks (12220), mineral extraction sites (13100) 
and dump sites (13200) and finally, (3) not completely counting he artificial surface for: airports (12400) and 
construction sites (13300). In the case of airport areas, in order to calculate the total area for this use; this study 
has carried out an average proportion between the occupation of the airport runways in relation to the total 
airport area. In addition, related to the construction sites, it has deducted the areas which are roads, highway 
networks and railroad networks from the total area of the construction sites. 
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QUOTIENT and the (8) FIRE LOCATION QUOTIENT199 which is the most commonly form 
in the literature to measure the spatial sectoral concentration. In this sense, the manufacture 
and FIRE location quotients are expressed as (equation 10) presents: 
 

 ��l_��lh���o/��HC = 4�4¥�
4�4� /	 ∑ 4�4¥���∑ 4�4¥���W         (10)                                             

 
Where LTL are the localized workplaces, (x) is a given industry, in our case manufacture and 
FIRE and finally, (i) is a given municipality in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region. Is 
expected that industry composition (manufacture and FIRE –high productive sectors) could 
also influence (positively) labour productivity and firm formation as the studies of 
(Henderson et al., 1995; Lucio et al., 2002; van Oort and Atzema, 2004; Arauzo-Carod, 2005; 
van Soest et al., 2006 and; Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) have shown, although other ones have 
found a negative statistically association between localization externalities and employment 
growth as a proxy of labour productivity (Combes, 2000b and; García-López and Muñiz, 
2012). Finally, related to the impact of local agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality, we examine for Jacobs’ externalities, or agglomeration externalities that arise 
from diversity, though an estimation of (9) EMPLOYMENT DIVERSITY in each 
municipality of the Barcelona Metropolitan Region in order to assess how evenly employment 
in a particular area, in our case, a given municipality (i) is spread across economic sectors and 
calculated by the Shannon form of entropy200 as the following (equation 11) expresses: 
 A;,'(�;=:<	e�=97e<��(o_����Ë	�l^�o) =	−∑ �AI�� · g :�AI��
i
_�R.   (11)    
 
Where (Employment diversityi) is the employment diversity of territory (i=municipality), (j) 
is each of the considered different economic sectors201, and (ESij) is the probability to find (j) 
in the given municipality (i). The higher is the (Employment diversityi) for a given 
municipality (i), the higher the employment diversity of this given territory (i). In this sense, 
we take the assumption that employment diversity as a proxy of Jacobs’ externalities exerts a 
statistically effect in labour productivity, although this point is still unclear in the literature 
because of the variety of conclusions that empirical studies have reached on. In the case of 
works carried out by (Combes, 2000b and; van Soest et al., 2006) show that Jacobs’ 
externalities have a positive association with employment growth (in service sector) and, 
employment growth and firm formation respectively, but then other studies such as (Glaeser 
et al., 1992; Henderson et al., 1995; Lucio et al., 2002; Burger et al., 2010 and; García-López 
and Muñiz, 2012) reveal that the diversified municipal productive structure is not significant 
or negatively associated (Combes, 2000b and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012) when it is take 
into account industry sector and neighbour effect of local municipalities respectively. 

                                                           
199 Compared to that, (Burger et al., 2010) measure the sectoral concentration through an absolute measure of 
concentration calculated as the number of employees in a given sector in the spatial unit of observation divided 
by the total national number of employees in that sector. 
200 An often used alternative measure of diversity, which bears to resemblance to Entropy Shannon Index, is the 
Gini Index and the Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (see, Burger et al., 2010 and Henderson et al., 1995 
respectively). The former indicator, is expressed as follows: L�U�¼ = .

N_∑ ∑ )I�,¼ − I�,¼)_�R._�R. , where (Si,j) 
represent the area’s i(j) share of employment in sector (g) and in which lower values of this indicator, implicate 
higher degrees of sectoral diversity. Finally, the Hirschman-Herfindahl Index for city (i) for industry (k) is 
expressed as follows:	����	 = ∑ 7��N�∄	 , where (Sij) is the share in city (i) of industry (j) in local all other 
manufacture employment and which an increase in HHIik reflects less diversity in the environment. 
201 we have calculated the Entropy Index on the basis of the sector occupation data, provided by IDESCAT. The 
data provided is CCAEE-93, which is based on 17 different economic sectors at 1 level of disaggregation. 
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Beyond the effects generated by agglomeration economies as regards metropolitan and local 
scope a set of controls have been included in the analysis in order to take into account other 
agglomeration economies and urban structure factors that influence on labour productivity, 
firm formation and urban growth. The first control is the variable independent as regards 
knowledge externalities defined by (10) HUMAN CAPITAL-LABOUR RATIO, which 
following (Meijers and Burger, 2010) is measured as the ratio between knowledge workers202 
and localized jobs that are within a given municipality (i). According to the literature, a larger 
stock of human capital raises labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth by 
exposing workers to more information and allowing them to learn and exchange ideas more 
quickly, so we hypothesize that the higher the presence of human capital in a given 
municipality (i) is, the higher the aforementioned economic performances are. However, the 
literature reveals contradicted conclusions. Meanwhile the studies of (Henderson et al., 1995; 
Harris and Ionnides, 2000; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003, 2004; Lee 
and Gordon, 2007 –employment growth-; Glaeser and Resseger, 2009, 2010; Goetz et al., 
2010; Fallah et al., 2011 and; Glaeser et al., 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012) show a statistically 
positive association, the works carried out by (Lee and Gordon, 2007 –urban growth-; Meijers 
and Burger, 2010; Lee and Gordon, 2011 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011) reach on the 
inverse (negative) or a not statistically relationship between them. The second agglomeration 
externality control variable is related to competition (Porter externalities) which following 
(Glaeser et al., 1992) we define (11) LOCAL COMPETITION in which a local competition 
of an industry in a municipality is the number of firms per localised worker in this industry in 
this municipality relative to the number of firms per localised worker in this industry in the 
Barcelona Metropolitan Region, so as the following (equation 12) presents: 
 

 G� = ��HD�¥�
4�4� /	∑ ��HD�¥���∑ 4�4¥���W         (12)                                              

 
Where LTL are the localized workplaces, FIRMS are the total number of establishments203, 
(x) is a given industry, in our case manufacture and FIRE and finally, (i) is a given 
municipality in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region. A value greater than 1, means that this 
municipality has more firms relative to its size than it does in the Barcelona Metropolitan 
Region. One interpretation of the value greater than 1 is that the firms localised in this given 
municipality (i) in locally more competitive than it is elsewhere in the metropolitan region. In 
this sense, interpretation Porter, a higher value of this measure of competition should be 
associated with faster growth. Hence, we expect that local competition exert a statistically 
positive effect in labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth (van Soest et al., 
2006) although, there is again a no consensus point in the literature due to is revealed in some 
studies that local competition exert a positive influence on the growth of its employment but 
also not exerts a significant influence (Combes, 2000b –service sectors and; Lucio et al., 
2002) or reduces wage growth which is inconsistent with the view that competition 
contributes to productivity growth that accrues to the workers or employment growth such as 
(Combes, 2000b –manufacture sector) has found. Then, the last two agglomeration 
externalities and urban structure control variables are related to the size of establishments and 
to urban sprawl.  

 (12) FIRM SIZE 
                                                           

202 Data of occupation sectors at 1 level of disaggregation is provided by IDESCAT (Institut d’Estadística de 
Catalunya). The database provided is CCO-94 in which group 2 refers to knowledge occupations (workers). 
203 Firms’ data comes from Firms and establishments statistics provided by IDESCAT (Institut d’Estadística de 
Catalunya) for the years 1994 and 2002 and employment data comes from travel-to-work mobility provided also 
by IDESCAT for the years 1991, 1996 and 2001. 
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 In this sense, we expected a negative statistically association between 

establishment size and labour productivity and urban growth such as the works of (Glaeser et 
al., 2011, 2012) have reached on, although the study carried out by (Burger et al., 2010) have 
found that as regards employment growth this relationship is not significant in some 
industries (capital-intensive manufacturing and, financial and producer services). Then, for 
control urban planning characteristics, we define the urban structure control variable (13) 
URBAN SPRAWL  

 
 
 
 

 In this sense other studies 
(Mieszkowski and Mills, 1993; Galster et al., 2000, 2001; Fulton et al., 2001; Lang, 2003; 
Lopez and Hynes, 2003; Nechyba and Walsh, 2004; Glaeser and Kahn, 2004; Cutsinger et al., 
2005; Tsai, 2005; Burchfield et al., 2006; Torrens, 2008; Hortas-Rico and Solé-Ollé, 2010; 
Pirotte and Madre, 2011; Fallah et al., 2011; and Weitz and Crawford, 2012) has been 
proposed other urban sprawl indicators204. In this sense, we hypothesize 

, the higher is the presence of 
urban sprawl in this given municipality (i) within the metropolitan region and, consequently 
the lower is the labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth. So, we expect to 
achieve the same conclusions that (Fallah et al., 2011) has achieved to the statistically 
negatively association between urban sprawl and labour productivity, although Fallah’s study 
is focused on a different urban scale: at inter-urban scale, across metropolitan areas in U.S. 
 
Finally, we have been included control variables as regards demographic determinants and 
geographical localization within the metropolitan region. Related to demography as (Lee and 
Gordon, 2007, 2011) pointed out that structure of population matters on economic growth, we 
define the following two independent variables (14) POPULATION ABOVE 64 YEARS and 
(15) IMMMIGRANT POPULATION which are measured as ratio between population above 
64 years over all population in a given municipality (i) and as the ratio between immigrant 
population over all residents in this municipality (i) respectively. We expected that the higher 
is the concentration of non-worker population (elderly population) and immigrant inhabitants, 
the lower and the higher is the labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth 
respectively (Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011); although, in the case of immigrant population, as 
regards its effect in employment growth and firm formation (Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011) 
also find a not statistically significant influence. Then, related to the geographical localization 
of municipalities within the Barcelona Metropolitan Region, in order to take into account of 
the differences between municipalities that are in the center or in the coast of the metropolitan 
region is defined the independent variable (16) COAST MUNICIPALITIES which is 
computed as 1, if the municipality is adjacent to the coast and as 0, otherwise. The use of 
territorial dummies allow for these differences, although is unclear about what is expected in 
terms of its influence on the aforementioned economic performances, although studies in the 
literature has suggested that natural amenities enhance labour productivity, if they are 
associated with attracting high-skilled labour or high productivity firms. 

                                                           
204 The study carried out by (Fallah et al., 2011:456) propose the following urban sprawl indicator: I,9�8' =�( % − �%) + 1
 ∗ 0.5, where L% is the share of metropolitan population living in block group with density 
below the overall US metropolitan block group median and H% is the share of metropolitan population living in 
a block group with density above the overall US metropolitan block group median. (Fallah et al., 2011:456) state 
that “this sprawl measure is an index that ranges between 0 and 1; values closer to 1 represent greater sprawl”.  
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4.3. Data 
The following (Table 3a-b) defines the variables names along with descriptions, data sources 
and the computation that our study has used to determine the variables explained previously 
related to a) agglomeration economies based on morphological and functional dimensions of 
urban structure which exert an influence on metropolitan scope, b) agglomeration economies 
and its externalities that exert an effect on municipality scope (local scale), c) control 
variables as regard agglomeration economies such as human capital externalities, competition 
externalities, internal economies of scale and urban sprawl, d) demographic control variables 
and finally, e) a control variable related to geographical location of municipalities within the 
Barcelona Metropolitan Region. 
 
 

Table 3a. Variable descriptions and sources for the Barcelona Metropolitan Region  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: *Distance to the nearest all, large and emerging sub-centres 
 

Variable name Variable description Data Source and computation Year

Distance to CBD 

(Barcelona). 

Urbanization and 

localization economies

Distance by road in (km) from each 

municipality in the Barcelona Metropolitan 

Region to the Barcelona (CBD)

Network road graphs and matrix of distances between 

municipalities (in kilometres) were provided by the 

Department of Regional Policy and Public Works 

(DPTOP). Based on these maps by using a GIS software is 

computed the distances to the CBD

1991, 1996, 

2001

Distance to the nearest 

Sub-centre* (inverse 

measure).                                  

Localization and 

urbanization economies

Distance by road in (km) from each 

municipality in the Barcelona Metropolitan 

Region to the nearest Sub-centre

Network road graphs and matrix of distances between 

municipalities (in kilometres) were provided by the 

Department of Regional Policy and Public Works 

(DPTOP). Based on these maps by using a GIS software is 

computed the distances to the nearest Sub-centre

1991, 1996, 

2001

In-commuting flows 

Entropy Information. 

Urbanization and 

localization economies

Probability to find in-commuting flows in a 

given municipality (i) over all the 

metropolitan area multiplied by the 

logarithm of this probability

Employment data comes from travel-to-work mobility 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya) 

1991, 1996, 

2001

Out-commuting flows 

Entropy Information. 

Urbanization and 

localization economies

Probability to find out-commuting flows in 

a given municipality (i) over all the 

metropolitan area multiplied by the 

logarithm of this probability

Employment data comes from travel-to-work mobility 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya) 

1991, 1996, 

2001

Employment density 

(logarithm).  

Urbanization economies

Ratio between jobs in each municipality 

divided by the built-up area (in square km) 

of this municipality

Employment data comes from travel-to-work mobility 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya) 

from data provided by Corine Land Cover.

1991, 1996, 

2001 and 

1990, 2000

Population density 

(logarithm).  

Urbanization economies

Ratio between inhabitants in each 

municipality divided by the built-up area (in 

square km) of this municipality

Population data comes from INE (Instituto Nacional de 

Estadística) and the built-up area is computed for each 

municipality from data provided by Corine Land Cover.

1991, 1996, 

2001 and 

1990, 2000

Manufacture 

specialization. 

Specialization economies 

MAR-Porter

Measured as location quotient (LQ) which is 

ratio between the share of manufacture 

jobs in municipalitiy (i) and the share of 

manufacuture jobs in metropolitan area (xi)

Data of occupation sectors at 1 level of disagregation is 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya). 

The database provided is CCAEE-93. Manufacture 

activities are related to group 4 of CCAEE-93 

1991, 1996, 

2001

FIRE specialization. 

Specialization economies 

MAR-Porter

Measured as location quotient (LQ) which is 

ratio between the share of FIRE jobs in 

municipalitiy (i) and the share of FIRE jobs 

in metropolitan area (xi)

Data of occupation sectors at 1 level of disagregation is 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya). 

The database provided is CCAEE-93. FIRE activities are 

related to group 10 and 11 of CCAEE-93 

1991, 1996, 

2001

Employment diversity 

(logarithm).                           

Jacobs externalities

Calculated as employment diversity in 

municipality (i) by using Shannon Entropy 

Index at 1 level of disaggregation (17 

economic sectors)

Data of occupation sectors at 1 level of disagregation is 

provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya). 

The database provided is CCAEE-93 which is based on 17 

different economic sectors

1991, 1996, 

2001

AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES - URBAN STRUCTURE - MORHOLOGICAL DIMENSION - METROPOLITAN SCALE

AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES - URBAN STRUCTURE - FUNCTIONAL DIMENSION - METROPOLITAN SCALE

AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES - URBAN STRUCTURE - LOCAL SCALE: MUNICIPALITY
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Table 3b. Variable descriptions and sources for the Barcelona Metropolitan Region  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 
 
 

4.4. Empirical analysis 
In order to test these hypotheses, spatial econometric models have been carried out using the 
above-mentioned 164 municipalities that are within the Barcelona Metropolitan Region as 
unit of analysis. All the dependent variables have been computed as explained in Section 4.1 
(equation 4 and 7) and as regards independent variables is used the measurements and 
descriptions presented in the previous Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In this sense, as we mention 
previously in the estimation of the econometric models we have to solve the endogeneity 
problem i.e. the recursive causality between urban spatial structure and labour productivity, 
due to we are taking into account in our study, the dynamic agglomeration economies. To do 
so, we use lagged variables (independent variables are measured at the beginning of the 
analyzed period) in order to mitigate the direct simultaneity between the dependent and 
independent variables. In addition, another problem that has to be solved is that, our data may 
have a location component, so according to the literature of spatial econometric techniques 
there are two problems -namely, (1) spatial dependence between the observations and (2) 
spatial heterogeneity. Spatial dependence between adjacent municipalities will have similar 
patterns of intermunicipality commuting. As a consequence, ordinary least squares (OLS) 
estimation is likely to be blighted by spatial correlation, which can take two forms- spatial lag 
and spatial error. The former is associated with the dependent variable being correlated with 
its nearby observations and ignoring this form of spatial correlation leads to inconsistent, 
biased estimators, so the inference of significance from OLS can be incorrect. The latter form 

Variable name Variable description Data Source and computation Year

Human capital-Labor 

ratio (logarithm or 

percentage).                    

Knowledge externalities

Measured as the ratio between knowledge 

workers and jobs that are within 

municipality (i)

Employment data which comes from travel-to-work 

mobility and data of occupation sectors at 1 level of 

disagregation are provided by IDESCAT (Institut 

d'Estadística de Catalunya). The database provided is 

CCO-94 which refers to worker occupations, and group 2 

is the knowledge workers

1991, 1996, 

2001

Local competition 

(logarithm).                                    

Competition 

externalities

Calculated as the ratio between the share 

of total firms in municaplity (i) over all jobs 

in this given municaplity (i) and the share of 

totlal firms in metropolitan area (xi) over 

total jobs in this metropolitan area (xi)

Firms data comes from Firms and establishments 

statistics provided by IDESCAT (Institut d'Estadística de 

Catalunya) and  employment data comes from travel-to-

work mobility provided also by IDESCAT

1994, 2002 

and 1991, 

1996, 2001

Firm size (logarithm). 

Urban sprawl indicator. 

Population above 64 

years (percentage)

Ratio between population above 64 years 

over all population in municipality (i)

Population data comes from INE (Instituto Nacional de 

Estadística) 
2001

Immigrant population 

(percentage)

Ratio between immigrant population over 

all population in municipality (i)

Population data comes from INE (Instituto Nacional de 

Estadística) 
2001

Coast Municipalities
1 if municipality is adjacent to coast, 

otherwise 0

GIS database provided by Department of Regional Policy 

and Public Works (DPTOP)

1991, 1996, 

2001

AGGLOMERATION ECONOMIES -  URBAN STRUCTURE CONTROL VARIABLES

DEMOGRAPHIC CONTROL VARIABLES

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTROL VARIABLES
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of spatial correlation entails the correlation of errors with those of nearby observations, but 
ignoring this form of autocorrelation does not affect the consistency of estimators, only their 
efficiency. In our work, to deal with spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity three types 
of regression models have been estimated: ordinary least squares (OLS), spatial lag model 
(SLM) and finally spatial error model (SEM). Hence, the basic forms of these three types of 
regressions models can be written as follows (equations 8, 9 and 10 respectively): 
 K = 	�β+ Ɛ                         (13) 

 K = 	,è� + �β+ Ɛ            (14) 
 K = 	�β+ Ɛ3                   (15.1) 

and, Ɛ3 = 	×èƐ + Î          (15.2) 
 

Where (X) is a matrix of observations on the explanatory variables, (Ɛ) is the vector of error 
terms, (Wy) is the spatially lagged predictor, (ρ) is the spatial coefficient of the SLM, (Ɛ3) is 
the vector of error terms, spatially weighted using the weights matrix (W), (λ) is the spatial 
error coefficient of the SEM and finally, (ξ) is a vector of uncorrelated error terms. As regards 
to the spatial lag model (SLM), (n) is the number of municipalities and (W) a spatial 
weighting matrix of dimension (n x n, in our case 164 x 164) whose elements assign the 
neighbours to each municipality. The weights matrix used in this study is characterized as è = @8��A, such that 0 < 8�� ≤ 1	∀	e ≠ Y, if (i) and (j) are neighbours, otherwise 8�� = 0, 
and in which 8�� = 0. In the weighted matrix, neighbours are defined as those municipalities 
that share a common border (administrative border) by using queen-standardized weights as a 
spatial matrix of contiguity205 and the hypothesis of spatial correlation is related to the 
parameter (ρ), where �H: , = 0 (if there is no spatial dependence, and K does not depend on 
neighboring K values, p=0) is tested against the alternative, �.: , ≠ 0. If �H is rejected, two 
possibilities arise. A positive and significant parameter estimate of (ρ) indicates a positive 
correlation between i.e. employment growth rate in neighbouring municipalities (in this 
example the employment growth rate is the dependent variable). That is, high employment 
growth rate tend to ‘spillover’ and have a positive effect on employment growth rates in 
neighbouring municipalities. However, this effect could also be negative, which indicates that 
conditional to the other explanatory variables of the spatial lag model, the employment 
growth within one municipality tend to be at its neighbour’s expense (is taken the same 
example as previously). Then, as regards to the spatial error model, the dependence between 
municipalities works through the error process as the error from different regions may display 
spatial covariance. In technical terms, the difference between the spatial lag model and the 
spatial error model relate to the parameter (ρ) and the error term (Ɛ) as we could observe by 
comparing the previous (equations 14 to 15.1 and 15.2). In the spatial error model 
(SEM),	, ≡ 0 and Ɛ = ×èƐ + Î, or rearranging: Ɛ = (� − ×è)�.Î, where (λ) is a scalar 
spatial error coefficient, Î~U(0, }N�) and the original error terms has the non-spherical 
covariance matrix AªƐƐ�« = (� − ×è)�.}N�(� − ×è)�.. If the spatial error model is the right 
specification, the interpretation of the model is that a random shock will not only affect the 
region where it is introduced. Instead, it will spread to neighbouring municipalities and also 
throughout the system, so if λ=0, then there is no spatial correlation between the errors. 

                                                           
205 Compared to queen-standardized weights to define the spatial matrix of contiguity, there are other forms: by 
using rook-standardized weight or by using distance-standardized weights. However, we use queen contiguity 
matrix in this case after tested what has the best performance. 
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Labour productivity 
To examine the determinants of the labour productivity (GDP per worker) in 2001, the 
regressions models that we estimate according to the previous three different econometric 
models (equations 13, 14 and 15) are: 
 

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB91−1 + β3LnHC91 + β4Manuf91 +
β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 16) 
                                                                

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H + ,è2t�4�6 − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB91−1 + β3LnHC91 +
β4Manuf91 + β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 17)  
                                                               

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB91−1 + β3LnHC91 + β4Manuf91 +
β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + ×èƐ + Î                                         

 (equation 18)                           
 
Where (Qi/Li) is the GDP per worker in municipality (i) in 2001, (Qi/Li) is the intercept of the 
regression models, (dCBD) is the distance from municipality (i) to the CBD in 1991, (dSUB

-1) is 
the distance from municipality (i) to the nearest sub-centre in 1991, (HC) is the human capital 
labour ratio, measured as the ratio between knowledge workers and localised jobs that are 
within this given municipality (i) in 1991; (Manuf) is the manufacture location quotient for 
each municipality (i) in 1991; (Comp) is the local competition, calculated as number of firms 
per localised worker in a given municipality (i) relative to the number of firms per worker in 
the metropolitan region in 1994; (Firm) 

 (Sprawl) is an indicator to measure the influence of urban sprawl,  
 Then, β 

coefficients represent the gradients associated with each independent variable and the sign of 
these coefficients are expected to be according to the hypotheses explained in the previous 
Section 4.2 and (Ɛ) is the vector of error terms, (WQi/Li) is the spatially lagged predictor of 
the dependent variable and (ρ) is its spatial coefficient, and finally (WƐ) is the vector of error 
terms, spatially weighted using the weights matrix (W), (λ) its spatial error coefficient and (ξ) 
is a vector of uncorrelated error terms.  In addition, to examine in-depth the influence of urban 
structure on economic performances, it is also studied the influence of sub-centre according to 
its characterization: large and emerging proposed by (Masip, 2012a) on the labour 
productivity (GDP per worker). Starting from the previous (equations 16 to 18). the following 
(equation 19 to 21) and (equation 22 to 24) show the estimated regression models taking into 
account large and emerging sub-centre influence: 
 

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	LARGE91−1 + β3LnHC91 + β4Manuf91 +
β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 19) 
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 :	 2t�4�6H. =	2t�4�6H + ,è2t�4�6 − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	LARGE91−1 + β3LnHC91 +
β4Manuf91 + β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 20)  
                                                               

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	LARGE	91−1 + β3LnHC91 + β4Manuf91 +
β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + ×èƐ + Î                                         

 (equation 21)                                                                
 

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	EMERGING91−1 + β3LnHC91 +
β4Manuf91 + β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 22) 
                                                                

 :	 2t�4�6H. =	2t�4�6H + ,è2t�4�6 − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	EMERGING91−1 +
β3LnHC91 + β4Manuf91 + β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 23)  
                                                               

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1dCBD91 +	β2dSUB	EMERGING	91−1 + β3LnHC91 +
β4Manuf91 + β5LnComp94 −	β6LnFirm94 − β7LnSprawl94 + ×èƐ + Î                                        

 (equation 24)                                                                
 
After these nine regression models have been estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS), 
spatial lag model (SLM) and spatial error model (SEM) methods for 2001 at the time that it 
has been taken into account sub-centres influence according its characterization: all 
subcentres, large subcentres and emerging subcentres, the results reported here reveal that the 
models estimated by spatial lag and spatial error models (SLM and SEM respectively) are 
those have a better performance compared to which is estimated by ordinary least squares 
(OLS). In this sense, the following (Table 4) shows the results of what are the determinants of 
labour productivity (GDP per capita) by taking into account the influence of all sub-centres in 
1991. At first glance, the results highlight that a) all models are robust statistically 
significantly (53,03%; 57,16% and 56,31% correspondingly) and b) all independent variables 
have the expected sign which entail the confirmation of the previous hypothesis explained in 
Section 4.2, although as regards CBD’s, sub-centre’s and human capital’s effect its 
significance level is around 90% depending on the type of the model (OLS, SLM or SEM) 
that we are taking into consideration. Hence, related to the effect of agglomeration economies 
at metropolitan scale on the basis of urban spatial structure, the statistically negative sign of 
(β1) reveals that as we move away from the central city of Barcelona (CBD), the labour 
productivity decreases with the distance due to the urbanization and localization economies 
which emerging from the CBD that act on a metropolitan scale are less intensive; then the 
same is true for sub-centres but in a less extent due to is taken the assumption that their 
urbanization and localization economies exert a less considerably influence compare to CBD 
(inverse distance), so the statistically positive sign of (β2) shows that as we move away from 
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the nearest sub-centre, the lower is also the labour productivity; so the empirical results 
confirm the assumption that labour productivity in 2001 also depends on proximity to the sub-
centres in 1991 and hence to the access to their localization and urbanization economies. 
These results coincide with the evidence that (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) reach on as 
regards sub-centre’s influence, although its study is focus on the relationship between 
employment growth (from 1986 to 2001) and urban structure. However, as (Burger et al., 
2010) pointed out employment growth could be consider as a proxy of labour productivity 
due to it also stem from agglomeration economies. In addition, it is interesting to note that 
CBD influence on labour productivity as we expected is slightly more relevant that sub-centre 
one: the proximity of urbanization and localization economies that emerge from CBD in 1991 
effect more prominently in the labour productivity in 2001 than the localization and 
urbanization economies that arise from sub-centres due to CBD’s t-value as (column 3) shows 
in absolute terms is quite higher (-2,24776) compared to sub-centre one (2,08308). 
 
Secondly, in terms of impact of local agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality, the empirical evidence reveals that specialization economies in 1991 matters on 
the labour productivity ten years after. The positive and statistically sign of (β4=0,01531***) 
entails that the higher was the manufacture specialization of a municipality in 1991 the higher 
is the labour productivity in 2001. As a result, this confirms what we expected as in Section 
4.2 has pointed out and what other studies in the literature (Henderson et al., 1995; Lucio et 
al., 2002; van Soest et al., 2006 and; Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) have found previously in 
terms of specialization externalities. In addition, our results differ with what (García-López 
and Muñiz, 2012:15) find as regards the relationship between specialization economies and 
employment growth in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region. However, in our case we are not 
analyzing the relationship between spatial structure and productivity growth, i.e. from 1991 to 
2001, so what we find it may be coherent with what (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) have 
found in the sense that although, specialization economies that emerge from municipalities 
(local scale) in 1991 are positively associated with labour productivity in 2001, they may be 
not foster productivity growth for instance from 1981 or 1991 to 2001 due to the existence of 
agglomeration diseconomies as García-López and Muñiz’s study has pointed out.  
 
Then, as regards agglomeration economies control variables, the empirical models show that 
human capital externalities and local competition are positively associated with labour 
productivity, while firm size and urban sprawl exert a negative statistically influence on it. In 
this sense, the positive and significant coefficients (β3=0,00924**) and (β5=0,02322**) at 
90% or 95% of confidence depending on the model under consideration, reveal that the higher 
was the concentration of knowledge workers and local competition presence in 1991 at local 
scale, the higher is the labour productivity ten years after. This result corroborates our 
hypothesis and is consistent with other studies in the literature such as (Henderson et al., 
1995; Harris and Ionnides, 2000; Glaeser and Maré, 2001; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003, 2004; 
Lee and Gordon, 2007; Glaeser and Resseger, 2009, 2010; Goetz et al., 2010; Fallah et al., 
2011 and; Glaeser et al., 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012) which have found a positive effect of 
human capital externalities in labour productivity, income per capita and employment growth 
and with (van Soest et al., 2006) which reveals a positive effect of competition externalities. 
Inversely, the negative and statistically signs of (β6=-0,05863***) and (β7=-0,03503***) 
reveals that large size firms and  foster lower labour productivity in 2001. The 
former result is quite surprising, so it is expected that large firms entail a higher levels of 
productivity. However, as (Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) point out, entrepreneurship could be 
emerge in small firms and being foster productivity. The latter result is clearly consistent with 
(Fallah et al., 2011) which also find that urban sprawl reduces labour productivity. 
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Table 4. Spatial determinants of labour productivity (GDP per worker). Regression 
models estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): all sub-centres 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 
 
 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 0,21817**

(t-value) (2,49362)

(probability) 0,01264

Constant 10,74016*** 8,39051*** 10,73509***

(t-value) (432,3914) (8,91362) (441,8875)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Distance to Barcelona - CBD -0,00426*** -0,00277* -0,00383**

(t-value) (-2,85820) (-1,86079) (-2,24776)

(probability) 0,00484 0,06277 0,02459

Distance to nearest Subcentre 0,02421** 0,02096* 0,02322**

(t-value) (2,16117) (1,95194) (2,08308)

(probability) 0,03220 0,05094 0,03724

Human Capital-Labor ratio (Ln) 0,00771* 0,0078* 0,00924**

(t-value) (1,72695) (1,82717) (2,07877)

(probability) 0,08616 0,06767 0,03763

Manufacture Location Quotient 0,01312*** 0,01304*** 0,01531***

(t-value) (3,13100) (3,21148) (3,69277)

(probability) 0,00208 0,00132 0,00022

Local Competition (Ln) 0,02108* 0,02300** 0,02322**

(t-value) (1,78973) (2,05069) (2,06162)

(probability) 0,07543 0,04020 0,03924

Firm size (Ln) -0,05909*** -0,05830*** -0,05863***

(t-value) (-4,91013) (-4,85825) (-4,84929)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Urban Sprawl indicator (Ln) -0,03700*** -0,03476*** -0,03503***

(t-value) (-7,03379) (-6,80493)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Lambda 0,21846**

(t-value) (1,98763)

(probability) 0,04685

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,55051 0,57164 0,56318

Adjusted R-squared 0,53034 - -

F-statistic 27,2945 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood 382,534 385,692 384,086

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 2001 ( Q / LTL )
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Table 5. Spatial determinants of labour productivity (GDP per worker). Regression 
models estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): large sub-centres 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 
 
 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 0,22276***

(t-value) (2,55191)

(probability) 0,01071

Constant 10,74124*** 8,34169*** 10,73611***

(t-value) (433,1846) (8,88016) (443,2924)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Distance to Barcelona - CBD -0,00437*** -0,00280* -0,00392**

(t-value) (-2,95274) (-1,89217) (-2,30325)

(probability) 0,00363 0,05846 0,02126

Distance to nearest Large Subcentre 0,022739** 0,02025* 0,02180**

(t-value) (2,08587) (1,94646) (2,03376)

(probability) 0,03861 0,05159 0,04197

Human Capital-Labor ratio (Ln) 0,00773* 0,00779* 0,00932**

(t-value) (1,72998) (1,82508) (2,09499)

(probability) 0,08561 0,06798 0,03617

Manufacture Location Quotient 0,01308*** 0,01303*** 0,01530***

(t-value) (3,11643) (3,21196) (3,68890)

(probability) 0,00217 0,00131 0,00022

Local Competition (Ln) 0,02128* 0,02318** 0,02343**

(t-value) (1,80620) (2,06794) (2,08040)

(probability) 0,07281 0,03864 0,03748

Firm size (Ln) -0,05961*** -0,05864*** -0,05906***

(t-value) (-4,73790) (-4,89644) (-4,89262)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Urban Sprawl indicator (Ln) -0,03732*** -0,03494 -0,03528***

(t-value) (-7,11986) (-6,94666) (-6,88029)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Lambda 0,22273**

(t-value) (2,03125)

(probability) 0,04222

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,54961 0,57176 0,56285

Adjusted R-squared 0,52940 - -

F-statistic 27,1958 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood 382,371 385,681 383,992

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 2001 ( Q / LTL )
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Table 6. Spatial determinants of labour productivity (GDP per worker). Regression 
models estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): emerging sub-centres 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 
 
 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 0,21035**

(t-value) (2,41138)

(probability) 0,01589

Constant 10,73910*** 8,47364*** 10,73493***

(t-value) (436,7727) (9,02744) (446,6247)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Distance to Barcelona - CBD -0,00434*** -0,00290** -0,00399**

(t-value) (-3,016521) (-1,99677) (-2,44140)

(probability) 0,00298 0,04584 0,01463

Distance to nearest Emerging Subcentre 0,02709*** 0,02363** 0,02535**

(t-value) (2,60645) (2,36564) (2,46795)

(probability) 0,01003 0,01799 0,01358

Human Capital-Labor ratio (Ln) 0,00747* 0,00759* 0,00890**

(t-value) (1,68407) (1,78607) (2,01354)

(probability) 0,09416 0,07408 0,04405

Manufacture Location Quotient 0,01332*** 0,01322*** 0,01535***

(t-value) (3,20199) (3,27285) (3,72414)

(probability) 0,00165 0,00106 0,00019

Local Competition (Ln) 0,02126* 0,02309** 0,02311**

(t-value) (1,81914) (2,07069) (2,06048)

(probability) 0,07080 0,03838 0,03935

Firm size (Ln) -0,05859*** -0,05789*** -0,05814***

(t-value) (-4,68896) (-4,85529) (-4,82959)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Urban Sprawl indicator (Ln) -0,03633*** -0,03426*** -0,03459***

(t-value) (-6,93023) (-6,80285) (-6,7319)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Lambda 0,20211*

(t-value) (1,82284)

(probability) 0,06832

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,55637 0,57581 0,56691

Adjusted R-squared 0,53646 - -

F-statistic 27,9486 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood 383,611 386,553 384,907

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 2001 ( Q / LTL )
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Finally, to study in-depth and to give more details about the relationship between sub-centres 
influence on labour productivity, the previous (Table 5) and (Table 6) by using the previous 
(equation 19 to 21) and (equation 22 to 24) show the dynamic effects of sub-centres in labour 
productivity related to the nature of them: large and emerging respectively, as what (Masip, 
2012a) has proposed. According what we expected, large sub-centres should exert 
considerably higher influence on labour productivity due to the urbanization and localization 
economies which emerge from them, are more prominent than in the case of emerging sub-
centres. Hence, by examining the results of the regression models presented in the presented 
in (Table 5) and (Table 6) and making a comparison with the results that we have just 
explained by taking into account all sub-centres, as (Table 4) has shown, we can conclude 
that: a) conceptually there no significant differences, all variables that were statistically 
significant and had the expected sign in the previous general regression models (Table 4) are 
now still being statistically significant with the same confidence level and having the expected 
sign, corroborating as a result, the hypotheses explained previously and, b) emerging sub-
centres are more efficient (exert a stronger influence) to foster labour productivity in 2001 and 
consequently inversely with what we expected. Large sub-centres according to what (Table 5) 
present, have a slightly lower significant level in 1991 compared to emerging ones (Table 6), 
so the difference of significance values between them is (2,03376) versus (2,46795) 
respectively, what remarks not only the ‘efficiency’ to exert influence on the labour 
productivity as regards its nature of formation but also what it may entail a quite higher 
explanatory power of the latter set of regression models, i.e in (SEM) models, the R2 for 
emerging sub-centres model is 56,69% compared to 56,28% for the large ones. Such 
observations is related what we pointed out previously, urbanization and localization 
economies that emerge from the different type of sub-centres. The results show that are the 
emerging ones those are more efficient to foster labour productivity ten years after. Although 
this is not consistent with we expected, it is according to the role of specialization economies 
(strong positively statistically association with labour productivity) that we found previously: 
emerging sub-centres as (Masip, 2012a) explains, present a prominent localization economies 
due to its capacity to attract workers from all the metropolitan area, so it is likely that this 
localization economies that emerge from this kind of sub-centres in 1991 are stronger than the 
urbanization economies that emerge from large sub-centres and consequently, being behind of 
such result that reveals that emerging sub-centres exert a stronger influence than large ones. 
 
However, we could be able to examine the relationship between urban spatial structure and 
labour productivity from a different point of view. In this sense, now is taken into account 
instead of its morphological dimension, the functional one as it is explained previously in 
Section 4.2. In addition, in this analysis are included the dynamic agglomeration economies 
externalities as regards urbanization economies (local scale), localization economies (FIRE 
sector), Jacobs’ externalities and the control variables of geographical location. Hence, to 
study the determinants of the labour productivity (GDP per worker) in 2001, with taken into 
account the influence of functional polycentricity and the other included factors on the basis 
of dynamic agglomeration economies effects, the regressions models that we estimate 
according to the previous three different econometric models (equations 13, 14 and 15) are: 
 

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1LnDnPop91 +	LnDnLTL91 + β3LnHC91 +
β4LnComp94 − β5LnFirm94 −	β6LnSprawl94 + β7LnManuf91 +
β8LnFIRE91 − β9LnDiver91 − β10OFEI91 + β11IFEI91 + β12Coast + Ɛ                       

 (equation 25)                                                                
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 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H + ,è2t�4�6 − β1LnDnPop91 +	LnDnLTL91 +
β3LnHC91 + β4LnComp94 − β5LnFirm94 −	β6LnSprawl94 + β7LnManuf91 +
β8LnFIRE91 − β9LnDiver91 − β10OFEI91 + β11IFEI91 + β12Coast + Ɛ                       

 (equation 26)  
                                                               

 :	 2t�4�6H. = 2t�4�6H − β1LnDnPop91 +	LnDnLTL91 + β3LnHC91 +
β4LnComp94 − β5LnFirm94 −	β6LnSprawl94 + β7LnManuf91 +
β8LnFIRE91 − β9LnDiver91 − β10OFEI91 + β11IFEI91 + β12Coast + ×èƐ + Î                                        

 (equation 27)                                    
 
Where (Qi/Li) is the GDP per worker in municipality (i) in 2001, (Qi/Li 0) is the intercept of 
the regression models, (DnPop) and (DnLTL) are the net population and employment density 
respectively for a given municipality (i) in 1991; (HC) is the human capital labour ratio, 
measured as the ratio between knowledge workers and localised jobs that are within this given 
municipality (i) in 1991; (Comp) is the local competition, calculated as number of firms per 
localised worker in a given municipality (i) relative to the number of firms per worker in the 
metropolitan region in 1994; (Firm) 

 (Sprawl) is an indicator to measure the influence of urban sprawl,  
 (Manuf) and (FIRE) are the 

manufacture and FIRE location quotients for each municipality (i) in 1991; (Diver) is the 
employment diversity, measured as Shannon Entropy Index at 1 level of disaggregation (17 
different economic sectors) in 1991; (OFEI) and (IFEI) are the out-commuting flows Entropy 
Information and the in-commuting flows Entropy Information for each municipality (i) that 
are within the Barcelona Metropolitan Region in 1991, and finally (Coast) is the geographical 
dummy variable that shows which municipalities are adjacent to the coast. Then, β 
coefficients represent the gradients associated with each independent variable and the sign of 
these coefficients are expected to be according to the hypotheses explained in the previous 
Section 4.2 and (Ɛ) is the vector of error terms, (WQi/Li) is the spatially lagged predictor of 
the dependent variable and (ρ) is its spatial coefficient, and finally (WƐ) is the vector of error 
terms, spatially weighted using the weights matrix (W), (λ) its spatial error coefficient and (ξ) 
is a vector of uncorrelated error terms. 
 
In this sense, the following (Table 7) shows the results of what are the determinants of labour 
productivity (GDP per capita) by taking into account the functional dimension of urban 
spatial structure through using ordinary least squares (OLS), spatial lag model (SLM) and 
spatial error model (SEM) techniques for estimating the regression models presented in the 
(equations 25 to 27). As previously, the results reported here reveal that the models estimated 
by spatial lag and spatial error models (SLM and SEM respectively) are those present better 
performance compared to which is estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS): a) all models 
are robust statistically significantly (75,13%; 79,02% and 78,28% correspondingly), b) most 
independent variables have the expected sign which entail the confirmation of the hypothesis 
explained in Section 4.2 and, c) by including other agglomeration economies externalities 
variables and control variables now the estimated regression models have considerably 
increased its explanatory power compared to the previous ones (Tables 4 to 6). Hence, as 
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regards the effect of agglomeration economies at metropolitan scale on the basis of urban 
spatial structure from a functional definition, the statistically positive sign of 
(β11=0,26561***) reveals that in-commuting flows Entropy Information are positively 
associated with labour productivity. Consequently, municipalities that present a remarkable 
urban centrality in terms of economic activity (they are able to attract a higher critical mass of 
workers from all the metropolitan area) because of its considerably urbanization and 
localization economies that emerge from them in 1991, they are also the municipalities with 
higher level of labour productivity ten years after. Inversely, the statistically negative sign of 
(β10=-0,19188***) entail that out-commuting flows Entropy Information are negatively 
associated with labour productivity. As a result, municipalities that have a great urban 
centrality as regards residential activity, so with a weak local labour market (they are not able 
to retain its resident employed population and most of them are working on other 
municipalities) in 1991, they are the municipalities with lower degree of labour productivity 
in 2001. These results: the higher (lower) urban centrality in being a ‘place to work’ (‘place to 
live’) within the network of cities, the higher (lower) the labour productivity; coincide with 
the hypotheses made in Section 4.2 and they are according to the results obtained in the 
previous regressions models. In the previous regression models we found that the 
urbanization and localization economies that emerge from sub-centres are dynamically 
positive associated with labour productivity and; as regards (Masip, 2012a) procedure to 
identify sub-centres, the higher is the weakness of a local labour market for a given 
municipality, the less likely that this municipality is identified as a sub-centre. As a result, the 
higher is the out-commuting Entropy Information for a municipality, the higher is the 
probability of this municipality to not being a sub-centre and, this probability of not being a 
sub-centre (that entails a low urbanization and localization economies that emerge from these 
cities) is clearly an evidence of the negative association of labour productivity that the 
regression models show. Hence, our study, at this point reaches on the remarkable conclusion 
that both morphological dimension (Table 4 to 6) and functional dimension (Table 7) of the 
urban spatial structure exerts a statistically positive effect in the labour productivity. 
 
Secondly, related to the impact of local agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality, the empirical evidence reveals that urbanization externalities, localization 
externalities and Jacobs’ externalities exert a significant influence in the labour productivity 
in 2001. In this sense, the statistically positive sign of (β2=0,01812**) reveals that market size 
as a proxy of urbanization economies in 1991 is positively associated with the labour 
productivity in 2001 and consequently, confirming the hypotheses stated in Section 4.2 
according to what other studies in the literature such as (Harris and Ionnides, 2000; Combes, 
2000b; Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2004; Glaeser and Resseger, 2010; Meijers and Burger, 2010; 
Burger et al., 2010; Goetz et al., 2010; Fallah et al., 2011; Lee and Gordon, 2011; Veneri and 
Burgalassi, 2011 and; Glaeser et al., 2012) have found. In addition, the statistically negative 
sign of (β1=-0,01432**) present that population density as a proxy of congestion effect of 
urbanization economies entails lower levels of labour productivity. This result is consistent 
with (Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003, 2004 and; Fallah et al., 2011) which show evidence of the 
negative effect in economic performances due to congestion. Then, the statistically positive 
sign of (β7=0,01799***) and (β8=0,06488***) point out that specialization externalities at 
local scale (municipality) on the basis of manufacture and FIRE sectors in 1991 foster labour 
productivity after ten years. These results are consistent with (Henderson et al., 1995; Lucio et 
al., 2002; van Soest et al., 2006 and; Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) and consequently the 
hypotheses explained in Section 4.2 are corroborated. In addition, the t-value of FIRE 
specialization which is (12,01026) reveals that FIRE specialization externalities is the factor 
which exert the most positive influence on the labour productivity, so as regards the local 
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scale, the municipalities that had the most concentration of FIRE activities (high productive 
sectors) in 1991, they have a high level of productivity in 2001, although the study of (Veneri 
and Burgalassi, 2011) found that is positively associated as here but its study also reaches on 
that it does not exert an statistically influence. Next to specialization economies’ effect, 
Jacobs’ externalities is negatively associated with labour productivity as the statistically 
negative sign of (β9=-0,12921***) shows. Consequently, the higher was the presence of 
employment diversity in a municipality in 1991; the lower is its labour productivity in 2001. 
This is result is consistent with the studies (Glaeser et al., 1992; Henderson et al., 1995; 
Combes, 2000b; Lucio et al., 2002; Burger et al., 2010 and; García-López and Muñiz, 2012) 
which find a negative effect or not statistically influence of Jacobs’. 
 
Then, as regards agglomeration economies control variables, the empirical models show that 
local competition is positively associated with labour productivity, while human capital 
externalities, firm size and urban sprawl exert a negative statistically influence on it. In this 
sense, the positive and significant coefficient (β4=0,02170***) reveal that the higher is the 
local competition presence in 1991 at local scale, the higher is the labour productivity ten 
years after. This result corroborates our hypothesis and it is consistent with the findings 
achieved by van Soest’s work. Inversely, the negative and statistically signs of                             
(β3=-0,00769**), (β5=-0,04778***) and (β =-0,02765***) reveal that higher concentration of 
knowledge workers, large size firms and foster lower labour productivity in 
2001. The first result, reject our hypothesis and the findings that we achieved when it is taken 
into account the morphological dimension of the urban spatial structure (Table 2 to 4). 
However is consistent with other studies in the literature that found a negative or not 
statistically effect of human capital in labour productivity such as (Lee and Gordon, 2007; 
Meijers and Burger, 2010; Lee and Gordon, 2011 and; Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011). In this 
sense, the negative effect of human capital in labour productivity could be explained in this 
case through that for observing the positive externalities of human capital on the basis of 
knowledge exchanging between workers it takes a long time and ten years (from 1991 to 
2001) is a short time period of analysis. Then, the second result although, is quite surprising 
due to is expected that large firms entail high levels of productivity, it is consistent with the 
findings that the works carried out by (Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012), which reveal that 
entrepreneurship could be easily emerge in small firms (more interaction) and being able to 
foster labour productivity. Next to firm size’s effect, the latter result is clearly consistent with 
(Fallah et al., 2011) which also find that urban sprawl reduces labour productivity. 
 
Finally, in terms of geographic control variables, the statistically positive sign of coefficient 
(β12=-0,01006**) reveals that the coast municipalities are positively associated with labour 
productivity, so this result is according to the literature which states that natural amenities 
enhance economic performance i.e. labour productivity due to amenities are associated with 
attracting high-skilled labour or high productivity firms. Summarizing, by examining the 
effect of urban spatial strucuture on labour productivity, we could conclude that a) sub-centres 
are virtuous to foster labour productivity because of its urbanization and localization 
economies that emerge from them, b) the urban centrality on the basis of being a ‘place to 
work’ within all the metropolitan area defined through in-commuting flows Entropy 
Information matters significantly on high levels of labour productivity, while on the contrary, 
being a ‘place to residence’ by means of presenting a higher level of out-commuting flows 
Entropy Information, entails lower levels of productivity, c) urban sprawl exerts a negatively 
statistically influence on labour productivity and, d) as consequence as the previous three 
main conclusions, a polycentric urban spatial structure at intra-metropolitan scale and its 
reinforcement through a),  b), and c) entails a more productive metropolitan area. 
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Table 7. Spatial determinants of labour productivity (GDP per worker). Regression 
models estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): IF and OF Entropy Information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 0,25057***

(t-value) (4,02132)

(probability) 0,00005

Constant 10,8504*** 8,15842*** 10,84452***

(t-value) (438,9668) (12,17324) (474,2382)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Population Density (Ln) -0,01223* -0,01634** -0,01432**

(t-value) (-1,65942) (-2,40688) (-2,06154)

(probability) 0,09910 0,01608 0,03925

Employment Density (Ln) 0,01595* 0,02124*** 0,01812**

(t-value) (1,93212) (2,78468) (2,32084)

(probability) 0,05521 0,00535 0,02029

Human Capital-Labor ratio (Ln) -0,00865** -0,00852*** -0,00769**

(t-value) (-2,46987) (-2,65689) (-2,22153)

(probability) 0,01462 0,00788 0,02631

Local Competition (Ln) 0,01943** 0,02224*** 0,02170***

(t-value) (2,24066) (2,79434) (2,71456)

(probability) 0,02650 0,00520 0,00663

Firm size (Ln) -0,04546*** -0,04840*** -0,04778***

(t-value) (-3,95732) (-4,59737) (-4,49970)

(probability) 0,00011 0,00000 0,00000

Urban Sprawl indicator (Ln) -0,02703*** -0,02776*** -0,02765***

(t-value) (-3,72163) (-4,17393) (-4,08584)

(probability) 0,00027 0,00003 0,00004

Manufacture Location Quotient (Ln) 0,01655*** 0,01794*** 0,01799***

(t-value) (3,42574) (4,05257) (4,19511)

(probability) 0,00078 0,00005 0,00002

FIRE Location Quotient (Ln) 0,06537*** 0,06334*** 0,06488***

(t-value) (11,2490) (11,77569) (12,01026)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Employment Diversity (Ln) -0,13592*** -0,13185*** -0,12921***

(t-value) (-6,39765) (-6,75875) (-6,57690)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Out-commuting flows Entropy Information -0,12640 -0,18906** -0,19188**

(t-value) (-1,22066) (-1,98249) (-2,01563)

(probability) 0,22411 0,04742 0,04383

In-commuting flows Entropy Information 0,25718** 0,27836*** 0,26561***

(t-value) (2,52912) (2,98785) (2,92134)

(probability) 0,01246 0,00280 0,00348

Coast Municipalities 0,00701 0,01245*** 0,01006**

(t-value) (1,62080) (3,02652) (2,24262)

(probability) 0,10714 0,00247 0,02492

Lambda 0,34802***

(t-value) (3,44281)

(probability) 0,00057

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,76964 0,79026 0,78286

Adjusted R-squared 0,75133 - -

F-statistic 42,0422 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood 437,35 443,986 440,0924

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Labor Productivity Ratio 2001 ( Q / LTL )
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Firm formation and urban growth 
To study the factors of firm formation from 1994 to 2002 and urban growth from 2001 to 
2009, we take into account in these cases the functional dimension of the urban spatial 
structure (by using the IF and OF flows Entropy Information) instead of using the 
morphological dimension (distance to the CBD and sub-centres) to examine the effects of 
agglomeration economies at metropolitan scale due to the former dimension entail a better 
specification of the regression models as it has shown in the previous (Table 4 to 7). In 
addition, to a certain point as we have explained by taking into account the functional 
dimension of urban structure through Entropy Information (in-commuting and out-commuting 
flows) estimation for all municipalities within the metropolitan area, we are taking into 
account indirectly sub-centres’ influence because of the methodology to identify sub-centres 
proposed by (Masip, 2012a) intrinsically takes also into account the urban centrality of nodes 
(municipalities) on the basis of being a economic hub -attracting workers, place to work- (in-
commuting flows) and being a economic and residential hub –attracting and retain workers, 
place to work and live- (resident workers and in-commuting flows) within the metropolitan 
area. Hence, the regression models that we estimate according to (equations 13, to 15) are: 
  :		UZZHN,�� = UZZH − β1LnDnPop96 +	LnDnLTL96 + β3LnComp94 −
β4LnFirm94 − β5LnSprawl94 +	β6PerHC96 + β7LnFIRE96 − β8OFEI96 +
β9IFEI96 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 28) 
                                                                 :		UZZHN,�� = UZZH + ,èUZZ − β1LnDnPop96 +	LnDnLTL96 +

β3LnComp94 − β4LnFirm94 − β5LnSprawl94 +	β6PerHC96 + β7LnFIRE96 −
β8OFEI96 + β9IFEI96 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 29)  
                                                                :		UZZHN,�� = UZZH − β1LnDnPop96 +	LnDnLTL96 + β3LnComp94 −

β4LnFirm94 − β5LnSprawl94 +	β6PerHC96 + β7LnFIRE96 − β8OFEI96 +
β9IFEI96 + ×èƐ + Î                                         

 (equation 30)                                                                
 

 :	 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6 = 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6H − β1LnDnPop01 +	LnDnLTL01 + β3LnComp02 −
β4LnFirm02 − β5LnSprawl02 −	β6OFEI01 + β7IFEI01 + β8PerHC01 −
β9PerPOP6401 + β10PerIMMPOP01 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 31) 
 

 :	 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6 = 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6H + ,è2½ ½&!½ ½&"6 − β1LnDnPop01 +	LnDnLTL01 +
β3LnComp02 − β4LnFirm02 − β5LnSprawl02 −	β6OFEI01 + β7IFEI01 +
β8PerHC01 − β9PerPOP6401 + β10PerIMMPOP01 + Ɛ                       

 (equation 32) 
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 :	 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6 = 2½ ½&!½ ½&"6H − β1LnDnPop01 +	LnDnLTL01 + β3LnComp02 −
β4LnFirm02 − β5LnSprawl02 −	β6OFEI01 + β7IFEI01 + β8PerHC01 −
β9PerPOP6401 + β10PerIMMPOP01 + ×èƐ + Î                       

 (equation 33) 
 
Where (NFF02,94) and (Pop09/Pop01) are the net firm formation and urban growth in 
municipality (i) from 1994 to 2002 and from 2001 to 2009 respectively, (NNF0) and 
(Pop09/Pop010) are the intercepts of the regression models, (DnPop) and (DnLTL) are the net 
population and employment density respectively for a given municipality (i) in 1996 and in 
2001 respectively, (HC) is the human capital labour ratio, measured as the ratio between 
knowledge workers and localised jobs that are within this given municipality (i) in 1996 and 
in 2001; (Comp) is the local competition, calculated as number of firms per localised worker 
in a given municipality (i) relative to the number of firms per worker in the metropolitan 
region in 1994 and in 2002 correspondingly; (Firm)  

 
 (Sprawl) is an indicator to measure the influence of urban 

sprawl,  
 (FIRE) is the FIRE location quotients for each municipality (i) in 1996; (OFEI) and 

(IFEI) are the out-commuting flows Entropy Information and the in-commuting flows 
Entropy Information for each municipality (i) that are within the Barcelona Metropolitan 
Region in 1996 and in 2001, and finally (POP64) and (IMMPOP) are the demographic control 
variables calculated as the percentage of population above 64 years and as the percentage of 
immigrant population relative to the total population for each municipality (i) in 2001. Then, 
β coefficients represent the gradients associated with each independent variable and the sign 
of these coefficients are expected to be according to the hypotheses explained in the previous 
Section 4.2 and (Ɛ) is the vector of error terms, (WNFF) and (WPop09/Pop01) are the spatially 
lagged predictor of each dependent variable respectively, and (ρ) is its spatial coefficient, and 
finally (WƐ) is the vector of error terms, spatially weighted using the weights matrix (W), (λ) 
its spatial error coefficient and (ξ) is a vector of uncorrelated error terms. 
 
In this sense, the following (Table 8 and 9) show the results of what are the determinants of 
firm formation and urban growth by taking into account the functional dimension of urban 
spatial structure by using ordinary least squares (OLS), spatial lag model (SLM) and spatial 
error model (SEM) techniques for estimating the regression models presented in the 
(equations 25 to 27) and in the (equations 31 to 33) respectively. In addition, as regards urban 
growth, in the Appendix (Table A1) is presented the results of estimating the previous 
regressions models following (equations 31 to 33) but with taking into account a long time 
period of analysis, from 1991 to 2010. Firstly, the results reported here reveal that the models 
estimated by spatial lag and spatial error models (SLM and SEM) are those present better 
performance compared to which is estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS), although as 
regards firm formation models, its spatial coefficients (ρ) and (λ) respectively, are not 
statistically significant: a) all models are robust statistically significantly, 30,59%; 34,96% 
and 34,54% in the case of firm formation and, 48,00%; 52,95% and 50,51% as regards urban 
growth respectively and, b) most independent variables have the expected sign which entail 
the confirmation of the hypothesis explained in Section 4.2. Hence, as regards the effect of 
agglomeration economies at metropolitan scale on the basis of urban spatial structure from a 
functional definition, the statistically positive sign of (β9=14,0753***) as (Table 8) shows and 
(β7=1,72884**) as (Table 9) presents, reveal that in-commuting flows Entropy Information 
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are positively associated with net firm formation and urban growth correspondingly. As a 
result, municipalities that have a considerably urban centrality in terms of being a business 
hub (they are able to attract a higher critical mass of workers from all the metropolitan area) 
because of its relevant urbanization and localization economies that emerge from them in 
1996 and in 2001 respectively, they are those municipalities that foster more net firm 
formation and urban growth. Inversely, the statistically negative signs of (β8=-24,21586***) 
and (β6=-2,19959***) respectively, entail that out-commuting flows Entropy Information are 
negatively associated with firm formation and urban growth. As a result, municipalities that 
have a great residence urban centrality (weak local labour market due to they are not able to 
retain its employed population), they are those municipalities that less new firm and urban 
growth have experimented after eight years respectively. Consequently these results, confirm 
the hypotheses made in Section 4.2 and they are according to the results obtained in the 
previous regressions models in which there is a clear evidence that both morphological 
dimension (Table 4 to 6) and functional dimension (Table 7) of the urban spatial structure 
exert a statistically positive effect in the labour productivity, and now, as (Table 8) and (Table 
9) show, this urban spatial structure influence is also significant on firm formation and urban 
growth. In addition, from the reading of these results we can conclude that from 2001 to 2009 
the process of population suburbanization have been concentrated in municipalities that tend 
to be central as regards economic activity (positive sign of in-commuting flows Entropy 
Information coefficient and negative sign of out-commuting flows Entropy Information 
coefficient, so according to Masip’s methodology to identify sub-centres, these municipalities 
are the most likely to be identified as sub-centres), and consequently, we can hypothesize that 
during this period urban structure of Barcelona Metropolitan Region has become more 
polycentric rather than more dispersed. 
 
Secondly, as regards the impact of local agglomeration economies generated in the same 
municipality, the empirical evidence reveals that urbanization externalities and localization 
externalities exert a significant influence in net firm formation and in urban growth. In this 
sense, the statistically positive signs of (β2=0,88977***) and (β2=0,33656***) reveals that 
market size as a proxy of urbanization economies in 1991 is positively associated with firm 
formation and urban growth respectively and consequently, confirming the hypotheses stated 
in Section 4.2 according to what other studies in the literature such as (Combes, 2000b; 
Burger et al., 2010 and; Lee and Gordon, 2011) have found as regard the effect of 
urbanization economies in firm formation and urban growth. In addition, the statistically 
negative signs of (β1=-0,77143***) and (β1=-0,27861***) present that population density as a 
proxy of congestion effect or land rents entails lower rates of firm formation and urban 
growth respectively. This result is consistent with (Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2003, 2004 and; 
Fallah et al., 2011) which show evidence of the negative effect in economic performances due 
to congestion. Next to urbanization economies’ effect, the statistically positive sign of 
(β7=0,29354**) point out that specialization externalities at local scale (municipality) on the 
basis of FIRE sectors in 1991 foster firm formation in 2002 This result is consistent with 
(Henderson et al., 1995; Lucio et al., 2002; Arauzo-Carod,, 2005; van Soest et al., 2006 and; 
Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) and consequently the hypothesis in Section 4.2 is corroborated.  
 
Then, in terms of the effect on the basis of agglomeration economies control variables, the 
firm formation (Table 8) and urban growth (Table 9) empirical models show that a) local 
competition externalities are positively associated with firm formation and urban growth, b) 
firm size and urban sprawl exert a negative statistically influence on them and finally, c) 
human capital externalities have a weak positively association (90% of confidence) with firm    
formation but a strong negatively statistically (99% of confidence) effect in the urban growth. 
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Table 8. Spatial determinants of firm formation (1994-2002). Regression models 
estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): IF and OF Entropy Information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Firm formation 1994 - 2002 0,10043

(t-value) (0,98209)

(probability) 0,32605

Constant 1,78992*** 1,46614** 1,8348***

(t-value) (2,75738) (2,01650) (2,92031)

(probability) 0,00653 0,04374 0,00349

Population Density  1996 (Ln) -0,77143*** -0,74785*** -0,76442***

(t-value) (-3,56566) (-3,57588) (-3,64452)

(probability) 0,00048 0,00034 0,00026

Employment Density 1996 (Ln) 0,88977*** 0,86169*** 0,88629***

(t-value) (3,65350) (3,65378) (3,75000)

(probability) 0,00035 0,00025 0,00017

Local Competition 1994 (Ln) 1,78331*** 1,69985*** 1,74094***

(t-value) (3,63737) (3,57950) (3,65885)

(probability) 0,00037 0,00034 0,00025

Firm size 1994 (Ln) -2,54515*** -2,41427*** -2,47005***

(t-value) (-3,50456) (-3,43518) (-3,49967)

(probability) 0,00059 0,00059 0,00046

Urban Sprawl indicator  1994 (Ln) -0,77599** -0,72479** -0,74077**

(t-value) (-2,49538) (-2,41289) (-2,45068)

(probability) 0,01363 0,01582 0,01425

Human Capital-Labor ratio 1996 (%) 3,32222* 3,31172* 3,20820*

(t-value) (1,89033) (1,95247) (1,87111)

(probability) 0,06059 0,05088 0,06132

FIRE Location Quotient 1996 (Ln) 0,29354** 0,27720** 0,27964**

(t-value) (2,22959) (2,18102) (2,17858)

(probability) 0,02722 0,02918 0,02936

Out-commuting flows Entropy Information 1996 -24,21586*** -23,89325*** -24,20799***

(t-value) (-4,91576) (-5,00607) (-5,08828)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

In-commuting flows Entropy Information 1996 14,0753*** 14,2934*** 14,32595***

(t-value) (2,80869) (2,95563) (2,96835)

(probability) 0,00561 0,00312 0,00299

Lambda 0,05778

(t-value) (0,48915)

(probability) 0,62473

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,34422 0,34966 0,34548

Adjusted R-squared 0,30593 - -

F-statistic 8,98196 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood -190,939 -190,419 -190,835

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Firm formation 1994 - 2002 ( Ln (F02-F94 / F94) * 100 )
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Table 9. Spatial determinants of urban growth (2001-2009). Regression models 
estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): IF and OF Entropy Information 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Own Elaboration 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Population 2010 - Ln Population 2001 0,19256**

(t-value) (2,10640)

(probability) 0,03516

Constant 0,51698*** 0,44002*** 0,34646***

(t-value) (4,12638) (3,57590) (3,00773)

(probability) 0,00006 0,00034 0,00263

Population Density  2001 (Ln) -0,27861*** -0,25858*** -0,17137***

(t-value) (-6,22475) (-6,02756) (-5,49430)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Employment Density 2001 (Ln) 0,33646*** 0,31205*** 0,21487***

(t-value) (6,70576) (6,46671) (6,16636)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Local Competition 2002 (Ln) 0,16051*** 0,15996*** 0,24421***

(t-value) (2,77150) (2,91225) (3,82439)

(probability) 0,00627 0,00358 0,00013

Firm size 2002 (Ln) -0,34829*** -0,32939*** -0,32279***

(t-value) (-4,59413) (-4,56430) (-3,62474)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00028

Urban Sprawl indicator  2002 (Ln) -0,19356*** -0,17586*** -0,08857**

(t-value) (-4,09803) (-3,89575) (-2,40396)

(probability) 0,00006 0,00009 0,01621

Out-commuting flows Entropy Information 2001 -2,19959*** -1,99508*** -2,24683***

(t-value) (-3,24211) (-3,07658) (-3,35149)

(probability) 0,00145 0,00209 0,00080

In-commuting flows Entropy Information 2001 1,72884** 1,66823*** 1,76261***

(t-value) (2,55552) (2,60011) (2,72900)

(probability) 0,01157 0,00931 0,00635

Human Capital-Labor ratio 2001 (%) -0,84372** -0,77074** -0,92207***

(t-value) (-2,48577) (-2,39424) (-2,83550)

(probability) 0,01400 0,016654 0,00457

Population above 64 years  2001 (%) -1,12532*** -1,13949*** -1,22607***

(t-value) (-4,26121) (-4,5409) (-4,56396)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Immigrant Population 2001 (%) 1,10926** 0,86505* 1,11353**

(t-value) (2,35917) (1,89606) (2,29184)

(probability) 0,01957 0,057950 0,021914

Lambda 0,24522**

(t-value) (2,26523)

(probability) 0,02349

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,51119 0,52950 0,50511

Adjusted R-squared 0,48009 - -

F-statistic 16,0518 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood 125,752 128,138 123,598

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Population 2010 - Ln Population 2001 ( Ln 2010 / 2001 )
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In this sense, the positive and significant coefficients (β3=1,78331***) and (β3=0,16051***) 
show that the higher is the local competition presence in 1994 and in 2001 at local scale 
respectively, the higher is the rate of firm formation and urban growth in 2002 and in 2009 
correspondingly. This result corroborates our hypothesis and it is consistent with the 
outcomes achieved by (Rosenthal and Strange, 2003 –as regards birth of establishments- and; 
van Soest et al., 2006 –as regards growth-). Inversely, the negative and statistically signs of 
(β4=-2,54515***) and (β4=-0,34829***) as regards firm size and of (β5=-0,77599**) and 
(β5=-0,19356***) related to urban sprawl for firm formation and urban growth respectively, 
indicate that the municipalities that have small firms and low presence of urban sprawl foster 
dynamically more firm formation and urban growth, compared to municipalities in which 
large firms are located or show a higher degree of urban sprawl. These results are consistent 
with the hypotheses made in the previous Section 4.2 and with the findings as regards firm 
size’s reached on (Combes, 2000b; van Oort and Atzema, 2004 –as regards all firms-; Burger 
et al., 2010 –referring with labor-intensive and knowledge-intensive manufacturing- and; 
Glaeser et al., 2011, 2012) and as regards urban sprawl with the results achieved previously in 
which urbanization economies’ effects entail that the municipalities with higher employment 
density (business oriented urban areas, and not residential oriented ones which are the case of 
areas with a higher degree of urban sprawl), so a large market size, are the municipalities that 
foster more urban growth. Then, the statistically positive sign of (β6=3,32222*) reveal that 
human capital externalities foster firm formation although, this influence is not so strong due 
to it is at 90% of confidence. This result is consistent with our hypothesis in Section 4.2 in the 
line with Glaeser et al., 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012) but differs with what (Lee and Gordon, 
2011) have found. However, the statistically negative sign of (β8=-0,84372**) as regards 
urban growth shows that the human capital is negatively associated to it, and in this case 
rejects our hypothesis but it is consistent with (Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011) which also reach 
on a negatively statistically association between urban growth and human capital externalities. 
 
Finally, in terms of demographic control variables, the statistically negative sign of coefficient 
(β9=-1,12532***) and the positive sign of coefficient (β10=1,10926**) reveal that the 
municipalities with lower presence of elderly people (non-worker population) and higher 
concentration of immigrant population are the urban areas which foster more urban growth. 
These results are closely consistent with the findings achieved by the works carried out by 
(Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011). In this sense, new foreign population often entails new urban 
settlements in this city in order to locate its households and on the contrary, urban areas with a 
higher concentration of elderly demographic structure tend to be less attractive in order to 
plan new areas of urban development due to its lack of business oriented. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS, FINAL REMARKS 
In this chapter, our study has attempt to contribute to the literature as regards the relationship 
between urban spatial structure and economic efficiency by a) giving a new perspective of 
urban scale analysis focused on intra-urban (intra-metropolitan) level compared to other 
existing studies which are based on inter-urban scale (Lee and Gordon, 2007, 2011; Meijers 
and Burger, 2010, Veneri and Burgalassi, 2011 and; Fallah et al., 2011), through an analysis 
of the influence that sub-centres (and CBD) –polycentric urban structure- exert on economic 
performance (efficiency) on the basis of labour productivity, firm formation and urban 
growth, at the time that b) this urban spatial structure influence is tested by considering not 
only its morphological dimension (urbanization and localization economies that emerge from 
sub-centres –and CBD-, defined by distance to them) but also, its functional dimension which 
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takes into account the interaction (flows) between municipalities (nodes) within a network, 
defined, in the case of our study, by the in-commuting and out-commuting flows Entropy 
Information which reveals the urban centrality of these nodes as regards the two main urban 
markets within metropolitan areas, the economic and residential ones respectively, b) filling 
the lack of empirical research in these issues in the Barcelona Metropolitan Region, which 
until present only the work carried out by (García-López and Muñiz, 2012) have studied this 
issue through an analysis of the relationship between urban spatial structure and employment 
growth from 1986 to 2001, and finally, c) drawing future polices that enhance economic 
efficiency (better economic performance) in the aforementioned study case by using the 
previous achieved results of sub-centres’ and CBD’s (polycentric urban structure) influence 
on labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth. 
 
The regression analysis that we carried out in Section 4, suggests that a) both dimensions of 
urban spatial structure, the morphological and the functional one, exert a statistically 
influence on the labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth and, b) a polycentric 
urban structure foster economic efficiency (a better economic performance) at intra-
metropolitan scale, as a consequence of i) sub-centres and CBD are virtuous to increase over 
time labour productivity, ii) municipalities with a higher degree of urban centrality on the 
basis of being a ‘a place to work’ defined through in-commuting flows Entropy Information 
are positively associated with labour productivity, firm formation and urban growth at the 
time that, on the contrary, municipalities that are ‘places to residence’ by means of revealing a 
higher level of out-commuting flows Entropy Information, are negatively associated with 
them and finally, iii) urban sprawl (a more dispersed urban spatial structure) exerts a 
negatively statistically influence on the three mentioned economic performance indicators. 
Moreover, in detail, as regards the former analysis, on the basis of labour productivity we can 
remark briefly that a) urbanization economies, localization economies (manufacture and FIRE 
sectors), local competition, and coast municipalities are positively associated with foster 
productivity, b) congestion effects, Jacobs’ externalities and firm size exert a negative 
statistically effect in it, c) human capital externalities present a unclear effect in labour 
productivity because of taking into account the morphological dimension of urban strucuture, 
it exerts a positive influence; while it is negatively associated with labour productivity when 
is considered the functional approach of urban structure and finally, d) emerging sub-centres 
are more efficient to arise higher levels of productivity than large ones over time, what it 
reveals that the localization economies that emerge from them are more prominent than the 
urbanization ones to foster labour productivity. Then, as regard the second analysis related to 
the determinants that exert influence on firm formation from 1994 to 2002 and on urban 
growth from 2001 to 2009, we reach on the following observations: a) urbanization 
economies, specialization economies (FIRE sector), human capital (as regards firm formation 
models), local competition and immigrant population (related to urban growth models) are 
positively associated with firm formation in 2002 and urban growth in 2009 respectively, and 
b) congestion effects, human capital (in terms of urban growth), firm size, and population 
above 64 years exert a statistically negative influence on them. Thus, it seems that planning a 
metropolitan area by taking into account centres by means of CBD and sub-centres entails a 
better economic performance (efficiency) of this metropolitan area because they are 
remarkably able to increase over time labour productivity and firm formation due to their 
urbanization and localization economies and being able to centralized in them suburbanization 
process of population (urban growth). 
 
Finally, for future research, the findings of this work may entail a revisiting of the compact 
city concept. By taking the spatial structure approach of the compact city, although there are 
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many studies in the literature that encourages policy-makers to promote the compact city of 
dense development focused around downtown (CBD) in order to reduce the need to travel 
long distances, to consume less energy and resources and to achieve higher economic 
performance, other studies have such as (Gordon and Richardson, 1997; Echenique et al. 2012 
and; Gaigné et al., 2012) prospect that it is not a desirable goal due to the negative 
externalities that generates or that there no significant positive benefits. In that sense, 
Gaigné’s work, pointed out that policy-makers should pay more attention to the various 
implications of urban compactness due to the increasing-density policy affects prices, wages 
and land rents which could reshape the urban system and entailing a higher level of negative 
externalities such as social inequity, congestion and pollution. However, by analyzing the 
three different models: a) compaction, b) market-led dispersal and c) planned expansion that 
Echenique’s study proposes and by thinking a little bit more about the main results that the 
present study reaches on: municipalities identified as sub-centres exert a meaningful influence 
to enhance economic efficiency by means of increase labour productivity and firm formation 
due to its urbanization and localization economies that emerge from them. This it brings in 
mind that in-between of the urban structure models proposed by Echenique’s study, a new 
urban structure model of planning metro areas could emerge, on the basis of the next research 
question: why we do not propose and promote a urban structure model at intra-metropolitan 
scale based on a set of compact cities formed by CBD and its surrounding sub-centres?. In 
this sense, the work carried out by (Masip, 2012b) complements this current research by 
showing that sub-centres not only exert virtuous influence on achieving a more efficient 
economic performance at intra-metropolitan scale, but also, they are able to be positively 
associated with social and environmental efficiency by being able to reduce the social and 
environmental costs due to commuting. 
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APPENDIX: Table A1. Spatial determinants of urban growth (1991-2010). Regression 
models estimated by (OLS), (SLM) and (SEM): IF and OF Entropy Information 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: Own Elaboration. Note: we hypothesised that the immigrant population in 2001 is the same as in 1991 

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables OLS Model Spatial Lag Model Spatial Error Model

W*Ln Population 2010 - Ln Population 1991 0,00362

(t-value) (0,06076)

(probability) (0,95154)

Constant 7,72885*** 9,14852*** 9,19908***

(t-value) (25,08255) (40,72902) (41,85824)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Population Density  1991 (Ln) -0,59638*** -0,58116*** -0,56738***

(t-value) (-8,54391) (-8,66565) (-8,55772)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Employment Density 1991 (Ln) 0,73933*** 0,72723*** 0,71384***

(t-value) (9,438875) (9,67325) (9,56845)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Local Competition 1994 (Ln) -4,42475*** -4,43294*** -4,46532***

(t-value) (-29,5892) (-31,00682) (-31,52838)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Firm size 1994 (Ln) 3,89428*** 3,91726*** 3,96019***

(t-value) (17,81318) (18,6613) (18,97867)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Urban sprawl indicator  1994 (Ln) -0,55392*** -0,53651*** -0,52410***

(t-value) (-5,75432) (-5,78434) (-5,70762)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Out-commuting flows Entropy Information 1991 -4,18222*** -4,22645*** -3,91697***

(t-value) (-2,60919) (-2,73613) (-2,60380)

(probability) 0,00997 0,00621 0,00921

In-commuting flows Entropy Information 1991 2,92751* 3,02322* 2,80918*

(t-value) (1,81323) (1,94793) (1,87098)

(probability) 0,07175 0,05142 0,06134

Human Capital-Labor ratio 1991 (%) -0,88637 -1,03215* -0,92498*

(t-value) (-1,54938) (-1,86921) (-1,67634)

(probability) 0,12335 0,06159 0,09367

Population above 64 years  1991 (%) -0,59964*** -3,89280*** -3,90502***

(t-value) (-6,92885) (-7,21604) (-6,94457)

(probability) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000

Immigrant Population 2001 (%) 0,07412*** 2,80526*** 2,53523**

(t-value) (2,06453) (2,78922) (2,44568)

(probability) 0,04065 0,00528 0,01445

Lambda 0,19196*

(t-value) (1,72213)

(probability) 0,08504

Number of observations 164 164 164

R-squared 0,93506 0,93600 0,93765

Adjusted R-squared 0,93081 - -

F-statistic 220,303 - -

F (sig) 0,00000 - -

Log likelihood -5,9793 -4,78131 -3,24252

***, **, * variables significant at 99 per cent, 95 per cent and 90 per cent respectively

Y =  Ln Population 2010 - Ln Population 1991 ( Ln 2010 / 1991 )




